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The Major Risks

Jan Berting 
The Gloomy Future of the European Union

Presently it is difficult not to be overwhelmed by the persistent view that 
the future of  the European Union is gloomy and very much menaced by the 
strong rise of  political movements that reject the idea of  a European future 
in which the European Union plays a pivotal role. The United Kingdom left 
the European Union - Brexit and in several countries of  the European Union 
political movements are developing that seems to prepare to follow that 
British example.
   Many citizens in the European nations were already during a long time 
aware that the European Union is characterized by a strong and persistent 
democratic deficit. Many important changes were introduced without a really 
democratic discussion. The European citizens were confronted with a rapid 
geographical enlargement of  the European Union, motivated primarily by 
the idea of  the enlargement of  the internal European market. As such, the 
political leadership acted as if  the process of  modernization was a process 
without choice: our future was seen as dependent upon the conception of  
modernization as a one-way road.
    Increasingly, many European citizens became abhorred by this one-way 
modernization that only offered societies to adjust themselves to this ˝inevi-
table˝ future. But instead of  rejecting this determinism and starting a coher-
ent search for collective roads before us, many citizens rejected this option 
and turned towards a past that never was. They re-invented their national 
identity; they wanted a return towards their national frontiers, towards their 
national currency and towards their ˝original˝ population. At the same time, 
we witnessed a rise of  popularity of  other types of  collectivistic thinking that 
emphasizes diversity of  the population as shown by ethnic diversity and other 
types of  minorities.1 
    As we already remarked above, since the last two decades of  the twentieth 
century we are almost daily informed by the mass media that modernization 
marches on and that we have to accept this development as inevitable. In most 
cases the media reproduce the many statements of  politicians, presidents of  
the boards of  multinationals, economists and bankers who state that we have 
to adjust ourselves to this inevitable global development. The general tone 
of  such statements is optimistic, reassuring and uncritical. The future will 
be one of  progress. There is one important condition: we have to remove all 
the constraints that the development of  these global markets encounters. Of  
course, this will produce temporary turbulences, but by adapting our societies 
to this development, all of  us will finally be better off.

1  See: Manière de voir. Le Monde diplomatique, L’Engrenage Identitaire. Ethnicité. Minorités. 
Diversité. April-May 2017.
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    The development of  global markets is in itself  part of  our reality. It is a 
process that started at the end of  the 15th century, with Europe as its radiant 
point. However, we must not forget that in the beginning of  the 21st centu-
ry, most economic exchanges are not yet taking place within this open and 
global economy, but are part of  national and regional markets. Nevertheless, 
globalization is certainly expanding rapidly.
    Although globalization itself  is a real process, the concept of  modernization 
also refers to a powerful modern ideology. It is a shared or collective represen-
tation that ˝explains˝ the mechanisms of  economic and social change and, 
moreover, the direction of  these developments. This ideology of  modern-
ization has deep roots in the history of  the West, but it became the dominant 
way of  thinking in economic and political thought since the eighties of  the 
last century. It is now presented in many political and economic debates as 
the only rational way of  looking at our world: there is no alternative.
    Europe and the European Union do not only have to deal with this modern-
ization, and even more so with the ideology of  modernization, but also with 
the rise of  anti-individualist and even anti-democratic tendencies which are, 
partly at least, a reaction against important changes in modern societies. As 
we already remarked, the message of  the ideology of  modernization is ˝the 
unavoidable adaptation of  society to the exigencies of  the process of  mod-
ernization˝. 
    This message does not present us with a model of  the (future) society, in 
which Europe’s specificity has its proper place. Society, in this idea of  prog-
ress, seems to be, on the one hand, a residue, a ˝traditional˝ leftover of  the 
process of  modernization or globalization, a residue that must certainly not 
hinder the march of  modernization and, on the other hand, ˝more of  the 
same˝: individualism, mobility, individual achievement and reward, a rising 
standard of  living - that is more opportunities for consumption and individ-
ual liberties. Nothing is said about the nature of  the social relations, of  the 
democratic quality of  life, of  the opportunities to make collective choices that 
forge, to a certain extent, our common future. Nothing comes to the fore that 
pertains to new and persistent risks, including important political risks that 
the processes of  modernization may harbor. 
    In this ideological ̋ universalistic˝ culture, old and new ghosts emerge which 
show their sometimes hideous faces. With this remark we refer to the rising 
tide of  claims of  the leaders of  certain movements and groups for respect 
of  their ethnic, religious or cultural identities. The problem here is not the 
claim for the right to be different, claims that can be associated in several 
cases with an opposition to the standardizing effects of  modernization. The 
less attractive, sometimes even hideous, side is represented by claims for 
respect of  exclusive collective identities and for claims to have a share of  the 
state’s collective means on that basis. In the ideological context of  the present 
society, the debates on the multi-ethnic, multicultural and multi-religious 
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society produce in many respects a model of  society that is fundamentally 
anti-individualist and anti-democratic. 
   We should not forget that this type of  reactions was also frequent in the 
19th century and in the beginning of  the 20th century. Think about the many 
discussions on the inevitable disappearance of  traditional society in front of  
the process of  modernization, or on the necessities to conserve at least part 
of  the traditional heritage. We all know which disasters were produced by the 
choice of  many citizens for extremely nationalist political regimes.
   In our time, we are confronted with the same type of  discussions and with 
similar ways of  (collective) behavior in relation with ˝tradition˝ versus ˝mo-
dernity˝, albeit that now these discussions are even more confused than in 
the past, among other things as a consequence of  the rise of  ˝post-modern˝ 
thinking.
   This brings us to the next step. It can be argued that we live in an open soci-
ety in which political, intellectual and moral leadership will react in time to 
these massive threats. Can we be confident that this will happen? At present 
the quasi-totality of  the visible leadership seems to be swallowed by the ide-
ology of  modernization or globalization and treats the ˝dissidents˝ as being 
˝irrational˝ or ̋ utopian˝. We can observe daily that society is deeply disturbed. 
This is not only a consequence of  a lack of  leadership as such, but also of  the 
profoundly changing social structure of  modern Western societies. The role 
of  the responsible citizen has become marginal on the national level. On the 
level of  the European Union the citizen does not exist at all in the participa-
tive sense. The European citizens are only confronted with the outcomes of  
(international) negotiations which lack in most cases all transparency and to 
which they are assumed to comply. There is a tremendous democratic deficit, 
both on the national and the European levels. 
    In this period the further development of  the EU stagnates very evidently. 
This stagnation is caused by the major problems which we will outline in the 
following pages. In the first Chapter we start with a discussion about two 
pivotal concepts in this field: Modernity and modernization. And this Chap-
ter is followed by a series of  Chapters that analyses the confused relations 
between ˝individualism˝ and ˝collectivism˝, a reanalysis of  the concepts of  
modernity and modernization and the concept of  innovation. This analysis 
is followed by a discussion about modernization and the future of  Europe and 
of  the European Union. This followed by a discussion about the ring-dance 
of  societal representations. And of  course, we have to return to the problems 
of  national identities.
   The Second part of  the book – Chapters VIII-XI – has a different character. 
There is the contribution of  Christiane Villain-Gandossi about the pivotal 
role of  risks in the development of  the European Union. In continuation Silvo 
Devetak considered three integral problems which the European Union is 
confronted with: first, the deficiencies of  the human integration that could 
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put in danger the foundations of  the EU, second, the necessity to improve the 
EU role in building up the European security and stability order, and third, 
the shortcomings of  the EU policy toward the Western Balkans, which is of  
paramount importance for the EU security and strategic interests.
   In the Third part of  the book – Chapters XII-XIV – Hüsamettin Inaç explains: 
first, the transformation of  the Turkish identity during the westernization 
process, second, the identity problems of  Turkey during the integration pro-
cess of  the European Union and, finally, the Turkish foreign policy orientation 
towards Syria in the modernization period.
At the end of  the book we summarized the conclusions and recommendations.
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Chapter I: Jan Berting
Modernity and Modernization

Which are the Main Elements or Characteristics of 
Modernity and Modernization in the Western world?

When I use the concepts of  modernity and modernization together, we are 
immediately confronted with a very important problem: Using the concept 
of  modernity suggests that we can present a description of  the modernity, of  
modernity as a final stage of  a development. When we speak about modern-
ization, it is evident that we refer to a process that goes into the direction of  
increasing modernity. But is such a process of  modernization linked with one 
conception of  modernity, or do we have to envisage that during this process 
we will discover that that new interpretations of  modernity will appear? This 
would imply that we will be confronted with different stages of  modernity. 
    I started this discussion with the question: ˝Which are the main elements 
or characteristics of  modernity and modernization in the Western world?˝.
This raises an important following question. When we consider modernity 
and modernization outside the Western world, will these concepts have the 
same characteristics in that case? If  that would be the case, modernity and 
modernization would be universal concepts. Another possibility could be that 
we will be confronted with other types of  modernity and modernization in 
other parts of  the world. What will be the consequences of  such a pluralistic 
process of  modernization in the world? It would have important consequences 
for our ideas about globalization. 
   That will not necessarily imply that Samuel Huntington’s vision is right that 
ongoing modernization is not the result of  the continuation of  convergence 
between the nations of  the world. Instead of  this, Huntington argues that 
the future world order will be based on the existence of  seven, perhaps eight, 
civilizations, which are presented by him as the most embracing cultural units 
of  mankind. As he defines civilizations as major collective identities, which 
regulate the behavior of  those persons who are comprised within them, the 
future will inevitably be full of  tensions and conflicts. Huntington warns the 
European civilization – that is Europe and the USA – to prepare itself  for a new 
battle, because after the dissolution of  the USSR it is not victorious liberalism 
that will prevail, but the clash of  civilizations. Managers and politicians will 
always organize their actions on the basis of  their own civilization, in which 
mutual understanding and trust are more easily attained than in inter-civi-
lization relations, according to Huntington.
   Huntington elevates the concept of  the identity of  civilizations to its most 
extreme heights, without giving sustainable arguments that ̋ civilizations˝ can 
indeed be seen as all-embracing and all-inclusive entities in which all other 
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cultural differences play a secondary role and which exclude any possibility 
for a real inter- or transnational understanding.2 Huntington is an example of  
extreme collectivist thinking and places himself  as such outside the Western 
modernity.

Key Words of Modernity

Let us, before pursuing this discussion, mention the main characteristics of  
modernity, antimodernity and modernization. 
We start with the keywords of  modernity.

They are: 
1. Reason. Rationality
2. The individual. Individualism
3. Equality. Equal rights
4. Liberty. Civil liberties. Democracy
5. Progress

The key-words of antimodernity are:
1. One truth. Religious or ideological
2. The collectivity. Collectivism
3. Inequality. No equal rights. No democracy
4. No individual liberty
5. Submission to an elite
6. The future is always retrograde (back to a past or back to a past that never existed)

Key Words of Modernization

Modernization is progress, that is a societal development into the direction of  
individualism (the rational individual/rationalism), civil liberties/equal rights/
democracy), the waning of  traditional social structures, of  class structures 
and of  all other types of  collectivism (races, groups with (closed) collective 
identities.

2  Samuel Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order. 
New York: Simon & Shuster, 1996.
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Modernization is neither rectilinearly nor steadily 
increasing

Since the beginning of  the modernization process in the Western world we 
can observe that during several times the modernization process is brutally 
interrupted by political movements that have tried to give a totally different 
direction to societal development. As such we can mention the rise of  Na-
zism in Germany, the Fascist movements in Italy, Spain and Portugal, and of  
Communism. Alongside these political movements we can observe several 
other signs of  resistance to Western modernization, given by adherents of  
some religious orthodoxy. In these times, we are almost daily confronted with 
actions against Western modernity that are carried out by Muslim fundamen-
talists. Let us have a brief  look at some of  these anti-modernity movements.

Nazism

Nazism is on all levels an ideology and a political movement that rejects the 
main characteristics of  modernity. It restores the dominance of  collectivism, 
together with organized inequality on all levels and the rejection of  equal 
rights, civil liberties and democracy.
   Collectivism is not a return to the traditional social structure, but an inno-
vation, as it takes the idea of  human races as the main principle for the collec-
tivist classification of  the inhabitants of  Germany. The supposed inequality 
of  human races is at the base of  the main policies that structure the societal 
inequality and the exclusion from the society of  certain minorities.
So this new order of  societal inequality is based on an antirational and non-
scientific idea, it is collectivistic and connected with a type of  social inequal-
ity that leaves no room for rational individualism. For the Nazis, the idea of  
progress has a totally different meaning in comparison to modernity, because 
it signifies a development into the direction of  the Nazi-goals which I men-
tioned. It means a decrease and even disappearance of  the main characteris-
tics of  modernity, a development into the direction of  the Nazi goals and an 
enlargement of  the territories under Nazi-rule.

Communism

Communism, when it is dominant in modern states, produces societies whose 
main characteristics are in many respects the opposite of  those of  modernity. 
The adherents of  the communist societal systems will not agree with this 
statement. They will argue that communism leads to another modernity with 
characteristics that are, indeed, quite different from those that are dominant 
in Western modernity. Anyhow, the communist modernity has as dominant 
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features the prevalence of  collectivism, together with a strong emphasis on 
conformity to the hierarchical order.
   North-Korea is presently the most pregnant illustration of  the communist 
anti-modernity, with its very elitist political order and its extreme emphasis 
on conformity of  all individuals to the prescribed rules.

Religious Fundamentalism at the end of the 20th Century 
and the beginning of the 21st Century

At the end of  the 20th and the beginning of  the 21st century the Western mo-
dernity and modernization is again confronted with political developments 
that are conflicting with the main characteristics of  Western modernity. This 
time, it is not a political movement that is as strong as the Nazi-movement 
and the Fascist regimes in the last century. The stability of  the Western de-
mocracies is not endangered by it. 
   I am referring to the rise in Western countries of  Muslim fundamental-
ism and to the increasing frequency of  violent actions by Muslim terrorists. 
Nevertheless, this Muslim fundamentalism and the Muslim terrorist actions 
are generally directed against characteristics of  Western modernity. In many 
cases they are committed by immigrants originating from Muslim countries 
and who resist against being ˝integrated˝ into their host countries. Which 
elements play a role in this religiously motivated resistance? It is evident that 
these Muslim fundamentalists who cling to the supremacy of  their religion, 
based on the idea of  universal truth, cannot accept to be forced to conform 
to Western societies that are strongly characterized by Western modernity. 
And this modernity implies necessarily cultural pluralism, including reli-
gious pluralism, equal rights and democracy, together with the presence of  
different types of  individualism among which critical individualism has still 
an important role.

Is it Possible to Distinguish between Different Stages of 
Modernity since the Modernization Process Started in 
Western Europe?

We have seen in the preceding pages that the major political movements that 
have tried to put an end to the Western modernization have failed to realize 
their endeavors. It is also improbable that the religious fundamentalists of  
today will achieve to impose their views on the Western societies.
   Nevertheless, there is still another trail to follow. The development of  moder-
nity in the Western societies changed these societies gradually and provoked 
many reactions within them. 
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   Modernity and the processes that ensue from it contain some major contra-
dictions. The Enlightenment that gave birth to the idea of  modernity promised 
the emancipation of  the individual from traditional and religious bonds when 
following the way of  reason. But modernization is also the continuous growth 
of  formal, rational organizations, a growth that goes unavoidably together 
with a weakening of  the traditional structures of  society in which the sense of  
community, of  belongingness and of  collectivistic thinking plays a dominant 
role. But the development of  modern organizations can be considered as a new 
way of  collectivization that is accompanied by a modern type of  collectivism. 
It is certainly not by chance that the American sociologist Elton Mayo thought 
that the modern organization could be an antidote for the ˝atomization˝ of  
modern life.
    The analysis of  the process of  modernization as primarily a process of  
rationalization shows that in this process three interdependent oppositions 
continue to have their impact on political and social life. In the first place, there 
is the opposition between the idea of  rational society and the conception of  
society as the result of  historically specific forces (rationalism versus histori-
cism). In the second place, we observe that the promise of  individual freedom 
or autonomy is threatened by the development of  rational systems such as 
bureaucracies and organizations which produce products and services (liberty 
versus determinism). And in the third place, we see that the reign of  reason and 
predictability in many cases restricts the free expression of  sentiments (reason 
versus sentiment). The march of  modernity is, following these observations, an 
important source of  alienation in societies in which most persons no longer 
have to cope daily with problems of  subsistence. 
   Confronted with all those developments, how do European workers and citi-
zens react? How do they define themselves as members of  society? Which are 
their main responses to the conditions of  life in a modern society in relation 
with the process of  modernization? 

We can distinguish between Four Stages of Modernization

Stage 1: In the 16th until the middle of  the 19th century, the process of  moder-
nity is in the first place the conquest of  political and economic liberties. The 
rise of  rationally organized structures starts (armies, bureaucracies of  some 
states), but this development does not have an important impact on the daily 
life of  the large majorities of  the populations concerned.
Stage 2: Especially since the middle of  the 19th century we observe a very strong 
rise of  different types of  industrial production. This goes together with the 
coming of  a large unskilled working-class that is subject to the harsh rule of  
the industrial production if  that time. The members of  the working-class have 
no individual rights, almost no personal autonomy, receive very low incomes 
and live under very bad urban conditions.
Stage 3: The living-conditions of  the large majority of  these European work-
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ing-classes lead to the rise of  strong political movements and to ideologies 
that emphasize the improvement of  the working- and living-conditions of  
the lower classes of  society. At the end of  the 19th century and the beginning 
of  the 20th century these political movements obtain tangible positive results 
for the working-classes. These imply also important adaptations to the main 
characteristics of  modernity.
Stage 4: After World War II we witness a further development of  modernity. 
These developments imply a growth of  new categories of  individual rights, 
especially at the end of  the 20th and the beginning of  the 21st century.

The Four Stages of Modernization that we distinguish 
contain Different Types of Adaptation that we can observe 
within those Societies. We can observe both Individualist 
and Collectivist Types of Adaptation.

In the following pages, I will present briefly the major types of  adaptation and 
resistance of  groups and individuals to the main tensions which are inherent 
in the process of  modernization. This description must shed some light on 
the question whether the ongoing individualization of  modern society goes 
together with an increasing individualism. Or can we discern new types of  
collectivism, together with the persistence of  traditional types of  collectiv-
ism? What do the different types of  behavior in reaction to modernity teach 
us about the changing character of  social cohesion and solidarity? I will start 
with the most obvious individualist reactions to the process of  moderniza-
tion, followed by collectivist reactions. We shall try to follows these types of  
adaptation to the process of  modernization within the different stages that 
we distinguish. We will follow this trail both for the individualist adaptations 
and the collectivist ones.
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Chapter II: Jan Berting
Modernization and the Confused Relations be-
tween ˝Individualism˝ and ˝Collectivism˝

We must start with the observation that that both ̋ individualism˝ and ̋ collec-
tivism˝ manifest themselves in our present society in different ways. More-
over, all types of  individualism are dependent on types of  collectivism and vice 
versa. We start with the different types of  individualism. We can distinguish 
between seven different types.

Different Types of Individualism

Substantial-Rational (Critical) Individualism
Modernity and the processes that ensue from it contain some major contra-
dictions. The Enlightenment that gave birth to the idea of  modernity promised 
the emancipation of  the individual from traditional and religious bonds when 
following the way of  reason. It also engendered the ongoing rationalization 
of  the production of  commodities and of  governance, a process that restricts 
individual liberties in many respects by creating new types of  dependencies 
for citizens, workers and consumers.
   The promise of  the Enlightenment was the rise of  rational individualism, the 
coming of  personalities who strive for individual autonomy, independence 
and rational understanding of  the world they live in. This type of  individual-
ism implies unavoidably the will to defend that type of  individualism against 
societal developments which threaten it, such as fundamentalist movements, 
and to advance this type of  individualism in the different domains of  social 
life. This individualism is based on a personal identity as a rational individual-
ist. We have in mind an individualism that is based on substantial-rationality, 
defined by Mannheim in the following way: ˝We understand as substantially 
rational an act of  thought which reveals intelligent insight into the inter-re-
lations of  events in a given situation. Thus, the intelligent act of  thought itself  
will be described as ˝substantially rational˝, whereas everything else which 
either is false or not an act of  thought at all (for example drives, impulses, 
wishes, and feelings, both conscious and unconscious) will be called “sub-
stantially irrational˝.3

    Substantial-rational individualism is being marginalized, not only by the 
rationalization of  the forces of  production and of  governance, guided by the 
system-rationality of  large organizations, but also by those persons who are 
opposed to the primacy of  reason on the basis of  ideas about the ˝essence˝ of  

3   K. Mannheim, Man and Society in an Age of Reconstruction. London: Routledge & 
Kegan Paul Ltd, 1954 (1940), p. 53.
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their collective or individual identity. This means that substantial-rational 
individualism is cornered in our times by both system-rationality and by old 
and new types of  collectivism.

Instrumental Market-Oriented Individualism
Instrumental market-oriented individualism must not be confounded with 
the preceding type of  individualism. The market-oriented individualist is a 
person who enters into exchange relations and into contracts on the basis 
of  an assumed perfect knowledge of  the market. Imperfections of  the mar-
ket-mechanism are in this view related to traditional constraints and by types 
of  policies which tend to continue those imperfections. This is the type of  
individualism that has a central place in the ideology of  globalization and that 
is propagated by agencies such as the International Monetary Fund and the 
World Bank. Progress is ensured, according to this ideology, when traditional 
institutions are destroyed and production is oriented to international markets. 
This type of  thinking and acting expands rapidly within modern societies 
in which the market increasingly becomes a model for social life in general.

Achievement-Oriented Individualism
Achievement-oriented individualism is in some respects related to the pre-
ceding type of  individualism. In contradistinction to this, however, achieve-
ment-oriented individualism is not connected with contract relations in 
an open market, but with professional careers in (large) organizations. The 
achievement-oriented society developed gradually during the 20th century, 
especially since 1950. This was a period in which the opportunities for ad-
vanced education increased rapidly, together with a continuous growth of  
the dependent middle-classes. It was a period with rising opportunities for 
advancement in orderly careers within expanding organizations. Achieve-
ment-oriented individualism was, within this context, optimistic. There was 
a firm belief  within the middle-classes that investments in advanced educa-
tion would improve a person’s market value and would be rewarded by his 
advancement in professional life. 
   After a period of  rising opportunities for many persons, several develop-
ments slackened the growth of  these professional opportunities, such as a flat-
tening of  the hierarchical structures of  organizations, a process that squeezed 
opportunities for advancement, the relatively high level of  unemployment, 
and an increasing fuzziness of  the reward systems in economic life. This im-
plies a growing tension between the actual opportunities for advancement in 
the labor market and the ideology of  the achievement-oriented society. In the 
long run, these changes in the labor market will sap this ideology and will, 
henceforward, decrease the level of  achievement-oriented individualism.
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The Revolt against Formal Rules: Populist Individualism
Achievement-oriented individualism necessitates the compliance of  the per-
sons concerned with the rules of  the organization in which they are working. 
Their opportunities for advancement depend also on their conformity to the 
rules of  the organization. Modernization as a process of  rationalization is 
necessarily connected with the dominance of  legal-rational leadership. But 
those persons, who are subjected to the rules of  this leadership, issued in the 
name of  this system-rationality, do not always understand the meaning of  
those rules and the changes of  these rules within their own context. People 
can easily become alienated in these situations, both as workers, as clients of  
bureaucracies and as voters. Independent entrepreneurs of  small and middle 
sized enterprises are annoyed by the bureaucratic obligations which are im-
posed on them by the national and European bureaucracies and which they 
consider in many cases as meaningless and as a waste of  their time. Citizens 
do not understand why some of  the problems they experience in their daily 
life – in their neighborhood, in their relations with health services, with the 
educational system, with agencies of  the welfare state, in their work situation 
– seem to have such a low priority in national and even local policies. Such a 
situation, perceived as such by the persons concerned, can be an important 
source of  populist protest movements in which leaders promise to break 
through the assumed inertia of  the ˝ruling classes˝, to install a type of  direct 
or popular democracy and, of  course, to solve the problems of  the discontent 
by applying some rigorous measures. Such movements may raise temporarily 
the level of  participation in elections of  those persons who ̋ normally˝ abstain 
as voters. This protest populism is an individualistic movement and brings 
together people with very different economic and social backgrounds, tempo-
rarily united by the idea of  a loss of  freedom in front of  rational-bureaucratic 
structures. It must be distinguished from identity populism that is discussed 
under the collectivist types of  collective representations.

Immoderate Assertive Egoistic Individualism
The tension between formal rules of  rational systems and the (partial) re-
jection of  them by certain persons can be observed in their sometimes ex-
aggeratedly assertive and egoistic types of  behavior. Employees of  public 
services, such as health services, education, or police-services are increasingly 
confronted with aggressive behavior of  individuals, who want to be served 
immediately because they have the ̋ right˝ to it. Their slogan is: ̋ Me first˝. Such 
egoistic assertive persons are likely to join populist protest movements when 
these arise in political life. This trend is certainly related to the individual-
ization of  social life, a process that may release person from the (traditional) 
bond without having acquired a form of  individualism that enables them 
to cope with a social environment in a positive way. Immoderate assertive 
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egoistic individualism and the behavior that it generates are related to the 
rise of  certain types of  criminal behavior, especially in large cities with high 
concentrations of  immigrants.

Personality Individualism
While the search for identity is primarily related to the tension between reason 
and sentiment, another individualist reaction is in the first place related to 
the tension between bureaucratic reason and individual liberty.
    For many persons in an occidental individualized world, collective and 
communitarian reactions to modernity are not attractive. In our time most 
persons, who are attracted by fundamentalist movements have cultural back-
grounds in which the individual is not or is scarcely emancipated from their 
traditional background. This is not to say that among those who grew up under 
modern circumstances, fundamentalism does not have any appeal. However, 
those who are attracted by fundamentalist movements seem to exist in the 
margins of  society.
   Nevertheless, many persons in an individualized, disenchanted and  ratio-
nal society seem to be alienated and disoriented and try to overcome the rift 
between reason and sentiment by a search for their ˝essential˝ identity, an 
identity that is not imposed by an institution and less so by fundamentalist 
conceptions. The persons concerned fly from a world dominated by rules and 
control. Theirs is a search for the real meaning of  their life as individuals. They 
are searching for a re-enchantment of  life in their inner, sacred ˝me˝; it is a 
Gnostic, esoteric search. This way of  thinking is prominent in the New Age 
movement and is often accompanied by a preference for parallel medicines, 
even with a rejection of  what they call ˝official medicine˝. All this goes often 
together with a ˝renaissance˝ of  magical thinking, with the idea of  that there 
are many things between heaven and earth that cannot be understood by 
reason. The ˝New Age˝ label refers to a great variety of  activities. As Heelas 
remarks: ̋ An exceedingly wide range of  practices – from enlightenment inten-
sive seminars to astrology, from Wicca to Zen, from alternative empowerment 
courses, from mediation to shamanism, from the search for the Wild Man to 
the search of  the Goddess, from the Headless Way to the Yantra Vibrational 
Energy Centre – have made their appearance under the ˝New Age˝ rubric˝.4

    It is interesting to note that this search for identity penetrates nowadays 
even formal rational organizations. Many courses are given for those working 
in formal organizations to teach them how to tap their inner sources and to 
overcome the tension between reason and sentiment. The main objective of  

4  P. Heelas, ˝The New Age: Values and Modern Times˝, in: L. van Vucht Thijssen, J. 
Berting and F. Lechner, eds, The Search for Fundamentals. The Process of Modernisation 
and the Quest for Meaning, Dordrecht/Boston/London: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 
1995, Chapter 9.
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this is of  course to raise the motivation and productivity of  the employees 
of  the organization.

The flight into Virtual Worlds
This is an option that is not only restricted to leisure activities, because also 
˝real˝ jobs can become touched by the virtual worlds of  information technolo-
gy. However, this is until now only the case in a limited number of  professional 
activities, especially in architecture and in artistic professions.
   It could be remarked that this option can also be related to our second main 
opposition: reason and sentiment. To a certain degree, this is a valid obser-
vation. But it seems to me that the contents of  the majority of  the CD/DVD 
games are related to the third opposition: (bureaucratic) rules versus indi-
vidual freedom. 
Another critical remark could be that before the coming of  information tech-
nology individuals could withdraw into the virtual worlds of  the cinema 
and literature. This is too a valid observation, but especially for the younger 
generation the withdrawal into interactive worlds of  cyberspace in which no, 
or only a few, basic rules are imposed, is much more rewarding than what 
non-interactive virtual worlds offer.
   A more dramatic individualist flight from reality is that of  drug addicts, who 
give up their personal autonomy by flight to imaginary worlds through the use 
of  drugs and by, in many cases, adopting a way of  life that cuts them off from 
normal social life and makes them dependent on dealers and public services. 

The Pursuit of a Hedonist Way of Life
The above-mentioned collectivist and individualist reactions have in com-
mon that they are primarily adaptations to one of  the three types of  tensions 
that I described in the preceding pages. An exception must be made for those 
fundamentalist movements, which want to destroy the occidental capitalist 
world in toto. In an individualized society we can observe another important 
type of  behavior: conformity to the consumer society and the pursuit of  the 
satisfaction of  individual needs, as offered by the commodities and services of  
the (global) market. This orientation often goes together with a weak interest 
in the long-term consequences of  consumerism and can be ˝legitimized˝ by 
the adherence to the ideology of  modernization. Conformity to the process 
of  modernization can be more inclusive than that, as is demonstrated by 
the acceptance of  the ideology of  modernization as the only valid theory of  
economic and social change.
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Different Types of Collectivism

We distinguish between Six different Types of Collectivism.
In the preceding section I reviewed several types of  individualism in relation 
with modernization. This analysis could suggest that modernization is accom-
panied by the individualization of  social life and by increasing individualism. 
This idea is strongly suggested by the well-known opposition between tra-
dition and modernity. But we will see that ongoing modernization not only 
leads to a further rise of  individualism. Traditional types of  collectivism are 
often waning, but at the same time we can observe the rise of  new types of  
collectivism.

The Re-ollectivization of Society
My analysis of  different types of  individualism clearly shows that the classical 
opposition between tradition and modernity is based, partially at least in our 
time, on wrong points of  departure. We can observe that modernization not 
only leads to an increasing individualism, but that at the same time collec-
tivism as a mentality is 
reinforced, together with a collectivization of  society in certain respects. 
Collectivism stands in a marked contrast to substantial-rational individual-
ism. While individualism implies autonomy, independence and self-reliance, 
collectivism stands for heteronomy, dependence, submission and an image 
of  oneself  that is defined by membership and belongingness to an inclusive 
unity. This difference has as a major consequence that persons with a collec-
tivist mentality experience the ongoing process of  modernization in a way 
that is rather different from those persons who are marked by an individualist 
mentality.
   Modernization means, among many other things, ongoing individualization 
of  social life, a process that opens opportunities for emancipation for those 
persons who have acquired certain characteristics, such as a rational way of  
analyzing the world around them, generally a rather high level of  education, 
a social background that stimulates personal initiatives and a good sense of  
the importance of  achievement-motivation. Many persons, however, are not 
well equipped to cope with the conditions of  modernity. This lack of  resources 
may result in a choice for immoderate assertive individualism, or for confor-
mity to the rules of  the consumer society, both being non-reflexive types of  
individualism. Persons who show these types of  individualism can easily be 
seduced under unstable political and economic circumstances by collectivist 
movements. A very poignant and sad example of  this is the rise of  the fascist 
movement in some major European countries after World War I. Especially 
the Nazi-movement was very successful in organizing the many persons with 
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a weak individualist mentality, and certainly those with an anti-individualist 
mentality, into a large-scale re-collectivization project of  society, a re-collec-
tivization that went together with the promise of  an upward collective social 
mobility for all those who were considered to belong to that mythical unity 
called ̋ Herrenvolk˝. This type of  collectivism is attractive for all those persons 
who are not capable of  coping with their existence without being sustained 
by a stable and coherent social framework.
    Also now social and economic conditions which can nourish populist col-
lectivist movements are not absent. European countries witness, in varying 
degrees, the rise of  what we will call ˝national identity populism˝. This iden-
tity populism can be considered as a reaction to modernity in relation with 
the changing position of  the nation-state. The development of  the European 
Union, together with the immigration of  considerable numbers of  persons, 
who do not share the idea of  national identity of  many of  the ˝original˝ in-
habitants can, depending on specific economic and cultural circumstances, 
lead to populist movements, which emphasize the importance of  the nation’s 
collective identity. This emphasis on this collective national identity goes 
together with the idea that this identity has to be protected against the neg-
ative influences of  the ˝intruders˝, the immigrants, and the conquerors of  
the national space. This national identity populism accepts the ˝Other˝ only 
when he assimilates to the culture of  the host country. We must distinguish 
this type of  collectivistic populism from the individualistic protest populism 
that we discussed above. Nevertheless, under specific political circumstances 
the two types of  populism may merge, e.g. during elections, when the political 
leadership of  a populist party succeeds in masking the difference between the 
different brands of  populism.

The Retreat on Collective Identities
Another type of  collectivization is the retreat on collective identities. This 
retreat on collective identities shows in a few cases some overlapping with 
the preceding type of  collectivism, but it has to be distinguished from it, as 
we will see. During the last twenty-five years we have witnessed a strong rise 
of  claims by different groups and social movements to respect their collective 
identity. The most outspoken claims come from fundamentalist movements 
that are firmly grounded on the idea of  an exclusive collective identity. Their 
idea of  collective identity is a much closed one: ̋ we˝ have the truth, the outside 
world is erring and corrupt being only based on money and sex. I will return 
to this type of  collectivism in the next section. However, not all claims to a 
specific collective identity are fundamentalist ones. Many groups and move-
ments which claim a specific collective identity are far from having a closed 
identity and do not reject the outside world as is the case with fundamentalist 
movements.
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    The rise of  these collective identity claims is certainly related to the present 
stage of  modernization in which much structural delimitation is becoming 
fluid and is losing its potentiality as markers of  identity. Such is the case in the 
relations between workers and their enterprises or their professional groups, 
between citizens and their country, between individuals and their family. Add 
to this the fact that the individualistic achievement society, based on the idea 
of  an equitable relation between merit and reward, is being seriously eroded 
by the extremely high level of  incomes that top managers, pop stars and top 
footballers receive.
   The rise of  collective identity claims is also incited by observations that in 
the process of  modernization, specific cultural and social characteristics of  
social groups and regions are gradually disappearing, and that collective 
action is needed to protect this cultural heritage. Such actions need not to 
be embedded in the collectivistic identity trade, but in view of  the present 
popularity of  the concept of  collective identity, this link may help to focus 
the general interest on these actions.
   More important than this is the fact that the idea of  collective identity is one 
of  the major ways to obtain advantages for those who claim such a collective 
specificity, as I already remarked. The present discussion about multicul-
tural society is not only a discussion about the right of  certain minorities to 
organize their life on the basis of  their assumed collective identity, but also 
to obtain other prerogatives or rights, such as positive discrimination in 
certain domains.  This idea of  collectivistic rights produces strong tension 
in a democracy that is primarily based on rights of  individuals. Many claims 
of  groups with an assumed collective identity ask not only to be respected by 
˝society˝, but want to receive rewards or gratifications because their group or 
community has been disadvantaged by ̋ society˝ in the past. Such reasoning is 
clearly holistic-realistic and implies that individuals have the right to obtain 
scarce means solely based on their membership of  such an entity. Here we 
enter the domain of  the exploitation of  the idea of  collective identity.
    The present ˝identity hysteria˝5 is certainly connected with the endeavor 
to exploit ˝society˝. This remark can be made while accepting that collective 
identity claims are in several instances also a specific type of  reaction to 
alienation and disorientation, caused by the process of  modernization.
    I already remarked that this rise of  claims to collective identity is in certain 
respects related to the rise of  fundamentalism. A major distinction between 
the two is the fact that the former reactions are characterized by a strongly 
closed collective identity and that the latter have relatively open collective 
identities. These characteristics of  such groups or movements need not to be 
static. Groups with a relatively open collective identity may under specific 
circumstances change into the direction of  a closed identity, depending on 
the ways in which society is reacting to their claims and pretensions. The way 
back from a closed to an open identity seems to be more difficult because a 

5   E. Dupin, L’hystérie identitaire. Paris: Le cherche midi, 2004.
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real dialogue with the outside world is excluded by the way the outside world 
is interpreted within the collective identity itself. Both types of  reaction are 
related to the tensions, created in the process of  modernization, between 
rationality and historicism.

Individualistic Fundamentalism
In the preceding section I referred to the rise of  fundamentalism as a reac-
tion to modernization. Nowadays, fundamentalist collectivism mobilizes 
only a limited number of  persons, although it has in spite of  this, in some 
instances, a strong effect on society as a whole. In the 19th century, the coming 
of  industrialist society was accompanied by the rise of  social movements in 
search of  community. They were reactions of  uprooted people with traditional 
rural and urban backgrounds. This search for community was often related 
to religious fundamentalist thinking, but we can also discern this search in 
socialist and communist movements of  that time. In our time most types of  
fundamentalism are a reaction to the modernizing society and to the prin-
ciples that go with it: rationality, universalism, individualism, democracy, 
equality and liberty. It is fuelled by feelings of  insecurity, of  disorientation 
and alienation, caused by the weakening of  traditional bonds. It advocates a 
return to the pure sources of  religious and social life as a remedy against the 
evils of  modern society. 
   This fundamentalist reaction is observable among members of  allochthonous 
Muslim minorities. Although only a minority of  Muslims is fundamentalist, it 
must not be forgotten that fundamentalism is a reaction to modernity and is 
nourished by alienation and by feelings of  disorientation, anomie, meaning-
lessness and powerlessness. These migrants underwent, as I explained earlier, 
a ˝double culture shock˝, a shock that easily generates the above-mentioned 
feelings of  disorientation. It prepares a fertile soil for fundamentalism, be-
cause it promises to rebuild these migrants’ self-respect and their confidence 
along the lines that I described in my sketch of  fundamentalism.
   This type of  fundamentalism that refuses to dialogue and to compromise 
with the ̋ evil and corrupt˝ outside world, cannot be integrated in a democratic 
society, certainly not when it tries to colonize the host society by imposing its 
specific rules. Such a type of  fundamentalism is totally political in spite of  its 
religious veil. It is comparable to other fundamentalist ways of  thinking with 
which Europe has been confronted in the past: Nazism, built on the idea of  
the ˝pure race˝ and other fascist movements based on the concept of  funda-
mental inequality between men, and communism as harbinger of  the only 
society that is capable of  ending the condition of  alienation. In all those cases 
we are confronted with ˝universalistic˝ ideologies that have the endeavor to 
submit the whole world to their ideas about the ̋ pure society˝. Moreover, this 
way of  thinking is extremely holistic: individuals exist only as an element or 
˝function˝ of  the political and religious system in which they are embedded.
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Particularistic Fundamentalism
In contradistinction to universalistic fundamentalism, particularistic fun-
damentalism is based on the assumed cultural or religious specificity of  a 
collectivity, such as a region, a nation, an ethnic group or a religious commu-
nity. The closed, exclusive identity that is part of  this type of  fundamentalism 
draws, of  course, also a sharp distinction between ̋ us˝ and the ̋ outsiders˝. We 
encounter this type of  fundamentalism in extremist groups like the Basque 
ETA, the Armata Corsa, and in nationalist movements with their emphasis 
on ̋ Our own people first˝. I am not arguing that all particularistic movements 
are fundamentalist ones. Most of  them are not. They emphasize their cultur-
al specificity, but are pursuing their objectives in a democratic way (e.g. the 
acknowledgment of  their specific regional language). 
   Particularistic fundamentalist movements as mentioned above are trying to 
change the world in a restricted way, often bypassing democratic procedures, 
to acquire autonomy for their region, to cleanse their country or region from 
˝undesirable elements˝, such as was/is the case in Kosovo and other regions 
in former Yugoslavia. But not all particularistic fundamentalist movements 
show this tendency. Some may prefer to live in isolation from modern society 
in order to preserve their ethnic or religious specificity. As such we can refer 
to the Amish and the Mennonite communities in the USA and South America. 
In Europe such a type of  fundamentalism seems to be absent.

Collectivism within Large Organizations
The types of  collectivism that I described briefly up to now have a common 
denominator: all of  them are opposed in important respects to the march of  
modernization. Our next type of  collectivism and collectivization accepts it 
wholeheartedly. Paradoxically, it is even part of  the very core of  this process.  
This collectivism is an adaptation by the higher and middle echelons of  large 
rationally organized systems to their requirements or exigencies. The rise of  
this type of  collectivism has been observed both in the United States and in 
Europe. Many employees within this type of  organization submit themselves 
to the organization’s system-rationality that has within their way of  thinking 
a higher priority than their own autonomy. This type of  collectivist adaptation 
is characterized by a way of  thinking and acting on the basis of  the interests 
of  the organization in which, and for which, the employee is working. It is 
an essential element of  the culture of  large private companies like Unilever, 
Shell, Philips, Volkswagen or General Motors. This collectivism resembles the 
mentality of  public servants in state bureaucracies. These civil servants can be 
considered as the precursors of  what was called later the ̋ organization men˝.
   Modernization is the advance of  formal, rational organizations, an advance 
that goes together with a weakening of  the traditional structures of  society in 
which the sense of  community, of  belongingness and of  collectivistic think-
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ing plays a dominant role.  This advance of  formal large-scale organizations 
also hampers the growth of  substantial rational individualism, especially 
with respect to autonomy and individual independence. The development of  
modern organizations can be considered as a new way of  collectivization that 
is accompanied by a modern type of  collectivism. It is certainly not by chance 
that Mayo thought that the modern organization could be an antidote against 
the ˝atomization˝ of  modern life. This way of  thinking laid the foundation of  
the Human Relations in Industry movement in the USA, which argued that the 
modern industrial organizations could augment the level of  work satisfaction 
of  workers by organizing working-relations in such a way that fundamental 
needs for togetherness and belongingness were satisfied.6 This movement’s 
proposals were directed at the situation of  blue collar workers. It could be re-
marked that blue collar workers had still many characteristics of  a traditional 
mentality in the middle if  the last century and that the Human Relations in 
Industry tried to accommodate this mentality to modern industrial life.
    We have seen that the rise of  modern society goes together with a rapid 
growth of  the category of  white collar workers and that those workers were 
very strongly influenced by the ideology of  the achievement society. Do they 
have an outspoken individualistic orientation in their occupational life?  This 
is only observable in a limited sense. The advance of  the rational large-scale 
organization leads to the coming of  a type of  workers, especially on the lower 
and middle level of  management that has been labelled by W.H. Whyte as the 
˝organization man˝. This organization man is only an individualist in a lim-
ited sense. Whyte remarks: ˝The organization man is the most conspicuous 
example, but he is only one, for the collectivization so visible in the corpora-
tion has affected every field of  work˝.7 These organization men are conscious 
of  the fact that they have only a slight influence on their work and working 
conditions. But this is not considered by them to be a problem as they think 
that between them and the organization harmony reigns. They have gradually 
developed an ideology that sustains trust and confidence in the collectivity. 
They reject market-oriented individualism as being contrary to the ethics of  
their organization. Instead of  this three principles come to the fore in their 
way of  thinking. The first one is the idea of  scientific management. This is 
the idea that a scientific analysis, together with the interventions which are 
based on this, can create a ˝good˝ organization in which tensions and con-
flicts between individuals and between segments of  the organization can be 
resolved and even avoided. The second principle is ̋ belongingness˝. This prin-
ciple’s main function is to entertain the social bond between the employees. 
It provides: ˝the deep emotional security that comes from total integration 
with the group˝.8 The third principle – that will not come as a surprise to the 

6  See: Mayo, E., Human Problems in Industrial Civilization. New York, 1949.
7  W.H. Whyte Jr, The Organization Man. New York, Garden City: Doubleday & 
Company, 1957, p. 3.
8  W.H. Whyte Jr, o.c. , p. 38.
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reader – is togetherness. This principle is sustained by the idea that the group 
is superior to the individual. In this ideology it is argued that it is scientifically 
proven that this is a true statement. However, there is certainly not a scientific 
consensus about this ˝truth˝. 
   This collectivistic development has not been curbed into an individualistic 
direction during the last two or three decades. It is certainly true that the 
majority of  the many professionals who are working in large organizations 
have a high degree of  autonomy in the execution of  their work. Nevertheless, 
this autonomy goes together with a strong dependence on the organization 
and with a strong conformity to the organization’s rules. Their self-image is 
determined by the fact of  being an ˝organization man˝. The organization’s 
grip on them implies also that in many cases the separation between private 
and public life can become blurred. The requirement to be ˝flexible˝ can have 
important consequences for their family-life (e.g. the requirement to move 
or the adaptation of  the family to working schedules, efforts to include fam-
ily-members in social activities of  the organization so as to strengthen the 
social cohesion of  the organization).

Compliance with the Temptations of the Consumer Market
The ideology of  modernization and globalization accentuates, as we have 
seen, the ongoing individualization and individualism of  modern society. 
Collectivism within large modern organizations is at odds with this assumed 
trend. Could it be otherwise? I don’t think so. Modern corporations have to 
defend their corporate interests against the attacks of  other corporations 
in the same market. They are like armies the leaders of  which often have 
to take quick decisions. Under those circumstances they have to rely on the 
conformity of  the constituent parts of  the organization to their strategies and 
their orders. The described collectivization and conformity can be seen as a 
logical consequence of  the present stage of  modernization. Hence, it refutes 
ongoing individualization and individualism in this respect. A different type 
of  collectivism is conformity to the rules of  the consumer market. This is the 
strong and one-sided orientation of  persons to the satisfaction of  their needs 
through the latest products and services that are offered by the market. This 
orientation often goes together with a weak interest in the long-term conse-
quences of  this consumerism. This conformity does not necessarily imply a 
conscious adherence to the ideology of  modernization. Nevertheless, there is 
a strong link with this ideology as many political and economic leaders repeat 
daily that economic growth is increasingly dependent upon the rising level 
of  consumption. Everything is done to stimulate the individual expenditure 
by raising the accessibility of  credit and, of  course, by the ongoing adver-
tisement of  new products and by changing rapidly and frequently the design 
of  many products and by frequently organizing sales. A growing part of  the 
population seems to become increasingly influenced by the opinion of  other 
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persons in their personal networks. This is especially observable among the 
younger generations with their attachment to specific types of  expensive 
brands. Already in the middle of  the 20th century, Riesman observed a change 
in the population of  the USA in the direction of  an increasing ̋ groupism˝. This 
was, and still is, a development that is contrary to the strong individualism 
that marked the preceding period.9 He referred to this development with the 
concepts of  ˝inner-directed personality˝ and ˝other-directed personality˝. 
Gradually, the inner-directed personality is being replaced by the other-di-
rected one. The inner-directed personality is a personality that acts on the 
basis of  internalized objectives and ideals that have been inculcated10 by his 
direct environment – generally his parents – during his education. These 
values and objectives are those of  the Protestant Ethic and accentuate the 
importance of  individualism, especially substantial-rational individualism 
and market-oriented individualism. The inner-directed personality has long-
term goals in his life, related to the credo of  the individualistic achievement 
society. He has to delay immediate gratification of  several present needs in 
order not to endanger the achievement of  his long-term goals. Contrary to 
this, the other-directed personality is a person who orients himself  in social 
life by means of  the signals that he receives from relevant persons in his social 
networks. He is a sort of  ˝radar type˝, whose behavior is strongly influenced 
by the networks and groups to which he belongs, his ̋ peer groups˝. They make 
the difference between what is ̋ in˝ or ̋ out˝. This personality is very susceptible 
to the messages of  public advertisements, mediated by his peer groups. This 
shift towards other-directedness is accompanied by an accentuation of  the 
importance of  group life. This is shown by an orientation on the: ˝…group 
mood – a feeling on the part of  individuals that they wanted or felt they had 
to spend their energies first in making a group, and second in attending to 
and improving its morale˝.
   According to Riesman, this orientation is strongly present in the middle 
classes, especially among the lower-ranking employees in middle-sized and 
large organizations, and among the not yet gainfully employed. The degree of  
heteronomy is high in this type of  collectivism. There is, moreover, a strong 
dependence on the judgments of  the peer group, and a submission to public 
advertisement with its continuing emphasis on the importance of  having the 
latest and the most modern products at one’s disposal. Also the distinction 
between private life and public life seems to fade away in the wake of  the de-
velopment of  this other-directedness, witness the many television programs 
about private life. Witness also the large audience, which highly enjoys such 
private revelations. European countries have followed in several respects the 
same social developments as the USA.

9   D. Riesman, The Lonely Crowd. A Study of the Changing American Character. New 
Haven, Con.: Yale University Press, 1973 (1950).
10  D. Riesman, ˝Individualism Reconsidered˝. In: D. Riesman, Selected Essays from 
Individualism Reconsidered. New York, Garden City: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1954, p. 19.
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Chapter III: Jan Berting 
Modernity and Modernization Reconsidered

The complexity of  the concept of  modernity is very well demonstrated in the 
recent study of  Jacques Attali, Histoire de la modernité. Comment l’humanité pense 
son avenir. (The History of Modernity. How Humanity is Representing its Future). In 
this book Attali distinguishes between seven ways of  looking at the future, 
seven possible projects for the next generations.11

   And he adds that each of  these projects corresponds with specific develop-
ments that are already at work in our time.12 So for him, modernization is not 
a specific fixed process, but a way of  looking at the future and making choices 
that lead into the desired direction.
   In this approach modernization is not simply only a process of  rational-
ization of  society, but a process in which political choices are made that can 
lead to new societal conditions that can be viewed as an improvement of  the 
present conditions under which we live. The history of  Western Europe gives 
some tragic examples of  political movements that had as their main objective 
the end of  Western modernity and the creation of  a quite different type of  
society. The examples are Nazism and other types of  Fascism and communism.
   We have seen in the preceding pages that the major political movements that 
have tried to put an end to the Western modernization have failed to realize 
their endeavors. It is also improbable that the religious fundamentalists of  
today can successfully impose their views on the Western societies.
   One can indeed envisage less radical political choices which combine the 
main characteristics of  modernity with new societal adaptations to the con-
sequences of  the rationalization processes. Such an approach would include 
the taking into account of  the historical specificity of  Western Europe.

The Four Stages of Modernization Reconsidered

During the first stage of  modernity we witness the rise of  critical rationality 
and the coming of  some elements of  rational organization in armies and in 
some services of  states. During this stage the daily life of  the large majority 
of  the Western populations does not undergo important changes.
   During the second stage, especially in the second half  of  the 19th century, 
the industrial society develops rapidly. Moreover, this is a stage in which the 
daily life of  important segments of  the population changes rapidly. It is the 
coming of  the class society with its proletariat of  largely unskilled workers. 

11  Jacques Attali, Histoire de la modernité. Comment l’humanité pense son avenir. Paris: 
Editions Robert Laffont, SA, 2013.
12   Jacques Attali, o.c., p. 166.
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This is the effect of  modernization, the continuous growth of  formal, rational 
organizations, a growth that goes together with a beginning of  the weaken-
ing of  traditional structures of  society in which the sense of  community, of  
belongingness and of  collectivistic thinking played a dominant role. It took a 
rather long time before organized political reactions were developed.
   In the third stage, the bad working and living conditions of  the large ma-
jority of  these European working-classes lead to the rise of  strong political 
movements and to ideologies that emphasize the improvement of  the work-
ing and living conditions of  the lower classes of  society. At the end of  the 19th 
century and the first half  of  the 20th century these political movements obtain 
tangible positive results for the working-classes. These imply also important 
adaptations of  the main characteristics of  modernity. But we must not forget 
that in the 20th century, the European societies were also confronted with 
political movements that wanted to change the societal development into the 
direction of  antimodernity. Fortunately they failed.
   During the fourth stage, after World War II, we witness a further develop-
ment of  the modernization process. The ongoing rationalization of  social 
and economic life leads to new types of  adaptations. These imply a growth of  
new categories of  individual rights, especially at the end of  the 20th and the 
beginning of  the 21st century.

Individualism and Collectivism
Many discussions about modernity and modernization suggest that ongoing 
modernization means a growth of  individualism and a gradual disappearance 
of  collectivism. I have already explained that ongoing modernization does 
not imply this. Individualism is dependent on collectivism and vice versa. 
Moreover, we have seen that we can discern 7 types of  individualism and 5 
types of  collectivism.
   Collective structures and collectivism are not disappearing in the wake 
of  modernization. Quite the contrary is taking place and for good reasons. 
A society cannot be modelled totally according to the requirements of  the 
market, as a society is much more than that. Each society represents also an 
idea of  the common good and of  principles and convictions which cannot be 
tampered with.
    The ongoing modernization will be accompanied by old and new types of  
collectivization and collectivism. We have seen that this is even taking place 
in the very core of  the modern production processes, that ˝modern˝ market 
behavior is imbued by collectivism and that economic growth is strongly 
dependent on this. Other types of  collectivism will continue and may even 
be reinforced under modern living conditions. Such is the case with religious 
beliefs. It is evident that religious beliefs, when being primarily individualis-
tic, can be readily reconciled with the conditions of  modern life. This not the 
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case with universalistic fundamentalism, be it religious fundamentalism or 
worldly fundamentalism. Even the ideology of  modernization, interpreted 
in a fundamentalist way, can endanger the march of  modernization in the 
years to come. 
   We should also keep in mind that the types of  adaptation and resistance are 
nourished by the three main tensions which are inherent to modernization 
and that those tensions may have different consequences in the major domains 
of  social life.13 The different collective representations of  society do not take 
into account these main tensions, as is shown below.
   The discussion of  the different types of  individualization and collectiv-
ization, together with the presentation of  the types of  individualism and 
collectivism, leads to the following pivotal question: In which ways and di-
rections will our society develop in the next decades? By now it is evident 
that the future will not only be the further unfolding of  modernity that not 
everybody will be better off when we leave the future to the forces of  science 
and technology and to the forces of  the global market.
   Collective political choices have to be made which will strongly influence the 
living-conditions of  future generations. In some respects it is obvious that 
some options have to be curtailed or erased totally. This has been done in the 
past when Nazism and other fascist movements and regimes were pushed 
vigorously side as alternative models of  development.

Modernization: a Universal Process?
After the preceding analysis of  Western modernity and modernization, it 
will be evident that modernization cannot be a universal or global process. 
In other parts of  the world, outside Western Europe, it can be observed that 
modernity’s major characteristics are adopted, but that does not mean that 
the following modernization process will have a great similarity with the 
Western process. We have already noted that even within Western Europe 
there is a lot of  diversity.
   Other parts of  the world also show much dissimilarity. Beware not to fall 
into the pitfall of  Huntington’s thesis about the war between civilizations. 
Huntington presentation of  civilizations as closed systems which determine 
the decisions of  those persons and structures which are included in them do 
not exist. And also the opposite idea that modernization or globalization is 
a universal process is a pure fiction. The analysis that I have presented here 
demonstrates that clearly. But does this lead to the conclusion that we have 

13   I have in mind the oppositions between rationality and historicism, between liberty 
and determinism and between reason and sentiment. In some cases reactions can be 
interpreted as belonging to more than one opposition, depending on the content of  
that reaction. I invite the reader to connect the fifteen adaptations and resistances 
to the modernizing process with these three major tensions.
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arrived at the end of  the modernization process? Are we really entering a 
postmodernity age?

Postmodernity
The idea that we have arrived at a new age after a long period of  modernization 
arose during the eighties of  the 20th century in the USA. Postmodernity is the 
presentation of  the world as one in which many persons have lost their faith 
in progress as the consequence of  scientific development and the dominance 
of  critical rationality. Postmodernity rejects the idea of  the scientific and 
Western cultural dominance and praises the merits of  multiculturalism and 
of  cultural differences.14

   In France, it is in the first place Jean-François Lyotard who has popularized 
the concept of  postmodernity in his La Condition postmoderne (1979).15 For him, 
˝postmodern˝ means ˝disillusion˝ of  persons who have lost their orientation 
points in their life and continue to live in a society without a future, without 
a past and without transcendence.
   Wikipedia states that Postmodernity (post-modernity or the postmodern 
condition) is the economic or cultural state or condition of  society which is 
said to exist after modernity. Some schools of  thought hold that modernity 
ended in the late 20th century – in the 1980s or early 1990s – and that it was 
replaced by postmodernity, while others would extend modernity to cover the 
developments denoted by postmodernity, while some believe that modernity 
ended after World War II. The idea of  the post-modern condition is sometimes 
characterized as a culture stripped of  its capacity to function in any linear or 
autonomous state as opposed to the progressive mind state of  Modernism.
   Postmodernity can mean a personal response to a postmodern society, the 
conditions in a society which make it postmodern or the state of  being that 
is associated with a postmodern society. In most contexts it should be distin-
guished from postmodernism, the adoption of  postmodern philosophies or 
traits in art, literature, culture and society.

Commentary
We have seen in the preceding pages that the concept of  modernity can be 

14  See: Le dictionnaire des sciences humaines, o.c., p. 567: ˝L’idée de 
˝postmodernité˝, qui a fait fortune aux Etats-Unis à partir des années 1980, renvoie 
à l’image d’un monde qui ne croit plus au progrès, à la science toute-puissante, 
au lendemain qui chante et à la raison triomphante. Il ne s’agit plus de valoriser 
une culture (scientifique, occidentale) par rapport à une autre, mais de vanter les 
mérites du métissage, du multiculturel et de la différence˝.
15   Lyotard, Jean-François, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge. 
Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1987.
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indicated by several interdependent characteristics and that the idea of  mod-
ernization refers to the processes which indicate that society is becoming 
increasingly more modern. The concept of  postmodernity only states in most 
cases that we have left behind us modernity and that the process of  modern-
ization has come to an end. But this leaving behind us of  the age of  modernity 
is not followed by a systematic description of  what the state of  postmodernism 
really means. It is like the discussion after we left behind us the industrial 
society after World War II. It was evident that in the postindustrial society the 
industrial production was no longer the dominant segment of  our production 
system. But the concept of  postindustrial was not followed by an analysis of  
the main characteristics of  the type of  society that we were supposed to enter. 
What could be considered as the main societal consequences of  this entering 
into the postmodernist stage? At present it becomes already very clear that 
the idea that the postmodern age will be multicultural and will as such reap 
the advantages of  what different cultures will contribute to our life-style is 
not so likely to develop. This idea will become a nightmare when it is inter-
preted, as is the case today in several Western countries, as a collectivistic 
one in which a struggle between different cultures to obtain the dominance 
of  their culture arises. And such a development would mean the coming of  a 
new Apartheid. And yet, what could avoid such a development when we leave 
modernity behind us? 
   The arguments against modernity that are given by many postmodernists 
are, when we look at the modernization-process in Western Europe, rather 
strange, because the major disillusions that we experienced in the 20th century 
were not a consequence of  modernization, but of  virulent anti-modernist 
movements like Nazism and the other types of  fascism. And also the commu-
nist regimes cannot be regarded as bearers of  the classical modernity ideas. 
There were movements that tried to impose on us a different type of  society 
than the evolving democratic societies. And they did so while developing ideas 
that were extremely antirational, such as the idea of  races as scientifically 
established entities, the idea of  racial inequality and of  a stabile hierarchy 
of  those races, the idea that the ˝Germanic race˝ occupied the summit of  this 
racial hierarchy and that us such, this race was destined to rule the world. 
Even more shocking than these ideas is the fact that within a modern society 
such ideas could develop without a fierce and systematic criticism of  the 
intelligentsia within Germany and that they could lead to policies that had 
as their major goal the systematic extermination of  persons that belonged to 
races that were considered by the Nazis as undesirable.
   Today, modernity is menaced by violent religious fundamentalism that 
rejects ad fundum all variants of  modernity. Recently the French weekly Le 
Point published several articles about Abou Bakr al-Baghdai, the leader of  the 
Islamic State and author of  a book published in 2004. This book is the guide 
for the perfect Islamic terrorist. His followers call it ˝Mein Kampf˝ (My Bat-
tle), referring to the title of  Hitler’s book. In this book Abou Bakr al-Baghdai 
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encourages his followers to kill in the name of  Allah and without any mercy 
in the most abhorrent ways all persons who are not Muslims. 
    This perspective on the future can be combined with the ideas of  Hunting-
ton, as Abou Bakr thinks that he can create a caliphate of  about one milliard 
Muslims who live in this totally closed religious culture. This situation would 
without any doubt imply a war between ˝civilizations˝
   The conclusion seems to me evident. Instead of  flying into the age of  post-
modernity with its multiculturalism and its reduction of  critical individu-
alism, it is better to follow the roads of  modernity, but accompanied by the 
following conditions: 
1. Constantly analyzing all the major effects of  modernization and at the same 
time develop adaptations that avoid undesirable effects and/or may produce 
desirable results.
2. Considering all the time what the modernization process implies for the 
main contradictions which we can discern in Western European societies 
(rationalism versus historicism, liberty versus determinism, reason versus sentiment).
3. Taking into account all the time the development of  the different types of  
individualism and collectivism and their interdependencies.
4. Developing adequate policies to erase undesirable types of  individualism 
and collectivism such as fundamentalist movements and extremist types of  
individualism. 
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Chapter IV: Jan Berting 
Is Innovation an Essential Component of 
Modernity?

The concept of  modernity is coupled with the idea of  progress, a progress that 
is dependent on scientific, technological and technical innovations. So it is 
important to consider the place of  innovations in a postmodern age.  Let us 
start with the question about the nature of  innovation and include not only 
questions about scientific, technological and technical innovations, but also 
questions about social, cultural, economic and political innovations.
   The concept of  innovation is certainly not easy to define. This is amply il-
lustrated in the literature about the concept of  innovation and the kindred 
concepts of  invention and discovery. Discovery and invention refer to new 
ideas and new objects. Innovation is related to this, but innovation puts the 
accent in the first place on the processes that are related with the introduction of 
new ways of acting and of pursuing new objectives. So, innovations refer to radical 
changes in ways of  thinking, to the introduction of  new organization models, 
to the introduction of  new production methods, to paradigm changes, to the 
introduction of  new products in the markets, or to radical changes in the value 
system of  a country or of  an organization.
   We can distinguish between different types of  innovation, such as technical, 
technological, scientific, organizational and social and cultural innovations, 
although in most cases innovations are a mixture of  these different types. 
Anyhow, all innovations go together with a rupture of the established ways of 
thinking and acting. This means that innovations are always accompanied by 
different kinds of  risks. So projects that have as an important objective inno-
vation have always to be accompanied by an elaborate risk analysis. 

Scientific Technical and Technological Innovations

Scientific, technical and technological innovations have a longer standing 
and are mostly connected with a dominant way of  deterministic thinking 
and acting than social and cultural innovations. The process of  scientific, 
technical and technological innovation starts with an invention or a discovery, 
made by a single inventor or by a group of  inventors working together in a 
laboratory or by specific other research groups. The invention or discovery 
may be transformed into a product or process that may be considered to have 
marketable potentialities by one or more organizations. That implies that the 
new product or process has to find its way in a competitive world. When it 
is (widely) accepted, it will have a specific impact on other organizations, on 
society and on the cultural level. Such a deterministic analysis starts with the 
invention or discovery and analyses its impacts on social life afterwards. It 
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pays no attention to the specific scientific, social and cultural conditions that 
have influenced the conception of  the new product or process. This means 
that it is largely disregarded that an invention may be the result of  the fact 
that the established routines have been disturbed and have opened the road 
towards new opportunities that were disregarded in the former routinized 
ways of  thinking. 

Social Innovations

A social innovation refers according to Wikipedia to new strategies, concepts, 
ideas and organizations that meet social needs of  all kinds – from working 
conditions and education to community development and health – and that 
extend and strengthen civil society˝.16 
   This definition seems to me at the same time too broad and too narrow. It 
omits to clarify the concept of  ˝new˝ and to explain whether technological 
inventions are included or discarded. Technical or technological inventions 
can have effects on organizations and on the working-conditions without ex-
tending to the civil society. And how can we decide whether new technologies 
have to be discarded from the list of  social innovations? 
   More importantly, this definition that I mentioned does not refer to the 
condition that all social innovations have to go together with a rupture of the 
established ways of thinking and acting.17 They are innovations because they origi-
nated on the basis of  a strong weakening or even the destruction of established collective 
representations. This often creates opportunities to introduce a more effective 
collective representation, together with the acceptance of  more adequate 
products and procedures that are in line with the prevailing social and cul-
tural objectives. 
   The weakening faith in a once dominant collective representation is not al-
ways followed by social innovations. A good example of  this is the dwindling 
political faith in several Western democracies in the collective representation 
of  society as a collectivist multicultural one. In spite of  the urgency to develop 
a more adequate collective representation of  the modern society in order to 
cope with the many new problems of  social and cultural pluralism, we can 
observe that adequate social innovations are not yet coming to the fore.
    It is very likely that the downfall of  a collective representation is preceded 
by a period of  weakening of  the faith in it and, moreover, is accompanied by a 
decrease or a failing of  the effectiveness of  the established procedures. Inno-

16   Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, ˝Social Innovation˝, 05-04-2011, p. 1.
17  L’innovation entendue comme rupture des routines est  clairement l’un des 
éléments clés de l’évolution des techniques, de l’élévation du niveau de la vie, et par 
voie de conséquence  de la croissance˝. Dictionnaire des sciences humaines, innovation et 
changement. See: Le dictionnaire des sciences humaines. Sous la direction de Jean-François 
Dortier. Auxerre: Sciences Humaines Editions, 2008, p. 350ff.
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vators need not only be capable to get rid themselves of  the dominant collec-
tive representation, they also have to convince relevant others to share their 
conviction that it is urgent to get rid off the dominant collective presentation 
and to share their idea that the acceptance of  a new collective interpretation 
will solve some important problems.
   Social innovations – including economic, political and cultural innovations 
– imply a rupture with the established ways of  thinking and acting. They go 
together with the weakening or even destruction of  the collective represen-
tations that were dominant until the adoption of  the social innovation. But 
the fact that the social innovation replaces the ideas that were dominant until 
then is not enough to qualify it as a social innovation. That becomes clear when 
we look at the goals that many antimodernist movements pursue. 
   Nazism was in all respects antimodernist. It put inequality on its highest lev-
el. This not only expressed by the unscientific collectivist idea of  the inequality 
of  the ˝races˝. Also the organization of  the social structure of  the Germanic 
race, the inequality is dominant as is described by the ̋ Führerprinzip˝: ̋ Führer 
befehl, wir folgen˝. This means giving priority to an elitist leadership that 
destroys all ideas that are connected with democracy.
    It is also evident that collectivism dominates this type of  society. There 
is not any place for individual autonomy and for the idea of  human rights. 
The individual in a Nazi society had no other choice than to conform to the 
Nazi-rule or to die. 
   This way of  facing the future illustrates that it cannot go together with social, 
cultural, economic and political innovations. There are social changes, but 
these changes are no innovations in the sense that give them.
    The antimodernist movement of  our time is certainly the Islamic funda-
mentalism. It is the Islamic fundamentalism of  the Islamic State. The leader of  
this movement, Abou Bakr al- Baghdai, formulates, as we have already seen, 
only antimodernist ideas without any room for real innovations. He is against 
the idea of  religious and cultural pluralism, against individual autonomy, 
against human rights and against democracy. All this goes together with the 
idea that those persons which do not accept his interpretation of  the Koran 
have no right to continue their lives in this earth. And so he offers all Muslim 
believers a license to kill all those persons who do not accept the Islamic faith.
   Such an attitude is an extremely strong demonstration of  a fear for inno-
vation. The political leaders of  antimodernist movements are not capable to 
understand what the concept of  innovation really means. Nevertheless, they 
are aware that many followers can be seduced by the idea that they are partici-
pating in an innovating movement. Hence, we can observe that antimodernist 
movements, like Nazism, are constantly lying about the innovating character 
of  the goals they pursue. 
   The concept of  innovation does not include the reconstruction of  elements of  
the past. It is also not only the continuation of  determinist forces only. Inno-
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vation implies the selection of  new desirable objectives that are presented as 
the obtainable consequence both of  ongoing forces and of  (political) decisions 
that change the future when they are correctly implemented. Innovations are 
also inevitably ̋ colored˝ by the social and cultural conditions under which they 
arise. The ideas of  Jacques Attali about innovation to which I referred above 
emphasize this pluralism in the field of  innovations.18

   When we speak about modernity and innovation we also have to mention 
two other concepts, resistance and stagnation. The process of  modernization 
can, as we have seen, stagnate during an economic or political crisis or be 
confronted with strong resistances when antimodernist movements arise. 
But the reduction of  the resistance against modernization and the reduction 
of  the sources of  stagnation is as such not innovation.

The Incompatibility between Innovating Research and 
Useful/Practical Research

 In this period of  economic stagnation, governments put a lot of  emphasis on 
the importance of  innovation as the main way towards economic recovery. 
Enterprises are incited to be more innovative. Universities are threatened by 
financial curtailments when they do not succeed in augmenting the level of  
innovative and useful research. This combination of  innovative and useful 
research is rather astonishing. When you say that research has to be useful, you 
say that the research output must serve specific objectives of  organizations 
in the present situation. This requirement implies that research must comply 
with the definition of  the concept of  useful according to the formulation of  
needs by politicians and managers. This implies that priority is given to the 
ideas of  outsiders to the scientific world, outsiders, who are generally not 
known for their great ability to deconstruct the dominant collective repre-
sentations in the world of  research. And this is an ability that is, as we have 
seen, important for raising the level of  innovations.
   The combination between innovation and utility at the same time signifies 
that a constraint is placed on real innovative research. Moreover, the priority 
given to innovative and useful research by policy-makers seems to be contra-
dicted by the criteria put forward in order to distinguish between excellent 
researchers and those researchers, who are less promising in this respect, but 
who may be a good source of  practical research. 

18  Jacques Attali, Histoire de la modernité. Comment l’humanité pense son avenir. Paris: 
Editions Robert Laffont, SA, 2013.
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Future-0riented Research or Futurology

After our analysis of  the concepts of  modernity and modernization it will 
be evident for everyone that it is impossible to describe in a convincing way 
what the future of  our Western societies will be when after forty or fifty years 
from now.
   When modernity would be the gradual realization of  a future that is deter-
mined by the march of  rationality, then this task would be feasible. However, 
we have seen that the realization of  modernity is not straightforward. It is 
important to analyze the forces of  resistance and stagnation. Moreover, we 
have seen that modernization is also influenced by the historical, social and 
cultural specificities of  the European region. And, fortunately, modernization 
is also in several important respects the result of  collective and individual 
human choices. Hence, the future of  Europe or of  the whole world is not one 
as determined by a uniform globalization process. This conclusion does not 
support the idea that the world will change into the direction of  a future in 
which several world areas are competing for the domination of  the world. 
This would only be a possibility when the major world-areas would develop 
as closed cultural systems. But such a scenario is very unlikely. The clash 
between civilizations is an unhealthy fiction, as I already explained earlier. 
Civilizations are always open systems. What is more likely to happen is that 
religious fundamentalism dominates in the next decades, such as the acts of  
the present ̋ Islamic State˝. But the dominance of  such a state would be totally 
antimodernist. It would be the victory of  the worst barbarity the world ever 
was confronted with.
    There is in a restricted way a place for future-oriented studies or futurology. 
But such stu-dies should be oriented to answering the question whether a 
specific formulated future, say about twenty or thirty years after now, could be 
possible, probable and desirable for a large majority of  the persons included 
in this view.
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Chapter V: Jan Berting
Modernization and the Future of Europe and of 
the European Union

The further development of  the European variant of  modernity places the 
European Union before important political exigencies. After the terrible Eu-
ropean wars, the foundation of  the European Union by Germany, France, the 
Benelux countries and Italy was a very important turning-point in the history 
of  Europe. It marked the beginning of  a period in which European cooperation 
could develop in order to cope with the common international challenges 
with laid before us in many domains: economic, political, juridical, social and 
cultural. The founding of  the EU implied that we started the development of  
the most important instrument with which we could mould in a democratic 
process our European modernity into a direction that we collectively desired. 
   And indeed, this new period was marked by the absence of  war within the 
European area. We witnessed in many European domains an increase of  
international cooperation, such as in economic life, research, in university 
exchanges, etc. Nevertheless, after a period of  high expectations in the begin-
ning, it became very evident that the development of  the EU went together 
with an enormous democratic deficit. In fact, the European citizen did not 
exist at all. Major changes were the result of  politico-bureaucratic manip-
ulation. The populations concerned were never consulted about questions 
such as the enlargement of  the EU, an enlargement that finally continued in 
a very high pace and without informing the populations about the reliability 
or trustworthiness of  the new members. It is only during the last few critical 
years that we learn daily about the enormous political mistakes that were 
committed by those persons who are considered as the leaders of  the Euro-
pean Union. I am speaking about the present question whether the European 
Union should continue to lend an enormous amount of  euros or whether 
Greece should leave the Eurozone. 
    What is perhaps more important than this question, is the observation that 
within the populations of  the EU we witness the development of  political 
movements that are both anti-EU and anti-modernity. We hear proposals 
to restore the national frontiers in order to control more efficiently the im-
migration, to protect the national economy by consuming in the first place 
national products, or to leave the EU.
   These anti-EU proposals represent an increasing antimodernity attitude 
because they are signals of  a desire to return to the past of  the national unity. 
They are signs of  a failing memory, because a return to the past can never 
signify a solution of  the major problems we are confronted with. In fact, the 
leaders of  these anti-movements have no real political proposals. They have 
nothing to say about our future modernity, neither on the national and nor 
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on the international level.19 They are in certain ways more credible than the 
persons who present themselves as representatives of  religious fundamen-
talism. But that does not mean that they have ideas that will shape our future 
in such a way that we will live under political, economic, social and cultural 
conditions which will be satisfying for a large majority.
   Indeed, when we observe the planetary situation, it is evident that we cannot 
survive when Europe falls back on the national pieces in a world in which we 
must compete with units like the USA, China, India and Russia. In the last 
century we could survive thanks to the military power of  the USA. But Europe 
needs finally to be autonomous as a major political unit, not as a weak politi-
cal construction under the leadership of  the German-French couple as is the 
situation today. For the rest, when did we accept this dual leadership of  the 
EU? I never had the opportunity to vote for this type of  leadership. Did the 
governments of  the member states ever conform to this officially?
   Anyhow, when we want to participate in the molding of  the coming moderni-
ty of  the EU, then we have to get rid of  these types of  political constructions as 
they are utterly antidemocratic and hence irreconcilable with the democratic 
making of  our European modernity. 

Some Questions that come to the Fore when we consider 
the Future of Europe and of the European Union in the 
Light of Modernity and Modernization

1. It is evident that the nations or countries that occupy the European territory 
don’t have at their disposal the necessary means to mould their own future as a 
nation. The political leaders can cherish the fiction that cooperation with other 
European nations is useless because globalization is a process that cannot be 
influenced by political strategies. Globalization is according to them deter-
mined by the development of  science and of  the production forces. There may 
also be political leaders who do not adhere to this globalization thesis. They 
say that they can develop political strategies that have a considerable effect on 
the future conditions of  life in their nation. Generally, these policies are often 
antimodernist (front control, selective immigration, etc.). Extreme examples 
of  this can be found outside Europe: North Korea and several Arab states.
2. When we accept the idea that we need more inclusive political units than 
the European nation-states, we direct our attention of  course to the European 
Union. The European Union is an entity that has the potentiality to develop 

19  In several European countries we witness the rise of  political movements 
that claim a stronger nationalism, an increase of  (political) authority and that 
emphasize a rising tide of  populism. See the observations of  Franz-Olivier 
Giesbert in Le Point, Novembre 5, 2015, p. 11 (˝Erdogan, le héros souverainiste˝) et, in 
the same issue, Phillippe Val, p. 42 (˝Les passions tristes de la gauche˝).
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important means that can have the capacity to influence the coming moderni-
ty of  Europe. This European potentiality is evident. But in spite of  the urgent 
necessity that the EU develops effective policies that will mould the European 
modernity during the coming decades, we see that the European Union is 
weakening quickly in these respects. In spite of  increasing criticism of  the 
continuing democratic deficit we are not confronted with proposals of  our 
political leaders that might lead to an amelioration of  the present situation. 
As consequence of  this strong democratic deficit is that today many European 
citizens turn their back to the EU.
3. There is a lot a work before us when we want that the EU becomes for us, 
the European citizens, a really tangible political unit: a) In the first place, it 
is necessary that the citizens are systematically informed about the ways in 
which projects are being developed that can lead to a European policy that 
can cope effectively which the challenges that modernity presents; b) In the 
second place it will be urgent to get rid of  the present ˝leadership˝ of  the 
German-French couple. The recent discussions of  the EU with Greece are 
a sad example of  a type of  leadership that cannot be accepted any longer 
in the EU; c) In the third place, we need a European discussion about the 
direction of  Europe’s development in the coming decades, a discussion that 
is not based on the false idea that Europe’s future is largely determined only 
by globalization and that this leaves no room for a European policy that has 
a real impact on Europe’s modernity (or on Europe’s postmodernity if  you 
prefer that). There are real choices before us, as is clearly illustrated today by 
the fact that the modernization that is behind us did not lead to a Europe in 
which the regional and national differences gradually disappeared; d) In the 
fourth place, this European debate must also be guided by the strong con-
viction that Europe as a whole is engaged in a strong competition in many 
different respects with several other political units, such as China, the USA, 
and India. This situation implies that we have to prepare ourselves as such by 
the construction of  adequate institutions such as a real European government, 
a European army, etc.; e) In the fifth place, Europe must be constructed on the 
firm conviction that it does not have the character of  a closed system that is 
dominated by the European culture. Europe is lost when it adopts the idea that 
it is a closed system by which we, the inhabitants, are determined completely. 
Such systems cannot exist in reality. They are only ideological constructions 
of  persons and groups that imagine a future in which they are dominant; f) 
In the fifth place, it must be evident that this European thinking about mo-
dernity and modernization must urgently try to get rid of  the many errors 
that have marked these discussions and policies in the past. This signifies that 
our thinking about modernity should be liberated from the false opposition 
between individualism and collectivism. We have seen that individualism 
and collectivism are always dependent on each other and that, moreover, 
both individualism and collectivism have many faces. The process of  mod-
ernization implies inevitably the presence of  several tensions which cannot 
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be discarded by simple policies. I repeat what I said at the beginning of  this 
contribution: there is inevitably in a modern society the opposition between 
the idea of  rational society and the conception of  society as the result of  his-
torically specific forces (rationalism versus historicism). We observe also within 
the modern society that the promise of  individual freedom or autonomy is 
threatened by the development of  rational systems such as bureaucracies and 
other types of  rational organizations (liberty versus determinism). And finally, 
we see that the reign of  reason and predictability restricts in many cases the 
free expression of  sentiments (reason versus sentiment). It would be very unwise 
the ignore these major tensions when thinking about the future of  Europe; g) 
In the sixth place, it must be noted that the idea of  Europe as an open system 
means many policies that have as their main objective to protect this openness 
and/ or to increase it. We have in mind immigration policies, the protection 
of  the free flow of  ideas, the protection of  human rights.
    I hope that the preceding short description of  the major tasks that lay before 
us when we accept the idea that the process of  modernization is not only the 
result of  rationalization, of  the enlargement of  global markets and of  the 
reduction by the national states of  the traditional factors that block and slow 
down modernity. The situation is much more complicated and we need in-
struments that can only be developed by a modernized European Union. But 
the EU can only accomplish this major task when it discards these elements 
in its present organization that hamper the development of  a real European 
modernization course. In the preceding pages I have mentioned several factors 
and forces that block or slow down this development.
   It is, however, very doubtful whether the European Union shall be able to 
accomplish this tremendous task that lies before us. Especially the last crisis 
that challenged the EU, the refusal of  the Greece government to take the nec-
essary decisions to diminish its enormous national debt and the ways in which 
the EU responded to this, showed clearly that the political strategies of  the 
so-called leading nations – France and Germany – are also the two countries 
that block the road that can lead to a further development of  Europe.
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Chapter VI: Jan Berting
Modernity and the Ring-Dance of Societal 
Representations

Modernity is always accompanied by a ring-dance of  societal representations. 
In certain ways, this is an inevitable development because modernity means 
that we disengage from society as it has until now historically developed. 
But this means also that we have a society before us that must be in several 
respects different from the type of  society that we are leaving without really 
knowing what lays before us. 
   We have seen that modernity led to the rise of  several collective representa-
tions of  society and of  its future. But is does not produce a strong consensus in 
the modern society about the nature of  this coming society. Will it be a society 
in which rational individualism dominates? Or a class society in which the 
working classes are subject to the rules of  formalized and rationalized orga-
nizations? Or will it be, when we look at the discussions about the present 
society, an individualist achievement society, a multicultural society and if  
so, will it be an individualist or a collectivist multicultural society, a welfare 
society or a market society?
   These collective representations of  society have an important role in a mod-
ern society as they help us to orient ourselves in a very complex world. Collec-
tive representations are shared mental images, which persons and collective 
entities have about the social and natural reality they live in, but also about 
social worlds with which they do not have an immediate experience. Collective 
representations are a type of  mental maps.
   That is not to say, however, that those groups and persons with specific col-
lective representations are always fully aware of  seeing the world through 
these collective representations. Collective representations may be, according 
to them, the images of social reality, or of society, as it really is.20

   So, the collective representations of  society can help us to orient ourselves in 
social life, but only when we are very conscious about the tricky nature of  these 
representations. Are they still sufficiently referring to the social conditions 
under which we live? Or do they refer to a type of  society that withered away 
or that perhaps never existed? Or are they referring to emerging conditions 
and if  so, do we really want to supports these or not?
   The great importance of  these questions comes immediately to the fore when 
we critically think about our collective future. Nowadays we are confronted 
with proposals that in certain respects our future must be one without eco-
nomic growth, at least in the developed countries, as it will be impossible to 

20  See: Jan Berting, Shadows on the Cave’s Wall. How to Ameliorate Our Social 
Understanding of the Social World We Live In. Aubagne: Autres Talents, 2012, p. 33.
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realize the urgent objectives which are connected with the pollution of  our 
biosphere, such as the reduction of  CO2. But Jean Gadrey remarks that most 
political leaders accept uncritically that economic growth is a necessary con-
dition for the creation of  the means that we need to reach our objectives in 
relation with the increasing pollution of  our biosphere, clinging to the idea 
that the competition between enterprises is the main source of  economic 
growth that creates both the jobs and the rise of  consumption. This collective 
representation could be changed in one in which our economic and social 
development is primarily based on cooperation, on ideas about good ways 
of  living and material sobriety, and on good jobs and working-conditions 
together with useful activities. In certain respects we can already observe 
developments into this direction, such as in the bio-agriculture in which 30 
à 40% more labor is needed than in the mechanized agriculture, according 
to Jean Gadrey.21

   In a democracy we are continuously confronted with this ring-dance of  so-
cietal representations, a ring-dance that requires from us to be continuously 
on our guard against sometimes very misleading ideas. This danger is strongly 
aggrandized by the fact that many persons in the democratic process have 
only a weak critical conscience and vote for collective representations which 
appeal to them for quite other reasons.
   Fundamentalist collective representations of  society are very easily recogniz-
able as representations which must lead to a disaster when they are politically 
implemented. And yet, in the last century they have attracted many followers 
and did lead to incredible disasters. The cruelties of  the Nazi-ideology are 
a good example. We are at present confronted by a new wave of  religious 
fundamentalism, a fundamentalism that will lead to new immense disasters 
that without any doubt will surpass those that were caused by Nazism when 
its development is not effectively blocked.
   In the case of  this religious fundamentalism it is very difficult to understand 
why persons are seduced by these ideas. They offer only a complete submission 
of  the followers to an Islamic ˝elite˝ that has nothing else to offer. I referred 
already to the present leader of  the ̋ Islamic State˝, Abou Bakr al-Baghdai, who 
encourages his followers to kill in the name of  Allah and without any mercy in 
the most abhorrent ways all persons who are not Muslims. This man cannot 
be taken seriously. Is he a serious psychiatrical patient or a nonbeliever who 
uses Muslims to arrive at his political ends? How is it possible that even in 
de Western world young persons are seduced by the idea of  the jihad to risk 
and even to offer their lives in order to kill persons who never did something 
against them?
   Leaving aside these extremist political situations, we have to put forward 
the following question: How does the citizen orient him- or herself  in the 
political arena in a period in which most coherent collective representations 

21   See: Jean Gadrey, ˝Croissance, un culte en  voie de disparition?˝. Le Monde 
diplomatique, N°740, 62e année, Novembre 2015, pp. 18-19.
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of  society and the accompanying political programs disappeared from the 
political scene? It is evident that many voters are in the first place motivated 
by their dissatisfaction with the present situation in relation with one or two 
issues which they consider as primordial, such as immigration and/or their po-
sition on the labor-market. Examples are the followers of  the Dutch political 
leader Geert Wilders and his Partij voor de Vrijheid (Party for Liberty) and of  
Marine LePen and her Front National. Both of  them have a relatively simple 
collective representation of  society that is based on elements that indicate a 
return to a past. They cherish political goals that don’t lead to a resolution of  
the societal problems that they envisage to reduce. It is even more likely that 
the will be increased.22

These political movements attract primarily those voters who are convinced 
that the further development of  the European Union creates on the national 
level economic and social conditions that are against their interests. Anyhow, 
these are persons who are not at all aware that under the present international 
conditions a strengthening of  the national autonomy cannot be the solution 
for the major problems that lay before us.
   The rise of  political movements that are based on an anti-European orien-
tation is certainly a consequence of  the fact that during several decades the 
majority of  the politicians on the national level have systematically ignored 
the enormous democratic deficit on the European level. Even more important 
than that is that on the national level the politicians and their political parties 
have not paid enough attention to the connections between the national level 
and the EU-level. There is not only a democratic deficit, but also a systematic 
lack of  information about what is going on at the EU-level and what this means 
at the national level. We are also not informed about what the members in the 
European Parliament are doing. What is their role? What do they achieve? 
   But more important than all this is that there is no political discussion going 
on about the further development of  the EU. Why were we confronted with an 
enlargement of  the EU without explaining its necessity? Why were all discus-
sions about the restructuring of  the EU avoided? Which nations are primarily 
responsible for this lack of  clarity? Is this a consequence of  the so-called 
leadership of  Germany and France? Why are most of  the other members of  
the EU conforming to this unequal situation that is also an example of  the 
anti-democratic tendencies within the EU? Will this situation finally lead to 
the decision of  some countries to leave the EU?

22  See the analysis of  Bernard-Henri Lévy, Les bloc-notes, ˝La bonne amie des 
ennemis de la France˝. In: Le Point. 2193. 25 septembre 2014, p. 172. Lévy says: 
˝Il y a une première raison de s’inquiéter de l’ascension du Front National: c’est 
la médiocrité de son programme, pour ne pas dire sa nullité et, en tout cas, sa 
dangerosité - y a-t-il un expert, en France, pour douter  que son application 
mènerait le pays à la faillite?˝. (Translation: ˝There is a first reason to be worried by 
the rise of  the Front National: it is the mediocracy of  its program, if  not too say its 
inanity and, anyhow, its dangerousness – is there any expert in France who does 
not doubt that that its application leads to the bankruptcy of  the country?˝.
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Chapter VII: Jan Berting 
Some Reflections on National Identities and 
Some Other Types of Collective Identity

˝Notre perception est fortement influencée, déterminée par la théorie 
que nous avons choisie. Justement, comme le disait Einstein en 
parlant de la science, la théorie détermine ce que nous réussissons à 
observer˝.23

Introduction

In Chapter II, I analyzed the concepts of  individualism and collectivism. I 
concluded that both concepts have a plural meaning and, moreover, that each 
type of  individualism is dependent on specific interpretations of  collectivism 
and each type of  collectivism is connected with specific interpretations of  
individualism.
   This conclusion has important consequences for the political debate about 
collective identities (national, ethnic, cultural, regional etc.) that we can ob-
serve during the last thirty years in Europe and in the United States of  Ameri-
ca. A political debate that in many cases is rather confused and this confusion 
is caused by a profound ignorance of  the significance of  the plural meanings 
of  individualism and collectivism.
   Several questions have to be raised in this domain. What are the main causes 
of  these debates during the last thirty years? Before the end of  World War II 
we were also confronted with political discussions about collective identities 
although the concept collective identity was not yet used. In this time we hear 
discussions about the ˝national character˝, the Spirit of  the people (˝Volks-
geist˝) or ˝culture patterns˝. All these concepts refer to such collectivities as 
rather closed systems.
   The introduction the concept of  collective identity in relation with collective 
entities, such as ethnic groups, nations, regions and religious communities, 
is rather recent. The International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, published in 
1968, only refers to the concept of  personal and psychosocial identity. Erikson 
defines the individual identity as a subjective sense of  a continuous existence 
and a coherent memory. 
To this he adds that the concept of  psychosocial identity is even more evasive, 
because it comprises at the same time subjective and objective characteristics 
and individual and social ones.24

23  Gianrico Carofiglio, Témoin involontaire. Traduit de l’italien par Claude Sophie 
Mazéas. Paris: Editions Payot & Rivages, 2007, p. 286.
24   E.H. Erikson, ˝Identity, psychosocial˝. In: D.L. Sills, International Encyclopaedia of 
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The Revival of the Debates about Collective Identities25

The political debates about collective identities during the last thirty years are 
in many cases connected with reflections about the nature of  globalization 
processes and about the increasing immigration and new types of  immigra-
tion with which Europe and the USA are confronted.
   In relation with globalization, I already referred to Samuel Huntington’s 
vision that the future world order will be based on the existence of  seven, 
perhaps eight, civilizations, which are presented by him as the most embrac-
ing cultural units of  mankind. So globalization will not be the result of  an 
ongoing convergence of  the different regions of  the world. As I already said, 
Huntington defines ˝civilizations˝ as major collective identities which regu-
late the behavior of  those persons who are comprised within them. From this 
follows, according to him, that the future will inevitably be full of  tensions 
and conflicts between these ˝civilizations˝.
   Huntington  elevates the concept of  the identity of  civilizations to its most 
extreme heights, without giving sustainable arguments that ˝civilizations˝ 
can indeed be seen as all-embracing and all-inclusive entities in which all 
other cultural differences only play a secondary role and which exclude any 
possibility for a real inter- or transnational understanding.26 Huntington is an 
example of  extreme collectivist thinking and places himself  as such outside 
the Western modernity.
   The strong increase of  immigration to Europe originating from countries 
which were in the past much less contributing to the immigration streams 
is certainly also related to the popularity of  the present debates on collective 
identities. 
   In many cases the host countries entertained during this new period the idea 
that the ˝culture˝ of  the immigrants should be respected. Moreover, it was 
often emphasized that the ̋ culture˝ of  the immigrants implied an enrichment 
of  receiving cultures and societies.

the Social Sciences. 
The Macmillan Company & The Free Press, 1968, Volume 7, p. 61.
25  During several years I published several articles on the theme of  collective 
identities. I take the liberty to insert in this chapter several fragments that I copy 
from these publications. See: Jan Berting, How to Escape from the Diabolic Triangle? 
Followed by a Short Analysis of Some Other Collective Delusions. Delft: Eburon Academic 
Publishers, 2010, Chapter 6 ˝The Confused Debate about Collective Identities˝, pp. 
35-42/ Chapter 7, ˝National Identities, Ethnic Identities and Religious Identities˝, 
pp. 43-54.
26  Samuel Huntington, The Clash of  Civilizations and the Remaking of  the World 
Order. New York: Simon & Shuster, 1996.
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The Concept of the Collective Identity

It is evident that the concept of  collective identity is a very tricky one. A main 
source of  much confusion is the fact that the concept is in many discussions 
used by outsiders, who refer to real and assumed characteristics of  groups 
or nations (the outside view). When members of  groups and nations define 
their own collective identities, these are generally rather different from those 
collectivities to which they do not belong (the inside-view). 
   Ideas about collective identities are part and parcel of  collective represen-
tations. We organize the world around us mentally with the help of  one or 
more collective representations. The ideas about our collective identities – and 
those of  the Others – define our place within this more embracing collective 
representation of  society, and even of  the world we live in. 
   When I speak of  a collective identity as based on an inside-view, I start with 
the observation that each idea of  a collective identity is always based on 
distinctions between ˝us˝ and the ˝Others˝. What do we mean when we speak 
about collective identities? Collective identities are strongly tied to the concept 
of  collective representation. Collective identities: ̋ are the means whereby peo-
ple define a sense of  themselves and others through using different markers, 
such as cultural features. Identities refer to what people conceive themselves 
to be, to which collectivities they belong˝.27 Collective identity refers to the 
ways a group sees itself  as different – but also as similar – in comparison to 
other groups. Collective identity is anchored in the consciousness of  the mem-
bers of  a group. In this definition of  collective identity, it is the inside-view 
that prevails: the members of  a specific group who define themselves as such.
   In this case we could speak about the group consciousness in the sense of  
a consciousness of  belonging to a social class, a religious group, a nation, an 
ethnic group, a professional group etc. But let us stretch the concept not too 
much. Collective identity in the sense we use it here, is strongly determined by 
the habitus, the tendencies acquired by the members of  a group before coming 
of  age. The members of  the group have been ˝invaded˝ by the culture of  their 
group before competing structures, except for biological conditions, were 
present. This is what Freud called ˝the primacy principle˝. Later collective 
identities, especially after growing up, have been grafted on the former, such 
as professional identities or collective identities related to voluntary associa-
tions, which are joined as adults. Habitus plays also a role on this level, because 
the tendencies acquired in the first period of  an individual’s life, tend to in-
fluence the selection processes later on, such as those related to preferences 
for certain artistic and professional activities.
   Collective identity means that the members of  a group have an awareness of 

27  K. von Benda-Beckmann and M. Verkuyten, ˝Introduction: cultural identity 
and development in Europe˝. In: K. von Benda-Beckmann and M. Verkuyten eds., 
Nationalism, ethnicity and cultural identity. Utrecht University, 1995, p. 17.
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certain differences that exist between them and those who do not belong to that 
group. So the concept of  collective identity refers to imageries about social and 
cultural characteristics, habits and physical appearances of  the Other and, 
consequently, of  the self. This awareness of  differences – real or imaginary – is 
connected with a consciousness of belonging to that group and with the exclusion 
of  those who do not belong. This awareness of  differences and this sense of  
belonging may be very weak and in that case the idea of  opposition to the 
Other may be totally absent. In many cases, however, the collective identity 
goes together with the idea of opposition: the types of  behavior and the values 
and norms of  the Other are incommensurable with ˝our˝ characteristics as 
group members. This opposition is often expressed in a stereotypical way. Such 
stereotypes about the Other are part of  the inside-view of  the members of  a 
group, but they represent, in fact, paradoxically, an outside-view on the Other. 
Those collective stereotypes are often far removed from the self-images of  
the groups that are ˝described˝ by those stereotypes. Collective stereotypes 
are ˝frozen˝ images of  the Other, which are not susceptible to change when 
confronted with facts about the Other, which are contradictory to the stereo-
type. Especially national stereotypes show a stubborn resistance to change and are 
to a high degree demonstrations of ignorance. The situation is often even more 
complicated when members of  different groups interact with each other and 
opposed stereotypes collide.
    It follows from what I said that collective identities are far from value-free. 
The Other is not only different, but also inferior in one or more respects. This 
sense of superiority vis-à-vis the Other is often strong in closed communities or 
societies. We can learn from many cultural anthropological studies that many 
˝primitive˝ tribes now and in the past, consider themselves to be the center 
of  the world and often refer to themselves with a concept that signifies: ˝we, 
the human beings˝. An important implication of  this is that the members of  
neighboring tribes are not considered to be fully human. The Other has differ-
ent habits and customs and often speaks a different language. In small societ-
ies, characterized by a common life-style, the individual is almost completely 
determined by that culture. Dumont observes that the relativistic thought, 
which recognizes that behind the customs, the ideas, the behavior and the 
symbols of  the Other a human being is hidden, who in spite of  many evident 
differences has many characteristics in common with us, is something that 
is slow to develop in human history, as is the individualist way of  thinking. 
˝In the traditional holism humanity merges with our society, the strangers are 
devaluated as, at best, imperfect beings – for the rest, all types of  patriotism, 
even the modern variants, are colored by this sentiment˝.28 Ethnocentrism and 
xenophobia accompany the holistic thought.
    Collective identities are a source of holistic thinking, a way of  thinking in which 
groups (nations, peoples, social classes, etc.) are regarded as real entities, 

28   Louis Dumont,  Essais sur l’individualisme. Une perspective  anthropologique sur 
l’idéologie moderne. Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1983, p. 119.
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which are considered to be more than the sum of  their parts. They are unique 
configurations with a specific spirit. In many cases groups with a strong collec-
tive identity have a strong consciousness of their past. Such a past is generally 
a mixture of facts and myths. The collective identity of  a group has, seen from 
the inside, a collective level – the group can be characterized by its identity, 
which is manifested by the allegiances and the behavior of  its members. It 
has also an individualistic level – a member defines his own identity, partially 
or sometimes totally, in relation with his belongingness to the group. In other 
words, the collective identity implies the feeling of  the members of  the group 
of  attachment to it. They have feelings of solidarity with their group. In fact, the 
sense of  being different as a member from non-members is enhanced by the 
use of  stereotypes about the Other. So these stereotypes are functional for 
the cohesion of  the in-group. Their use demonstrates an emotional and affective 
commitment to the group. In this context we should not forget that the bearers 
of  a collective identity in many cases show a strong need to exteriorize their 
(collective) emotions and attachments by rituals, symbols and commemorations of 
events that have marked the community. Pareto dedicates to this need, in his anal-
ysis of  the residues of  group life, the totality of  the third category of  residues, 
called the ˝need to manifest his sentiments by exterior acts˝.29 This need can 
manifest itself  also in the destruction of  objects that symbolize the Other as 
an opponent. So the Taliban of  Afghanistan started in 2000 the destruction 
of  many, sometimes very ancient, statues of  Buddha, because these symbols 
of  Buddhism were considered to divert the attention of  the people of  Afghan-
istan from the only true religion as manifested in the Koran. Iconoclasm is a 
favorite activity in periods of  revolutionary change, as is demonstrated by the 
iconoclasm of  the symbols of  the Catholic Church during the Reformation, the 
destruction of  Chinese cultural heritage during the ̋ Cultural Revolution˝ and 
the destruction of  socialist symbols after the downfall of  the Soviet Empire. 
   The need to exteriorize attachments is also demonstrated by the showing in 
public life of  symbols of  one’s allegiance, such as the cross, the chador (the 
veil of  Muslim women), and the national colors.
    The concept of  collective identity is also related to the idea of totality, not only 
in the sense of  the holistic conception to which I referred earlier, but also in 
the sense that the group, especially when it concerns large entities such as 
nations, encompasses and dominates all other differences within the group. 
This conception of  totality may be related in some instances to the convic-
tion of  the members of  a group – a nation, a religious community, a political 
party etc. – that their life-chances are strongly or even exclusively dependent upon the 
achievements of the group to which they belong. Sometimes, the idea of  collective 
identity may go together with the idea of a mission, the idea that the group to 
which one belongs has played an important role in the development of  the 
world, that it is the bearer of  new values or that it has the mission to restore 

29   Vilfredo Pareto, o.c., Vol. XI, edited by G. Busino). Genève:  Librairie Droz, 1968 
(1917-1919, 2 vol.), pp. 1089-1112.
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old values in a world that is corrupted by ˝materialism˝, that it is chosen to 
accomplish the will of  God or that its role is the liberation of  the oppressed. 
   Collective identities necessarily make distinctions between insiders and 
outsiders. Nevertheless, some of  the outsiders may be considered by the 
members of  a group as potential members and they may try to convert them. 
Inside the group some members are leaders, other members are followers 
and still other members may be marginal. Depending on the nature of  the 
collective identity and on the specific interactions with the social environ-
ment, a collective identity can be relatively open or closed. When the group 
is competing with other groups to obtain scarce means, such as ˝souls to be 
saved˝ or with potential members to contribute to their cause and not to the 
goals of  a competitor, the dividing-lines between ˝us˝ and ˝them˝ are often 
drawn in a rigid way. 
    Another possibility is that a collective identity is imposed on a certain cat-
egory of  individuals. That is the case when persons are seen by the insiders, 
according to their criteria for selection, as (reluctant) members, because of  
their ˝racial˝ or religious heritage. But it is also possible that a group (a soci-
ety) forces certain of  its members to comply with a specific identity in spite 
of  the fact that many of  them do not have the aspiration to be defined by that 
imposed false identity. Such was the case in Nazi-Germany, where a rigid and 
closed identity from which no escape was possible, was imposed on persons 
with a (partial) Jewish origin. In this way imposition of  rigid dividing-lines 
between ˝them˝ and ˝us˝ were the opening of  a process that did lead to a total 
exclusion of  the Jews from public life, even from life at all.

National Identities, Ethnic Identities and Religious 
Identities

Modern, open societies are multicultural ones and this multiculturalism has 
often enriched these societies in the past and it still does. The newcomers in 
the modern societies develop in most cases ˝multicultural personalities˝ in 
which the cultural or ethnic background of  their country of  origin is only one 
of  their points of  reference. As such, they were, and are, not really different 
from the majority of  the population they entered as immigrants.
    However, the present discussions about multicultural societies are focused 
on a type of  society that is multicultural in a different sense: the coming so-
ciety is envisaged as one in which ˝cultures˝, ˝ethnic identities˝ and ˝foreign 
lifestyles˝ are seen as durable, distinct elements in the national landscape. 
This change necessitates, it is argued by some, an accommodation of  the 
national institutions to this new situation. This need for adaptation is based 
on the idea that all cultures are equal and have, consequently, the right to be 
there as collectivities.  
   In such discussions, the idea of  collective identity plays a major role. In fact, 
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with this debate we are returning to the old debate between historicism and 
universalism that started in the 18th century when Johann Gottfried Herder 
coined the concept of  ˝Volksgeist˝ in opposition to the ideas of  the Enlight-
enment, emphasizing in this way the uniqueness of  each culture. Universal 
concepts, such as Reality and Truth do not exist; all norms and ideas originate 
within a specific cultural context upon which they are dependent. They can 
only be understood within this specific context. 
    Here we are confronted with radical opposition of  historicist thinking to the 
rational and universal tenets of  the Enlightenment.30 This concept of  Volksgeist 
did have a strong impact on the development of  Europe, more specifically 
on the relationships between France and Germany, as the concept implied a 
radical different relationship between individuals and their society and state. 
    Today we could translate this concept of  Volksgeist with the concept of  the 
collective identity of  a people, a concept that emerged in the political debates and 
in the social sciences since the beginning of  the eighties of  the 20th century. 
   In a modern society it is perhaps feasible, but certainly not acceptable for 
most of  its citizens, to organize the major institutions on the basis of  this type 
of  collective identity. It would lead to a type of  Apartheid, a situation that runs 
counter to the idea of  cultural exchanges and cultural enrichment. I have given 
my arguments against this solution in the preceding section. 
    However, when the concept of a relatively open collective identity is used, a mod-
ern society can certainly be a multicultural one when it avoids in its policies 
nasty pitfalls in dealing with the claims of  some groups to have specific rights 
as collectivities, which would curtail the fundamental rights of  individuals and, 
moreover, those of  the other members of  the society. This is the case when 
official policies commit the fallacy of the wrong level.
   With this concept I want to indicate that during debates about the multi-
cultural society, groups (e.g. ethnic minorities) are treated as realities with a 
specific collective identity to which individuals are subordinated, instead of  
conceptualizing groups as gatherings of  individuals, who define themselves 
as belonging to a group with a specific identity. In a modern society each indi-
vidual has normally different opportunities to belong to several groups with 
different identities. This problem is a very tricky one, so I will try to elucidate 
it at some length. Many collective identities may coexist and persons belong-
ing to groups with different identities do not experience specific difficulties 
in social life because of  that. On the contrary, in many cases the fact that one 
belongs to several groups with different identities and having as such a multi-
ple identity, enriches life and provides many cultural and intellectual stimuli.
    A second prescription is the need to be aware of  the role of the double distortion 
in intercultural relations. In intercultural relations double distortions are un-
avoidable when we agree with the observation that all members of  a nation 

30 Johann. G. Herder, Ideen zu einer Philosophie der Menschheit, 1784; id., Une autre 
philosophie de l’histoire, 1774.
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or cultural unit whatsoever do not perceive reality as it really is, but always 
filtered and interpreted by collective representations. These collective repre-
sentations are not just a pair of  glasses that can be changed at will, because 
they are deeply anchored, as I said earlier, in the habitus of  the members of  
the group. It is evident that in intercultural relations all the parties concerned 
have their own ways of  looking at reality and of  judging on the basis of  their 
respective identities. In intercultural exchanges, both within a nation-state 
comprising units with different cultural traditions or between collectivities 
belonging to different nation-states, this distortion operates.  Information 
supplied by both parties is reinterpreted and in most cases, does not have a 
perceptible influence on the distorted view on ˝the Other˝. On both sides the 
parties concerned may cherish the idea that they have a ˝true˝ picture of  the 
Other and that the ˝Other˝ is seeing them in false or distorted way. The prob-
lem is in many cases that one or both parties are really convinced that their 
collective representations of  the ˝Other˝ have a high validity. Even collective 
stereotypes may not be recognized as such by those who apply them to the 
˝Other˝: in their view the stereotypes about the other are not considered as 
stereotypes, but as accurate descriptions of  the ̋ Other˝. In a particular relation 
between two groups or cultures, this distortion may be strongly out of  balance. 
To give an example: the collective stereotypes of  Europeans about the Arab 
world are analyzed by researchers with much fervor, both by Europeans and 
Arabs. But the other way round is quite different: an almost complete absence 
of  studies of  Arab stereotypes about the European world. Is this an effect of  
modernization, as the European world is more ˝modernized˝ than the Arab 
one? In the European world there are more persons with ˝multiple identi-
ties˝, who understand the mechanisms of  distortion and who are willing, at a 
conscious level, to change their images of  the ˝Other˝, while this is much less 
the case on the Arab side, where researchers are willing to study the distorted 
views of  the ˝Other˝ about their world, just to prove that their own views on 
the European or Western world are ̋ distortion-free˝?31 This situation is likely 
to be the result of  the fact that several European nations have been colonizers 
and their distorted views on the Other must be the result of  this because they 
had to find ˝good reasons˝ for their exploitation32, while the ex-colonized do 
not have valid reasons for a distorted view. So the latter see reality as it really 
is. Here a parallel can be discerned with the Marxist view that argues that 
only the proletariat, as the victim of  capitalist oppression, can see through 
the veil of  bourgeois ideology and so perceive the world as it really is, while 
the bourgeois can only have a distorted view of  reality, handicapped as they 
are by bourgeois ideology and, of  course, by their economic interests. 

31  See:G. Boëtsch et C. Villain-Gandossi, eds., Stéréotypes dans les relations Nord-
Sud. Hermès. Cognition. Communication, Politique. N°30. Paris: CNRS éditions, 2001,
32  See, e.g., ˝Polémiques sur l’histoire coloniale˝. Manière de voir 58. Paris: Le Monde 
diplomatique, Juillet-Août, 2001.
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The War between Collective Identities

It is evident that, when we start a discussion about collective identities, we 
find ourselves on slippery ground. It is very easy, as I have explained, to mix 
up inside views and outside views, to commit the fallacy of  the wrong level, 
to neglect a rigorous definition of  the main concepts, such as ˝culture˝ and 
˝ethnicity˝, and to conform to politically correct views in order to avoid un 
eventual increase of  political tensions and conflicts. In relation with a mod-
ern nation, it is a vain exercise to define its national identity, that is to say the 
national identity that is based on a consensus shared by all inhabitants. A 
modern nation’s identity is always a multidimensional identity. It is sort of  
combination of  several ˝inside-views˝ and of  ˝outside-views˝. As A.D. Smith 
says: ˝A nation is a named human population, sharing a historical territory, 
common memories and myths of  origin, a mass standardized public culture, 
a common economy and territorial mobility, and common legal rights and 
duties for the members of  the collectivity˝.33 This implies the absence of  a 
shared identity. It is the multidimensionality of  the nation’s identity that 
enables the connection with other types of  (collective) identity.
    Following Parekh, we can further enlarge this notion as he puts cultural 
diversity in the heart of  national identity He distinguishes in the first place 
the ˝dominant culture˝, consisting out of  a plurality of  ˝alternative˝ or not 
conventional life-styles, having a number of  values in common. But there 
exists also the identity of  those persons who want to change the values of  
this dominant culture. An example is feminism. Finally, says Parekh, you 
have immigrants, who claim an ethnic or religious identity and who want to 
anchor these identities in their new country. 
   So it appears to be impossible to define the national identity in such a way 
that everybody agrees with it. As Gérard Noiriel remarks: ˝Il n’existe aucune 
définition de l’identité nationale qui soit acceptée par l’ensemble des cher-
cheurs. La raison en est simple: ce n’est pas un concept scientifique, c’est une 
expression qui appartient au langage politique˝. And he adds to this, speaking 
about France: ˝La question de l’identité nationale telle qu’elle est apparue 
pour la première fois le 14 janvier 2007 dans le discours de Nicolas Sarkozy, 
est un “faux problème”, une simple magouille électorale destinée à flatter les 
préjugés de la fraction la plus xénophobe de la population˝.34 
   What is the origin of  this discussion about national identities? Its origin can 
be related to the coming of  the nation-states in Europe. With the rise of  the 
nation-states in the 18th century, the question what are the main differences 
between our nation and other nations in Europe becomes an important one. It 
is in this period that the national identities are created, as remarks Anne-Ma-

33  Anthony D. Smith, A.D., The Ethnic Origins of Nations. Penguin Books, 1991.
34  Gérard Noiriel, A quoi sert l’identité ˝nationale˝?  Marseille: Agone, 2007, p. 129.
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rie Thiesse.35 The ideology of  the nation is based on the idea that it consists 
of  all persons, who belong to a community at large. The nation is the people 
or the ˝Volk˝. The links between them are not based on being subordinated to 
the same sovereign or on the adherence to the same religion. Its existence as a 
people is independent from the vicissitudes of  dynastic and military history. 
˝To belong to a nation means being the heir to a common and indivisible pat-
rimony, to be aware of  this and to venerate it˝.36 The creation of  the national 
identity starts with the identification of  the ancestors of  the nation and their 
heroic exploits. Such ancestors must have virtues and other characteristics 
that make them eligible to represent the glorious past and national cohesion. 
The selection of  such ancestors, or even their invention as such, goes hand in 
hand with a long list of  other symbolic and material elements, which repre-
sent each nation that aspires to be one, such as – in most cases – a common 
language, national cultural monuments, a national anthem and flag and other 
national emblems, such as a lion, a bear or an eagle, national celebrations of  
major historical events, a specific national mentality or character, specific 
elements in the life-style, such as drinking and eating habits, preferences for 
certain sports, specific folkloristic elements (traditional costumes, traditional 
dances and melodies), a national literature and a specific pictorial style. This 
list can be extended without great difficulties.
    What is important in this process of  construction of  national identities is 
that it emphasizes strongly the differences between ˝our˝ nation and other 
nations. Once this process of  the creation of  national identities started in Scot-
land and in England, it was followed by the same processes in other European 
nations. As Anne-Marie Thiesse rightly remarks in the beginning of  her book: 
˝Nothing is more international than the creation of  national identities˝. This 
is an important paradox, according to her, because the irreducible singularity 
of  each national identity has been the pretext for bloody confrontations.37 
   The creation of  a national identity is a process of  inclusion and exclusion 
of  characteristics in which, in most cases, the national differences with other 
nations are strongly exaggerated and certain (supposed) traits of  the other 
nations are ridiculed. The rise of  the nation-state is in most Western Euro-
pean countries accompanied by the spreading of  the ideas of  the Enlighten-
ment. The search for national identities can also be seen as a reaction to the 
universalistic and individualist tenets of  this way of  interpreting to world. 
Having dismissed the idea of  national identity as being grounded on a solid 
consensus as a political myth, we have to consider other ways to interpret 
collective identity, such as claims of  populations to respect their cultural 
identity, their ethnic identity, or their religious identity. When these claims 

35  Anne-Marie Thiesse, La création des identités nationales. Europe XVIIIe – XXe siècle. 
Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1999.
36  Anne-Marie Thiesse, o.c., p. 12: ˝Appartenir à la nation, c’est être un des héritiers 
de ce patrimoine commun et indivisible, le connaître et le révérer˝.
37  Anne-Marie Thiesse, o.c., p. 11.
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are put forward by categories of  immigrants, we can observe that in most 
cases their numbers are less numerous than those of  the population at large. 
In those cases it is statistically more likely that they can be organized on a real 
consensus about their collective identity. Nevertheless, this is not something 
that has to be accepted as a state of  affairs that is in accordance with the real 
facts. We must not forget that many persons, claiming to belong to a specific 
group with a collective identity, can obtain certain privileges from society at 
large, such as political privileges when they are being acknowledged as being 
˝representatives˝ of  their ˝community˝ or of  their religious organization, or 
receiving subventions to organize specific activities, which are considered to 
be expressions of  their ˝culture˝, etc.
   Analyzing the many claims of  persons and groups to respect their collec-
tive identity, we perceive quickly that those claims are as void as the claims 
of  the persons, who belief  in the existence of  the national identity. The great 
difference between the national identity claims and the claims to respect 
ethnic, cultural or religious identities is that in the latter case many persons, 
not belonging to the groups that claim a specific collective identity, bestow a 
high confidence on these identity claims. The sources of  this high confidence 
seem to be in many life that in Western countries have been lost in the process 
of  modernization. Another source is without doubt the fact that several im-
migrants show a strong tendency to exaggerate their views about their own 
culture as a well-organized totality, or their views about the importance of  
their ˝ethnicity˝. 
   Feelings of  inferiority in comparison with the European nations can easily 
lead to such exaggerations. But that does not mean that those collectivistic 
claims have to be accepted as valid and tenable statements. These claims are 
as unlikely as the claim for the national identity of  a nation. As far as I know, 
we do not yet have at our disposal reliable empirical studies, which show us 
that also in the case of  those collective identities, there is a consensus about 
the collective identity among those who claim to belong to the cultural, ethnic 
or religious units in discussion.
   Nevertheless, in countries like the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, 
policy-makers and ˝representatives˝ of  the immigrant populations are often 
presenting a model of  society in which ˝communities˝ exist with specific 
cultures and with collective identities, which are based on their ethnic and 
religious origins. In the Netherlands it became recently a habit to speak about 
specific persons, who were considered to have excellent qualifications to 
function as ̋ bridge-constructors˝ between those ̋ communities˝ and between 
those ˝communities and society at large. A rapport of  the Scientific Council 
to the Government even stated that people with such skills, which bridge the 
˝communities˝, should be evaluated according to their specific potentiali-
ties.38 This is an extreme example of  collectivistic thinking that is difficult to 

38  Wetenschappelijke Raad voor het Regeringsbeleid, Identificatie met Nederland, p. 13.
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combine with the development of  a modern society.39 Collectivistic thinking 
continues in spite of  the reality of  modern life.40

An Effort to elucidate the Confused Debate about National 
Identity and other Types of Collective Identity

Why do we witness an increasing political interest in such a theme as ̋ national 
identity˝ in these days? In the past this theme was also broached from time to 
time, but not with a reference to the concept of  identity. We used concepts like 
the ˝national character˝, the ˝character of  the population˝, or the ˝mentality 
of  a nation or of  a population˝. Those concepts were always used in terms of  
differences between ̋ us˝ and ̋ them˝ and, in many cases, in terms of  opposition.
    Nowadays, we can distinguish between three intertwined developments, 
which contribute to the present debates about national identity. In the first 
place, there is the coming of  the European Union and its recent inclusion of  
many new membership-states. The rise of  the European Union, accompanied 
by the fact that several important political decisions are transferred to ̋ Brus-
sels˝ - leaving the average citizen with the feeling that these decisions escape 
from the national democratic control -, raises questions about the nature of  
the nation-state and its future. To this we can add that the coming of  the EU 
reinforces the ambitions of  regional movements to obtain more political 
autonomy for their region. Such strivings can also imply a weakening of  the 
nation-state.41 
   In de second place, it is evident that the debate about ˝national identity˝ is 
stimulated by the ongoing globalization of  many economic markets and by 
the increasing internationalization of  information streams. 
   Thirdly, the discussions about ̋ national identity˝ are also strongly stimulated 

39  In fact, many other positions are possible. See: J. Berting, ˝The Role of  Collective 
Identities in Intercultural Learning Processes˝. In: A. Perucca, ed., Della società 
educante alla società interculturale. Lecce: Università degli Studi di Lecce.Pensa 
Multimedia, 1998, pp. 385- 416, en Jan Berting, ˝Vivre dans la différence, vivre 
avec les différences˝. In: G. Audisio et F. Pugnière, réd., Vivre dans la différence, hier  
et aujourd’hui. Actes du colloque international ˝Vivre dans la différence˝. Institut 
Séguier, novembre 2006. Avignon: Edition A. Barthélemy, 2007, pp. 23-28.
40   See for an extensive critique of  collectivistic thinking: J. Berting,˝Identités 
collectives et images de l’Autre: les pièges de  la pensée collectiviste˝. In: G. Boëtsch 
et C. Villain-Gandossi, réd., Stéréotypes dans les relations Nord- Sud. Hermès. 
Cognition. Communication. Politique. N°30. Paris: CNRS éditions, 2001, pp. 41-58. 
Jan Berting, Fundamentalisme en democratie. De open samenleving en haar hedendaagse 
tegenstrevers. Amsterdam: Pearson Education: 2004 and, from the same author: 
Europe. A Heritage, a Challenge, a Promise. Delft: Eburon, 2006, especially Chapter X: 
˝Modernity and Modernisation: Types of  Adaptation and Resistance in Our Time˝ 
(pp.151-170).
41   Jan Berting, o.c., 2006, p. 55: ˝European culture as a totality of cultures˝.
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by the coming of  migrants, who are claiming their right to be respected on the 
base of  their ethnicity, their culture of  origin and their religious beliefs. Such 
collectivistic claims are, partly at least, aroused by negative attitudes against 
immigrants in the receiving population, but they also lead to the question 
among the latter about their own ˝identity˝ and their own specificity. This 
situation leads to important questions about differences between ˝us˝ and 
˝them˝, about oppositions between ˝us˝ and ˝them˝ and about shared char-
acteristics between ˝us˝ and ˝them˝. The different answers to these questions 
are linked to hate and solidarity, to exclusion and inclusion, and to acts of  
insulation and of  reciprocity.
    Analyzing the debates about ̋ national identity˝ and the ̋ collective identities˝ 
of  different types of  minorities, you would expect that those persons, who 
engage themselves in these discussions, would show a good discipline when 
using the concept of  ˝collective identity˝. In reality, the reader is confronted 
with an incredible chaotic discussion, in which the participants seem to avoid 
by all means an elucidation of  their main concepts. So we put forward the 
question: 
   What do the participants in these debates mean when they use the concept 
of  ˝national identity˝, or, in a more general sense, of  ˝collective identity˝?42

1. National identity is conceived of  as the totality of  the traits of  a country 
and its population that distinguishes it from other countries and populations, 
especially its neighbors. There exists a lot of  literature on the specific charac-
teristics of  the French, the Dutch, the Germans, the British, and the Italians, 
etc., mostly written by foreign visitors of  the described countries. These are 
outside-views of  national identities. The observers write down what strikes 
them in comparison with their country of  origin. This means that their de-
scriptions are far from being objective, as they use criteria for their description 
that are not made explicit and that are, moreover, culture-bound. In many 
cases, those outside-views are very amusing literature for the inhabitants of  
the described countries.
2. National identity is the totality of  those characteristics that are considered 
by inhabitants of  a country or nation to be specific traits of  their country 
and its population. In many cases, those descriptions of  the national iden-
tity stress differences between their own country and neighboring nations. 
These national identity constructions are inside-views, which contain not 
only objective characteristics, but also mythical interpretations of  a com-
mon origin, and ideas about the origin of  their specificity such as, in the case 
of  the Netherlands, the continuing struggle against the sea and the rivers, 
the liberation from the Spanish tyranny during the Eighty Years’ War, the 
influence of  Calvinism, the German occupation and the colonial past of  the 
Netherlands. Such an inside-view can never be based on a consensus among 

42  An interesting analysis is given in: Philosophie Magazine, mensuel N° 30 juin 
2009: ˝Existe-t-il un esprit français?˝. 
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the population. There always will be a plurality of  such views, in spite of  the 
efforts of  (political) leaders to propagate their idea of  national identity as the 
national identity.
3. National identity is a specific figuration of  values and norms which unite 
all the inhabitants of  a country or nation. This figuration ties the inhabitants 
together and is the basis of  the nation’s solidarity. This conception of  national 
identity emphasizes what the inhabitants have in common without making 
necessarily a comparison with the values and norms, which reign in other 
countries. This conception of  national identity comes to the fore when the 
political class has doubts about the identity’s binding force. Values and norms 
are not something we possess, they have to be acquired. Specific measures are 
necessary in those cases where the binding force is deemed insufficient, such 
as heightening the national awareness of  the common values by paying more 
attention in education to the history of  the nation (see point 2).
4. National identity is a concept that refers to the ways in which the members 
of  society identify with their society. Immigrants do not have this national 
identity initially, but should acquire it in order to become full-fledged citizens. 
They have to learn the common values and norms and, of  course the language 
of  the country where they have the intention to settle. 
5. National identity is always a multidimensional concept. This idea is stressed 
by those persons, who attack the idea that it is possible to speak about the 
national identity with which persons identify or should identify. This idea 
is often implied with the above-mentioned point 4. In contradistinction to 
that, they point out that different persons and groups have different ways 
of  identifying with their country and that, moreover, it is quite possible to 
identify with more than one country or nation. It is not necessary to accept 
the strait-jacket of  the unique national identity. Most modern persons have 
a multiple identity. This is in a modern society a tremendous advantage as 
it enables many types of  cross-cutting relationships. Problems arise only 
in those cases where persons are members of  groups with strongly closed 
collective identities with values and objectives that are not compatible with 
the surrounding society.
6. National identity is in certain respects a combination of  4 and 5. The idea 
is accepted that different persons and groups identify in different ways with 
the country they live in. But this variety of  attachments is connected with the 
vision that in spite of  this variety, there is a common kernel of  values, norms 
and habits that keeps us together as citizens of  our country. This common 
kernel is at the base of  our feelings of  solidarity with our country. In some 
periods, it may happen that the political class and certain parts of  the popula-
tion are convinced that this consciousness of  a common kernel, this national 
consciousness, is not strong enough. Hence is the need for special policies, 
having as their main objective the reinforcement of  the people’s awareness 
of  their common ties. Such a policy may imply a reassessment of  the place of  
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the national and European history in education, or the foundation of  specific 
museums, having as their main theme the presentation of  the nation’s past.
7. National identity is not a concept that needs a special attention on behalf  of  
the national authorities, because a weak national identity would have negative 
effects on the nation’s cohesion. The inhabitants of  a country are embedded 
in many interlocked networks of  enterprises, of  voluntary associations, of  
information systems, of  family and community units. Moreover; they have 
in most cases a common language and are participating in a democratic sys-
tem with specific ways to deal with oppositions and controversies. Feelings 
of  national identity are only one element in a vast array of  binding forces.
8. National identity as a concept that can be dismissed totally. Some persons 
are convinced that the concept of  national identity has no future. The idea of  
national identity is doomed to disappear in the process of  mundialization. 
It will be absorbed by the coming of  a ˝European identity˝. Perhaps, in the 
future, the citizens will be ˝citizens of  the world˝, who are integrated in in-
ternational networks.
   Analyzing the discussions about the ˝national identity˝, we become quickly 
aware that most participants in these discussions do not elucidate the concept 
of  national identity that they bring to the fore. Neither do they elaborate the 
specific context they have in mind. Are they referring to processes of  glo-
balization? Are they having in mind the enlargement of  the EU? Or are they 
referring to the concept of  national identity in relation with the collective 
identities of  minorities of  migrants?
    Moreover, the debate about national identities, in relation with other types 
of  collective identity, is also obscured by the fact that the concept of  collective 
identity is not only used to refer to characteristics that all members of  a social 
unit have in common, but that the concept is used in a collectivistic way. All those 
who are considered to belong to such a unit are determined by the ̋ culture˝, the 
˝ethnicity˝ and the collective identity of  the ˝community˝ they ˝belong˝ to. 
They are treated as elements of  their collective identity, of  their culture and 
of  their ethnicity, not as persons who have the right to develop themselves on 
the base of  their individual choices. As such, immigrants are treated by their 
own representatives and by the public administration as prisoners of  their 
collective identity. This point was already amply elaborated in Chapter III.
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Chapter VIII: Christiane Villain-Gandossi 
Europe and Its Risks

Introduction

Sixty years ago, on 25 March 1957, the ˝Six˝ – France, the Federal Republic of  
Germany, Italy and the Benelux – signed two documents – under the title of  
the Treaty of Rome – which until today still mould in concrete form the actual 
European Union. The two treaties establish for an unlimited time the Euro-
pean Community of  Atomic Energy (EAEC) or Euratom), the other being the 
European Economic Community (EEC) or the Common Market.
   Four days before the British Prime Minister, Theresa May, started the pro-
cedure that must lead to the departure of  the United Kingdom from the Eu-
ropean Community, they signed the Treaty of Rome with the hope to give fresh 
air to the project that is weakened by Brexit and by the revival of  nationalism 
and Euroscepticism.
   The chief  of  the executive power, the Italian Paolo Gentiloni, has deplored 
that the economic difficulties during the last years have paralyzed the Euro-
pean project and have nourished the rise of  nationalism. According to him, 
the Treaty of Rome offers a new start. ̋ The Union starts again˝ he declared, ̋ and 
with a vision for the ten coming years˝.43

   The German chancellor Angela Merkel has acknowledged that the European 
Union must react to the requirements of  the new generations for which the 
Second World War belongs to History. ˝We shall have to occupy ourselves in 
the future in the first place with the employment problem˝.
  The chief  of  the German government has recalled the necessity to answer to 
the preoccupations of  the Europeans with regard to the economy, the social 
protection, the immigration and the defense when she proposed a ̋ Protective 
Europe˝.
This enthusiasm is not shared by everybody. Many political leaders refuse 
to continue on the road of  relinquishing pieces of  sovereignty, while to the 
contrary others have pleaded in favor of  an acceleration of  the integration.
   Poland has led the Fronde against the idea of  a ̋ Europe at several velocities˝ 
because this country was afraid that the former communist countries of  
Eastern Europe ˝would be left on the border of  the road˝.
   The President of  the EU, Jean-Claude Juncker, confirms: ˝Today, we renew 
our wishes and reconfirm our engagements for the benefit of  one and indi-

43  http://www.la-croix.com/Monde/Europe/60-apres-Traite-Rome-27-veulent-
relancer-projet-europeen-2017-03-26-1200834806. In order to avoid charging 
the reference system too heavy, we will not refer systematically to Google in the 
following pages of  this chapter.
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visible Union˝.
   ˝Why would us today loose our trust in the unity of  the project? Is this the 
case because this has become a reality? Or “because we have become tired 
of  this? ˝, asked on his behalf  Donald Tusk, the President for the European 
Council. Europe as a political entity will be united, or it will not be. The model 
of  Europe is not a bureaucratic model; it is a socle of  common values and of  
democratic norms˝.
   In the conclusion, the Treaty of Rome of  March 25 2017, proclaims: ˝We, the 
leading members who work together in the framework of  the European Coun-
cil and of  its institutions, we will act in such a way that the program that is 
defined today will be a reality tomorrow. Our opportunity is being united. 
Europe is our common future˝.

But what is Europe in Reality?

Europe is far away from being as united as wished those who conceived it to be.
The economic and social situation is unequal. Several countries develop very 
well, such as the countries of  the North of  Europe. Germany is aware of  its 
economic growth and its full employment. Other countries, many of  them in 
the South of  Europe, are confronted by economic and social difficulties, such 
as debts, elevated deficits, massif  unemployment and weak economic growth.
   This explains that the EU, often wrongly accused of  all this, is in fact less 
popular in spite of  its undeniable positive development (rise of  its standard 
of  living, stability of  the prices and its currencies, etc.).
   The Union suffers from the initial lack, the absence of  political common 
economic procedures, especially on the budgetary level. A real budget of  the 
Eurozone, for instance, would allow a real solidarity between the rich and 
the poor countries, because the actual budget of  the Eurozone is only 1% of  
the brut interior product of  the EU. The future will learn us whether the Eu-
ropeans can go into the direction of  an increased economic union. But what 
dominates up to now, is a general sentiment of  insecurity that is shared by 
the peoples of  the Union.
   More than ever, it is necessary to observe the world   in front of  Europe. 
Does Europe represent for those outside Europe a political, economic and 
cultural entity that should be imitated or rejected? Which are its emblems 
and its symbols? Is Europe regarded as a creative source of  new opportunities 
or primarily as of  a loss of  values? Europe, is it a space or a territory? One 
is a citizen of  a territory, not of  a space? One fights, if  necessary, to defend 
a territory, not a space. While it is mainly reduced to a space for merchants 
and financial traders, those who are the actual actors undertake nothing to 
make it desirable. We feel very well that we find us between a destabilizing 
˝entre-deux˝.
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  The present federation with federal power is complicated, only in a very weak 
sense legitimate, demoralizing for the citizens, politically wavering, leaning 
on the markets and the judges. It is urgent to occupy this ideological void on 
the social and cultural level.
   Actually, it is the weight of  the specificity of  the opposing elements that 
requires the upper hand of  the Europe’s specificity. In a world that chang-
es rapidly, we need common points of  support in the European space and 
those points of  support are delivered by the collective representations  which 
underline, often in a negative way, the types of  behavior, the customs, the 
values and the attitudes that are considered to be different in comparison 
with what is normal in our lifestyle. The sentiment to belong to Europe is 
weak in comparison with the feelings to belong to a nation, a religion, and to 
ethnic and religious collectivities. It is not possible to shake of  one’s habitus 
that belongs for that matter to the domain of  the unconscious. The identity 
of  Europe consists out of  a multiplicity of  local identities and it is perhaps 
equally important to accept, without being afraid, the identity of  the Others 
as to accept one’s own identity.
    Which is or which are the themes to which the common affection of  the 
European people could attach itself? One of  those themes could be the idea of  
popular sovereignty, that is to say the same theme that is in a profound crisis 
in the Union today. Following Spinoza, one could say that this is the primary 
political affection of  this society, its most important political principle. 

The Sentiment of Insecurity: a Paradigm of the Risk 
Concept

Within the general framework of  its activities, the European society changed 
from the concept of  risk, seen as a divine fatality, into the direction of  natural 
and technological risk. This change took place in about 1750, in the period of  
the Enlightenment. This concept implies that risks can be manipulated and 
that they could have a link with the right to security, guaranteed by institutions 
that have a connection with the state. This sentiment that one has a right to 
security produces, since the years sixty, a sharpened sentiment of  insecurity 
that feeds itself  even with the progress of  the security provisions. The more 
the security invests itself  in techniques and in specialized institutions, the 
more grows the general sentiment of  alienation as a result of  shortcomings 
that as such are of  little importance.44

   Schematizing what we have said: we could say that the European society has 

44  Ch. VILLAIN-GANDOSSI, ˝Une analyse de l’approche globale des risques˝, in 
120e congrès du CTHS, Paris, CTHS, pp.11-23.; ˝Le concept de risque maritime dans 
l’espace méditerranéen. Genèse et évolution˝, in Bernard COUSIN (éd.), Les sociétés 
méditerranéennes face au risque, Le Caire, Institut d’archéologie orientale, 2010, pp. 
7-24. 
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left behind it the risk, seen as a divine fatality and adopted the idea of  natural 
risks and controllable techniques that have a link with the rights to security 
that are guaranteed by institutions that depend on the role of  the State.
   This third last period, totally specific for the catastrophe, is connected with a 
logical consequence: that of  a sentiment of  insecurity that is nourished by the 
development of  the means of  security. So we are confronted with the paradox 
of  a dynamic society during a period of  change, but extremely vulnerable be-
cause it is increasingly afraid of  every possibility of  destabilization: the more 
the security drive invests in specialized technologies and institutions, the 
more grows the general sentiment of  alienation as a consequence of  failures 
that have as such a minor significance. The extensive management of  risks 
is a new fact that within the context of  an apparent dissolution of  social ties, 
exalts a return to the collective ideal. But the management of  risks leads only 
to a reinforcement and a consecration of  the techno-bureaucracy: ˝the risk˝ 
declares Ulrich Beck, ˝is more in the center of  life of  everybody and in the 
public debate, because we perceive it henceforward under this angle the way 
to organize the way of  taking risks is a major element of  a society˝.45

   But in fact, this are no longer risks in the real sense -with their aleatory 
character- but ways of  becoming conscious of  processes of  development. 
This shift of  the meaning of  the concept of  ˝risk˝ going from the reference 
to a probability in the direction of  a menace or danger is really the symptom 
of  a society that is haunted by the security. A society that does not assume 
risks is a society that is doomed to death, because only death is without risks.
   What is new, that is that becoming conscious is not only something the so-
cial systems are confronted with, but the social systems are themselves the 
cause of  certain risks. Here it is society that is, in a large sense, the source of  
this category of  risks and that the modern societies, particularly the modern, 
Mediterranean societies, have not yet found efficient ways to adapt them-
selves. And what dominates, that is the sentiment of  general insecurity. From 
this follows that the coupled concepts of  risk and crisis, for example those of  
danger and risks, those of  crisis and catastrophe are often confounded with 
those of  risks and eventualities.

The Identity is a Theme That Leads to a Reflection about 
Security

It is evident that a sentiment of  insecurity may be experienced, both by the 
individual and by society as a whole, as a consequence of  mundialization, 
of  the opening of  economic, social and juridical systems, of  the integration 
of  markets and of  political national systems and in a more global sense of  

45   Ulrich BECK, La société du risque. Sur la voie d’une autre modernité, Paris, 
Flammarion, 2001, pp. 89-90. 
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phenomena like the free circulation of  persons, of  knowledge and of  models. 
Such a sentiment produces a need to define oneself  in order to protect oneself.
   In which ways Europe constructs itself  and legitimizes its identity and how 
values Europe also its nations, its national and local cultures that provide it 
with brains? We can understand the complexity of  the identity when we think 
about it both as a determinant and as a process of  identification.
   The European Union, when it creates a European citizenship that has a 
superposition with respect to nationality, puts in another way, under a new 
dimension, this reality of  the personal identity across a collective reality. We 
can, otherwise, observe in the jurisprudence of  the Court of  Justice of  the 
EU, that the European citizenship puts increasingly a more pregnant print 
on the national identities.
   So it is difficult to construct, by using the collective identity, a European 
space that is really authentic. But it is clear that the way of  living together 
of  the Europeans results in conceiving and in defining gradually a common 
hard identity kernel that is rather unique for Europe. That will do until the 
moment that the adjustments of  other concepts like ˝interculturalité˝ allows 
us to think in a more profound way our way our thinking about Europe.
   It is the search for Europe that crosses the purely economic and international 
threshold that can allow us, for example, to understand the right of  intellec-
tual propriety on the level of  the Union without continuously bumping up 
against the consubstantial frontiers with the cultures that are deeply anchored 
in their national identities.
   Another example: the free circulation of  persons is an example of  a specific 
European model of  integration of  the nations. It permits the structuring of  
a common space by changing the frontier and by creating in the same time a 
statute of  integration of  the citizens.
   The European identity is not as such constructed, but must be considered as 
a development that enables the Europeans to understand the free circulation 
as a fundamental right of  the citizens.
   But in the first place, this should refer to the formulation of  questions about 
the genesis of  the awakening of  this consciousness, starting with the faraway 
roots and by following the periods which have marked our history: the oïkou-
menê of  the Greeks, the Mare Nostrum and the respublica christiana, the papacy 
and the Saint-Empire in the Middle-Ages. This growing awareness of  the 
˝European Man˝ will crystalize around different ̋ European identities˝ (those 
of  humanism and the discoverers of  the Renaissance, of  the Reformation 
until the Contra-Reformation, of  the Europe of  the Enlightenment and its 
heritors (movements of  liberalism, Marxism, socialism). 
   Putting forward questions about Europe means also to observe the conse-
quences of  the different types of  universalism and their political and social 
consequences, such as the universalism of  Europe under the French Revolu-
tion, the industrial revolution, the dynamism of  the colonial expansions and 
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the missionary exhortations of  the Occident. It also means to put forward 
the following question: which are the collective representations that had an 
impact in our past and have influenced our present? More than ever, it is 
now the world in front of  Europe that must be observed attentively: in which 
way have the non-European contributions played a role in the domain of  the 
sciences, the technics and technologies, the arts and the ways of  life? Does 
Europe represent in the mind of  the non-European world a political, economic 
and cultural entity that has to be imitated or rejected?46

   It is true that Europe evaporates when one tries to think this unity in a dis-
tinct and transparent way. It immediately falls into pieces when one wants 
to know its unity. When we want to find its funding origin, we find nothing 
that is characteristic for its origins. The European identity, like every identity, 
can only be a constituent in a plural identity. We cherish the illusion that the 
identity is an indivisible totality while it is always a unitas multiplex˝.47 What is 
the specificity of  Great Europe? Is it a collective conscience of  its peoples or 
a simple image that can be ascertained by a public opinion poll? This type of  
studies exists (Europabilder), but they lead us in the direction of  the perception 
of  a plurality of  vague images that is difficult to connect with the description 
of  the cultural identity of  Europe: ˝Is it a common heritage, precious but 
without a real connection with modern life, or an ideal of  the developing 
culture, a leading image to be used by those who think about developmental 
problems of  Europe. So the unity in diversity is the distinctive mark of  our 
cultural identity as Europeans? It seems primarily that the European identity 
is part of  the phenomenon of  opposition˝.48 
   We are obliged to return to the image of  the Other: for the historian this 
is very important, both on the epistemological level and on the level of  the 
praxis. History, a science that is founded on the human testimony, harks back 
to the images of  the Other which are the key-stones of  our knowledge of  the 
past. It is in front of  the identity that one finds the alternative as the mirror 
of  the identity or as the identity of  the Other. Even against the Other and 
vice-versa while disturbing the frontiers.
   The duel and the dialogue identity/the Other is situated in this perspective of  
movement, even when each of  these situations is moving within its own space.

46   Ch. VILLAIN-GANDOSSI, L’Europe à la recherche de son identité, p. 10. 
47  Edgar MORIN, Penser l’Europe, pp. 26 and199.
48  Jan BERTING, ˝L’identité culturelle de la Grande Europe:  mythe ou réalité?˝, in 
Ch. VILLAIN-GANDOSSI, K. BOCHMANN, M. METZELTIN, Ch. SCHAFFNER, Le 
concept de l’Europe dans le processus de la CSCE, Tübingen, Gunter Narr Verlag, 1990, pp. 
44-45.
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The Danger of Stereotypes, the Expression of the Collective 
Personality

The stereotypes reflect a crude network of  mental representations of  the 
world. They are like every categorization instruments to reduce its complexity. 
So the stereotype appears as an element of  the structure of  the representa-
tions.
   The stereotype is connected with the length of  time and offers a strong resis-
tance against change because it not depending on experiences. The stereotype 
as an ̋ expression of the collective personality˝ is transmitted to the individual by his 
social environment ̋ by means of the education, by the mass media and by the personal 
experiences of the individual˝.49

   The creation of  stereotypes reflects a process that every human being on 
its way to become an individual is forced to accomplish. The process of  in-
dividualization and separation supposes particularity that the child interi-
orizes increasingly more complex images that are transmitted by the group. 
It is necessary to insist this social aspect of  the stereotype and remember its 
functions to maintain the cohesion of  the group:
- On the ̋ communicative˝ level, the stereotype favors the communication in 

the group by economizing on useless repetitions of  already assimilated 
things which the group has accepted. The intellectual assimilation effort 
that the receiver must make is reduced thanks to the automatized process 
of  the implicit reflection. 

- On the ˝psycho-sociological˝ level, the stereotype organizes the identifica-
tion/inclusion of  the individual in a community, a collectivity of  common 
values by producing the Other as someone who is different and is as such 
excluded. The Other is perceived at the same time as someone who is excluded from 
the group and as a person that can menace its integration.

The stereotype sends back in this way to radicalized oppositions, stimulating 
in the first place those persons who are sensible for it not to go further than 
superficial judgments about an individual on the base of  his or her categorical 
˝membership˝ (ethnic, racial, religious, nationality, class).
    In opposition to the prejudice that refers to an attitude, a tendency to evalu-
ate something in a favorable or unfavorable way, the stereotype only includes 
the beliefs and the opinions concerning the attributes which are transmitted 
by a group and its members.

49  Ch. VILLAIN-GANDOSSI, ˝La genèse des stéréotypes dans les jeux de l’identité/
altérité Nord-Sud˝, in Stéréotypes dans les relations Nord/Sud, in Revue Hermès, Paris, 
CNRS, 2000, pp. 27-40. 
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The Brexit: the Dislocation Risk, a Major Risk for the 
European Union

The United Kingdom and Europe, a relation that is without interruption 
harassed. On March 29 in 2017, the British Prime Minister, Theresa May, un-
leashed Article 50 of  the Treaty of  the European Union, marking in this way 
the start of  the procedure of  leaving the EU by the United Kingdom. Who will 
be the next among the Twenty-Seven members? After the Brexit the Twen-
ty-Seven have to fear a contamination by demands of  referenda and have to 
avoid a domino effect.
   The Brexit has broken a taboo: ̋ A Union that is without interruption praised 
as becoming increasingly stronger integrated˝ is no longer engraved in mar-
ble. After the marriage, the divorce and the leaving of  the UE are within the 
reach of  all Euro sceptics. 
   ˝We are now confronted with an existential problem that has no connection with the 
lost referenda of the preceding years. It is only a question of time before we will see that 
other countries will start similar requests˝, complained Guy Verhofstadt, the former 
Belgian Prime Minister and the Euro-deputy leader of  the European liberals 
(ALDE).50 Indeed, it did not take much time in the social networks to imagine 
the little brothers of  the henceforward famous Brexit, from ˝Beljump˝ until 
˝Deportugal˝, passing by ˝Frexit˝ and ˝Grexit˝.
   And all this has nothing to do with a bad catastrophe film. After eight years 
of  economic and political crisis, the side of  the ˝désamour˝ of  the Union is 
spectacular. A study that was published in June 2016 by the think-tank called 
the Pew Research Center showed already the extent of  this phenomenon: in 
France the support for the EU had lost 17 points, until 38%, while the support 
decreased in Spain with 16 points, until 47%. Even in Germany, this support 
(50%) was not impressing.

Europe and Its Defense

The leaders of  the countries of  the European Union came together, without 
the United Kingdom, in Bratislava for a ̋ courteous discussion˝ about the main 
characteristics of  Europe in the post-Brexit period, during a summit-confer-
ence on which the security and the European defense had to dominate the 
debates.
   ˝It would be a fatal error to consider the negative of  the referendum in the 
United Kingdom as a specific British problem, has warned the President of  
the European Council, Donald Tusk, in his invitation-letter addressed to the 
27 for the Bratislava summit. The European citizens want to know whether 

50   See Google http://www.lalibre.be/actu/international/guy-verhofstadt-alde-
58e53ea2cd70812a653f9ab2. 
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the political elites are capable to repair the control about the events and the 
processes that surpass them, disorient them and sometimes terrify them˝, 
he estimated, referring to the migrations, the terrorism and also the mun-
dialization.51

   The commission proposes particularly the ˝common military resources˝, 
˝unique general head-quarters˝ and the creation before the end of  the year 
a European fund for the stimulation of  research and innovation in the de-
fense-industry˝. ̋ For this moment, there is not an operational état-major, but 
only a military committee of  the 28˝, indicates a French diplomatic source.
   Paris and Berlin, the driving forces on this subject, have the intention to 
propose in Bratislava a common initiative in order to start operations of  the 
EU in an easier way and to obtain a higher level of  European finances.
   But it is difficult to say that the Bratislava summit resembles a demonstra-
tion of  unity. ̋ Never until now I did see such an enormous fragmentation and 
also so little convergence in our Union˝ has Jean-Claude Juncker admitted 
in front of  the Euro-deputies. Subjects like the non-aligned workers or the 
distribution of  the refugees in the European Union coming from Italy and 
Greece remain very conflictual.
   The countries of  the group of  Visegrad (Hungary, Poland, the Czech Repub-
lic), who are among the most contestants of  the countries of  the European 
projects for the reception of  refugees, have delivered their own vision about 
the future of  the EU that according to them is too much dominated by certain 
large countries.
   The countries of  the South, like Greece, France and Italy, united in Athens, 
have put in the first place other priorities, like the division of  the migration 
share or the reduction of  the budgetary austerity. 
   For the countries in central Europe, the menace is in the East with Russia, for 
the countries in the South of  Europe, the menace is primarily connected with 
terrorism of  the Jihad. One could observe that there is a risk of  paralysis of  
the foreign policy and the defense of  the EU that is the result of  these diver-
gences. And indeed, it is this sentiment of  paralysis that predominates today 
in the management of  the Russian and the Near-Oriental files. Either the EU 
is absent (the case of  the Near-Orient), or seems to be paralyzed (the case of  
Russia). And this paralysis ends with reaching the States themselves. So it is 
necessary that the EU repairs this risk of  incompetence when the countries 
want to continue advancing within the EU.
   What concerns the adhesion of  Turkey to the EU, Jean-Pierre Raffarin, re-
turning to the circumference of  the EU declares: ˝The enlargement, under 
these conditions, is forbidden (….). So let us stop dreaming about an eventual 
adhesion of  Turkey to the European Union˝. For the former Prime Minister, the 

51   See Google:http://www.france24.com/fr/20160916-sommet-bratislava-ue-
relancer-apres-brexit. 
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European Union must ̋ strengthen itself˝ and has in the first place to ̋ think in-
side its frontiers about a harmonious and organized life before thinking about 
some enlargements˝. For him, finally, ̋ Europe is not federal, it is cooperation˝.

Searching Europe’s Identity: Its Major Problem

In reality, all of  the post-modern European societies are harassed by these 
questions and it would be an error to contempt this search for identity that 
shows a fear to be submerged by the globalization. It is necessary the be con-
scious of  the fact that the new currents of  immigrants with the destination 
of  Europe and the chaotic situation at the frontiers, with consequences that 
reach the heart of  the European metropoles, revive the forces that confuse 
at the same time a refusal of  the external immigration and the solidarities 
between the member-states of  the European Union.
    In order to convince the public opinions of  the importance of  Europe, it is 
certainly necessary to put in the first place a certain number of  answers to 
these concrete and urgent challenges. This implies the control of  the common 
frontiers of  the European Union in the Balkan and in the Mediterranean, the 
strengthening of  the euro-zone, a greater contribution of  Europe to its defense 
and its security, both in the East and in the South.
    The difficulty is not only to make possible what is necessary, but to inscribe 
it in a vision of  the whole. The leading idea is to change this pan-European 
Commonwealth that is the Union, into a market that is enough competitive and 
open to the world to assure the public prosperity and to finance the means 
that are required for the great politics. Except the fact that the depth of  such 
an economic totality assures a greater space with the virtues of  the division of  
work and the potential growth, its great extent is in line with the globalization: 
with its back against the Atlantic pillar, this pan-European Commonwealth is 
open for all the European, Eurasian and Oriental seas.
   At the same time, the European Union has to organize itself  and to function 
by the principle of  the variable geometry in order to combine the enlargement 
and the deepening, what implies several levels of  political integration: the 
largest circle is that of  law, of  the economy of  the market and the political 
solidarity. In its interior, the European Union requires a stronger integration. 
The same can be said about Schengen space with a common definition of  a 
migration policy. Finally, the most dynamic and energetic countries on the 
diplomatic and military le- vels have the vocation to construct a geopolitical 
European pillar that has a solidarity with the North-American pillar.
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To Make a Front

When one puts the facts in their perspective, the philosophy of  history also 
gives answers. In this case you need to read again the great British historian 
Arnold Toynbee. Once having gone through the expansion of  a civilization, 
he explains, the violent reaction of  the peripheries and the affirmation of  
the hostile powers require the change into the direction of  a type of  imperial 
structure. It is no longer the exportation of  its forms of  civilization that is at 
stake, but their conservation.
   In the present situation, the defense of  the Occident cannot any longer be 
assured by the United-States of  America that is simultaneously engaged in 
Europe, in the Great Middle-Orient and in the Asian Pacific. At this moment 
Europe has to assume new responsibilities and in a stronger way being present 
in its geopolitical environment, confronting the menaces and take its part of  
the burden.
  To arrive at this, there is no need to imagine and to think a federation that is 
bound together by a string. A Europe with a variable geometry, concentrated 
on its fundaments, would have enough resources and the means to confront 
the exterior menaces. The essential element does not play a role on the level 
of  material greatness or of  institutional architecture: it counts to be conscious 
of  what constitutes Europe and what its universal vocation is. Without the 
patriotism of  the civilization and the transcendence of  its particularities, 
there will not be a European ˝common will˝.

How to Manage the Problems of the Migrants who take 
Enormous Risks to Join Europe?

The growth of  restrictions at the frontiers and the absence of  legal attainable 
ways to join Europe have driven the refugees and the migrants to undertake 
dangerous voyages with the help of  smugglers of  human beings, as is said 
in a new report of  the High-Commissariat of  the United-Nations for the 
refugees (HCR).
   After the ˝closure˝ of  the occidental Balkan-road and the declaration of  the 
European Union and of  Turkey in March 2016, the number of  persons that 
reached Greece via the oriental Mediterranean has diminished considerably. 
The route of  the Central Mediterranean from North Africa to Italy has become 
since then the principal point of  entry to Europe.
   In total, more than 181400 persons have arrived in Italy from the sea and 90% 
of  them have made the voyage by boat from Libya. The first two nationalities 
are Nigerians (21%) and Eritreans (11%). The number of  non-accompanied 
children has risen to more than 25000 in 2016. They represent 14% of  new 
immigrants to Italy and their number has doubled since the preceding year. 
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The voyage to Italy is extremely dangerous. From the 5096 refugees and mi-
grants that have been declared to be dead or to have disappeared at sea during 
the last year, 90% has taken the route to Italy.
   The report of  the HCR shows also that during the last part of  2016, a great-
er number has reached Europe via the Occidental Mediterranean, either by 
crossing the sea from Morocco or Algeria, or by penetrating the Spanish 
enclaves of  Melilla and Ceuta.
   The migrants have continued to leave Turkey by following the oriental Med-
iterranean route after April, but their numbers have decrease considerably. 
The majority crosses the sea to Greece, but other migrants cross the terrestrial 
borders to Greece and Bulgaria, or they cross the sea until Chypres. The utili-
zation of  this route includes a great number of  persons who need protection, 
87% of  the persons which arrived via the sea in Greece in 2016 had their origin 
in the ten countries that are the first ones on the level of  producing refugees.
   This is also the case for those who have continued to follow the route of  
the Occidental Balkan. In Serbia for instance, 82% of  those who arrive, have 
their origin in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria and half  of  them are children, the 
report indicates.
   According to the report of  the HCR, tens of  thousands persons have been 
repelled by the frontal authorities in Europe, including Hungary, Croatia, 
Greece, Serbia, Spain and in the former Yugoslavian republic Macedonia.
   Moreover, the HCR did receive very alarming information concerning 
refugees and migrants that have been run in, imprisoned against their will 
during several days, aggressed physically and sexually, tortured or extorted 
by smugglers of  human beings and criminal gangs at several places on the 
principal routes.

The Spaces of Europe that are threatened by Natural Risks

The inundations belong to the most important risks of  the EU. These risks are 
mainly fluvial and concern in the first place the regions in the Nord-European 
planes. The Netherlands are also concerned by the fact that they are situated 
in a terrestrial depression, accentuated by the polderization. The inundations 
are among the natural risks that cause the highest number of  deaths.
   After them follows the seismic risks, which concern in the first place the 
Mediterranean region of  the Union. Greece is the first country that is con-
cerned because the totality of  its territory is regarded as presenting the highest 
level of  this risk. Italy is also concerned with its high risks following the Apen-
nine chain, starting with Florence until the Nord of  Sicily and the mountains 
in the Nord of  the Adriatic. The South of  the Carpathians in Romania is also 
concerned with their strong seismic risks. But there are also regions with 
moderate risks of  that type.
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   There are also on the territory of  the actual European Union several very 
active volcanoes. Among the member-states that are the most concerned with 
this risk we find Italy, Portugal, Spain and Greece.
   Inundations, droughts and avalanches are equally catastrophes that are 
connected with the planetary reheating. The European funds are acting in 
order to limit the risks on the endangered territories (overseas territories, 
coastal areas, rivers, etc.) by financing projects: weather warning systems, 
sensitization of  the large public to the climatic stakes, research projects, 
structuring of  infrastructures).

The Significant Case of the Maritime Risks

In the Mediterranean, the shared maritime dangers have very early created 
a solidarity that expressed the prevention and the compensation of  an event 
that could present itself  as ˝majeure˝. 
   For the rest, one observes in all periods between the seamen, created by the 
same style of  life, in their reduced and conventional universe, similarities of  a 
psychological order, ways feeling and thinking that create a kind of  collective 
mentality. This permanent sentiment of  insecurity determines the essential of  
the attitude of  seamen. In order to fight against this incertitude, the primary 
remedy has been to uphold the solidarity of  the group, of  the communities, 
in which one is included.
   In the Mediterranean, in order to confront the risks of  navigation, one had 
already in a very early time created several types of  associations, for the du-
ration of  a long crossing, a voyage (consortium), between the proprietors of  a 
ship, between a proprietor and the ship’s crew, between the ship-owners, the 
ship-brokers and in this case one limited the risks by passing them from one 
party to another one. That means the charge of  the totality of  the contracting 
parties was not reduced
    The Italian merchants from the end of  the 13th until the beginning of  the 
14th century, found another solution: the intervention of  a third party – the 
insurer – who takes the place of  the person who normally would have taken 
the risk. This history of  the assurance is characterized by its universalism and 
by its extraordinary expansion power.
   In order to discharge him of  the financial risk of  a shipwreck or of  a hostile 
aggression, the ship-owner does not have another solution then a contrac-
tual sharing of  the risks with investors who are ready to speculate about the 
positive result of  the transport that is guaranteed by them. All of  them are 
interested by the fact that the ship arrives in the good harbor.
   As far as we know, the first insurance policy ˝on the body˝ (less frequent 
than that on merchandises) that has been conserved goes back to 23 October 
1347, in Genoa, for the voyage of  the ship Santa Clara, from Genoa to Majorca. 
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After about a century of  trials, the contract takes it definite form, in Perpignan 
(1414) and in Marseille (1416). It offers the same characteristics: an averaged 
payment of  a premium for each assured person, a third, - the insurer accepts 
to take the same risks, dangers and misfortunes as the assured himself  ˝by 
placing himself  in the same place and right˝.52

    The fact that one starts to think in terms of  risks testifies that there exists 
certainly a way to arrange the alias of  different kinds. For the Mediterranean 
domain it is the indication of  an important change of  the mentalities, that is 
to say another way to manage the organization that is no longer that of  the 
antique thalassocraties, afterwards that of  the High Middle Ages.
   Man itself  becomes the principal resource of  risks. The fatal event, the risks 
at sea, risicum maris vel fortuna, one could say that today the risks have tumbled 
down; it is man who aggresses the sea with his pollutions. When one refers to 
what happens today, one can speak about a real tilt of  the maritime risk. In 
the past, the seamen and the merchants took risks by affronting the dangers 
of  the sea. Today, it is the sea, or its natural habitants that take the risks of  
the faults or nuisances of  the modern technologies, so, by consequence, the 
inhabitants of  the coasts and those who use the maritime space become the 
victims.
   Today we have shared the seas as controlled spaces on a national level (the 
territorial zone of  12 miles), the zone that is economical exclusive – ZEE – 
of  200 miles and the international waters have been baptized as ˝common 
patrimony of  mankind˝. It is almost without utility to regard the map of  the 
Mediterranean. It is not possible to pass 200 miles without meeting another 
piece of  land, and in the rare spaces that are enough large not to touch an-
other limit of  200 miles, there does not exist the ZEE. That Mediterranean 
situation should be used as a driving-punch example. The management of  
the sea cannot be the object of  a common enterprise. Navigation, commerce, 
fishery, pleasure actions, operations with a military evolution at sea conserve 
today their particularities. But is seems that it are the conditions on earth that 
command the evolution and not the maritime imperatives.
     Because never the Mediterranean basin has known such a lot of  risks: for 
this menaced sea like all other closed seas, for its 40000 km of  coastal areas 
that are denatured since more than a century, for its towns that will be con-
fronted by an explosion in the coming 50 years, for the 235 until 253 millions 
of  tourists foreseen in 2025; also the risks for the fragile environments, the 
air, the forests, fish resources. The region is cracking in all of  its parts. Sea 
of  concrete, wall of  death, the Mediterranean is dying slowly by suffocation. 
   Besides the enlargement of  scale, it is also the acceleration of  the risks that 
produces enormous effects on the environment. At the end of  the Middle-Ages 
an acceleration could be observed on the scale of  centuries. After the Second 

52   Louis-André BOITEUX, La Fortune de mer, le besoin de sécurité et les débuts de 
l’assurance maritime, Paris, SEVPEN, 1968. 
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World War, it is on the scale of  decennia. At present, the phenomenon is ob-
servable from one year to the next. We are in a critical period. It is impossible 
to predict the state of  our planet within fifty years or less.

The European Agency for the Environment publishes its 
Report about the Climate

The balance concerning the climatic change is not encouraging.
According to the report of  the European Agency for the Environment, the 
newspaper De Morgen reports that the disturbances which one can be afraid of  
on the climatic level are already at work to produce them. The climatic change 
is progressive, so one can say that it is discrete. It produces itself  under our 
eyes, and cannot, or almost not be observed, but the consequences on the 
middle and long term are not less serious.53

De Morgen publishes a conspicuous statistic that is given in this report: since 
the years 80, the economic losses that are a consequence of  this climatic re-
heating are estimated to be 400 milliards Euros. This estimation takes into 
account the costs of  the meteoric damages (inundations, gales….), but not the 
indirect consequences like, for example the losses that are caused by difficult 
harvests. The human and social costs must also be considerable and must still 
increase, especially in Meridional Europe, according to the European Agency 
for the Environment. One has also to envisage the sanitary risks, with, to wit, 
the mosquitos and the illnesses that they transmit.
   The norms of  the precipitation change with the consequence that the humid 
European regions, like Belgium, become more humid, and the dry regions 
become even drier. And further, the risks of  events of  more violent (gales, 
inundations, heat-waves, dry periods, forest fires…) will be greater in the 
future. These last years, the meteorological phenomena of  this type have 
already increased.
   So our continent is not saved and certain regions of  it are more exposed than 
other ones. The report estimates that the South and the South-East are more 
sensible regions. Certain regions are already confronted by heat-waves and 
the diminution of  the water-level of  the rivers. The humid and costal zones - 
Belgium, the North of  France, and the Netherlands – are also indicated by the 
report as points to keep under surveillance. Here are the risks of  inundations 
and gales that are in the frontline.
   ˝We have increasingly data that confirm that the level of  the sea is rising˝, 
assures Hans-Martin Fuller, one of  the authors of  the report, in the Guardian. 
There are also new proofs that the heavy precipitations are increasing. This is 
the cause of  inundations. The predictions are on their way of  being realized˝.

53   http://www.levif.be/actualite/environnement/changement-climatique-des-
risques-de-plus-en-plus-eleves-pour-l-europe/article-normal-604323.html. 
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   According to Hans Bruyninckx, the Belgium director of  European Agency 
for the Environment, there is absolutely no opportunity to limit the global 
reheating to 2°C, the principal point of  the COP21, without the aid of  the Unit-
ed-States, whose new president, Donald Trump is a fervent climatosceptic. 
The empirical proofs are the base of  the debate about the climate. There are 
always persons who think that the earth is flat or that it has been created in 
seven days, but when you don’t accept the logic of  empirical reasoning, the 
discussion becomes difficult, Bruyninckx explains.54

   The struggle against the climatic change has just begun. The global agree-
ments about the climate will have in the first place an influence on the extent 
of  the climatic change and its impacts, but the phenomenon seems to be 
inevitable.

The Management of the Crisis in Daily Life

Many elements support the creation of  an automatic anticyclical gadget that 
could avoid the pronounced and persistent disparities between the economic 
and social results of  the member-states of  the EU. It could make the Euro-zone 
more resistant and durable and reconcile the Europeans with the European 
project. In order to promote the unity and to give a meaning to the common 
interest, it must concern an automatic stabilizer that is funded on a sentiment 
of  solidarity and reciprocity. What would be the interest of  being in the Union 
where there is neither solidarity nor reciprocity when there is a choc between 
the member-states? The university members and the professionals have done 
their job: they have formulated numerous propositions, with temporary or 
permanent assignments, based on the assurance-unemployment or on cy-
clic dispositions in the marge of  the production. Time has now come for the 
political men to start their job and to propose a common solution.
    The reinforcement of  the convergence must not be limited to the Euro-zone. 
It is the Union that must be solidary and resistant. The adoption of  a social 
dimension is essential for the survival of  the Euro-zone, but it is desirable 
for the Union in its totality.
   The European Union is deeply touched by the economic and financial crisis 
that has started in the United-States. After a long economic slowdown, the 
slow resumption does not resolve the social difficulties that have accumu-
lated since the beginning of  the crisis. A supplement of  almost nine millions 
persons is unemployed in comparison with 2008. Poverty is rising, especially 
among the children.
   The crisis that was originally a financial one has become a social one. Nev-
ertheless, the European reaction has been in front of  this situation a weak 
one. Until now, ˝the triple social A˝ that has been announced, is almost not 

54   Ibid. 
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concretized in the politics of  EU. The economic and social divergences between 
the member-states have been accentuated considerably and menace the po-
litical cohesion of  Europe. The politics to restore the budgetary health have 
been applied without taking into account the social stabilizers. The ̋ horizontal 
social clause˝ of  article 9 has been completely ignored. The presidency of  Lux-
emburg has restarted an active social policy as one of  the great priorities of  
its program. The stakes are very great, indeed. The European Union is losing 
its citizens. So it is urgent to give the European Union a new impetuousness, 
not only in words, but also by concrete measures.
    Today, the attachment to the European Union is very much open to ques-
tion, especially in France, partially because certain persons think that it is 
not a trump for the French economy. “It is a deceiving building. We have 
built something that had to be a zone of  peace and prosperity, while today, 
it is difficult to live in Europe that is dominated by institutions that want the 
impose soberness” explains Henri Sterdyniak, member of  ̋ Economists atterrés˝. 
Etienne Lefebvre relativizes this idea and estimates that the European Union 
had positive effects during its existence of  60 years, but he acknowledges that 
the actual period is difficult.55

    The journalist of  Echos thinks that Europe would function better when it 
would harmonize the fiscal legislation: ˝today everybody wants to be the 
country has the taxes at the lowest level, but that cannot continue. We need 
a European harmonization.˝
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Chapter IX: Silvo Devetak
Respect of the Principle ˝Unity, Diversity 
and Solidarity˝ and Open Minded 
˝Multiculturalism˝ as its Implementation is 
Conditio Sine Qua Non for the Existence of the 
European Union

Introduction

Viewed from the political aspect - which is not a subject of  this analysis - the 
EU is a conglomerate of  political and socio-economic positions which are 
firmly anchored in the ˝national interests˝ of  the member-states and com-
bined into common decisions of  EU institutions exclusively in accordance with 
European contractual law. Cultural, ethnic, linguistic, religious and regional 
diversity is a strong characteristic defining the demographic composition 
of  about 510 million populations of  the 28 state members of  the European 
Union.56 
   A distinctive ˝geographical diversity˝ is another phenomenon of  Europe. 
Europe is made up of  129,472 towns and cities, 1,401 provinces and counties.57 
As a result of  historical reminiscences, or of  political processes of  decentral-
ization of  the governments, 268 regions exist in the EU.58 Regional identity 
in some of  the EU countries for some parts of  population is stronger than 

56  The population of  the Union in 2005 spoke more than 90 languages, 53 of  
them are ˝stateless languages˝: Frisian, Welsh, Catalan, Sorbian, Roma languages, 
etc. The most widespread languages were English (spoken by 38% of  the EU 
population), French and German (14% each) and Spanish and Russian (6% each). 
Some 40 million people living in the union speak a regional or minority language. 
There are presumably 94 ethnic and national groups who live as minorities in 
another EU country. 23 national languages are official languages of  the EU. But 
statistical data show that the meagre knowledge of  ˝other languages˝ represents a 
divisive factor within the union. In 2005, for instance, the majority population in 
eight EU states did not speak a foreign language (Ireland 66%, UK 62%, Italy 59%, 
Portugal 58%, Hungary 58%, Spain 56%, Romania 53%, and Turkey as a candidate 
state, 67%). Some experts are therefore proposing building up of  the system of  
learning of  ˝other˝ languages as a tool for promoting the principle of  ˝unity in 
diversity˝ that should constitute in practice a binding factor of  EU societies. See 
also: Farkas Lilla, Data collection in the field of  ethnicity, European Commission, 
Directorate-General for Justice and Consumers. Brussels: 2017.
57   Source: CEMR, Local and Regional Governments in Europe, Structures and 
competences 2016. http://bit.ly/1UeD8Wq [Accessed on 6 June 2016].
58  Eurostat regional yearbook 2015; http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-
statistical-books/-/KS-HA-15-001 [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
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the national identity (for instance, in Bavaria in Germany, in Catalonia in 
Spain, in Piedmont and Lombardy in Italy or in Carinthia in Austria). It is very 
strong especially in those regions, which have been established on an ethnic 
basis, like Catalonia, the Basque country and Galicia - Spain; Flanders and 
Wallonia - Belgium; Scotland and Wales - UK; South Tyrol - Italy; Hargita and 
Kovasna - Romania. Regionalism represents in the EU a political, economic 
and sometimes a geopolitical aspect of  diversity that must be taken into 
account when making decisions both at national and EU level. In some cases 
regional identity is linked with religious affiliation (for instance, Catholicism 
in Bavaria, or Protestantism in Hargita and Kovasna in Romania).
   According to Eurobarometer information of  2012 the religious composition 
of  the EU population is as follows: 48% Roma-Catholics, 12% Protestants, 8% 
Eastern Orthodox, 4% other Christian affiliations, 2% Muslims and less than 
1% Jews. Other religious communities were also present in Europe such as are 
Sikhs, Buddhists. Nearly 23% declared themselves to be atheists or agnostics.59

   European integration is hence an economic, social, political (and sociological) 
process interwoven with elements, which emanate from the cultural, racial, 
ethnic, linguistic, religious and regional diversity of  Europe. The efficiency 
of  economic and political action, both on the EU and national level, is thus 
interdependent with the stability of  inter-ethnic, inter-racial, inter-religious 
and center-region relations within the Community and in each of  the member 
states as well.
   In the first part of  the article we are putting forward ardent problems con-
cerning cultural, racial, ethnic and religious divisions with which are con-
fronted the EU members as a whole. In continuation we are dealing with the 
present legal and political instruments that are available for the EU and its 
member states for fighting - if  there is a political will - the current grievances 
of  the European societies. In concluding we put forward the ˝academic con-
sideration˝ what should and could be done for the social, political and security 
stability that is a conditio sine qua non for the ‘solution of  the crisis˝ and thus 
for unhampered development opportunities of  the EU and its member states 
as well.

Under the Surface of European Harmony Dangerous Reefs 
Exist

Political rhetoric on human rights and fighting discrimination in Europe is 
different from daily reality. All politicians are ˝on record˝ favoring the pro-
tection of  freedom and justice. But there is a huge implementation gap. Legal 
norms on human rights on eliminating discrimination have been agreed at the 

59  http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_393_en.pdf  ; See Annex 
˝Tables˝, Tables no. 98, 99 [Accessed on 19 December 2016].
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European and the international level. Almost all of  them have been integrated 
into national law, but they are not fully and consistently enforced. 
   On the all-Europe level are especially present in the last decade a lot of  
negative trends on the ethnic, racial or religious basis which are already now 
the source of  political instability and social insecurity in some states and 
could in the future develop into conflicts that can maybe not be managed by 
means available to the state of  law (for instance, racism, xenophobia, criminal 
acts motivated racism, hate speech, the growing of  aggressive nationalism, 
acceptance of  Nazi ideologies, attempts to change the history of  WWII, at-
tempts to rehabilitate the  collaboration with Nazism and the similar. These 
are happening in the European societies which are in addition confronted 
with the diminishing of  election participation, growing of  distrust of  politi-
cians in general and with the greater support of  violent extremism which all 
together are putting in danger the legitimacy of  democratic institutions and 
the peaceful coexistence of  populations in Europe. 
   These divergences could be accelerated beyond the control of  competent 
bodies of  the ˝state of  law˝ especially under the circumstances of  economic 
and social disorder in which is main victims are the poor and especially the 
young population who has no realistic prospects for a successful and profit-
able life. As has been shown already in the social unrests in 2005 in France 
and in 2011 in the United Kingdom, the young population in general and the 
youngsters belonging to racial and religious minorities in particular are in 
the front-line of  the street-riots. They are prepared to use violent actions, 
including destroying property and committing robbery as a mode of  protest 
against the society in which they don’t see optimistic prospects for their lives.60

   The financial power holders (and the political elites that are subordinated 
to them), which are realizing their interests directly or through influencing 
/ controlling the democratically elected political structures is obsessed by 
˝searching solutions˝ for the sources and consequences of  the present finan-
cial, economic and political crisis. They are not aware at all (or are not willing 
to admit) that the inter-racial, inter-ethnic and inter-religious conflicts that 
are present in the European social fiber today, could over-night develop in 
uncontrollable social disorders especially in those cases when the victims 
of  social injustice could be identified with particular ethnic and religious 
groups. Or, on the other side, when the leading strata of  population(s) create 
the stereotype that particular ethnic or religious groups (including migrant 
populations) are a ̋ cause˝ of  social and economic grievances with which they 
are confronted or that the demographic composition of  ˝their societies˝ will 
detrimentally change thus putting in danger the Christian identity of  these 
societies. 
60  More info http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
HTML/?uri=CELEX:52016DC0646&from=EN and http://www.eurofound.europa.
eu/observatories/emcc/comparative-information/young-people-and-temporary-
employment-in-europe [Accessed 6 June 2016].
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   Appalling revelations were made by the anti-slavery Australian organization 
Walk Free Foundation. This foundation published its Global Slavery Index 
2016. It says that 1,243,400 people are enslaved in Europe, victims of  human 
trafficking, forced labor, forced marriage and sexual exploitation. According 
to the study, 65 per cent of  these persons are EU citizens, most of  them from 
Eastern Europe.61

Raising Trends of Xenophobia, Discrimination and Violence in 
Europe
The report of  the Council of  Europe ˝Living together- Combining diversity 
and freedom in 21st century Europe˝ published in May 2011, represents a 
valuable review of  the challenges arising from the resurgence of  intolerance 
and discrimination in Europe which were expected to be overcome after 
the victory over Nazism and fascism, ideologies of  which were based just 
on these social deviations.62 It finds that discrimination and intolerance are 
widespread in Europe. The group identifies eight specific risks to the values of  
the Council of  Europe: 1) rising intolerance, 2) rising support for xenophobic 
and populist parties, 3) discrimination, 4) existence of  parallel societies - of  
population that is virtually without rights, 5) Islamic extremism, 6) loss of  
democratic freedoms, and 7) a possible clash between ̋ religious freedom˝ and 
freedom of  expression. Up-dated information in this regard can be found in 
the annual reports, opinions and other publications of  the European Agency 
for Fundamental Rights.63 
   The daily reality is, as already said, quite different from the political rhetoric 
on the functioning of  the principle ˝Unity, diversity and solidarity˝ and of  
˝multiculturalism˝ as the basic pillars on which on which the EU community 
is based. On the all-Europe level are especially in the last decade present 
negative trends on the ethnic, racial or religious basis which are in some 
states the source of  political instability and social insecurity and could be in 
the future develop into conflicts which could not be managed by the means 
available to the state of  law. These divergences are closely interlinked with 
the current political, financial and functional problems which challenge the 
EU and represent all together a serious danger not only for the values that 
constitute the EU, but also a real danger for the existence of  the EU in the 

61   Kaley Johnson, Migration crisis adds to Europe’s slavery problem: report. 
Politico, 31.5.2016. The report see in: http://www.ibtimes.com/global-slavery-
index-2016 [Accessed on 6 June 2016].
62   The report was prepared by an independent “group of  eminent persons” of  
the Council of  Europe, chaired by the former German minister of  foreign affairs 
Joschka Fischer. See: https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?p=&id=1785349&direct=true 
[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
63  http://fra.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/publications [Accessed on 6 
June 2016]. 
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present political, legal and organizational form and for peace and stability in 
Europe in general. We would like to put to the reader’s attention the following 
˝phobias˝ that quiver the European societies: 
   First, Islam phobia exists on one side and Islamic extremism on the other 
side. Due to the mass migration flows since 2015,64 terroristic acts,65 inter-
national bonds of  the ISIL66 and the similar, the wide-spread public opinion 
in the EU is that 2% of  the Muslim population represents a danger for the 
European Christian population which constitutes around 72% of  the EU 
population (48% Roman Catholic, 12% Protestant, 8% Eastern Orthodox, 
4% other Christian denominations) and probably also for 23% of  those who 
declare themselves as agnostics or atheists. 
Geert Wilders, the leader of  the Dutch extreme right Party of  Freedom (who is 
expecting to become after the next elections the PM),67 has probably expressed 
the opinion of  broader layer of  the European population when on March 2016 
said that ˝we are in war with Islam˝. Similar standpoints are included in the 
Political manifest of  the German party The Alternative for Germany (AFD) of  
April 2016 whose political goals are according to public opinions pools sup-
ported by above 14% of  the interviewed people (AFD has been the first party 
that presented its program before the parliamentary elections in 2017. They 
are of  the opinion that it is necessary to forbid in Germany the building of  
minarets, the calls of  muezzins to prayer and the ritual slaughter of  animals. 
The Muslim organizations should not be conceded the claim of  legal entities 
and thus of  receiving public financial support.68 The Dutchman Wilder(s) 
has in April 2016, on the invitation of  members of  the American Congress, 
delivered in Washington two lectures. Before the departure he said: ˝I am 
deeply honored by the invitation. In my speeches I shall warn my American 
colleagues against the danger of  Europe becoming Islamic˝.69

64  https://www.socialeurope.eu/2015/09/the-migration-crisis-in-the-eu-between-
911-and-climate-change/ [Accessed 6 June 2016].
65   Since 2000 Western Europe faced a series of  terrorist attacks e.g.: 191 people 
in the 2004 Madrid train bombings, 52 people in the 2005 London bombings, 130 
people in Paris last year and most recent attacks took place in Brussels with 32  and 
Berlin with 12 casualties. A great number of  terroristic attacks were thwarted by 
security forces. The new ˝strategy˝ lays on the autonomous actions of  the so called 
˝sleeping terrorist cells˝.
66   It is estimated that over 27,000 foreign fighters have travelled to Iraq and Syria 
since fighting broke out in 2011. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/03/29/iraq-
and-syria-how-many-foreign-fighters-are-fighting-for-isil/ [Accessed on 6 June 
2016].
67  He was in December 2016 condemned under the Netherlands penal code (but 
without a penalty) because he used in the political meetings two years ago a racist 
vocabulary against the Moroccan population.
68   Artur Ciechanowicz, The political manifesto of  the Alternative for Germany - 
the sum of  all fears. OSW, Warsaw, 11.5.2016.
69   After visiting Washington, Wilders went to Garland, Texas where he held 
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   The fear of  Islam was not born with Islamic terrorism but has been for a 
long time subconsciously present in the European population. There is a 
widespread myth in Europe that as a consequence of  the high birth-rate of  
the Islamic population and the recent migration flows, Europe is becoming 
a ̋ Muslim continent˝.70 This phobia was also the ̋ ideological background˝ for 
the ̋ Christian˝ mass killer in Oslo. Some sociological research undermines this 
obsession. At last count, for instance, Algerian women living in France, aver-
aged an estimated 2,57 children, only slightly above the French rate. Moreover, 
the fertility rate of  North African women in France has been falling since 1981. 
Furthermore, also the myth of  widespread ̋ Islamic fanaticism˝ does not have 
a realistic ground. It is estimated that 15 to 20 per cents of  French Muslims do 
not practice Islam at all. Only about 70 per cent claim to fast during Ramadan. 
The clash between ˝religious freedom˝ and ˝freedom of  expression˝ emerges 
˝to the surface˝ especially in treating Islam in mass media.71 
   It is questionable whether the challenges to the Islamic cultural identity 
have contributed to the ˝security˝ and human rights of  Islamic women. One 
symptom is the debate about banning the burqa and niqab in public places. The 
reasons given for this prohibition vary. Legal bans on face-covering clothing 
are often justified on security grounds, as an anti-terrorism measure. In the 
context of  European toughening on the approach to integrating Muslim im-
migrant communities, the French lawmakers - on the eve of  Bastille Day, 13 
July 2010, when France celebrates the birth of  what was to become a staunchly 
secular republic - voted overwhelmingly (335 votes to one) to ban the wearing 
of  face-covering veils in public spaces. The French Interior Ministry has es-
timated the number of  French women who wear burkas is precisely 367 (!).72 
   This motion has been followed by Belgium, Italy and Switzerland. The lower 
chamber of  the Swiss Parliament has in 2011 adopted a law proposed by the 
deputy Oskar Freysinger of  the extreme right wing Peoples Party (SVP) that 
requested that ˝everyone who will have contacts with federal, provincial or 

a speech on May 3, 2016 and delivered the award of  10.000 USD for the best 
caricature of  Mohamed. See: http://bit.ly/29KOcPV [Accessed on 6 June 2016] and 
http://www.geertwilders.nl/index.php/94-english/1916-us-congressmen-invite-
dutch-politician-geert-wilders [Accessed on 6 June 2016].
70   http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/11/17/5-facts-about-the-muslim-
population-in-europe/ ; http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/02/muslim-
population-growth-christians-religion-pew  ; http://www.breitbart.com/national-
security/2015/01/16/new-research-charts-europes-inexorable-slide-toward-islam/ 
[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
71   http://thefaithchr0nicles.blogspot.si/2012/11/the-danish-cartoon-hoo-haa.
html or https://www.transcend.org/tms/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/cartoon-
muslim-jew.jpg or https://historymaniacmegan.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/
btzahl2ciaaisne.jpg [Accessed on 6 June 2016].
72   Simon Kuper, Immigrant Muslims in Belleville; http://www.ft.com/cms/
s/0/1f4cf7c4-ad5e-11de-9caf-00144feabdc0.html#axzz4AVOA3dPI [Accessed on 6 
June 2016]. 
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communal authorities must present him-or herself  with ˝uncovered face˝. 
Burqa will be forbidden also in public transport; the authorities’ representa-
tives’ ˝will have the authority, on the ground of  security, to forbid or restrict 
the access to public buildings of  persons with covered faces˝. The Spanish 
Congress has in 2011 rejected the relevant law but some cities adopted, within 
their competences, the prohibition to wear burqa and niqab in their premises. 
Loud voices in countries such as Austria, Denmark and the Netherlands are 
demanding similar methods. In northern Italy an old anti-terrorist (sic!) law 
against concealing the face for security reasons, has been used by some local 
authorities to punish women with full-cover veils. Penalizing women who 
wear the burqa for sure does not liberate them! Because of  current experi-
ences with the terrorist slaughters of  innocent people is the prohibition of  
covering the face of  security reasons according my view today understandable 
and not directed against the preservation of  Islamic traditions in the space 
of  European civilization. 
   The Muslim architecture has also been stumbling-stone in some of  the Eu-
ropean countries. In a referendum in November 2009, Swiss voters imposed 
a constitutional ban on the construction of  minarets, the prayer towers of  
mosques. Switzerland has only four minarets and Muslims make up roughly 
5% of  the population. Yet referendum sponsors warned that the interests of  
Swiss residents, ˝who are disturbed by specific kinds of  religious uses˝ had 
not been ˝taken seriously˝.73 
   We must consider these phenomena in the context that radicalized indi-
viduals, born and bred in the West, were involved in major terrorist attacks 
carried out in Europe since 9/11 together with the fact that a great number of  
failed plots were discovered in the continent. These phenomena have been the 
reason for spreading of  the European ̋ nightmare˝ of  the home-made ̋ Islamic˝ 
terrorism.74 Data on the participation of  people from Europe (and USA) in 
the cruel war waged by ISIS for the establishment of  Muslim caliphate (and 
transforming the present Arab regimes) in the Middle East is obsessing the 
European government. The nightmares produce especially the possibilities 
that these persons could be the nucleus of  further Islamic extremism within 
Europe.75 The European public is also alarmed by the discovering and arrest-
ing of  migrants coming from Syria in Germany who were allegedly planning 

73   James A Goldston; Europe's union riven by government attacks on minorities; 
http://www.theguardian.com/law/2010/aug/23/european-union-minorities-law 
[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
74   http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/france/11996120/
Paris-attack-what-we-know-about-the-suspects.html ; http://thinkprogress.org/
world/2015/01/08/3609796/islamist-terrorism-europe/ [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
75   https://www.europol.europa.eu/content/returning-fighters-syrian-conflict-
cause-concern-eu ; www.europarl.europa.eu%2FEPRS%2FEPRS-Briefing-548980-
Foreign-fighters-FINAL.pdf&usg=AFQjCNFyzFDuG40xyw8KtJP4pp8DqWHQbw 
[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
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terrorist attacks, for instance in Düsseldorf76 and other cities and even more 
by the terrorist slaughter in Berlin. The report of  the EU agency for funda-
mental rights (FRA) shows that the Muslim population in the EU in spite of  
all divergences with which are they confronted keep a high level of  trust.77

   Second, immigration phobia has been raised since the mass exodus of  
migrants in 2015. The negative attitude of  some of  EU members towards 
the acceptance of  refugees and granting of  asylum put in jeopardy the basic 
achievements of  the European integration and has produced a serious division 
between the EU members (probably was this the intention of  the supporters 
of  mass exodus of  migration).78 The fast growing negative attitude of  the 
population towards migrants is many-sided. They are taken also as an es-
cape-goat for the unemployment, increasing criminality and other grievances 
by a great number of  populations which have been affected by the crisis. As 
to the ˝criminality˝ of  refugees, the report of  the German federal agency for 
criminality (Bundeskriminalamt) for stated for the first quarter of  2016 that 
it is not higher than the ˝criminality˝ of  Germans.79 In spite of  the fact that 
about 1.300.000 migrants that came since 2015 represent only 0,26% of  the 
EU population, the promoters of  the negative attitude are speaking about the 
˝making Islamic˝ the (Christian) Europe˝ and the similar.80 The hostile cam-

76  http://www.dw.com/en/details-of-d%C3%BCsseldorf-terror-plot-begin-to-
emerge/a-19303630 [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
77  Muslims in the EU: High levels of  trust despite pervasive discrimination.  FRA 
Press Release. Vienna: 21 September 2017.
78   Governments of  Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Spain and 
Bulgaria are reluctant to take refugee. http://www.euractiv.com/section/justice-
home-affairs/news/many-eu-countries-say-no-to-immigration-quotas/ [Accessed 
on 6 June 2016]. 
79  The report has 16 points; of  which the most relevant are: 1) criminal acts that 
were committed by the immigrants (those who applied for or were granted asylum) 
dropped from January to March 2016 for 18%; majority of  immigrants doesn’t 
violate the law, 2) the greatest number of  their criminal acts constitute theft (29% 
in the self-service stores), fraud or forgery (28%, of  which mainly the forgery of  
documents and riding in public transport without a ticket), injuries and criminal 
acts against personal freedom (23%%, of  which 0,15% are acts that endanger 
the lives of  others), 3) in the stated period there were 9 murders committed by 
immigrants, whereby the performer and the victim in almost all cases belonged 
to the same nationality, 4) although the majority of  immigrants come from Syria, 
Afghanistan and Iraq, is the share of  criminal acts among them the lowest; greater 
number of  criminal acts was committed by individuals from Morocco, Tunisia, 
Algeria, Georgia and Serbia, 5) criminal acts committed against the immigrants 
and their dwellings (partly still in construction phase) have increased significantly, 
in the greatest part they were committed by Germans. See: http://www.zeit.de/
gesellschaft/zeitgeschehen/2016-06/bundeskriminalamt-statistik-straftaten-
asylbewerber [Accessed on 6 June 2016].
80  http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-34131911 ; http://www.unhcr.org/
news/latest/2015/12/5683d0b56/million-sea-arrivals-reach-europe-2015.html 
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paign against migrants has always a racist connotation as migrants are people 
of  different racial, ethnic and religious origin. The alarming fact for the EU 
security and stability is the rise of  violence against migrants, which in many 
cases is not met with adequate legal actions of  the authorities concerned.81 
On the other side, the individual terroristic acts accomplished by individual 
migrants, as was the Christmas killing in Berlin, have poured additional oil 
on the agenda of  groups and political parties which are opposing migration.
   Third, Roma-phobia that is presents everywhere. The well-known wide-
spread discrimination and non-acceptance of  Roma and travellers produce, 
among other, the so called parallel societies within the EU population (about 
11-12 million persons) that are to a great extend virtually without rights. This 
is the most outstanding case of  discrimination in Europe. That fact was con-
firmed already at the first EU Roma summit held on 16th of  September 2008 
in Brussels under the joint patronage of  the president of  the EU Commission 
Barroso and the French presidency of  the European Council.82 The grievances 
of  Roma have been since than elaborated in many reports of  the EU,83 FRA,84 
OSCE85, World Bank,86 non-governmental organizations87 and Roma inter-
national organizations and institutions as well.88

   The EU, to confine ourselves only to this organization, adopted a number 
of  programs and strategies for ameliorating the situation of  Roma in the 
Union,89 European governments elaborated national programs and strategies 

[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
81   http://assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/XRef/X2H-Xref-ViewPDF.
asp?FileID=22565&lang=en ; www.ifrc.org%2FGlobal%2FDocuments%2FSecr
etariat%2FViolence%2520against%2520migrants%2520-%2520IFRC%2520-
%2520UNODC%2520-%2520Factsheet%2520EN.pdf&usg=AFQjCNHdopo_
IAnMcnxxCMA0DIw3wM0gwg&cad=rja [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
82   http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=88&langId=en&eventsId=105 
[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
83   http://ec.europa.eu/justice/discrimination/files/roma_implement_
strategies2014_en.pdf  [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
84   http://ec.europa.eu/justice/discrimination/files/roma_midis_survey_en.pdf  
[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
85   http://www.osce.org/odihr/107406?download=true [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
86  siteresources.worldbank.
org%2FEXTROMA%2FResources%2Froma_in_expanding_europe.
pdf&usg=AFQjCNHEYLVADGWnjcpILXH6MZ0Rjd1E2Q&cad=rja [Accessed on 6 
June 2016]. 
87   www.errc.org ; http://www.amnesty.eu/content/assets/Reports/08042014_
Europes_failure_to_protect_Roma_from_racist_violence.pdf  [Accessed on 6 June 
2016]. 
88   https://www.ertf.org/index.php [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
89   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
PDF/?uri=CELEX:52011DC0173&from=EN [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
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concerning specific problems of  Roma in their countries90 and the Roma 
international organization developed their own views on these matters.91 In 
spite of  all these positive efforts, the Roma and Sinti populations in the EU 
continue to face discrimination and remain separated from the mainstream 
society across Europe. Significant gaps exist in areas such as education, hous-
ing, employment and access to social services and justice. The expulsion of  
Roma population from France, Italy and some other countries in recent years 
put under question, among other, the EU principle of  freedom of  movement 
and settlement within the Union.92 Cases of  violent confrontations between 
the majority population and Roma in particular locations where Roma are 
living, for instance, in Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary, opened the Pandora 
boxes from which new confrontations emerge, going far beyond mere dis-
crimination.93 
   Fourth, intolerance toward ethnic and religious minorities is a ̋ traditional˝ 
phobia of  some of  the EU societies.94 The unresolved issues concerning the 
status and rights of  ethnic minorities could be a ̋ domestic source˝ of  turmoil 
and instability of  an EU country, for instance, the rights of  Russian minori-
ties in Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia, being in the latter a significant part of  
the population.95 The ethnic factor as a source of  misunderstanding could be 
discerned also in bi-lateral relations between some of  EU countries, for in-
stance, the sensitive Hungarian-Slovak and Hungarian-Romanian relations 
concerning the huge size of  the Hungarian minority in both countries, and 
German-Polish relations concerning property and citizenship issues of  those 
Germans who were resettled from former German territories in Poland. 
˝Domestic˝ political notions and movements developed on ethnic bases repre-
sent a serious challenge for the countries concerned (for instance, the Basque 
and Catalan movements in Spain, the conflicting Catholic-Irish and Protes-
tant-British political patterns in Northern Ireland, the Scottish separatism 
in the UK, the Turkish secession in Cyprus, the Corsica autonomy demands 

90   http://ec.europa.eu/justice/discrimination/files/roma_implement_
strategies2014_en.pdf  [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
91   https://www.ertf.org/images/Reports/ERTF_Strategic_Plan_2016-2020_EN_
version.pdf  [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
92   Implementation of  the Action Plan on Improving the Situation of  Roma and 
Sinti within the OSCE Area; http://www.osce.org/odihr/33500?download=true 
[Accessed on 6 June 2016].
93   http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/ethnic-tensions-provoke-violent-
clashes-in-bulgarian-town-radnevo-05-05-2016 ; http://theconversation.com/
persecution-of-roma-in-hungary-is-spiralling-out-of-control-23262 [Accessed on 
6 June 2016]. 
94   As ilustration see: Respect for and protection of  persons belonging to 
minorities 2008-2010. FRA-European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights. 
Luxembourg: 2011. 
95   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russians_in_the_Baltic_states [Accessed on 6 
June 2016]. 
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in France). 
   Fifth, similar phenomena could be found in inter-religious relations in 
Europe, both on pan-European and bilateral and domestic levels as well (for 
instance, suspicious relations of  the European ˝majority˝ religions with the 
Islamic communities, ambiguous relations between Catholic and Orthodox 
Churches that have not been eliminated by the recent encounter of  the Pope 
and the Russian Patriarch and with the adoption of  the joint Declaration in 
this regard, the attitude towards Judaism). This state of  affairs could have a 
negative consequence for the rights of  members of  particular religions. The 
recent experiences in the Balkans and elsewhere in similar circumstances 
have shown that the religious factor per se has not such an explosive strength 
as the ethno-political one, but the ˝spiritual strength˝ could be a factor that 
fuels negative, mostly nationalistic extremist and exclusive political behav-
ior. The most controversial development has been the rise of  religion-based 
political movements.
   Situations concerning inter-ethnic and inter-religious relations, including 
the status and rights of  minorities, that could produce political frictions 
and even conflicts, exist also in the relations of  the EU’s member states with 
states ˝on the other side˝ of  the present and future EU external borders, for 
instance, concerning the relations between Greece and Macedonia, Bulgaria 
and Macedonia, Hungary and Serbia or the Russian federation and the Baltic 
states. The inter-religious relations in that part of  Europe as for instance the 
relations between the Russian Orthodox Church and the national Orthodox 
Churches in the Baltic States, the relations of  the Romanian Orthodox Church 
with the Moldovan and Serbian Orthodox Churches, the relations of  the Greek 
and Bulgarian Orthodox Churches with the Macedonian Orthodox Church 
also have a negative impact.
   Sixth, disguised (because of  historical reasons) anti-Semitism against Jews 
in the EU who represent less than 1% of  the population is today linked with 
the discriminatory behavior of  Israel towards Palestinians and with the EU 
stands toward the Middle East problems.96 In 2002 the EU had 1,034,400 
Jews.97 Moshe Kantor, the President of  the European Jewish Congress, stated 
on June 2010 in Brussels that the European Jewry is in its most precarious 
position since World War II. He said that the ˝Jews are afraid to walk in the 
streets in Europe with Jewish signs.98 Synagogues, Jewish schools and kin-

96   Between EU and Israel disagreements, mistrust and even animosities exist. 
Many Europeans see Israel in the light of  permanent occupation of  Palestinian 
lands and atrocities against Palestinians. Israel is of  opinion that this European 
viewpoint is unbalanced and directed against Israel.  See: Giorgio Gomel, Europe 
and Israel: A Complex Relationship. Instituto Affari Internazionali. Working paper 
16, 12 May 2016.
97   http://www.jewishagency.org/demography/content/23580 [Accessed on 6 June 
2016]. 
98   http://www.jpost.com/International/European-Jews-safety-worst-since-WWII 
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dergartens require barbed-wire fences and security and Jewish men, women 
and children are beaten up in broad daylight˝. The Anti-Defamation League, 
a Jewish-American organization between December 1, 2008 and January 13, 
2009 polled 3,500 adults - 500 each in Austria, France, Hungary, Poland, 
Germany, Spain and the United Kingdom. The survey found that anti-Semitic 
attitudes in these European countries have worsened due to the global finan-
cial crisis and Israel’s military actions against the Palestinians, especially the 
last military intervention in Gaza in which nearly 3000 Palestinians, mostly 
civilians (among them nearly 500 children) were killed.99 Similar findings 
concerning the situation of  the Jewish population in the EU could be found 
also in more recent research and analyses,100 first of  all in the research made 
by FRA in 2013 and 2015.101 
   The problem of  anti-Semitism in Europe is also on the priority agenda of  
OSCE. On 20 June 2016 took place in Berlin, in the framework of  the German 
presidency, the conference of  experts from 57 OSCE member states. They ex-
changed experiences concerning strategies, methods of  action and the cases of  
good practices in the fight against anti-Semitism (the appointment of  special 
governmental representatives, the introduction of  Parliamentarian reports, 
adoption of  action plans and support to the adequate educational programs). 
The representative of  the German government Gernot Erler proposed the 
coordinated approach on international level in the fight against anti-Semi-
tism and the best use of  OSCE and its institutions in the current fight against 
intolerance and discrimination.102 It is, of  course, unacceptable to denominate 
each critic of  Israel and its policies as anti-Semitism.103 

The spreading of Nationalism and of Ambiguous Political 
Circumstances

[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
99   Poll: 31% of  Europeans Blame Jews for Global Financial Crisis; http://www.
haaretz.com/jewish/2.209/poll-31-of-europeans-blame-jews-for-global-financial-
crisis-1.269834 [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
100   http://www.algemeiner.com/2016/01/24/shocking-new-israeli-report-over-
40-of-europeans-hold-antisemitic-views/# [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
101   European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), Discrimination and 
Hate Crime against Jews in EU Member States: Experiences and Perceptions of  
Anti-Semitism, November 2013, http://fra.europa.eu/en/node/8885 . See also the 
last report of  FRA: Anti-Semitism. Overview of  data available in the European 
Union 2004-2014, October 2015, http://fra.europa.eu/en/node/19213 [Accessed on 6 
June 2016].
102   OSCE press release: Experts from OSCE participating States stress importance 
of  continuous fight against anti-Semitism, Berlin, 20 June 2016.
103   Falk Richard, Charlottesville through a Glass Darkly, http://wp.me/p19Wt7-Dy 
(accessed on 18 8.017).
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The spreading of  xenophobia and similar divergences in the European societ-
ies is related with the emerging of  aggressive nationalism in the EU member 
states. The well-known American historian Timothy Snyder at the occasion 
of  publishing his recent book said: ˝Frequently there is consideration of  dif-
ferences (in Europe) between the East and West. To the opposite I am noticing 
the raise of  nationalist populism all over Europe, usually on the right but 
sometimes also on the left side. The populists in Hungary, England or in Po-
land have a common feeling that it will be possible and even desirable to go 
back to the model of  the nation state. And just this is the real danger for the 
European Union and not the division between the North and South or East 
and West. The return to nation states would be the catastrophe for all.104

   Under the circumstances of  the present crisis people are an easy prey for 
extremist rightist political groups, which pretend to ˝defend their interests˝ 
as are Jean-Marie Le Pen’s National Front in France, Geert Wilders Freedom 
party in the Netherlands, ̋ Rights Finns˝ in Finland, Northern League in Italy, 
Jobbik in Hungary, Chrysi Avgi (Golden dawn) in Greece or Alternative für 
Deutschland in Germany.105 To the deterioration of  the situation contributes 
the fact that the so called majority political parties use increasingly the na-
tionalistic rhetoric in order to obtain the sympathy of  the electorates.106 The 
growing popularity of  the nationalistic parties and groups is sometimes the 
sign that are people ˝fed up˝ with the ruling of  majority parties, which have 
been for a long time in power (mostly as coalition governments) but didn’t 
solve efficiently the people grievances.107

   In this context the evaluations by leading politicians that the concept of  
multiculturalism in the EU has failed have been of  great concern for the EU 

104   Timothy Snyder, Black Earth. The holocaust as history and warning. Penguin 
Random House. London, 2016.
105   In illustration the declaration of  Olli Imonen from the Right Finnish Party 
made in July 2015: I am dreaming of  a strong, brave nation that will defeat this 
nightmare called multiculturalism. This ugly bubble that our enemies live in will 
soon enough burst into a million little pieces. Our lives are entwined in very harsh 
times. These are the days that will forever leave a mark on our nations’ future. I 
have strong belief  in my fellow fighters. We will fight until the end for our home-
land and one true Finnish nation. The victory will be ours.
106  As illustration: the political stands of  Law and Justice Party in Poland or Fides 
party in Hungary. 
107  The political majoritarian elite in France has been shocked with the success 
of  Jean-Marie Le Pen's National Front in France at the regional elections on 6 of  
December 2015 the same elite in Austria was shocked with the electoral results of  
the right wing candidate J.Hofer at the presidential elections in Austria held on 24 
of  April 2016. Both events have been a warning for how could the future political 
structure in the EU evolve in the direction that opened the reminiscences of  Hit-
ler’s coming in power in the 30ies (on this notion see also the opinion of  Timothy 
Snyder in his recent book Black Earth. The holocaust as history and warning. Pen-
guin Random House. London, 2016.
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future. The chancellor Angela Merkel confirms this in 2010 for Germany. 
Similar opinions were expressed in the following year by the British Prime 
Minister David Cameron and the French President Nicolas Sarkozy.108 
   In the same year the Norwegian Christian’s fundamentalist Anders Behring 
Breivik said that the 77 killed young persons are not innocent kids but political 
activists who promoted multiculturalism. This opinion is today more or less 
the ˝regular˝ way of  evaluating the social circumstances in the EU in wake of  
˝Islamic˝ terrorist attacks and the mass migration through the EU territorial 
and maritime borders.

Complicated Socio-Economic Circumstances
The spreading of  xenophobia, discrimination and violence is closely in-
ter-connected with the deterioration of  the living standard of  people, also 
as a consequence of  the ̋ anti-crisis˝ policies and regulations of  the European 
governments.109 The current financial and economic crisis has opened a Pan-
dora box, which has put forward serious dilemmas for the present (balanced) 
division of  powers between the Community and Nation states and will push 
under pressure the functioning of  the present pattern of  democracy both on 
EU and national levels. The contemporary realities of  deteriorated financial, 
economic and thus social circumstances represent - in the context of  racial, 
ethnic and religious diversities - a serious risk for the political stability and 
development potential of  the EU as a whole and for the relevant member states 
in particular. The most troublesome division is the social marginalization of  
young generations in general and of  the youth belonging to racial and religious 
minorities (groups) in particular.110

   All these deviations in the ˝human dimension integration˝ of  the EU repre-
sent a permanent destructive factor for the stability and security of  the Union, 
diminish its potentials for solving the present financial and socio-economic 
crisis and hence undercut its development capabilities as well. The uncontrol-

108   http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1355961/Nicolas-Sarkozy-joins-
David-Cameron-Angela-Merkel-view-multiculturalism-failed.html [Accessed on 6 
June 2016]. 
109   Algan Yann, Sciences Po, Guriev Sergei, European Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development
Papaioannou Elias, London Business School and Passari Evgenia, Université Par-
is-Dauphine, The European Trust Crisis and the Rise of  Populism. Brooklings Pa-
pers on economic activity, BPEA Conference Drafts, September 7-8, 2017.
110  https://www.google.si/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&c-
d=2&ved=0ahUKEwjOprjQuZPNAhWIPRQKHRr8Bp0QFggp-
MAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Ffra.europa.eu%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2F-
fra_uploads%2F1202-Pub-racism-marginalisation_en.pdf&usg=AFQjCNGhGQ-
9ub3l5PWYBH6Nt47tzWllong&bvm=bv.123664746,d.d24&cad=rja [Accessed on 6 
June 2016]. 
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lable ˝explosion˝ of  these problems could push in disarray the functionality 
of  the EU system as a whole. 

The first Step should be the Implementation of the Present 
Legal Standards and Policies

The EU is in front of  crucial challenges. The political and economic elite in the 
EU must ̋ prove˝ that it is responsible and capable for finding solutions for the 
conceptual and pragmatic problems that represent a great burden for the EU, 
now and in the future, as are growing destructive nationalism, spreading of  
Euro skepticism, diminishing of  election participation, growing of  distrust of  
politicians in general, disunity concerning the management of  the migration 
crisis, uncertainties regarding the consequences of  UK’s Brexit, (domestic) 
terrorism, the huge unemployment level (especially of  young generation), 
the financial crisis in the Greek and other mostly Mediterranean states, the 
uncertainties concerning the future of  the Euro, the increasing support for 
violent extremism, the absence of  fresh foreign policy (including the dialogue 
with Russia) and of  the policy towards the neighbors in particular. 
   As already said, these problems are closely interconnected with the deficien-
cies in the achieving the human integration of  the EU. The EU has developed 
some relevant policies and legal standards, the strict implementation of  which 
would contribute substantially to the regulation of  problems that are putting 
in danger its proper values and politico-organizational being. 
   Hereafter, we will review shortly these standards. In the continuation we will 
consider the lacunas which are necessary to be fulfilled in order to stabilize 
the political and socio-economic situation in the EU and to ensure its unity. 
This will be recommendable not only for the regulation of  the ˝domestic sit-
uation˝, but also for improving the reputation of  the EU in the world and in 
its neighborhood in particular.

The Current Legal Instruments for Fighting Discrimination
An important step forward toward the equal status of  the inhabitants of  the 
EU regardless of  their ethnic and racial origin has been the acceptance (on 
the basis of  art. 13 of  the EU treaty) of  Council directive 2000/43/EC of  29 
June 2000 ensuring the principle of  equal treatment of  persons irrespective 
of  racial or ethnic origin111 and Directive 2000/78/EC of  27 November 2000 
on the elimination of  discrimination in employment.112 The racial equality 
directive prohibited discrimination on grounds of  racial or ethnic origin in 

111   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.
do?uri=CELEX:32000L0043:en:HTML [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
112   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.
do?uri=CELEX:32000L0078:en:HTML [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
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a wide range of  areas including employment, vocational training, educa-
tion, social protection, housing and the provision of  goods and services. The 
employment equality directive prohibited discrimination on a longer list of  
grounds (religion or belief, disability, age and sexual orientation), but across 
a more limited material scope (employment and vocational training). We will 
present only the contents of  these directives, which are relevant for this arti-
cle, with emphasis on the directive of  equal treatment of  people irrespective 
of  their racial or ethnic origin.
   Directives have established a large concept of  discrimination. They include 
the ˝direct˝ and ˝indirect˝ discrimination, harassment and instruction to 
discriminate. The genuine novelty in the definition of  discrimination in the 
Directive under consideration is the proposal to create a fifth limb to the con-
cept of  discrimination which would be ̋ denial of  reasonable accommodation˝ 
(article 2/2). Directive on racial and ethnic equality protects ˝all persons˝ as 
regards both the public and private sectors, including public bodies (art. 3). 
Protection against discrimination ˝covers˝: 
- conditions for access to employment, to self-employment and to occu-

pation; include selection criteria and recruitment conditions, whatever 
the branch of  activity and at all levels of  the professional hierarchy, 
including promotion;

- access to all types and to all levels of  vocational guidance, vocational 
training, advanced vocational training and retraining, including practical 
work experience;

- employment and working conditions, including dismissals and pay;
- membership of  and involvement in an organization of  workers or em-

ployers, or any organization whose members carry on a particular pro-
fession, including the benefits provided for by such organizations;

- social protection, including social security and healthcare;
- social advantages;
- education;
- access to and supply of  goods and services which are available to the 

public, including housing (art. 3/1).
   But the Directive does not cover the difference of  treatment based on na-
tionality and is without prejudice to provisions and conditions relating to the 
entry into and residence of  the third country nationals and stateless persons 
on the territory of  Member states, and to any treatment which arises from the 
legal status of  the third-country nationals and stateless persons concerned 
(art. 3/2). 

Member states shall take the necessary measures to ensure that:
- any laws, regulations and administrative provisions contrary to the prin-
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ciple of  equal treatment are abolished;
- any provisions contrary to the principle of  equal treatment which are 

included in individual or collective contracts or agreements, internal 
rules of  undertakings, rules governing profit-making or non-profit-mak-
ing associations, and rules governing the independent professions and 
workers˝ and employers˝ organizations, are or may be declared, null and 
void or are amended (art. 14).

   Member states shall ensure that judicial and/or administrative procedures, 
including where they deem it appropriate conciliation procedures, for the 
enforcement of  obligations under this Directive are available to all persons 
who consider themselves wronged by failure to apply the principle of  equal 
treatment to them, even after the relationship in which the discrimination is 
alleged to have occurred has ended (art. 7/1). Member states shall designate a 
body or bodies for the promotion of  equal treatment of  all persons without 
discrimination on the grounds of  racial or ethnic origin. These bodies may 
form part of  agencies charged at national level with the defense of  human 
rights or the safeguard of  individuals˝ rights (art. 13/1).
   An important tool for combating discrimination is Protocol no.12 to the 
ECHR of  the Council of  Europe, which was adopted in 2000. It stipulates for 
members of  minorities living in countries that will ratify it, among other, the 
possibility of  ̋ suing˝ at the European Court of  Human Rights a country which 
commits a discriminatory act towards them on ethnic and racial grounds 
concerning all norms of  the ECHR.113 On the shortcomings regarding the 
accession to this Protocol by EU members see in next article.
   Prohibition of  discrimination on the basis of  religion or belief  is an import-
ant topic for the EU taking into account the religious structure of  its popula-
tion and the bonds linking the European societies with the EU neighboring 
countries.114 Active participation in faith-based organizations in the EU is not 
largely a function of  a society’s level of  trust in them; there is also a great dis-
parity between belief  and weekly attendance at religious services. In 2002 the 
EU had roughly over a million Jews. It was estimated that 16 million Muslims 
live in 2006 in the EU (3.2% of  the total population) and in particular countries 
the percentage was much higher (in France, for instance, 8-9%).115 Tens of  other 
minor religious groups were established and ˝registered˝ in accordance with 
the norms on the freedom of  religion enshrined in the Universal declaration 

113   http://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/177 [Ac-
cessed on 6 June 2016]. 
114  The religious composition of  the European population is namely also a 
rainbow of  varieties. Christianity is roughly comprised of  Roman Catholicism, 
Orthodox Christianity and Protestantism. Of  about 750 million Europeans (living 
on the continent) 269 million are Catholics, 171 million Orthodox, 79 million 
Protestants, and 28 million Anglicans.
115   Damien W. Riggs, Barbara Baird: The Racial Politics of  Bodies, Nations and 
Knowledges, Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2009. 
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on Human rights (art. 18).116

   In Europe of  today is the religious belief  mostly formed through individ-
ualized and deregulated forms which are no longer under the control and 
mediation of  organized political and spiritual institutions. The EU is a secular 
body, with no formal connections to any religion and no mention of  religion 
in any current treaty. Discussions of  the draft texts of  the European Consti-
tution and later of  the Treaty of  Lisbon have included proposals to mention 
Christianity and / or God in the preamble of  the text. However, this idea faced 
opposition and was dropped.
   The EU in its Declaration No. 11 on the status of  Churches and non-confes-
sional organizations, annexed to the Final Act of  the Amsterdam treaty of  3 
October 1997, has explicitly recognized that it respects and does not prejudice 
the status of  Churches and religious associations or communities under 
national law in the Member states and that it equally respects the status of  
philosophical and non-confessional organizations.117

   For the stand of  the members of  the EU concerning religious freedoms and 
rights represent moral and political standards the principles, which were 
adopted at the Vienna meeting of  CSCE in 1989.118 The participating states 
had expressed their determination, inter alia, to: 
- take effective measures to prevent and eliminate discrimination against 

individuals or communities on the grounds of  religion or belief  in the 
recognition and to ensure the effective equality between believers and 
non-believers (16.1);

- foster a climate of  mutual tolerance and respect between believers of  dif-
ferent communities as well as between believers and non-believers (16.2);

- respect the right of  everyone to give and receive religious education in 
the language of  his choice, whether individually or in association with 
others (16.6);

- respect, inter alia, in this context the liberty of  parents to ensure the 
religious and moral education of  their children in conformity with their 
own convictions (16.7).

   The European convention on basic freedoms and human rights (1950)119 
confirms the religious freedoms and rights enshrined in the UN Declaration 
on human rights (1948) and stipulates that ̋ everyone has the right to freedom 
of  thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his 
religion or belief  and freedom, either alone or in community with others and 

116   http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/ [Accessed on 6 
June 2016]. 
117   http://www.europarl.europa.eu/topics/treaty/pdf/amst-en.pdf  [Accessed on 6 
June 2016]. 
118   http://www.unesco.org/most/rr4csce3.htm [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
119   http://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf  [Accessed on 6 June 
2016]. 
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in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in worship, teaching, 
practice and observance (art. 9/1). The enjoyment of  freedoms and rights 
from the Convention should be ensured to everyone without discrimination, 
including discrimination on the ground of  religion or belief  (art. 14). These 
two articles have been in combination with others a legal basis for a great 
number of  cases at the (old) European Court of  Human rights.
   The EU has not yet an adequate mandatory legal norm to sanction the elim-
ination of  discrimination on the basis of  religion and belief. Regarding the 
discrimination on the basis of  religion and belief  only the Directive estab-
lishing a general framework for equal treatment in employment and occu-
pation declares as it aim ˝to lay down a general framework for combating 
discrimination on the grounds of  religion or belief  as regards employment 
and occupation, with a view to putting into effect in the Member States the 
principle of  equal treatment˝.120 That was the reason why the new Directive 
is in preparation, i.e. on executing the principle of  equal treatment of  people 
regardless their religion or belief, invalidity, age or sexual orientation.121 The 
draft of  this Directive was proposed on 2 July 2008. Since then a broad discus-
sion was he on this topic, also in the European Parliament but the Directive 
nevertheless was not yet adopted.
   Other ˝soft law˝ instruments of  the European law on the elimination of  
discrimination comprise:
- Council Framework Decision 2008/913/JHA122 of  28 November 2008 on 

combating certain forms of  expression of  racism and xenophobia by 
means of  criminal law;

- Resolution of  the European Parliament of  14 March 2013 on strengthen-
ing the fight against racism, xenophobia and hate crime.123

120   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.
do?uri=CELEX:32000L0078:en:HTML [Accessed on 6 June 2016].
121   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/SL/TXT/
PDF/?uri=CELEX:52008PC0426&from=EN [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
122  https://www.google.si/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&c-
d=1&ved=0ahUKEwiIve_kzIvNAhXEORQKHdgCD0YQFg-
giMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Feur-lex.europa.eu%2FLexUriServ%2FLexUriServ.
do%3Furi%3DOJ%3AL%3A2008%3A328%3A0055%3A0058%3Aen%3APD-
F&usg=AFQjCNHfw33jZDObyFoyNiX4kfEH_nRY7Q&cad=rja [Accessed on 6 June 
2016]. 
123  https://www.google.si/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&c-
d=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj5wNf5zIvNAhUE0xQKHb-
KKBT0QFggiMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.europarl.europa.eu-
%2Fsides%2FgetDoc.do%3FpubRef%3D-%2F%2FEP%2F%2FTEX-
T%2BTA%2BP7-TA-2013-0090%2B0%2BDOC%2BXML%2BV0%2F%2FEN&us-
g=AFQjCNENGW9OUrTkLDH_5nSw8bIddt21pw [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
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Legal Norms Regarding the Rights of National/Ethnic Minorities
The process of  political and economic transition of  ex-communist countries 
and the transformations regarding the new patterns of  European West-East 
relations have also opened an impetus for the development of  democracy and 
human rights as well. This evolution was especially focused on 10 countries 
that have become members of  EC in 2004. The Balladur Pact on Stability of  
1994, aimed at stimulating these countries for undertaking the necessary re-
forms (concerning the rights of  ethnic minorities in particular) and to settle 
their bilateral disputes before entering the Community had an important 
role in designating the obligations of  the candidate states formulated by the 
twelve ˝old˝ EC members with Copenhagen criteria’s in 1993.124 The Pact on 
stability of  1994 contains ˝a list˝ of  more than twenty bilateral agreements 
that were signed stipulating co-operation between neighbors and the rights 
of  minorities - for instance, agreements signed after 1990, such as the Ger-
man-Polish agreements and the agreements of  Hungary with its neighbors.125 
   Since the dissolution of  the cold war division of  Europe, there have been 
significant achievements, especially in Eastern European states (later new 
members of  the EU) concerning the legal regulation of  the status and rights 
of  members of  national minorities. New constitutional and legal provisions 
stipulating the status, rights, self-managing organizations and institutions, 
legal representation and the inclusion of  minorities in decision making pro-
cesses were adopted, for instance, in Hungary, Slovenia and Romania. The 
result of  political movements was the improvement of  territorial ethno-po-
litical autonomies, for instance, in Spain (Catalonia, Galicia, Basque lands) 
and in the United Kingdom (Scotland, Wales), which added a new political 
value to the traditional European territorial autonomies in South Tyrol/Alto 
Adige in Italy and the Aaland islands in Finland. More than twenty bilateral 
agreements were signed stipulating co-operation between neighbors and 
the rights of  minorities - for instance, agreements signed after 1990, such 
as the German-Polish agreements and the agreements of  Hungary with its 
neighbors.
   The European law on ethnic minorities is composed of  norms adopted at 
national and bilateral levels or within the Council of  Europe, while the EU has 

124   More info see: https://www.google.si/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=we
b&cd=2&ved=0ahUKEwirifD-zYvNAhUQlxQKHdv1DAwQFggvMAE&url=http%3
A%2F%2Faei.pitt.edu%2F32563%2F1%2F2._A_Stability_Pact_for_the_Caucasus.
pdf&usg=AFQjCNH4Qz5WtAOPC4M6sfwyRNyIL4p0fA&cad=rja and https://
www.google.si/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0ahUKE
wirifD-zYvNAhUQlxQKHdv1DAwQFggvMAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Faei.pitt.
edu%2F32563%2F1%2F2._A_Stability_Pact_for_the_Caucasus.pdf&usg=AFQjCN
H4Qz5WtAOPC4M6sfwyRNyIL4p0fA&cad=rja [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
125  http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
PDF/?uri=CELEX:31994D0367&from=EN [Accessed on 6 June 2016].
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not (yet) adopted its own legal standards on the status and rights of  ethnic mi-
norities. The main sources of  European law on the rights of  ethnic minorities 
are international instruments adopted within the Council of  Europe. Some 
general human rights that have a value also for members of  minorities are in-
cluded in the European convention on human rights - ECHR (for instance art. 
11 of  the ECHR, the importance of  which for establishing minorities˝ political 
organizations was confirmed also by decisions of  the ECHR in Strasbourg). 
Several efforts to adopt an additional protocol to the ECHR, which would 
have evaluated minority rights as a constituent part of  the ECHR failed. The 
progress concerning the development of  minority law within the Council of  
Europe was first of  all the result of  bewilderment among European political 
elites with the bloody confrontations on the basis of  different ethnicity and 
religions, firstly in the Caucasus area and later in the Balkans. 
   The Framework convention on the rights of  national minorities (1995)126 is 
a pragmatic compromise between advanced proposals included in the draft 
Convention prepared by the Venice ˝Commission on democracy through 
law˝,127 which is an consultative body with the Council of  Europe, and the 
attitude of  non-recognizing the existence of  minorities exercised by some 
European states; in the first rank are France and Greece. The European Char-
ter for Regional or Minority Languages (1992) is a positive achievement of  
the Council of  Europe, but opened the possibilities that the states ̋ select˝ the 
provisions which will be binding, thus creating double standards for the states 
members of  the Charter. Regardless of  the shortcomings have members of  
minorities been in the recent twenty years provided with new mechanisms 
for protecting their rights, both on international and domestic level.
   The new political behavior of  the EU was manifested also through criteria 
which the EU put forward for the recognition of  new states and as conditions 
for the acceptance of  new states in the EU. These criteria were: 1) human 
rights and minority protection standards as a condition for EU recognition 
of  newly established states, 2) human rights, minority protection and good 
neighborhood relations as a part of  the so-called Copenhagen criteria128 for 
examining the preparedness of  states for EU membership, and 3) stimulation 
and the conclusion of  bilateral agreements on neighborhood cooperation 
and minorities˝ protection, which were later included as an integral part in 
the Balladur pact of  1994 that was initiated in order to ˝prepare˝ the coun-
tries on the list for the EU fifth enlargement that happened in 2004 for the 
negotiating process. The EU established in that time a ˝reflection group on 
long-term implications of  EU enlargement˝, which examined minority rights 

126   https://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/minorities/1_atglance/PDF_H(95)10_
FCNM_ExplanReport_en.pdf  [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
127   http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-PI(2016)003-e 
[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
128   http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/policy/conditions-membership/index_
en.htm [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
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and EU enlargement.
   Nevertheless, the responses of  the EU to the needs for international protec-
tion of  the rights of  ethnic and religious minorities were not at all adequate. 
In addition there is a great disparity between the use of  minority rights as 
a tool of  EU foreign and enlargement policy and the political willingness of  
the EU to elaborate its own standards on minority rights. The lack of  polit-
ical willingness to adopt legally binding norms has been shown also in the 
rejection of  modest attempts for the contractual regulation of  these issues 
during negotiations for the European constitution, which was later not ac-
cepted because of  the negative votes on the referenda on that issue in France 
and Netherlands. 
   In the new Treaty of  Lisbon of  13 December 2007129 some progress was 
achieved. Article 1 (8) of  the Treaty of  Lisbon provides that article 6 (1) of  
the Treaty on European union is to be replaced by the following: ˝the Union 
recognizes the rights, freedoms and principles set out in the Charter of  Fun-
damental rights of  the European union of  7 December 2000,130 as adapted 
in Strasbourg, on 12 December 2007, which shall have the same legal value 
as the treaties˝. The Charter does not include an obligation of  EU member 
states to ensure the rights of  minorities. It only stipulates that ˝the Union 
shall respect cultural, religious and linguistic diversity˝ (art. 22) and that 
˝any discrimination based on any ground such as . . . ethnic or social origin . . 
. language . . . membership of  a national minority . . . shall be prohibited˝ (art. 
21). The provisions of  the Charter do not extend in any way the competences 
of  the Union as defined in the treaties. The obligations of  members will be 
confined to the promulgation of  EU law and standards. In the case of  minority 
rights, these are articles 21 and 22 of  the Charter. 
   Progress has been shadowed by the requests of  Poland, the UK, the Czech 
Republic and Ireland not to be bound by the Charter on basic rights. These 
requests have introduced new divisions in the pattern of  European identity. 
Nonetheless, it is the first time in EU history that the prohibition of  dis-
crimination because of  a ˝membership in a national minority˝ and respect 
of  cultural and linguistic diversity are the legally binding obligations of  the 
EU and of  its member states respectively. 
   In addition, the Lisbon Treaty stipulates the ˝collective membership˝ of  the 
EU in the ECHR what would probably contribute to a greater adaptation of  EU 
members to the norms on national minorities˝ protection developed within 
the Council of  Europe system. The positive development represents also 
the transformation of  the European centre on racism and xenophobia into 
the EU agency for fundamental rights (FRA), on 1 March 2007. The FRA is a 

129   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
PDF/?uri=OJ:C:2007:306:FULL&from=EN [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
130  http://www.europarl.europa.eu/charter/pdf/text_en.pdf  [Accessed on 6 June 
2016]. 
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watchdog for human rights and freedoms, which is otherwise a consultative 
body with no decision making competencies.131

What new Policies and Legal Actions should be 
undertaken in Order to improve the Situation?

The fight against and elimination of  xenophobia, discrimination, racism, 
respect of  human rights, elimination of  the hate speech, extreme political 
behavior and violence, inverted nationalism is thus a precondition for devel-
oping the future of  the EU. The EU legal norms - and their efficient implemen-
tation - are the preliminary condition and starting point for encountering in 
the EU the current and future challenges to the principle of  „solidarity and 
diversity˝ - the basic pillar on which the community has been build.
   The ̋ management˝ of  the EU’s racial, ethnic, cultural, religious and regional 
diversities is composed of  balanced elements of  national and supranational, 
in many cases linked involvements. They could be defined in the following 
way: 
   First, the Union has great competencies in regard to ensuring equality without ethnic, 
racial or religious discrimination, and in supporting the underdeveloped regions through 
special funds. 
   Second, the Union and National states have linked competences in regulating migra-
tion and integration issues, and the balanced development of regions in accordance with 
financial and economic possibilities (and political will of the national elites). 
   Third, the competencies of member states are unchallenged concerning such matters as 
the preservation of cultural or ethnic identity, including the rights of national minorities, 
territorial ethnic and other autonomies, and similar issues.
   Taking into account this division of  competences within the EU let we see in 
continuation some considerations of  what should be commendable to suggest 
as activities of  relevant factors within the EU regarding the improvement of  
the above described situation with expect to (failed) human integration of  EU. 
What actions should be undertaken by different EU stake- holders?

The Possibilities of the EU Structure
Different competent organs and agencies of  the EU should consider the fol-
lowing activities:
1. To continue the elaboration and adoption of  relevant programs, strategies 
and recommendations, including measures for their implementation, in the 
relevant fields. In this regard it will also be commendable to elaborate and 
disseminate information aimed at reducing division of  Islam and terrorism, 
of  anti-Semitic attitude and Israeli policies132;

131   http://fra.europa.eu/en [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
132  As illustration of  the proposal some previous positive actions undertaken by 
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2. To ensure the realization of  the existent and to explore the improvements 
and further elaboration of  the EU law on fighting different kinds of  discrim-
ination in order to meet the contemporary requirements for regulating the 
sensitive inter-racial, inter-ethnic and inter-religious relations within the 
European societies and thus keeping alive the notion of  multiculturalism as 
a corner stone of  the EU existence in the present form. To renew and develop 
further more vigorously the negotiations for the collective adherence of  the 
EU in the European Convention on Human Rights prescribed by the Lisbon 
Treaty. Collective membership of  the EU to the ECHR Art 6 (2) of  the Lisbon 
Treaty (2009) prescribed that the EU will negotiate and accede as an inter-
national legal entity to the ECHR. The accession of  EU to the ECHR would 
improve substantially the legal basis for implementing human rights in the 
EU, among other through opening wider the possibilities that the alleged vic-
tims could use the remedies provided by the ECHR. In 2013 have the Council 
of  Europe and EU jointly proposed a Draft accession agreement.133 The Euro-
pean Court of  Justice has on 18 December 2014 (Opinion 2/13)134 elaborated 
five reasons why the Draft accession agreement is incompatible with the EU 
law, thus putting in question the realization of  the relevant requirement of  
Lisbon Treaty.
3. The European Commission has on its disposal for combating discrimination 
few but nevertheless important instruments and policies as are: 
- The legislation (EU Council Directive 2000/43/EC of  29 June 2000 en-

sures the principle of  equal treatment of  persons irrespective of  racial or 
ethnic origin;135 EU Council Directive 2000/78/EC of  27 November 2000 

EU organs: 1) On 5 April 2011 was adopted the EU Framework for National Roma 
Integration Strategies. The Commission requests all Member States to develop 
and implement dedicated long-term strategies to promote Roma integration in 
four key areas - access to education, healthcare, employment and housing and 
essential services - and to allocate sufficient targeted resources to achieve progress. 
The Commission also helps exchange experience and knowledge, such as in the 
framework of  the European Platform for Roma Inclusion, which meets twice a 
year. On 24 June 2011 the European leaders endorsed the Commission’s plan, 2) 
The Stockholm Programme is the European Union's multi-annual strategic work 
programme in the areas of  freedom, security and justice. It sets out the priorities 
for EU action in areas that are of  obvious relevance to fundamental rights, such as 
security, asylum, judicial cooperation, citizenship and migration. The programme 
also includes legislative proposals for the period 2010-2014, 3) The establishment 
of  the Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), the EU “watch dog” concerning the 
treated issues, which has a great importance for registering and studying issues as 
are access to justice, child rights, persons with disabilities, LGBT rights, minorities, 
racism and xenophobia, and Roma and travellers. 
133   https://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/hrpolicy/Accession/Meeting_
reports/47_1(2013)008rev2_EN.pdf  [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
134   http://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/P_152472/ [Accessed on 6 June 2016].
135   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/LSU/?uri=CELEX:32000L0043 
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ensures the elimination of  discrimination in employment;136 Council 
Framework Decision 2008/913/JHA of  28 November 2008 on combating 
certain forms of  expression of  racism and xenophobia by means of  crim-
inal law;137 Resolution of  the European Parliament of  14 March 2013 on 
Strengthening the fight against racism, xenophobia and hate crime),138 

- The possibility to coordinate national policies, e.g. in education, employ-
ment, and social inclusion,

- The funding - namely the European Social Fund (ESF), European Regional 
Development Fund (ERDF) and European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development (EAFRD) - to support the implementation of  national 
policies in these fields. 

4. To propose improvements of  EU treaties regarding standards on minori-
ties˝ rights. The EU law has not adequate norms regarding this issue. Article 
1 (8) of  the Treaty of  Lisbon of  13 December 2007 prescribes that the Charter 
of  Fundamental Rights of  the EU adopted as a „soft law˝ in 2000 shall have 
the same legal value as the treaties. But regarding minorities the Charter 
stipulates only that ˝the Union shall respect cultural, religious and linguis-
tic diversity˝ and that ˝any discrimination based on any ground such as . . . 
ethnic or social origin . . . language . . . membership of  a national minority . . 
. shall be prohibited˝.139 Also this small progress has been overshadowed by 
the declarations of  Poland, the UK, the Czech Republic and Ireland that they 
will not be bound by the Charter.
   The resolution of  the European parliament ˝protection of  minorities and 
anti-discrimination policies in an enlarged Europe˝ of  2005 is (still) a good 
starting point for elaborating further EU policies in this field.140The same 
should be said for the European Parliament resolution on the situation of  
the Roma in the European Union.141

Common EU - Member States Actions
Together with the member states should the EU organs develop the following 

[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
136   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.
do?uri=CELEX:32000L0078:en:HTML [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
137   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:32008F0913 
[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
138   http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P7-
TA-2013-0093+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
139   http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=OJ:C:2007:306:TOC 
[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
140   European Parliament resolution on the protection of  minorities and anti-
discrimination policies in an enlarged Europe (P6_TA(2005)0228), 8 June 2005 
(Accessed on 14.6.2017).
141   European Parliament resolution on the situation of  the Roma in the European 
Union ( P6_TA(2005)0151), 28 April 2005.
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activities:
1. Elaborating and executing management of  the migration flows without 
putting in jeopardy the basic EU values and achievements.142The members 
of  the EU should confirm solidarity as one of  the basic principles of  the 
Union that is enshrined also in the Lisbon Treaty, after the inclusion in it of  
the Charter of  EU rights from 2000. The burden of  migration could not be 
put on the ˝shoulders˝ of  ˝front line˝ countries as are Italy and Greece or of  
some recipient countries as are Germany and Sweden. The countries that 
are refusing the acceptance of  migrants (mostly central and eastern Europe 
members) should be aware that the membership in the EU presupposes also 
contributions, not only benefits. The implementation of  the distribution of  
present migrants in accordance with the proposal prepared by the European 
Commission confirms not only the absence of  solidarity within the EU but 
also the fact that the EU came in the situation that could put in danger its own 
political, legal and functional existence in the present form.143

2. Developing of  the EU frame of  common solutions and regulations con-
cerning the current refugees˝ problem,144 improvement of  the Dublin’s asy-
lum system145 and regulation of  legal migration.146 The problem in front of  
the EU is that the population of  Europe is projected to slide over coming 
decades, and in some countries the decline will be dramatic. In addition 
Europe’s workers are rapidly ageing. EU is pushing forward policies aimed 
at keeping people in the workplace for longer. Getting Europe’s workforce 
to work longer will nevertheless in isolation not be enough to solve Europe’s 
manpower problem. In the case of  non-regular migration for all borders in 
the world concerned with this problem is one thing common: on the ˝inner˝ 

142   See: Parkes Roderick, Nobody move! Myths of  the EU migration crisis. 
CHAILLOT PAPER Nº 143 — December 2017.
143   See: On International Migrants Day, Migrants Have Little Reason to Celebrate, 
Stratfor: https://www.stratfor.com/analysis/international-migrants-day-migrants-
have-little-reason-celebrate [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
144   General information on EU migration policy see in http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/
home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/background-
information/docs/communication_on_the_european_agenda_on_migration_
en.pdf  [Accessed on 6 June 2016].
145   See among other the Proposal for a Regulation of  the European Parliament 
and of  the Council on the European Union Agency for Asylum and repealing 
Regulation (EU) No 439/2010:http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-
do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/
docs/20160504/easo_proposal_en.pdf; general information on the Dublin 
system reform see in http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/
european-agenda-migration/background-information/docs/20160504/the_
reform_of_the_dublin_system_en.pdf  [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
146   See the proposed revision of  the so called Blue Card regime in http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=URISERV:l14573&from=EN 
[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
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side are much older people than on the ˝outer˝ side. Difference in age, for 
instance, between the population of  Northern Africa and Southern Europe 
is in average 19 years (while this difference is in the case of  USA and Central 
America 11 years).147 According to Nicholas Eberstadt, a demographer at the 
American Enterprise Institute, only allowing a greater inflow of  immigrants 
would keep the population growing. If  allowed to fester, it will put a strain on 
Europe’s tax-financed pension and health care systems and risk undermining 
the Continent’s competitiveness against other major economies, like that of  
the United States, whose population is still growing at a healthy clip. More 
broadly, it could also diminish Europe’s weight on the international stage at 
a time when booming populations have bolstered the political confidence 
of  countries like China and India. Nevertheless, the European voters are 
reluctant to embrace any option that could bolster their economic position 
and that might help to preserve their critical mass on the world staged, for 
instance by elaboration and adoption of  common more liberal immigration 
rules and asylum standards, solidarity concerning the distribution of  mi-
grants entering illegally the EU. Kenneth Rogoff, a professor at Harvard and 
former chief  economist of  the International Monetary Fund said that the 
problem is that ̋ Europe has an immediate demographic problem and is very 
hostile to immigration˝. While the advance of  the market economy has led 
to a gradual liberalization of  goods and capital, the movement of  labor has 
been restricted. The unexplored question is whether the migrants are able to 
integrate themselves efficiently in the new environment and to contribute to 
the economic growth of  the country by which they have been received. Italy 
is a positive example in this regard. The review of  the situation showed that 
migrant entrepreneurs have been more able to adapt their companies to the 
economic crisis than the ˝domestic˝ ones. 148 Unfortunately, many European 
citizens have grown accustomed to daily reports of  shipwrecks that have left 
bodies strewn across the Continent’s shores. The conditions facing the floods 
of  people pouring into Europe are getting worse, and several EU member 
states have tried to shut their doors to outsiders. But in doing so these states 
have brought the EU, founded on the principle of  open borders, even closer 
to its breaking point.149

3. Improving the management of  the external EU borders as a necessary ele-
ment in the system for regulating migrations towards the EU. In this regard is 
necessary to elaborate further the legal status, organizational structure and 

147   Joseph Chamie, Migration Trend: Young and Poor Move to Lands of  Aging 
Rich, YaleGlobal Online: http://yaleglobal.yale.edu/content/migration-trend-
young-and-poor-move-lands-aging-and-rich [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
148   Daniele Solavaggione, L’italia delle diseguaglianze. La Stampa, mercoledì 14 
dicembre 2016, p. 11.
149   See: On International Migrants Day, Migrants Have Little Reason to Celebrate, 
Stratfor: https://www.stratfor.com/analysis/international-migrants-day-migrants-
have-little-reason-celebrate [Accessed on 6 June 2016].
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the factual role of  FRONTEX - the European Agency for the management 
of  external borders including the education and training of  officers.150 The 
relevant EU member states should accept these arrangements as a common 
EU action. The engagement of  NATO in these activities is very questionable. 
The EU-Turkey agreement in this regard needs further consideration in accor-
dance with analyses of  its implementation and in light of  new international 
events in the region. The purpose of  the improvements of  the management 
of  EU external borders could not be the further building up of  the ˝Europe 
fortress˝ but the creation of  one important mechanism for the realization 
of  the improved common EU solutions and regulations of  legal migration, 
refugees˝ acceptance and asylum procedures.
4. Considering seriously the causes of  mass migration. The main problem at 
stake is how to regulate problems that represent the main cause of  the mass 
migration to Europe. The current migration flows are to a greatest extent 
the consequence of  the military interventions of  the U.S. supported by its 
European (and other) allies in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and Syria aimed at 
changing the regimes in power with the pro-western proxies and at obtain-
ing the control over the energy resources and as Afghanistan is concerned 
the control over the strategic important geographical area. The subsequent 
emerging of  the Islamic state in Iraq and Syria (which is spreading toward the 
countries of  Magreb - Libya, Tunisia and Algeria), of  civil and inter-tribal and 
inter-religious wars, in which foreign local and global powers are involved, 
contributed additionally to the chaotic situation in these countries and thus 
to the mass migration of  the affected population towards Europe. The second 
cause of  mass migration is poverty, political instability and local, civil and 
other wars. In this regard are significant countries of  Sub-Sahara region. 
The EU should among other support the current peace processes in Syria, 
abstain from military interventions or of  supporting ˝rebel groups˝ in these 
countries (except the fight against terrorism) and elaborate adequate pro-
grammes of  economic and other cooperation co-financed from its sources 
providing employment and prosperity at least to a given number of  young 
population that should otherwise look to migrate to the EU to seek for their 
life prosperity.151 It is to hope that the EU Joint Africa – EU Strategy and the 

150   See the proposal of  the EU commission in http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-
affairs/what-we-do/policies/securing-eu-borders/legal-documents/docs/
regulation_on_the_european_border_and_coast_guard_en.pdf  [Accessed on 6 
June 2016]. 
151   About the cooperation of  Italy with the Sub-Sahara Africa countries from 
where most economic migrants came to Italy see: Promoting Sustainable 
Development in Sub-Saharan Africa: Building a Private-Public Partnership - more 
at: http://www.iai.it/en/pubblicazioni/promoting-sustainable-development-sub-
saharan-africa#sthash.4OJlJ0Bp.dpuf; Italy Tries to Make Up for Lost Time in 
Africa. World Politics Review, 29 July 2015. Valuable contribution in this regard is 
also the EU Regional Indicative Programme 2014-2020 for West Africa: https://
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subsequent common political meetings and expert cooperation is the be-
ginning of  long term engagement of  the EU in managing the problem of  
migration from Africa.152

5. Challenging Islamic radicalism. Islamic radicalism is in front of  EU struc-
ture and members states in particular, the most complicated challenge is how 
to ˝disclose˝ the radices and social circumstances that breed the creation of  
groups who are prepared to sacrifice also their life for ˝fighting˝ the ˝enemy˝ 
and ˝changing˝ the existent societies. This is a complex but unavoidable task 
for the ruling political and social elites of  the European countries. The ˝an-
ti-terroristic˝ policies and the increasing of  actions of  law enforcing agen-
cies of  the states should be in this process only the short-term actions that 
could not achieve the longstanding goals without identifying and step by step 
eliminating the political, social and similar circumstances at home and in the 
neighborhood, that represent the ˝social fabric˝ for developing of  terrorism. 
In addition, it will be necessary to analyze the reasons why so many European 
citizens join the Islamic state fighters and to consider adequate not only secu-
rity measures regarding the consequences of  their return home. And finally, 
it is now of  course obvious to refute any contacts with the leaders of  Islamic 
extremism as are the Islamic state or Al-Qaeda. But in the future, who knows, 
it will be perhaps necessary that Europe finds a modus vivendi with some 
kind of  Islamic caliphates that will survive in its southern neighborhood?153 
6. Establishing adequate economic reforms. The financial and economic 
reforms and the adaptation of  public spending to the real capabilities of  
countries should not be realized in the way, which is producing more and 
more poverty among ˝have not’s˝ - people living on the social margins while 
the privileged strata of  population - the ˝haves˝ - live more or less ˝intact˝. 
These divergences could be accelerated beyond the control of  competent 
bodies of  the ˝state of  law˝, especially in the circumstances of  economic and 
social disorder in which is the main victim the poor and especially the young 
population who has not realistic prospects for their successful and profit-
able life. The financial power holders (and to them subordinated political 
elites) which are realizing their interests directly or through influencing / 
controlling the democratically elected political structures are obsessed with 
˝searching solutions˝ for the sources and consequences of  the present finan-
cial, economic and political crisis. They are not aware at all (or are not willing 
to admit) that the inter-racial, inter-ethnic and inter-religious conflict situ-
ations that are present in the today European social fibres could over-night 

ec.europa.eu/europeaid/west-africa-regional-indicative-programme-2014-2020_
en [Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
152   The Joint Africa-EU Strategy. Directorate-General for External Policies. Policy 
department. European Parliament. Brussels: November 2017.
153   In this regard is very instructive the analyses of  the American Statfor agency. 
See: Al Qaeda in 2017: Slow and Steady Wins the Race Security. State for, January 5, 
2017.
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develop in uncontrollable social disorder especially in the cases when the 
victims of  social injustice could be identify with particular ̋ races, ethnicities 
or religions. Or, on the other side, when the leading strata of  populations 
create a stereotype that particular racial, ethnic or religious groups (including 
migrant populations) are a ˝cause˝ of  social and economic grievances with 
which they are confronted or that the demographic composition of  ˝their 
societies˝ will detrimentally change thus putting in danger the Christian 
identity of  these societies. The situation is even more disastrous where the 
(corrupted) political and financial / economic elites use these stereotypes as 
a way for diverting from them the responsibility for pushing the population 
to backward social circumstances and in many cases to poverty, what rep-
resents an unacceptable contrast with the accumulated wealth of  tiny strata 
of  population. The abyss between ˝have˝ and ˝have nots˝ is becoming greater 
and greater and transforming the European societies in the pressure cook-
er without the necessary ˝valves˝, which could avoid its chaotic explosion. 
Obviously is also the EU structure aware of  this aspect of  the current crisis. 
The European Parliament, the Council and the Commission on 20 October 
2017 solemnly proclaim the European pillar of  social rights based on the EU 
charter of  rights which became an integral part of  the Lisbon treaty.154 That 
document was next month thoroughly debated and improved at the Social 
summit for fair jobs and growth in Gothenburg. 155

What are the Responsibilities of the EU Member States?
The responses to the present challenges to the principle ̋ solidarity and diver-
sity˝ that is the core element of  the European human integration are mainly 
in the hands of  national governments. It is thus first of  all up to the European 
governments to adopt and realize in practice efficient policies, programs and 
actions. In addition, the close cooperation of  national governments within the 
EU structure and their political willingness to create common EU policies and 
regulations is conditio sine qua non for searching solutions for the accumulated 
problems, which represent a serious danger for the ˝human integration˝ of  
the EU and for the existence of  the EU in the present form. 

The European governments have to adopt and implement adequate pol-
icies, especially on educational and media fields, aimed at raising awareness 
that respect of  otherness is a corner stone of  democracy, stability and security. 
As to the legal enactments the following activities are crucial:
1. Strict monitoring of  the implementation of  the provisions of  the relevant 

154   Proposal for an Inter-institutional Proclamation on the European Pillar of  
Social Rights. European pillar of  social rights, Brussels, 20 October 2017 (Accessed 
on 16 November 2017).
155   Statement of  the European social partners. Social summit for fair jobs and 
growth, Gothenburg, 16-17 November 2017 (Accessed on 21 November 2017).
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European Council directives on discrimination. It would be especially neces-
sary to provide the adequate national bodies supervising the implementation 
with an autonomous status and to established relevant legal procedures 
which will give to the victims of  discrimination opportunities for redressing 
injustices. 
2. Discrimination on religious basis. It is necessary to conclude the work on 
the elaboration and adoption of  the Directive including also the discrimina-
tion on religious basis, which has begun in 2008.156 This will be of  paramount 
importance as a legal standard for regulating very complicated relations 
not only between Christian and Islam believers but with followers of  minor 
religious as well. 
3. Protocol 12 to the ECHR (2000) on the elimination of  discrimination. 
Protocol 12 opened, among other, the way to the European Court of  Human 
Rights to the alleged victims of  discrimination in regard to all articles of  the 
Convention. Until 9.7.2017 only 10 EU members out of  28 are bound by this 
very important Protocol to the ECHR (Croatia, Cyprus, Finland, Luxembourg, 
Malta, Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, and Spain). 11 of  them have 
only signed the documents, 7 neither signed it (Bulgaria, Denmark, France, 
Lithuania, Poland, Sweden, UK).157 This state of  affairs represents thus an 
un-acceptable situation putting in question the willingness for fighting dis-
crimination of  the majority of  the EU members.
4. The European charter on regional or minority languages (1992). Until 
9.7.2017 8 EU members did not even sign the Charter (Belgium, Bulgaria, 
Estonia, Greece, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Portugal) and 3 only signed it 
(France, Italy, Malta). In addition, have some members made a great num-
ber of  reservations to the implementation of  the Charter. The accession to 
the Charter would contribute to the improving the language equality in the 
mentioned countries and so to the improvement of  the situation in the EU as 
a whole. The accession to the Charter would contribute to the improving the 
language equality in the mentioned countries and so to the improvement of  
the situation in the EU as a whole.158

5. The Framework Convention for the Protection of  National Minorities (1995). 
Until 9.7.2017 France did not sign, Greece and Luxembourg did not ratify it. 
In addition, a number of  states have made reservations (among others also 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) thus devaluating the purpose of  the Frame-
work Convention.159 The strict implementation of  the Framework convention 
in accordance with the observations of  the supervising Committee and the 
156  http://www.equalrightstrust.org/ertdocumentbank//europa%20directive.pdf  
[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
157   https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/177 
[Accessed on 6 June 2016]. 
158   https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/148 
[Accessed on 6 July 2017]. 
159   Ibid.
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Council of  ministers as well would contribute substantially to the improve-
ment of  inter-ethnic relations in the EU. The prohibition of  discrimination 
on the ground of  religion or religious belief  is the current situation in the 
EU as very important topic, which should be given the adequate attention 
by all EU member states (and on this basis by the EU bodies) because of  the 
current urgent problems that emanate from the religious composition of  their 
population and because of  bonds which connect the societies of  the EU with 
states in their neighborhood.
6. Additional Protocol to the Convention on cybercrime, concerning the 
criminalization of  acts of  racist and xenophobic nature committed through 
computer (ETS No.189 of  2003 in force since 2004). Status as 9.7.2017: Not sign 
at all: Bulgaria, Hungary, Ireland (neither the convention of  2001), Slovakia 
and UK. The Protocol was only signed by: Austria, Belgium, Estonia, Italy, 
Malta, and Sweden. This means 10 of  now still 28 EU members are not bound 
by this important legal enactment for fighting racism and xenophobia and 
criminal offences based on these discrepancies as well.160  

What should be the Role of Civil Societies and Other Social 
Factors?
Having in mind the negative trends in the European political structures, could 
the way out of  the current situation be found only with the strong engagement 
of  European civil society’s organizations and institutions? The answer to the 
question what should and could be done by civil society is a very complex 
issue. As a framework for creating long term solutions we could put forward 
their fight for the following values: 

Education and Rise of Awareness
Education and a rise of  awareness of  the population is the task of  prevalent 
importance. The formal education is one of  the main tools with which the civil 
society organizations should begin the fight for implementation of  values 
regarding justice, equality, respect of  otherness, and solidarity of  contem-
porary European societies.
Adequate education and upbringing programs - and on this basis elaborated 
and realized practice -, would contribute to the enhancement of  people’s 
devotedness to democracy, elimination of  intolerance and prejudices, dimin-
ishing the support to violent extremism and consequently educate people on 
how to live together in one multi - cultural and multi - religious world.
In order to achieve these goals, it is necessary to include in the programs where 
they not yet exist - on all education levels -, courses and practical pedagogical 

160   Ibid.
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activities - which will develop in young generations a clear understanding 
of  the values of  democracy, respect of  diversity and equality, and solidarity 
which are necessary for the peaceful development of  European societies and 
for ensuring positive prospects for their life as well. The Council of  Europe and 
UNESCO have elaborated new concepts of  competencies, which the citizen 
should acquire if  they want successfully take part in the democratic culture 
and live in peace with others in the culturally diversified societies. 

Objective Information
The citizen’s right to receive objective information should be based among 
other things on the following values:
- Dissemination of  respect for otherness in a multicultural society
- Elimination of  hate speech
- Elimination on wording that instigate intolerance, extreme behavior 

and violence
- Fight against cybercrime.

And finally, it is necessary to highly evaluate:
- The right of  citizen not to be manipulated through mass media by political 

and social elites and
- The freedom of  mass media without a governmental control and inter-

ference

Democracy
Support to democracy is one of  the primary goals of  civil society activities, 
both on domestic and EU level. European ̋ democratic structure˝ should be in 
general a complementary element to the autocratic decision making system 
based on political parties and ˝invisible˝ financial oligarchs on both national 
and EU level. Political parties should contribute to the ̋ political education˝ of  
the electorate and not usurp their negligence and ignorance. Only ̋ politically 
educated˝ people could be able to opt for objective solutions in different forms 
of  democracy undertakings (elections, referenda and the similar)
As to EU two issues could be in forefront:
- First, building up coordinated programs and activities that could begin 

to fulfil the ̋ democratic deficit˝ of  decision making within the EU, taking 
into account, as the starting point, the already available mechanisms as 
are civil initiative for adopting EU legislative acts, the rights and pro-
cedures envisaged by the fifth title of  the EU Charter of  fundamental 
rights that is now the part of  Lisbon treaty and thus since 1.12.2009 the 
EU mandatory law.
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- Second, supporting the revival of  idea, which is enshrined in EU law, of  
creating trans - European political parties with the direct influence of  cit-
izens, which will ensure also the development of  the ̋ European identity˝.

The process of  fulfilling the EU democratic deficit should be based on the 
improved democratization of  the member states. Democracy could not rely 
only on periodical elections (without limitation of  the turnout) and on the 
games / manipulations of  the winning parties - when they have not the ab-
solute majority -, on how to ˝build˝ a government.

Nationalism
The spreading of  xenophobia and similar divergences in the European societ-
ies is related with the emerging of  aggressive nationalism in the EU member 
states. The American historian Timothy Snyder said as already mentioned 
before: ̋ Frequently there is consideration of  differences (in Europe) between 
the East and West. To the opposite I am noticing the raise of  nationalist popu-
lism all over Europe, usually on the right but sometimes also on the left side.
The populists in Hungary, England or in Poland have a common feeling that it 
will be possible and even desirable to go back to the model of  the nation state. 
And just this is the real danger for the European Union and not the division 
between the North and South or East and West. The return to nation states 
would be the catastrophe for all.˝161

One of  the negative outcomes of  rising nationalism is also the attempts to 
re-write the recent history and to rehabilitate the collaboration during the 
WWII what is giving impetus to the revival of  violent fascist ideology in some 
of  European states.

The Rule of Law
The civil society organizations and institutions should among other support:
- The freedom of  judiciary and to offer opposition to the endeavors of  

governmental or political parties to subordinate the judiciary to their 
particular ideological and pragmatic interests.

- The strict and impartial functioning of  the rule of  law, first of  all of  ju-
diciary and state enforcement agencies.

- The fight against corruption which is putting in jeopardy the functioning 
of  the justified economic and social system of  the country and of  the EU 
as a whole, and opening dangerous political confrontations.

161   See o.c. Black Earth. The holocaust as history and warning.
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Social Justice
The civil society organizations and institutions should fight for just distri-
bution of  profit to the population. The increasing gap between the tiny strata 
of  ˝haves˝ and the great majority of  ˝have not˝ is becoming unsupportable 
division within the European societies.
Among other information on these issues could be the starting point the 
fourth chapter of  the Charter on fundamental rights of  the EU (Solidarity) 
which provides people also with the following rights:
- Workers’ right to information and consultation within the undertaking
- Protection in the event of  unjustified dismissal
- Fair and just working conditions
- Social security and social and housing assistance
- Residing and moving legally within the EU
- Health care
- Environmental protection
- Consumer protection

The European pillar of  social rights of  October 2017 and the conclusions 
and proposals of  the Social summit for fair jobs and growth in Gothenburg 
provided a commendable platform also for the activities of  civil society or-
ganizations and institutions dealing with these topics.162 

The Role of Religions
Mutual understanding and exchange between the three religions - Christian, 
Jewish and Muslim, which trace their roots to Abraham’s heritage - is a very 
serious problem of  the present and the future Europe, directly linked with 
its identity. The atheists should be on equal basis included in this dialogue.
In elaborating fresh policies and patterns of  practical behavior both on EU 
and national level it is necessary among other to take into account:
- New values which were brought into the EU with the inclusion of  the 

large Orthodox communities of  Romania and Bulgaria, which compose 
now together with the Orthodox population of  Greece and Orthodox mi-
norities in the Baltic states a significant proportion of  the EU population.

- That the values of  large Muslim communities living within the EU are the 
genuine part of  the European religious and cultural identity.

162   See op.cit.
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The Human and Operational Capabilities of Civil Society
The EU civil society organizations and institutions have for the time being 
very restricted human and operational abilities for influencing the future 
development of  the European societies and the EU as a whole, in order to avoid 
the negative trends, we have considered in this article? With the exception of  
few examples (for instance, Amnesty International) are not able to organize 
long term activities of  civil societies in the fields we have considered before, 
which should influence the policy decisions on the level of  international 
governmental organizations as are EU, NATO and others. 
Three basic problems concerning the improvement of  the role of  civil soci-
ety organizations and institutions- as an independent factor - in the future 
development of  the EU are:
- Raising awareness of  the population, especially youth, on the importance 

of  civil society for the democratic development of  European societies, for 
ensuring the interests of  people in the (bureaucratic) EU decision making 
processes and in representing “the voice” and protecting the rights of  
European citizens.

- Enlarging the existing legal and procedural possibilities for the partici-
pation of  civil society organizations and institutions on trans-European 
level for taking part in the development of  EU policies and legislation.

- Ensuring the EU independent source of  financing thus avoiding the pos-
sibilities that the EU structure, especially the EUdelegations providing 
co-financing in accordance with the esiablished EU interest and no on 
their ˝own criteria˝.
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Chapter X: Silvo Devetak
The Role of the EU in Building up the New 
European International Order as a Basis for 
Peace, Security and Development. The Time 
is Ripe for a New Conference on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe

Introduction

The Global Strategy for the European Union’s Foreign and Security Policy 
(EUGS) of  2016163 is based on the evaluation of  contemporary political and 
security challenges for the EU in the world, especially in its neighborhood and 
on relevant challenges that emanate from the internal circumstances in the 
EU. It includes elaborated assessments of  and relevant proposals concerning: 
First, the situation on which the global strategy is built up that are the inter-
twined internal and external security, the prosperous. Union, democracy, 
multilateral order grounded on international law, including the principles of  
the UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of  Human Rights.
Second, the principles on which the EU external action is based that are unity, 
engagement and responsibility. 
Third, the priorities of  the EU external action that are the security of  the EU 
itself, the neighborhood, the ways and means in dealing with war and con-
flicts, the importance of  stable regional orders across the globe and of  effective 
global governance.
   Some outstanding views of  the EUGS are: 1. Conflict settlement entails hav-
ing more systematic recourse to cultural, inter-faith, scientific and economic 
diplomacy in conflict settings; 2. The political economy of  peace should include 
smart sanctions, in compliance with international and EU law, which should 
be carefully calibrated and monitored to support the legitimate economy 
and avoid harming local societies, 3. The European Security Order have been 
challenged ˝at its core˝ by Russia violation of  international law and the de-
stabilization of  Ukraine, on top of  protracted conflicts in the wider Black Sea 
region, 4. The EU will deepen its partnership with NATO and will strive for 
a Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), 5. A commitment 
to global governance must comprises the determination to reform the UN, 
including the Security Council, and the International Financial Institutions 
(IFIs); the EU will work towards an increasingly unified representation of  the 

163  Biscop Sven, Global and Operational: A New Strategy for EU Foreign and 
Security Policy. Istituto Affari Internazionali. Working Papers 15/27-July 2015. 
Rome.
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euro area in the International Monetary Fund, 6. EU will strongly support 
the expanding membership, universalization, full implementation and en-
forcement of  multilateral disarmament; non-proliferation and arms control 
treaties and regimes, 7. Partnership priorities: UN, U.S., ASEAN and other 
selected partners.
Fourth, EUGS concludes with proposals how to translate the strategy in action. 
It would be done by: 1. revising the existing sectorial strategies, 2. periodic 
reviews in consultation with the Council, 3. a new process of  strategic reflec-
tion whenever the EU and its Member States deem it necessary. The EUGS 
was further elaborated, among other, by the implementation Plan focusing 
on Security and Defense164 aimed at raising the level of  ambition of  the Eu-
ropean Union’s security and defense policy and by the Strategic Approach to 
Resilience in the EU’s External Action˝ of  2017.165

   The basic question remains sooner or later open, i.e. , how to transform 
these well elaborated principles and suggestions into operative, mandatory 
instruments, which will correspond to the today and future interests of  EU 
and its member states?166 Would be the EU capable to develop further her 
identity, unity and swift decision making possibilities what is the precondi-
tion for developing her decisive position in the emerging new world order 
and in building up the regional European order based on peace, security and 
prosperity as a constituent part of  it? 167

1. The Current Geopolitical Challenges of the EU

1.1. EU and the Division of Power in the World Multipolar System
˝For decades, the U.S. was sat atop a unipolar world, unrivalled in its influence 
over the rest of  the globe. But now that may be changing as a new, informal 
alliance takes shape between China and Russia˝ said the Stratford analyses 
of  November 2017.168 Both two great powers have a mutual interest in over-
turning an international order that has long advantaged the West at their own 
expense. And as the earth sole superpower (U.S.) turns inward they will seek 

164   https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/.. ./implementation_plan_on_security_and_
defence_2.pdf  (retrieved on 4.10.2017).
165   Joint communication to the European parliament and the council, A Strategic 
Approach to Resilience in the EU's external action, JOIN(2017) 21 final Brussels, 
7.6.2017 (retrieved on 13.8.2017).
166   In this regard see also: The EU’s New Global Strategy: Its Implementation in a 
Troubled International Environment. The Hague Institute for Global Justice, Nov. 
2016. 
167   See for instance: Grant Charles et al., Relaunching the EU. Centre for 
European reform. London: Nov 2017.
168   The Rise of  a Not-So-New World Order, Stratfor, Worldview, November 15, 
2017. 
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to carve out bigger backyards for themselves.169 
The geo-strategic situation of  the EU is the reflection of  the global confron-
tation of  the U.S. with China and Russia and their real or would be partners 
fighting for improving their position in the new distribution of  power and 
influence on a worldwide scale, which results would - we hope - constitute the 
new multi-polar world order based not only on the balance of  power but also 
on international law and international organizations ˝restricting˝ the state 
sovereignty in order to achieve the benefits for all the mankind. 
   This confrontation involves elements of  a new cold war.170 Russia and China 
are both under the attack of  the U.S. by methods intended to weaken, desta-
bilize, and in the case of  pushing past limits, destroy a targeted government 
without the need to engage in direct military warfare. These methods include 
threats against the targeted country, economic sanctions,171 military encircle-
ment around its borders, cyber-warfare, drone warfare and the use of  proxy 
forces from within or from outside the country for political and/or military 
action against the local government. This concept of  confrontation includes 
propaganda campaigns against the targeted governments waged by media 
conglomerates, which are directly linked to the government through various 
means of  foreign-policy establishment.172 
   The uncertainties regarding the future even grow after the recent change 
of  the U.S. administration. President Trump came into office pledging to put 
˝America First˝. By this he depreciated in principle the U.S. international ob-
ligations. He downgraded the security guarantees of  the NATO to a definite 
maybe - and only if  its members ponied up more defense dollars. The Iran 
nuclear pact was ̋ the worst deal ever˝, and the Paris accord on climate change 
wasn’t much better. The Trans-Pacific Partnership was dead on arrival. The 
North American Free Trade Agreement - NAFTA was toast. The U.S. would 
ignore the rules of  the World Trade Organization. And from its proposed 
cuts in foreign aid and United Nations peacekeeping to the empty offices and 
embassies of  the State Department, the Trump administration has made clear 
how little it thinks of  soft power and diplomacy. 
   Senator Bob Corker, the Republican chairman of  the Senate Foreign Re-
lations Committee, charged in an interview with New York Times on Oct.8, 
2017 that President Trump was treating his office like ˝a reality show˝, with 
reckless threats toward other countries that could set the nation ̋ on the path 

169   Ibid.
170  Niculescu George, Head of  Research, The European Geopolitical Forum, 
Brussels, The Western Confrontation with Russia: Scenario Planning in the Area 
from the Baltic Sea to the Wider Black Sea. Stratfor, Wordview, 28.11.2017. 
171   U.S. among other attempts to ˝replace˝ the Russian gas deliveries o EU by 
deliveries of  its liquified ˝scale˝ gas.
172  As to Russia see, among other: Mettan Guy, Russie-Occident: une guerre de 
mille ans. La russophobie de Charlemagne a la crise ukrainnienne, Editions des 
Syrtes, Geneve, Suisse, 2015.
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to World War III˝.173 In an interview with the business newspaper Handelsblatt, 
Chancellor Merkel said that there is no way U.S. President Trump can make 
America ˝great˝ if  he ignores the rest of  the world.174 Merkel and her political 
rival, German Social Democrat leader Martin Schulz, both said publicly that 
Europe can no longer rely on old alliances and must unite in response.175 The 
opinion could be finding in mass media that the new world order is leaving 
U.S. behind. American allies have decided Trump is simply not someone they 
can do business with.176

   Some analysts are of  the opinion that Trump in his speech to the Congress 
on 12 October 2017 announced in fact the war with Iran, which if  happened 
will put in turmoil whose consequences is difficult to foreseen not only the 
middle East but the world international relations as well.177 
   Russia and China have had, of  course, developed adequate similar ˝count-
er-attack˝ strategies. They strengthen their cooperation on political, military, 
economic, energy, and international politics fields; they are making endeavors 
to enhance their role in the new multilateral world order, first of  all through 
UN where they have a ̋ veto power˝, by developing cooperation of  BRICS coun-
tries (a core group composed by Brasilia, China, India, Russia, South Africa), 
by establishing new international organizations aimed at cooperation  (for 
instance, Shanghai cooperation organization –SCO)178, by making attempts to 
replace the current international monetary and economic multilateral Bretton 
Woods structure (which is under auspices of  U.S.) with ̋ their˝ financial institu-
tions (for instance, the establishment of  the Asian Infrastructure Investment 
Bank-AIIB179 or the initiative for establishing a BRICS countries bank which is 
based on the current role especially of  China in world-wide investments180) .

173   Jonathan Martin and Mark Landleroct, Bob Corker Says Trump’s Recklessness 
Threatens ‘World War III’, New York Times Oct.8, 2017.
174   Chancellor Angela Merkel: President Donald Trump′s isolationism www.
dw.com/en/chancellor-angela-merkel-president.. .trumps.. .risks.. ./a-40209831, DW, Aug 23, 
2017 (retrieved on 10.10.2017).
175   Bess Levin, Angela Merkel Fact-Shames Donald Trump, Again. Vanity Fair, 
June 28, 2017.
176   In illustration: Gibney James, The new world order is leaving the US behind, 
Bloomberg Views, 11.8.2017.
177   Trump moves towards war with Iran, TFF PressInfo # 430, TFF- Transnational 
Foundation for Peace & Future Research. Lund, Sweden - October 12, 2017.
178   Today it includes Kazakhstan, China, Kyrgyz republic, Russia, Tadjikistan, 
Uzbekistan and since 2017 India and Pakistan.
179   Panda, A. (2016). ˝The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank Is Open for 
Business: What Now?˝. The Diplomat. Retrieved (2.12.2017) from http://thediplomat.
com/2016/01/the-asian-infrastructure-investment-bank-is-open-for-business-
what-now/.
180   A February 2017 report from the think tank Inter-American Dialogue, The 
New Banks in Town says: Chinese finance in Latin America, finds that 2010 
commitments by Chinese banks to Latin America were larger than those of  the 
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China boasts the world’s second-largest economy today. The World Trade 
Organization ranks it as the largest global exporter and the second-largest 
global importer. Furthermore, the country’s economic, cultural and political 
reach spans the globe. China is second only to the United States in outbound 
foreign direct investment and aid, and projects such as the Belt and Road 
Initiative and the Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank have put Beijing at the 
forefront of  infrastructure development and investment in the developing 
world.181 At the same time, the country has expanded its military presence 
abroad, contributing significant numbers of  troops to U.N. peacekeeping 
missions and participating in multinational anti-piracy patrols in the Gulf  of  
Aden. China, in fact, just established its first overseas military base, located 
in Djibouti, though it is still wary of  getting embroiled in conflicts abroad.182

   Russia under Putin is striving to be taken by the West into account as a world 
nuclear superpower.183 In illustration, with the military intervention (on the 
invitation of  the government) and with simultaneous political arrangements 
with the regional powers (Turkey, Iran, but also with Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Israel 
and others) Russia became a decisive factor in the Middle East, although is 
necessary with caution assess the results achieved.184 In 2014 when the U.S. 
operatively supported the changing of  government in Kyiv and thus opening 
the way for enlarging NATO to the Russian 1,925.8 km long border (700 km 
to Moscow) and of  taking the Sevastopol navy base by U.S. (thus controlling 
the Black Sea) has Kremlin undertaken the ˝counter attack˝ by realizing the 
succession plebiscite in Crimea185 and by supporting the anti-Kiev rebellion 

World Bank, Inter-American Development Bank and the US Export-Import Bank 
combined. In comparing the loans, the report finds that Chinese banks impose no 
policy conditions on borrower governments but do require equipment purchases 
and sometimes oil sale agreements.
181   Speaking at a Washington think tank event in July 2017, International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) head Christine Lagarde said that ˝if  we have this 
conversation in 10 years’ time .. . we might not be sitting in Washington, D.C. 
. . . We’ll do it in our Beijing head office.˝ (taken from Alex Newman, ˝IMF Boss 
Threatens to Ditch U.S. for Communist China, Again,˝ The New American, August 
10, 2017, https://www.thenewamerican.com/economy/economics/item/26681-imf-
boss-threatens-to-ditch-us-for-communist-china-again).
182   Stanzel Angela, Rolland Nadège, Jabin Jacob and Hart Melanie, Grand 
Designs: Does China Have a ˝Grand Strategy˝?, European Council on Foreign 
Relations (ECFR). London: October 2017. See also: The end of  China's Dengist 
diplomacy - Assessments. Stratfor, Oct 17, 2017.
183   See also: Basulto Dominic, How Russia views the post-Cold War global order, 
Russia Direct, November 3, 2014.
184   See for instance: Kardaś S., Rodkiewicz W., The Russian-Saudi summit, 
Analyses, 10.11.2017. OSW: Warsaw. 
185   It ˝confirmed˝ the results of  the referendum which was held with the approval 
of  Ukrainian Parliament on 12 January 1991; 94,3 percents of  81,37 of  people 
taking part in it supported the etablishment of  independent Republic of  Crimea 
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in Donbas.186 Since then is Russia depicted in Western propaganda as an ag-
gressive power which is putting in danger the peace and stability of  Europe 
what all provided the U.S. and NATO with justification for continuing their 
military encirclement of  Russian borders in Europe and South Caucasus.187 
Russia is by tradition especially sensitive on the security of  her neighbor-
hood.188 The space of  the former Soviet Union is in Russia’s special strategical 
interest. After the dissolution of  Soviet Union they established, among other, 
on the economic field the Euro-Asian economic union189 and on the field of  
security the Collective security treaty organization.190

   President V. Putin, in his speech at the conclusion of  the Valdai conference 
meeting in 2014, admitted that there is a need to change the systems in place 
within international relations, but according to him the U.S., as perceived 
winner of  the Cold War, is trying to create a world ˝for their own gains˝, which 
has weakened global and regional security. Any country that does not agree 
with Washington’s view of  affairs is all but blacklisted.191 At the plenary session 
of  the Russian Energy Week forum on 4 October 2017 he said that sectorial 
sanctions against Russia are used for unfair competition and are harmful for 
the global economy at large.192

   Michael Roskin from the U.S. Army College thought in 2014 that the ˝New 
Cold War˝ will be long and deep only if  the U.S. pushes Russia and China into 
an alliance.193 In fact what is going on is not a new cold war but the competition 
between U.S. which is striving to keep it prevalence in the unilateral - Amer-
ican - world order on one and China, Russia, India, Brasilia (and other states 
with similar interests) on the other side, to ensure their role in the building up 
of  a new multilateral word order. The ̋ balance of  power˝ between the cold war 
time and today are not comparable. In illustration: in 1988 the Soviet Union 
spent for defense 246, the U.S. 293 billion USD. In 2017 were these figures 66 
as a member of  the new Union proposed by Gorbachow. On the pressure from 
outside was this referendum a month later annulled with the retroactive law of  the 
Ukrainian parliament. See: Metan, op.cit. p. 77.
186  For the develpments in Ukraine in 2014 see: Metan, op.cit. PP. 69-105.
187   Sokolovsky Richard, The new NATO- RUSSIA military balance: implications 
for European security. Carnegie endowment for international peace. Moscow: 2017.
188   Napoleon and Hitler had to croos a large space in their attempts to destroy 
Moscow. That is the main reason why is Cremlin so sensitive on the U.S. (NATO) 
enlargement to Ukraine and Georgia or on the rocket ˝defence systems˝ in Romania 
and Poland.
189   It includes Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Russia. 
190   Members: Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tadjikistan.
191   See http://rt.com/news/199028-putin-speech-best-quotes/; the academic 
view on the official policy see: Timofejev Ivan, Program Director at Russian 
International Affairs Council, Why Russia wants a change to the contemporary 
world order, Russia Direct, October 30, 2014. 
192   http://tass.com/economy/968879. Business & Economy, Oct. 04, 2017 
(retrieved on 4.10.2015).
193   Roskin Michael G., The New Cold War, Parameters 44(1) Spring 2014.
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for Russia and 596 for U.S 194 (president Trump claimed in his speech to the 
UNGA that U.S. spent for defense 700 billion USD).
   In all these scenarios, is Europe driven to the frontlines of  the ̋ new, contem-
porary version˝ of  cold war confrontation.195 It is much more dangerous than 
the „classic˝ cold war, as the bearers of  it are not in the position to ensure full 
control over the consequences of  their actions. In the present environment, 
U.S. - Russian arms control is also on hold, and may be collapsing over time 
if  as existing treaties are not renewed when they expire and new agreements 
are not signed. Europe should be particularly concerned about the fate of  
the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty signed in 1987 by Regan 
and Gorbachov,196 which banned the installation in Europe of  all ballistic and 
ground /air-based cruise missiles with ranges between 500 and 5,500 km. The 
on-going dispute between Moscow and Washington about the alleged viola-
tions of  the treaty by the ̋ other side˝ poses a threat of  the treaty’s abrogation. 
If  this happens, Russian and U.S. ˝Euro missiles˝ can return to become part 
of  Europe’s increasingly militarized strategic landscape.197 
   With these prospects astonishes the ˝immunity˝ of  European politics and 
public opinion concerning the Treaty on the Prohibition of  Nuclear Weapons 
passed at the UN by a vote of  122 to 1.198 Austria and Ireland were driving the 
resolution with Sweden, Cyprus and Malta. The EU states that have nuclear 
weapons (Britain and France) and those EU states that host U.S. nuclear weap-
ons (the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, Germany) together with other NATO 
members refused to participate at the preparation of  the convention and 
were against the GA resolution.199 The European Parliament voted its sym-
bolic support for the ban in 2016. The scientific study made in U.S. arrives at 
a quite shocking conclusion: The taboo against using nuclear weapons seems 
to be waning. Thus, a majority of  U.S. citizens accept killing 2 million civilian 
Iranians if  it could save the lives of  20.000 U.S. soldiers there.200

194   The CIA World Factbook 1984; Worldometers; Allen, Robert C., ˝The Rise and 
Decline of  the Soviet Economy˝, in: The Canadian Journal of  Economics 34, no. 4 
(2001); fred.stlouisfed.org; SIPRI; ourworldindata.org; Arms Control Association; 
multpl.com.
195   Niculescu, op-cit.
196   W. Bohlen, W. Burnes, S.Pifer, J.Woodworth, The Treaty on Intermediate-range 
Nuclear Forces: History and Lessons Learned. Brooklins. Arm Control Series, paper 
9, Dec.2912.
197   Russia’s evolving grand strategy: the implications of  US-Russian 
confrontation for security in Europe A transcript of  the lecture of  Dr. Dmitri 
Vitalyevich Trenin, the director of  the Carnegie Moscow Center, a think tank 
and regional affiliate of  the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace at the 
Sorbonne University on 6 February 2017.
198   The wider importance of  the 2017 Nobel Peace Prize to ICAN. TFF- 
Transnational Foundation for Peace and Future Research Associates, TFF PressInfo 
# 429, Lund, Sweden - October 9, 2017.
199   http://www.icanw.org/why-a-ban/positions/.
200   Sagan Scott D. and Valentino Benjamin A., Revisiting Hiroshima in Iran: 
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1.2. The Challenges to the EU in its Neighborhood 
The EU neighborhood has in the recent years been transformed into an area 
of  disorder and an unpredictable future thus demonstrating also the failure 
of  the EU Eastern Partnership Policy (EaP). Ukraine has been transformed in the 
frontline of  the confrontation between the West and Russia; Belarus ̋ remains˝ 
in the Russian sphere; Armenia joined the Euro-Asian economic union;201the 
political structure of  Moldova is split between the current pro_european 
government and pro-Russian president; Georgia is searching its foreign 
policy affiliation; Azerbajdjan is balancing its international position between 
Russia (and alsoTurkey) and Europe. In spite of  the EU endeavors, the ̋ frozen 
conflicts˝ (Nagorno Karabakh, Abkhazia, South Ossetia, Transdnistria and 
most likely Donbas in the future) continue to be a source of  instability in the 
region. On the “southern Mediterranean neighborhood” is the EU confronted 
among other, with the chaos in Libya, the war in Syria, the unresolved Isra-
el-Palestinian conflict. The situation in the Western Balkans ˝neighborhood˝ 
is instable as well (see the article below). The 2017 Balkan opinion barome-
ter, produced by the Regional Cooperation Council, shows a severe drop of  
trust in an EU future (the most enthusiastic are the Kosovars though their 
membership prospects are probably the most distant of  all).202 Elements of  
the ˝cold war˝ confrontation could also be found in the rivalries concerning 
the presence of  neighboring countries in the Arctic region and the dividing of  
the huge natural resources that supposedly lay below it. Russia declares the 
exclusive economic zone in the Arctic; due to its geographical position and 
tradition Russia has the priority role in ˝Arctic affairs˝.203

2. The Situation requires Fresh EU Strategies and 
Operative Policies

Three questions of  general importance need clear answers. What would be 
the EU role and position in the emerging new world order? What would be 
her role and position in fighting against the renewal of  cold war divisions and 
confrontations in Europe that is in the strategic interest of  U.S. not Europe as 
a whole? Would be the EU able to contribute substantially to the development 
of  a regional European security order, based on the national interests of  the 
member states, which should ensure to Europe peace, security and progress 
in the benefit of  people? 

What Americans Really Think about using Nuclear Weapons and Killing Non-
combatants, International Security, Volume 42 | Issue 1 | Summer 2017, pp. 41-79.
201   Poghosyan Benyamin, Armenia, Georgia, Azerbaijan: Foreign Policy 
Opportunities and Challenges. STRATFOR Worldview, 28.11.2017.
202   Leigh Sir Michael, EU Expansion Receives an Unlikely Boost. Stratfor 
Wolrdview, 29. 11.2017. 
203   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arctic_policy_of_Russia (retrieved on 9.10.017).
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2.1. EU and the European Order
The author associate himself  with Andrew Monaghan, an expert on ̋ Russian 
issues˝ of  the Royal Institute for International Affairs in London who in May 
2015 point out: The world, including Russia, is at time of  flux and competition 
in which Western rules and the Euro-Atlantic architecture as it stands will 
be challenged. It is time to adapt. And to do so, fresh concepts are necessary 
- ˝the clash of  Europe˝ is a plan to start.204 New approaches to the emerging 
multi-pollar word could be found in several experts analyses.205

   The current crisis in European security needs to be contextualized within 
a complex historical process that started at the end of  the Cold War. In re-
cent studies revisiting the descent from co-operation into confrontation, the 
following scholarly consensus is slowly emerging, based on newly available 
archival evidence: Both sides are responsible for the fact that the common 
strategic vision of  1990 could not be implemented in a sustainable way.206

   While the enlargement rounds of  NATO and the EU have provided security 
and prosperity to Central and Eastern European countries, the failure to find 
an acceptable place for Russia within the European security framework con-
tributed to a new dividing line in Europe and instability, more than thousand 
kilometers to the east from the ˝old˝ one that crosses Germany. The 92-year 
old George Kennan, the outstanding American diplomat, warned in 1997 that 
NATO’s expansion into former Soviet territory was the ˝most fateful error of  
American policy in the entire post- cold war era˝ and a ˝strategic blunder of  
potentially epic proportions˝.207

   Throughout the 1990s, Russia advanced proposals and ideas for a trans-
formation of  the CSCE/OSCE into a regional security organization that was 
legally incorporated, with a legally binding charter, and a European Security 
Council based on the UN model. From the Russian perspective, weakening 
NATO and the U.S. role in Europe was part of  the thinking.208 These Russian 

204   Andrew Monaghan, A ˝New Cold War˝? Abusing History, Misunderstanding 
Russia. Research Paper, Russia and Eurasia Programme. The Royal Institute of  
International Affairs. London, May 2015. See: http://caa-network.org/cassions/wp-
content/uploads/2015/05/20150522ColdWarRussiaMonaghan.pdf  (retrieved on 25 
September 2017).
205   See for instance: Burrows Mathew, Atlantic Council, Western Options in a 
Multipolar World, Zuerich: Center for Security Studies, (retrieved on 11 Dec 2017).
206   Nünlist Christian, Contested History: Rebuilding Trust in European Security. 
In: Strategic Trends 2017. Key Developments in Global Affairs (ed. O.Thranert, 
M.Zapfe), Center for Security Studies. Zürich: 2017, pp.11-35. 
207   George F. Kennan, ˝A Fateful Error˝, in: The New York Times, 05.02.1997; 
Strobe Talbott, The Russia Hand: A Memoire of  Presidential Diplomacy (New York: 
Random House, 2002), p. 220.
208   Elena Kropatcheva, ˝The Evolution of  Russia’s OSCE Policy: From the 
Promises of  the Helsinki Final Act to the Ukrainian Crisis˝, in: Journal of 
Contemporary European Studies 23, no. 1 (2015), 6-24. On Gorbachev’s vision of  a 
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reform proposals were all rejected by the West and disappointed Russian 
hopes that the CSCE/OSCE would become the center of  the European security 
system as promised by the West in 1990. The emergence of  the weakly-insti-
tutionalized OSCE in 1995 also dashed Russian hopes for a new pan-European 
security organization.209

   The window of  opportunity for truly cooperative security between Russia 
and West had already closed by early 1992, after the USSR had collapsed. Eu-
ropean security now became U.S.- dominated and NATO-centered. The Cold 
War settlement of  1990 and the vision of  an inclusive, pan-European new 
security architecture, as promised by the George H.W. Bush administration 
and German Foreign Minister Hans - Dietrich Genscher, never materialized. 
   The relations between Russia and the West deteriorated in stages, and tense 
relations were interrupted by at least four ̋ resets˝ and fresh starts to improve 
cooperation.210 But these ˝honeymoons˝ never lasted long - and in the end, 
the key question of  Russia’s role in European security was avoided and not 
seriously discussed. By 2008, Russia had given up hope of  playing an active, 
equal role in Euro-Atlantic Security. Putin began looking for an alternative 
project where Russia would be a regional hegemon in the post-Soviet space. 
Since 2014, the issue of  how to deal with Russia has returned to the political 
agendas of  the West in a most dramatic fashion.211

   How should EU find a way further? The starting points are the contents of  the 
Euro-Atlantic community and of  the relations with Russia. The author already 
in 2014 drew the attention that the new EU foreign and security strategy of  
which he stressed the assertion that it could not be based on two wrong pre-
sumptions, i.e. a. that are the strategic interests on both sides of  the Atlantic 
identical and b. that it is possible to create stability, security, and prosperity 
of  the EU without Russia - through policies of  ˝sanctions˝ and confrontation 
with it - as are strategic interests of  the EU and Russia totally divergent.212

˝common European home˝, see Marie-Pierre Rey, ˝European is Our Common 
Home: A Study of  Gorbachev’s Diplomatic Concept˝, in: Cold War History 4, no. 2 
(2004), pp. 33-65.
209  Nünlist C, op.cit, p. 21. 
210   The first reset was in 1992 between Bush senior and Yeltsin; the second reset 
between Clinton and Yeltsin in 1993; the third reset between Bush jr. and Putin 
after 11 September 2001; and the fourth reset between Obama and Putin in 2009. 
Periods of  dialogue and partnership always ended in tense relations and mutual 
criticism.
211   Nünlist C, op.cit, p 23.
212   Devetak, Silvo, 2015. Europe on the Crossroads: Cold War or Creation of  
a Common Space of  Peace, Security and Development. Zürich-Basel-Genf: 
Schulthess Juristische Medien AG 2015, ISBN 978-3-7255-7353-0, pp. 13-34.
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2.1.1. EU and Atlantic Community
As already said became the European security after 1992 U.S.-dominated and 
NATO-centered. Rhetoric of  the ˝common membership in NATO and EU˝ 
became the phrase used by politicians concerned, usually in the context of  
confrontation with ˝having good relations with Russia or even deciding for 
the Russian ˝option˝ whatever it does means.˝ Therefore it is necessary to 
give a more specific meaning to the often-invoked ˝Atlantic partnership˝ by 
a new generation of  politicians (on both sides of  the Atlantic) shaped by a set 
of  experiences other than the Soviet challenge of  the Cold War.213 In addition 
the viewpoints of  the new U.S. administration opened today uncertainness 
for the future EU - U.S. relations. 
   The subjection of  EU to U.S. is shown also from the latest treaty on the EU-NA-
TO cooperation signed on 6 December 2016. There are 42 actions foreseen in 
the 7 areas of  cooperation identified in the joint Declaration: 1. countering 
hybrid threats, 2. operational cooperation including maritime issues, 3. cyber 
security and defense, 4. defense capabilities, 5. defense industry and research, 
6. parallel and coordinated exercises and 7. defense and security capacity 
building. In addition, it was agreed to strengthen political dialogue between 
both organizations. ˝Cooperation between the EU and NATO has never been 
so strong, so deep, and so expanded in all fields˝, said EU High Commissioner 
F. Mogherini at the NATO ministerial meeting discussing the implementation 
of  42 operational actions.214

   If  we are willing to accept the assessment that the strategic interests on 
both sides of  the Atlantic are not identical, especially as the ˝confrontation 
policy˝ towards Russia is concerned than the question is open how should / 
could the EU develop an autonomous security and defense policy based on the 
national interests of  all (!) member states and thus in the strategic interests 
of  the EU as a whole? 
    This question is even more relevant in the context of: first, the destabilization 
of  NATO’s neighbourhood since 2011, both in the North Africa and Middle East 
and in the the post-Soviet space and second, the blurring of  the boundaries 
between internal and external security (terrorist attacks in European towns, 
various ways to the rise of  Islamic State after the collapsed of  Statehood in 
Syria and Irak, transnational crime, etc.). Such a change in the international 
security environment has posed the question of  what a military alliance such 
as NATO could do to contribute to project stability beyond its borders.215

213   Kissinger H., op.cit., p. 95.
214   https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/29052/eu-nato-
cooperation-stronger-ever_en (retrieved on 7.10.2017).
215   Projecting stability in an unstable world (Ed.: S. Lucarelli, A. Marrone, F. N. 
Moro). Study prepared by experts of  Istituto Affari Internazionali, the University 
of  Bologna, Allied Command Transformation or any other agency of  the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organisation. NATO HQ. Brussels: 2017.
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   In these circumstances one maximum for the creation of  constructive 
trans-Atlantic partnership with the U.S. is for sure the basis for its creation: 
the partnership should be based on equality and mutual respect of particular interests of 
both partners and not on the subordination of Europe to the U.S. strategic interests, which 
could transform Europe (again) in the ˝battlefield˝ in the development of the new world / 
European security order dominated by U.S. and Russian-Chinese alliance. 

2.1.2. Relations with the Biggest EU Neighbor-Russia
A building up of the future European security order based on Westphalian principles 
of international relations is impossible without the participation of Russia. Having in 
mind the geographical dimensions of Russia this regional order, if efficient, must take into 
account the elements of the Asian regional order as well where is Russia also one of the 
decisive factors in its building up.
   The analyses of  the EU stand points concerning this question adopted since 
2014 shows that there has been a confused approach towards Russia.216 That 
has been in fact the renewal of  “Russo phobia” that existed in Western coun-
tries for centuries.217 Formal unity regarding the (U.S. sponsored) sanctions 
disguised different factual positions of  member states. In the EU Global strat-
egy of  foreign and security policy of  28.6.2016218 it is stated that ̋ managing the 
relationship with Russia represents a key strategic challenge˝. Four principles 
were put forward: 1) A consistent and united approach of  EU policy towards 
Russia, 2) Substantial changes are conditioned with Russia’s full respect for 
international law, 3) The engagement of  Russia to discuss disagreements and 
cooperate if and when the EU’s interests overlap, and 4) Strengthening the EU, 
enhancing the resilience of  EU eastern neighbors, and upholding their right 
to determine freely their approach towards the EU. 
   The EUGS agrees that the EU and Russia are interdependent and will the 
EU therefore: 1) Engage Russia to discuss disagreements and cooperate if and 
when ˝our interests overlap˝, 2) Selective engage could take place over matters 
of  European interest too, including climate, the Arctic, maritime security, 
education, research and cross-border cooperation, and 3) Deeper societal ties 
through facilitated travel for students, civil society and business.
   The author is convinced that this viewpoint could not be a starting point 
neither for beginning the dialogue with Russia on the improvement of  its 

216   The EU's Russia policy Five guiding principles; http://www.europarl.europa.
eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2016/589857/EPRS_BRI(2016)589857_EN.pdf  (retrieved 
on 10.10.2017).
217   See among other: Mettan Guy, Russie-Occident: une guerre de mille ans. La 
russophobie de Charlemagne a la crise ukrainnienne, Editions des Syrtes, Geneve, 
Suisse, 2015.
218  Biscop Sven, Global and Operational: A New Strategy for EU Foreign and 
Security Policy, op.cit.
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cooperation with the EU on all fields of  common interests nor with NATO on 
how to improve the security situation in Europe. Therefore, it is the priority inter-
est of EU: 1) to elaborate the concept of the future EU relations with Russia and to begin 
the dialogue with Russia on its realization and 2) to engage Russia in the discussion on 
the improvement of the current European international order with the aim of searching 
solutions for its operative realization ones in the future. In elaborating thus process it is 
necessary to examine also the domestic policy influence on Russian foreign relations.219

Known strategists had proposed the building of  the ˝buffer zone˝ between 
the West and Russia as a way to correct the faults that have be done in the last 
time. The American political scientist Professor John Mearsheimer contend-
ed that the Ukraine crisis could not be blamed entirely on Russia. ˝The U.S. 
and its European allies share most of  the responsibility for that crisis. The 
taproot of  the trouble is NATO enlargement, the central element of  a larger 
strategy to move Ukraine out of  Russia’s orbit and integrate it into the west. 
At the same time, the EU’s expansion eastward and the west’s backing of  the 
pro-democracy movement in Ukraine beginning with the orange revolution 
in 2004 were critical elements, too.˝ 220

This Buffer Zone scenario has been supported by other most prominent inter-
national strategists. For example, in an interview with the National Interest, 
Henry Kissinger was arguing for exploring the possibilities of  a status of  
non-military grouping on the territory between Russia and the existing fron-
tiers of  NATO. More concretely, he suggested that some cooperation between 
the West and Russia in a militarily nonaligned Ukraine is examined.221 George 
Friedman proposed the creation of  an Inter-marium Alliance, including 
countries on the Estonia to Azerbaijan line, which shared the primary interest 
of  retaining their sovereignty in the face of  Russian power, and feared that 
the Ukrainian war might spread and directly affect their national security 
interests.222

219   Domańska Maria, Conflict-dependent Russia. The domestic determinants of  
the Kremlin’s
anti-Western policy. Point of  View, No 67. OSW: Warsaw, November 2017.
220   Mearsheimer, John J., ˝Why the Ukraine Crisis is the West’s Fault?˝, Foreign 
Affairs, September/October 2014.
221   ˝The Interview: Henry Kissinger˝ on 19 August 2015, from http://
nationalinterest.org/feature/the
- interview-henry-kissinger-13615 (retrieved on 1.12.2017). See also: Interview with 
Henry Kissinger: ˝Do We Achieve World Order Through Chaos or Insight?˝, on 13 
November 2014, from http://www.spiegel.de.(retrieved on 1.12.2017).
222   George Friedman, ˝From Estonia to Azerbaijan: American Strategy after 
Ukraine˝, STRATFOR’s Geopolitical Weekly, March 2014, from http://www.stratfor.
com/weekly/estonia-azerbaijan-american-strategy-after-ukraine#axzz3CjiYrwKf  
(retrieved on 1.12.2017).
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2.1.3. The EU Relations with its Neighborhood are the 
Particular Part of  the European Order
The EU Global Strategy of  2016 in this regard: 1) supports these countries in 
implementing association agreements, including Deep and Comprehensive 
Free Trade Areas (DCFTAs) and announced the possibility of  creating of  
deepened tailor-made partnerships further, 2) opened the possibility to create 
an economic area with countries implementing DCFTAs, 3) make possible 
the extension of  Trans-European Networks and the Energy Community, 4) 
supports building of  physical and digital connections with people of  these 
countries (mobility, cultural and educational exchange, research cooperation, 
civil society platform) and 5) confirms the possibility of  their full participation 
in EU programs and agencies and their further involvement in CSDP.
   These stands are too vague and inaccurate position for achieving the neces-
sary results especially in EU eastern neighborhood. The EU should therefore 
elaborate more precisely the ˝sectorial strategies˝ and ˝operational instru-
ments˝ for the realization of  the Reviewed European Neighborhood Policy 
adopted on 18.11.2015 on the basis of  250 responses and proposals to the 
consultation paper ˝towards a New Neighborhood Policy˝ of  4.3.2015 aimed 
at improving the relevant policies adopted in Brussels 2004 (ENP), Barcelona 
2008 (Euro-Mediterranean Partnership), Kiev 2008 (Black Sea Synergy) and 
Prague 2009 (Eastern Partnership). 
   The elaboration of improved policies should be based on the following principles: 1) 
The new ENP should not be Eurocentric in conception, 2) It should be attractive for 
the partners, based on shared stability, security and prosperity with EU partners, 3) It 
should create, as result, a substantive pro-European political body among people in the 
countries concerned and 4) It should take note also the roles that outside actors, first 
of all Russia, play in the EU’s neighborhood. The author is of the opinion that are these 
goals actual also after the Fifth EaP Summit held in Brussels on 24 November 2017.223 
The most outstanding problems are how to develop a more efficient EU policy towards 
Ukraine.224But there could be a ˝integration fatigue˝ found also in relations 
with other EaP partners.225 Interesting ideas and proposals were given to the 
Summit by the Civil Forum, which was held on 26 October 2017 in Tallinn.226 

223   See: Joint Declaration of  the Eastern Partnership Summit. Council of  the 
European Union, Brussels, 24 November 2017 and the view points and proposals of  
the Civil forum in: 
224   Herszenhorn  David M,   As leaders gather for the Eastern Partnership 
summit, a key question is: Can Brussels put Ukraine back together? Politico, 26 
November 2017.
225   Jana Kobzová, In the East, the EU is leaving its partners behind. Eastern 
Partnership’s lowest-common-denominator approach threatens efforts to stabilize 
the region. Politico, 24 November 2017.
226   Tangible Results for People: Envisioning the Eastern Partnership in 2020 and 
beyond addressed to the 5th Brussels Eastern Partnership Summit of  the Heads 
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The new EU-Armenia agreement on cooperation could be a model for similar 
arrangements with other neighbors.227

2.1.4. The European Order and Western Balkans
The EU Global Strategy of  2016 says in this regard that the strategic challenge 
for the EU is to promote political reform, rule of  law, economic convergence 
and good neighborly relations in the Western Balkans and Turkey, while 
coherently pursuing cooperation across different sectors. It confirms the 
existing views and instruments regarding the ˝association agreements˝ and 
put forward the ˝today benefits˝, which should emanate from cooperation 
on ˝counter-terrorism, security sector reform, migration, infrastructure, 
energy and climate, deepening people-to-people contacts˝ and the need to 
retailor some of  the EU’s assistance ˝with the aim of  visibly improving citi-
zens˝ wellbeing˝.228

   The integration of  WB countries into EU is for sure the main enhancement 
for the needed reforms, progress and stability but it is necessary to up-date 
and honors it with new incentives and EU policies (see the author’s proposals 
in the Chapter XI). From the academic overview of the present situation the following 
processes should be in parallel supported by the EU: 1) Reconciliation as condition sine qua 
non for developing understanding, cooperation and progress of WB region, 2) The building 
up of Westphalia system of statehood and the adequate transformation of inter-states 
relations as a basis of stability of the WB (and larger) region, 3) Regional cooperation as 
a tool for consolidating peace, stability and progress of the region, 4) National minorities 
should become a bridge of cooperation, good neighborhood and stability of WB, and 5) 
The WB countries should develop a ˝regional identity˝ in regard to international com-
munity.229 A commendable analytical report on the situation in the Western 
Balkans area was prepared by the EU Institute for security studies.230 The 

of  State and Government . Eastern Partnership Civil Society Conference, 2017. 
9th Annual Assembly of  the Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum. Tallinn, 26 
October 2017.
227   Comprehensive and enhanced partnership agreement between the European 
Union and the European atomic energy community and their member states, of  
the one part, and the republic of  Armenia, of  the other part. Brussels: Council of  
the European Union, 25 September 2017.
228   Biscop Sven, Global and Operational: A New Strategy for EU Foreign and 
Security Policy, op.cit.
229   Silvo Devetak, Is ˝Western Balkans˝ the European ˝Keg of  Powder˝? The 
Modernity Endeavours of  these Countries should be Relieved of  Historic Burdens. 
In: European Union: Decide or Perish. The major problems the EU is confronted 
with (Ed.: J.Berting, S.Devetak, H. Inaç, C.Villain-Gandossi), XI Chapter, p. 143-205 
(in print).
230   Resilience in the Western Balkans (Ed. Lange Sabina, Nechev Zoran and 
Trauner Florian). Report No.36. EU Institute for Security Studies. Paris: August 
2017.
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State of  the Union 2017 ̋ Western Balkans enlargement: common destination˝ 
provided with an up-dated platform of  the EU policy towards this region with 
particulars concerning each country. Nevertheless, our proposals concerning 
these problems remained also in this context actual.231 See more particulars 
on Western Balkans in Chapter XI below.

3. The Time is Ripe for a New Conference on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe

The general long-term objective of  these EU fresh strategies and policies 
should be the endeavors to create, step by step, the ̋ European Common Space 
of  Peace, Security and Development˝ spanning from Lisbon to Vladivostok, 
based on Westphalian principles of  international order, which will ensure to 
the future generations peace, stability and prosperity. As said before, the first 
step should be the moderation of  the present EU offensive approach to Russia 
and development of  a constructive dialogue with her without changing the 
Western interests and values on all topics of  common interest, from security 
and arm control to economics, culture, science and human relations. 
   In such by all sides more trusted international environment it would be 
commendable to elaborate - through the dialogue with all interested European 
countries - the security, political, economic, cultural, and other elements upon 
which this ˝European Common Space˝ should be built up. An open, inclusive 
dialogue similar to the historic Helsinki process in the 1970s could be a viable 
way out of  today’s crisis.
The history of  the Helsinki Process and the Conference on Security and Coop-
eration in Europe - CSCE (1972-94) encourages hope that a new transformation 
from conflict to cooperation might again be possible in a peaceful way and in 
an inclusive, multilateral diplomatic setting - just as it was in the 1970s and 
1980s, when East and West, despite their intense strategic rivalry, were able 
to conduct a pragmatic dialogue to reach consensus on the most important 
security issues in Europe. No side benefits from a permanent state of  con-
frontation. Communication is important for de-escalation, and dialogue is an 
important prerequisite for détente. It needs to be emphasized that dialogue is 
not the same as appeasement, and that listening to and trying to understand 
the other side’s grievances is not the same as taking them at face value.232

   The author is convinced that Europe needs a con-temporary conference 

231   State of  the Union 2107. Western Balkans enlargement: common destination. 
European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker statement. European 
commission, 17 September 2017. https://ec.europa.eu/.. ./sites/beta.. ./western-
balkans-enlargement_en.pd. (accessed on 10 Oct 2017). 
232   Nünlist Christian, Contested History: Rebuilding Trust in European Security. 
In: Strategic Trends 2017. Key Developments in Global Affairs (ed. O.Thranert, 
M.Zapfe), Center for Security Studies. Zürich: 2017, pp.11-35.
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on security and cooperation, as was the case nearly 40 years ago, which was 
honored with the Helsinki Declaration in 1975. Much like the CSCE in the Cold 
War, the OSCE today seems to be the best- suited forum for such a sustainable, 
permanent exploration of  practical ways for carefully managing the current 
volatile confrontation with Russia, while defending firmly Western interests 
and values.
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Chapter XI: Silvo Devetak 
Are the ˝Western Balkans˝ the European ˝Keg 
of Powder˝? The Modernity Endeavors of 
these Countries should be Relieved of Historic 
Burdens 

A Controversial Area of the European Union’s 
Neighborhood

The term Western Balkans (in continuation WB) that is used to denominate the 
geo-political area that is the topic of  this consideration, includes the former 
republics of  Yugoslavia (Bosnia and Hercegovina, Macedonia, Montenegro, 
Serbia) and the former Yugoslav/Serbian province of  Kosovo plus Albania. 
It doesn’t correspond neither to geographic nor geo-political realities; it was 
˝invented˝ by the EU in order to divide Bulgaria and Romania that were sup-
posed to become the EU members from other Balkan countries. When con-
sidering the geopolitical aspects of  the region it is necessary to add also the 
former Yugoslav republics of  Slovenia and Croatia. The latter two are today 
EU members. Montenegro and Serbia are conducting membership talks. The 
Former Yugoslav Republic of  Macedonia (in continuation we will use the 
authentic name - Republic Macedonia) and Albania are candidate countries, 
while are Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo a potential candidates for the 
EU membership.233 All these countries but Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, 
Macedonia and Serbia are members of  NATO (USA has after the bombard-
ments of  Federal Yugoslavia in 1999 built in eastern Kosovo - without any 
international treaty - the biggest military base in Europe named after Vietnam 
War Medal of  Honor recipient US Army Staff Sergeant James L. Bondsteel).
The states descendants from former Yugoslavia constitute as said a geo-politi-
cal region with many common political, economic and security characteristics 
and common international challenges as well. A lot of  issues related both to 
national development and their international position are common for all. 
People of  these states used to live for 70 years in different types of  common 
state,234 where to the great extent united in the national liberation war 1941-

233   More details: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/en/displayFtu.
html?ftuId=FTU_6.5.2.html or https://eeas.europa.eu/diplomatic-network/
western-balkans and accessed on 21 August 2017.
234   After the WWI was established the Kingdom of  Serbs, Croats and Slovenes; 
in 1929 it was transformed in in the Kingdom of  Yugoslavia. As the result of  the 
victory of  the national liberation movement the Yugoslav federation was created 
(1945-1990), which had several denominations. The last one was the Socialist 
Federal Republic of  Yugoslavia.
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45,235 with the except of  Albanians are all of  Slavic ethnic origin with similar 
languages. But on the other side all of  them except Macedonia took part in the 
wars for constituting independent states on the territory of  former Yugoslavia 
(1991-1999), which revived old or produced new animosities that characterize 
today the political and security situation of  them and of  the geographical area 
as a whole. We will therefore, when appropriate, consider these states as a 
whole (including Croatia and Slovenia) but in treating particular problems - 
especially those concerning the EU policies toward this part of  Europe - we 
will confine our deliberations on those countries that constitute the formal 
WB group of  states. 
   The greatest part of  the area of  former Yugoslavia has been, as a conse-
quence of  aggressive nationalistic wars after 1991 - because of  non-adequate 
management of  national interests of  new independent states and in addition 
because of  the absence of  talented politicians who would be capable to develop 
a Westphalian system of  statehood and inter-states relations as a basis of  sta-
bility of  the WB (and larger) region, - pushed to the margins of  the European 
political, economic and social decision making procedures. 
   In spite of  great efforts that have been done since 1991 by the international 
community in order to stop the war and to begin a process of  reconciliation 
and progress to the better, the area is still rifted with mistrust, animosities and 
hatred between people (mostly on ethnic and religious basis) with cleavages 
between people, the stimulation of  which used to be the most successful tool 
of  the nation’s elite for getting popular support and thus legality for keeping 
the power in their hands. Moreover, some of  these countries continue to have 
difficulties to move forward to fully functioning democratic systems based 
on the rule of  law.
The thorough analyses of  the events since 1990 will bring us to the conclusion 
that such circumstances suit the interests of  particular international powers 
as a basis of  the well-known policy of  divide et impera, which victims are people 
of  the countries involved. 
   The wars for the dissolution of  former Yugoslavia have had also devastating 
socio-economic consequences. The new states of  Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Montenegro and of  Serbia reached the average GDP of  former Yugoslavia in 
1990 only in 2007, and Kosovo even in 2013 (Albania in 2010).236 The social and 

235   The national liberation movement under the leadership of  Tito fought a 
victorious partisan and in the last phase the full-fledged war against the German, 
Italian, Hungarian and Bulgarian (until 1944 a Nazi ally) occupiers, collaborator 
states in Croatia (that included Bosnia and Herzegovina) and in Serbia. In addition 
the Tito’s partisans fought pro-fascist and pro-Nazi collaborators in Slovenia, 
Montenegro and Kosovo - Metohija that somewhere had the characteristics of  a 
civil war. 
236  http://data.un.org/Data.aspx?q=gdp+per+capita+yugoslavia&d=S-
NAAMA&f=grID%3a101%3bcurrID%3aUSD%3bpcFlag%3atrue%3bcrID%3a100%
2c191%2c348%2c412%2c499%2c642%2c688%2c70%2c8%2c807%2c890&c=1,4,9,
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economic circumstances in all states are today a very complex issue and the 
situation could not be improved without serious reforms and development 
of  regional and international cooperation as well. Most of  these countries 
continue to struggle with poverty and low level of  economic growth. The WB 
countries still lag well behind the New Member States of  the European Union 
in terms of  economic transformation and income levels.237 
   Taking into account these facts and especially the entangled relations be-
tween the states in the area, which are ridged with political, ethnic and reli-
gious animosities is the step by step integration of  all states of  the area into 
the EU the most important if  not the only tool for the social and economic 
progress of  these states and for improving stability and security of  the area 
and of  Europe as a whole as well. In this regard is indicative the reliance of  WB 
countries on trade with the EU, which shares 75% of  their trade.238 The way of  
WB countries of  Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, 
Serbia and Albania towards the European integration has proven to be more 
burdensome and lengthy than many had hoped a few years ago. The EU deci-
sion announce by the president of  the European Commission Jean - Claude 
Juncker that until 2020 there will be not any new ˝enlargement˝ pushed the 
EU membership to the indefinite future.239

Are the ˝Western Balkans˝ the European ˝Keg of Powder˝?

The region of  WB is of  paramount importance for the EU security.240 It is a 
natural ˝connecting territory˝ with the Middle East, which will also in the 
future represent a source of  serious security risks for Europe in its neigh-
borhood. The region continues to be afflicted by conflicts of  nationalisms, 
corruption, and lack of  rule of  law, organized crime, listless state apparatuses, 
underdeveloped infrastructures and regional economic cooperation. There 
are also other ambiguous political factors present in the WB countries: the 
rise of  citizens˝ distrust toward the political performance of  local élites, the 
limitations of  media and research freedom. The non-effectiveness of  EU de-
mocracy promotion policies has vividly characterized the political and social 

14,17,20,23,24,25,26,29,32,35,38,41,44,47,49&s=_crEngNameOrderBy:asc,_grCur-
rPcfItID:asc&p=yr&v=1 ; accessed on 27 July 2017.
237   https://www.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/gess/cis/center-for-
securities-studies/charts/css_analysis_170_Map.jpg ; access on 27 July 2017.
238   European Commission; http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2006/
september/tradoc_111477.pdf  ; accessed on 27 July 2017.
239   A new start for Europe speech of  Jean-Claude Juncker in Strasbourg, 15 July 
2014; http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-14-567_en.htm ; accessed on 
27 July 2017. 
240   See in ilustration: Resilience in the Western Balkans (Ed. Lange Sabina, 
Nechev Zoran and Trauner Florian). Report No.36. EU Institute for Security Studies. 
Paris: August 2017.
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discourse of  the past years.
   The spreading of  extreme Islamic Wahhabism ideology sponsored by Saudi 
Arabia - especially in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo and Macedonia - is add-
ing new challenges to EU security.241 Open borderline conflicts exist between 
Slovenia and Croatia, between Croatia and Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina 
and Montenegro, between Kosovo and Montenegro.242 The political ̋ construc-
tions˝ of  the possible ˝unification˝ - as the follow up of  nation building after 
the dissolution of  Yugoslavia - of  all Albanians today living in proper Albania, 
Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia in one ̋ nation state˝ and the same 
˝solution˝ for all Serbs today living in Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina 
(Republika Srpska)243 represent a nightmare for both progressive regional 
politicians and international politics as well.244 Similar ideas were lunched 
by the Serbia MFA Ivica Dacić who in the interview for the paper Novosti 
mentioned that could the incorporation of  the northern part of  Kosovo settled 
by Serbs in Serbia, the autonomy of  the remaining Serbian population, the 
Atos solution for the Serbian orthodox monasteries and the reparations for 
the usurp property represent the ˝final solution˝ for the Kosovo problem.245 

241   On December 23rd 2014 Germany’s security service warn of  highest terrorist 
threat in decades as the German participation in the anti-ISIS struggle became the 
reason for potential terrorism. However, it turned that the Balkans became a centre 
of  their activities and recruitment either for the radicalization of  Islam in Europe 
or for the Jihad war at the Middle East. For the reason of  high concentration and 
not properly control activities by the Islamic radicals, the Balkan Keg can explode 
Wahhabies - a once again. See: Making Balkan Caliphate: The new danger for the 
Balkan and European security, Oriental Review. Org, Open dialogue research 
journal, 31.12.2014 and more detailed - Keneth Morrison, Wahhabism in the 
Balkans, ARAG Paper 08/06, Defence academy of  the UK, Shrivenham, 2008.
242   More info: http://www.total-croatia-news.com/politics/16084-overview-
of-croatia-s-border-disputes-with-bij-montenegro-serbia-slovenia-liberland ; 
accessed on 21 August 2017.
243  A recent historical overview of  this topic see in: Toni Petković, Fight for great 
Serbia: Myth and reality, Centre for Southeast Europe studies, University of  Graz, 
Working papers series, 3 (2009). The opinion pull made in August 2017 by the 
local agency Prime Communications has shown a great difference between the 
three “constitutive nations” of  BiH regarding their “European affiliation”. 71,6% 
of  Bosnians feel themselves as Europeans while is this percentage for Croats 61 
and for Serbs 32,1. See: https://www.klix.ba/vijesti/bih/evropljanima-se-osjeca-
57-1-posto-gradjana-bih-prednjace-bosnjaci/170821059. Also these figures could 
be interpreted - together with other information on the obstruction of  Republika 
Srpska of  common solutions in BiH - that a majority of  Serbs see their future in the 
framework of  whichever unification with the “mother country”. 
244   More info: http://newsblaze.com/world/europe/balkans-need-urgent-
european-international-conference-resolve-territorial-disputes_79613/ ; accessed 
on 21 August 2017.
245   Ivica Dacić za "Novosti": Razgraničenje s Albancima je trajno rešenje (The 
demarcation with Albanians is the lasting solution), Novosti, Belgrade, 13.8.2017.
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   In the unstable situation in the WB where is ethnicity sooner or later a main 
element of  state sovereignty could be any idea of  changing the present bor-
ders if  not included in the reasonable negotiated context under international 
guidance a casus belli. It is necessary to take into consideration that stability 
and security in WB even today depend to a great extent by the political and 
military ˝supervision˝ of  EU and NATO respectively of  Kosovo and Bosnia 
and Herzegovina.246 New shadows begin at this writing ̋ covering˝ the already 
unstable regional stability structure produced by the deterioration of  Ser-
bia-Macedonia relations. Because of  ˝offensive bugging of  Serbian govern-
mental institutions with the support of  a foreign factor (probably Americans)˝ 
Serbia overnight withdrew all the diplomatic staff  from Skopje. In mass 
media were allegations that this was done because of  the announced support 
of  Macedonia to the application of  Kosovo for membership in UNESCO.247 
This situation put the new Macedonian government of  Mr. Zaev who wants, 
among other, to include Macedonia in ̋ Euro-Atlantic˝ (NATO) community and 
remove the obstacles of  Greece regarding the name in an entangled position.
   Seeds of  political instability, which could be exaggerated with the deterio-
ration of  the socio-economic circumstances, poverty, social injustice, could 
be found in all WB countries. Kosovo (the former Yugoslav/Serbian province) 
is not recognized by 5 EU member states.248 The country has the youngest 
population and the highest rate of  unemployed young people in Europe.249 
The ˝stabilization process˝ between Serbia and Kosovo sponsored by the EU 

246   More info: EU mission to Kosovo - http://www.eulex-kosovo.eu/ ; NATO 
Mission to Kosovo - KFOR - http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/topics_48818.
htm ; EU police mission to BiH - EURM http://www.eeas.europa.eu/archives/csdp/
missions-and-operations/eupm-bih/pdf/25062012_factsheet_eupm-bih_en.pdf  ; 
accessed on 21 August 2017.
247   In fact Kosovo didn’t apply yet because it has not fulfilled two necessary 
conditions: the adoption of  laws on religious freedoms and on cultural heritage.
248   The emergence of  Kosovo has been the result of  NATO bombing of  than 
Federal Republic Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) in support of  the Kosovo 
Liberation movement. The Republic of  Kosovo unilaterally, with the act of  its 
Parliament, declared independence on 17 February 2008, but Serbia continues 
to claim it as part of  its own sovereign territory. The two governments began to 
normalise relations in 2013, as part of  the Brussels Agreement reached under the 
auspices of  the EU. 111 out of  193 UN member states but not two SC members - 
Russia and China - recognise Kosovo as an independent state. 5 of  28 EU members 
also don’t recognize Kosovo - Cyprus, Greece, Romania, Spain, and Slovakia. This 
represents a serious burden for the negotiations on it cooperation and eventual 
inclusion in the EU.
249   Results of  the Kosovo 2015 Labour Force Survey, 2016, http://ask.rks-gov.net/
media/1687/results-of-the-kosovo-2015-labour-force-survey.pdf  ; accessed on 
27 July 2017 or In Kosovo: Helping Young People Join Society, World Bank, http://
www.worldbank.org/en/results/2013/08/16/in-kosovo-helping-young-people-join-
society; accessed on 27 July 2017.
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produced ˝declarative consensus˝ but the agreed solution adopted since 2013 
is not (yet) at all realized in practice.250 The implementation of  the agreed 
last ˝package of  measures˝ signed in Brussels on 25 August 2016 was stopped 
by the party Vetendosje (Self-determination) and other nationalistic parties 
which physically blocked the Parliament meetings where the implementation 
measures were supposed to be adopted. 
   The coalition laid by the former KLA general Ramush Haradinaj who is 
on the request of  Serbia on the Europol ˝wanted list˝ for alleged war crimes 
committed during the war in 90ties won the June 2017 extraordinary elections 
(34,6% of  the electorate). But the factual winner was the nationalistic party 
Vedendosje that went to elections alone and won 23,52% of  the electorate. 
In this situation it will be very difficult to form a new government. At this 
writing the Parliament could elect neither its organs nor the new coalition 
government. Under those circumstances it is also an open question how these 
new circumstances will continue during the ˝stabilization process˝ between 
Serbia and Kosovo.251 President of  Serbia Aleksandar Vučić on 24 August 2017 
published an article in which he proposed an internal dialogue about Serbia’s 
relations with Kosovo.252 Albanian PM Rama hailed Vučić’s initiative but said 
that the only solution could be the recognition of  Kosovo’s independence, 
which Belgrade (for the time being) rejects.253 
   The opposition Vetevendosje candidate for Kosovo Prime Minister, Albin 
Kurti said in an interview to the agency BIRN at this writing that he is not 
interested in reviving the Pristina-Belgrade dialogue in Brussels because 
he thinks the process is ˝dead˝. Instead of  the Pristina-Belgrade talks, Kurti 
said that if  he comes to office, he wills ˝immediately engage˝ with Brussels, 

250   For instance, the agreement to establish the Association of  Serbian 
municipalities in North Kosovo, partial normalisation of  neighbourhood relations, 
solutions for transport and energy issues. 
251   As the dialogues between Serbia and Kosovo in recent month is not continuing 
EU High representative for foreign and security policy F.Mogherini invited the 
newly elected president of  Serbia, Alexander Vučič and the president of  Kosovo 
Hashim Thaci to have on 3 July 2017 a meeting in Brussels. They agreed that a 
˝new beginning˝ of  the dialogue is necessary. But in Pristina some political leaders 
opposed this decision saying that Thaci could not be a bearer of  dialogue but only 
the future government which will be appointed on the basis of  June 2017 elections 
result. Vučić has announced that the “internal dialogue” on the Kosovo problem 
should begin in Serbia in order to bring to the “final solutions”; at the same time 
MFA Dačić proposed his vision on how to come to the final solutions (see food note 
12 above).
252  Belgrade newspaper Blic, 24.8.2017.
253   But in April 2017 in the interview with Politico journal he said that a union 
between Albania and ethnic Albanian-dominated Kosovo cannot be ruled out if  
European Union membership prospects for the WB fade, what produced angry 
reactions from the Serbs. See: https://www.voanews.com/a/serb-officias-warn-
another-war-balkans/3820556.html ; accessed on 21 August 2017.
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Berlin and Washington to start a dialogue with them on the issue of  relations 
between Kosovo and Serbia. He continues that ̋ we will have dialogue with our 
partners on solving a problem with our opposing side, not dialogue with our 
opposing side in which our partners are impartial arbiters˝.254

   Bosnia and Herzegovina is destabilized by Bosnian-Serb-Croats animos-
ities and by obviously non-functioning Dayton political system of  the coun-
try. The country is composed by two political entities in accordance with the 
ethnic affiliation of  population - the Serbian ̋ Rebublika Srpska˝ and Bosnian 
(Muslim)/Croat Federation. The common bodies of  the country are fragile and 
dependent on the political will of  the elite of  three nations that ˝constitute 
the common state˝.255 These circumstances are not convenient for ensuring 
the socio-economic development of  the country in order to provide people 
with better standard of  living and with optimistic prospects for the future 
both on national and international level. 
   The Republic Macedonia is characterized by very poor socio-economic 
situation, by the lack of  democracy, by nationalistic attitude of  the part of  
political elite and population and by unsettled relations between Macedonians 
and Albanians.256 This part of  Balkans has had a turbulent history. The ethnic 

254   See: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/vetevendosje-from-
troublemaker-to-key-player-in-kosovo-04-10-2017 ; accessed on 21 August 2017.
255 After the bloody civil war in Bosnia and Hercegovina (1992-1995) has been 
the present political, territorial and governmental structure of  Bosnia and 
Hercegovina established by the Dayton Peace Accords, initialled on 21 November 
1995 at the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (USA) by S.Milošević (FR Yugoslavia), 
A.Izetbegović (Bosnia and Herzegovina) and F.Tudjman (Croatia) and signed by 
them in Paris on December 14, 1995, and by US, France, United Kingdom, Germany, 
Russia and the EU as witnesses. The Office of  the High EU Representative is in 
charge of  its civil implementation. The new state was divided in two entities 
with huge competences - Republika Srpska and the Federation of  Bosnia and 
Hercegovina -, while having a central government, with a rotating State Presidency, 
a central bank and a constitutional court. The 10 cantons of  the Federation enjoy 
large autonomy and ˝supervised˝ the 73 municipalities with mixed or Muslim or 
Croat majority and some of  them with Serbian minority (the common practice 
are, for instance, segregated Croat and Bosnian elementary schools in the same 
building with separate curricula, of  course; the attempt to establish the segregated 
secondary schools met a resistance of  pupils! and teachers). Republika Srpska is 
divided in 64 municipalities (some of  them with Bosnian or Croatian minority). 
The political and ethno-religious division of  the country is an obstacle for any 
common endeavour aimed at developing basic internal and foreign relations 
decisions. 
256   After the Albanians in Macedonia insurrection and the subsequent civil war 
a Framework (peace) Agreement was concluded in Ohrid and signed in Skopje on 
13.8.2001, aimed at constituting Maceonia as a multi-cultural state. Since then 
the implementation of  this agreement has been differently interpreted by the 
contractual sides. The Albanian interpretation sees in: Ten years from the Ohrid 
Framework Agreement. Is Macedonia functioning as a multi-ethnic state?, (ed.
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aspect has been always included in the creation of  modern states, especially 
after the Berlin peace treaty of  1878 and after the first and second Balkan war 
(1912-13) and after the WWI and WWII as well. Therefore, is possible to find 
also today in all these states theories on ˝national questions˝ claiming the 
historical rights of  one given nation over the territory that is today part of  the 
Republic of  Macedonia.257 Not acceptance of  the name Republic of  Macedonia 
by Greece complicated especially the international position of  this country. 
Bulgaria was the first state to recognize the Republic of  Macedonia but is not 
recognizing the existence of  Macedonian language and culture. Albanian sci-
ence has its own views on the presence of  Albanians in the territory of  today 
Macedonia and the government has a significant influence on the situation 
concerning the Macedonian-Albanian relations in that country.258 A shock 
produced the letter of  Dana Rohrabacher, the member of  the US Congress to 
the than President of  Serbia T. Nikolić in which he proposed the division of  
Macedonia between Kosovo and Bulgaria.259 
   Montenegro260 shares more or less similar characteristics as other WB 
countries concerning democracy, corruption, the state of  judiciary, the fight 
against organized crime, the socio-economic situation and the similar. The 
main political instability is caused by the division of  population between 
the pro- Western (American) and pro-Serbian/Russian political and security 
options. The country became in 2017 the 29th member of  NATO by voting in 
the parliament with the tiny majority constituted by the ruling Democratic 
Party of  Socialists and its small coalition partner plus 4 votes of  Albanian, 
Bosnian, and Croatian minorities political groups. Opposition parties that 
since the elections in October 2016 obstructed the work of  the parliament 
were among other requesting the referendum on this issue.261 

Blerim Reka), South East European University, Tetovo, 2011. The implementation 
of  this Agreement will be also the crucial point of  the new coalition government, 
which the Social Democrat leader Mr. Zaev was able to compose with the supported 
of  two Albanians parties. 
257   Dimitar Mirčev 2015; Balkanski Megaetnikum - nacionalne doktrine 
makedonskih sosed (The Balkan’s mega-ethnic - National doctrines of  Macedonian 
neighbours); FDV, Ljubljana, https://www.fdv.uni-lj.si/docs/default-source/zalozba/
pages-from-balkanski-megaetnikum_2016.pdf?sfvrsn=2 ; accessed on 21 August 
2017.
258  Ibid.
259   See Mateo Zola, Nuovi confini per I Balcani. La proposta shock di un politico 
Americano, EaST Journal, 1.3.2017.
260  The country declared independence in 2006 following a narrowly won 
referendum. 
261   The night before the last elections (14 Oct. 2016), Montenegrin police detained 
20 Serbian citizens on charges of  planning acts of  terrorism and organising a coup. 
According to the government’s telling a group of  Serbs crossed into Montenegro 
with a plan to storm the parliament and assassinate Milo Đukanović, the country’s 
leader since 1991. In connection with the police action, four opposition parties 
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   Small Montenegro (about 600.000 inhabitants) obviously became another 
confrontation point between the American and Russian geo-political inter-
est in the Mediterranean and in the context of  the ˝western defense front˝ 
against Russia along the line Black and Baltic seas. USA Vice-President Mike 
Pence has on his tour aimed at supporting the anti-Russian stands on Rus-
sian borders in the three Baltics states and Georgia visited on 2 August 2017 
also Montenegro. At this occasion he especially stressed that Montenegro is 
committed to the West and its system of  values, and that it can count on the 
full support of  the United States. He said ˝You are an example of  a healthy 
democracy and a healthy economy that should be a model for the region˝. 
This statement is in controversy among other with the EU 2016 report on the 
situation concerning the Montenegro negotiations for EU integration262 and 
other studies on the situation in this country. As to economy field both sides 
agreed on the need for stronger US investments in Montenegro where has 
been after the independence Russia the main investor.263

   Serbia is after the parliamentarian and presidential elections in 2017 in the 
phase of  determining more precisely its national and international position. 
The main political figure is Aleksander Vučić - the former collaborator of  
S. Milošević - who transforms himself  in a moderate politician (first prime 
minister, now president of  the republic) who on the international level sup-
ports dialogue and reconciliation and cooperation on the Balkans including 
a ˝new internal dialogue on Kosovo problem˝.264 The European Commission 

have refused to recognise the results of  the election. According to Politico the 
indictment cites communications intercepts and travel records but centres on 
the testimony of  Aleksandar “Saša” Sinđelić, a Serbian convicted murderer with a 
history of  mental illness. He says he was groomed by Russian intelligence agents 
starting in May 2015, when he took a five-hour polygraph test in Moscow, and 
that in April 2016 he received the first indications from his handler of  a plot to 
overthrow Đukanović (see: Valerie Hopkins, Indictment tells murky Montenegrin 
coup tale, Politico, 25.5.2017). USA Vice President Pence during his visit reiterated 
that Montenegro enjoys full support of  the United States in the investigation and 
prosecution of  the accused for the October 2016 events.
262   More info: https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/
files/pdf/key_documents/2016/20161109_report_montenegro.pdf  ; accessed on 21 
August 2017.
263   After declaring independence in 2006 following a narrowly won referendum, 
Montenegro initially courted Russian investment and tourism and sold off its main 
aluminium plant to Oleg Deripaska, a close ally of  Vladimir Putin. Montenegro 
has since independence signed 26 agreements on investments but not with USA. 
In 2016 was the USA export to Montenegro 16.7 mio USD and import 1.9 mio USD; 
more info: https://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/balance/c4804.html ; accessed on 
20 August 2017.
264   Vucić said: ˝It's time for us to as a nation stop burying our heads in the 
sand and try to be realistic, not to allow ourselves to lose or give to someone 
what we have, but also not to wait for what we have long lost to arrive in 
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in its report for 2016 stated that ˝Serbia remained committed to its strategic 
goal of  EU accession. It continued to implement the SAA, although a certain 
number of  compliance issues remain. It is implementing an ambitious po-
litical and economic reform agenda. Serbia played a constructive role in the 
region. It remained committed to the normalization of  its relations with Koso-
vo. It has also played a very constructive role in managing mixed migration 
flows˝.265 Serbia at many occasions expressed its intention to implement the 
association/integration policy with the EU while maintaining good relations 
and cooperation with other countries, for instance, with Russia and China.
   The seeds of  political instability for the region could be found also in relations 
between Croatia and Slovenia - two EU members.266

   The needed process of  reconciliation between the nations involved in the 
Balkan wars is at the declared ˝good will˝ stage or even is not a matter of  po-
litical concern at all267 (more later). The negotiations for the EU membership 
are several times use for forcing another country to accept a given bilateral 
topics in accordance with the interest of  the country which is already the 
EU member in spite of  general assessments that ˝they support the EU and 
trans-Atlantic integration˝ of  the given WB country. The relations between 
some of  WB countries are entangled also because of  International Court of  
Justice procedures against each other. Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina 
lunched procedures at the ICJ in Den Haag against Serbia (and The Kosovo 

our hands,˝ Blic, 24.7.2017. See also: http://www.b92.net/eng/news/politics.
php?yyyy=2017&mm=07&dd=24&nav_id=101886 ; accessed on 20 August 2017.
265   Commission Staff working document, Serbia 2016 Report. Brussels, 9.11.2016. 
SWD (2016) 361 final; https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/
files/pdf/key_documents/2016/20161109_report_serbia.pdf; accessed on 20 August 
2017.
266   Slovenia and Croatia have unresolved border dispute since dissolution of  
Yugoslavia in 1991. Following a series of  unsuccessful attempts to resolve the 
dispute over their land and maritime boundary, Slovenia and Croatia, with 
the facilitation of  the European Commission, signed on 4 November 2009 an 
arbitration agreement establishing an arbitral tribunal in order to define the 
border between Slovenia and Croatia. On June 29th 2017 Arbitration Court deliver 
the decision. While Slovenia has said that it would respect the ruling, Croatia has 
warned that it no longer recognises the authority of  the court, as has contested the 
arbitration procedure and the court's competence since 2015, after it was revealed 
that a Slovenian official had contacts with the Slovenian member of  the arbitration 
tribunal. https://euobserver.com/justice/138376 or http://www.vlada.si/en/projects/
arbitration/ ; accessed on 22 August 2017.
267   It is well known that has been the Franco-German reconciliation a starting 
point of  the European integration after WWII. But this example was not accepted 
by the descendants of  Yugoslavia. The bearers of  the negative approach regarding 
the “transplantation” of  these experiences ˝justify˝ their view by putting forward 
the different circumstances in France and Germany after WWII and in WB 
countries after the fraternal wars and killings. 
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Parliament also adopted the relevant resolution) claiming its responsibility 
for the ˝genocide˝ or ˝criminal acts of  racial discrimination˝ committed in 
the wars for dissolution of  Yugoslavia. Serbia accused Croatia at the ICJ with 
similar ˝crimes˝.
   In spite of  time to time expressions of  ˝good bilateral relations˝ between 
particular states and common ˝declarations of  good will˝, for instance, at the 
periodic conferences of  these countries in the frame of  the so called Brdo/
Brijuni process268 or at Berlin Initiative meetings sponsored by Germany269 
are relations between the countries which succeeded the former Yugoslavia 
riddled with the revival of  old animosities and especially with consequences 
of  the wars in the nineties.270 
   The model of  relations between these states correspond to the term ˝bal-
kanization˝, which is in political sciences used for labelling the confrontational 
attitude between small states in one unstable geographical areas fighting each 
other regarding ̋ the defense˝ of  imaginative ̋ national interest˝, mostly based 
on ethnicity and religion. The process of  establishing a number of  (rather 
small) new Nation - states has created in this part of  Europe a political map 
that was the characteristic of  Europe after the Westphalia Congress more than 
four hundred years ago (1648). Contrary to the Westphalia system are the pol-
icies of  the countries that emerged on the soil of  former Yugoslavia but small 
exceptions preclusive to each other and any principles of  inter-state relations 
exist than the rules put forward by NATO membership, which aim it is to create 
a confrontation line against Russia geo-political interest in the region and in 
the Mediterranean respectively. These developments and tendencies are in 
principle controversial to the European integration process, which is based 
on the co-operation between states and on their common endeavors to the 
benefit of  the people concerned. Elements of  aggressive nationalism could 
be discerned in the political fibre of  all the countries concerned. 
   In these internal and regional international circumstances, the explosion 
of  violence within some WB states or in the relations between them could 

268   Brdo - Brijuni Process in informal cooperation initiated in March 2010 (at 
that time named as Brdo process) by Slovenia and Croatia to strengthen relations 
between the countries of  the region of  Western Balkans so that the strengthened 
cooperation in the region would help its faster progress towards the European 
integration. The most important meetings of  leaders of  Western Balkans States 
were July 2013, Brdo, Slovenia, July 2014 Dubrovnik, Croatia, June 2015 Budva; 
Montenegro, May 2016, Sarajevo, BiH and June 2017, Brdo, Slovenia. Next meeting 
is scheduled for 2018 in Skopje, Macedonia. http://www.mzz.gov.si/2%27/zunanja_
politika_in_mednarodno_pravo/zahodni_balkan/brdo_brijuni_proces/ ; accessed 
on 22 August 2017.
269   More general info: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2014_Conference_of_
Western_Balkan_States,_Berlin ; accessed on 20 August 2017.
270   More general info: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2014_Conference_of_
Western_Balkan_States,_Berlin ; accessed on 20 August 2017.
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not be excluded. Any attempt to get closer to the realization of  the ideas of  
creating two ˝ethnically cleaned states˝ on the Balkans will produce a seri-
ous jeopardy not only for the European security system as a whole but will 
open the way for the military conflict of  broader international dimensions 
with the intervention or at least support of  big powers (first of  all USA, and 
Russia) but also Turkey, Saudi Arabia and others to their proxies. Also, the 
explosion of  violence within particular WB states or in the relations between 
them could not be excluded. Any ˝bilateral˝ arm conflict will have disastrous 
consequences not only for the region but will represent a serious challenge 
for the European security system as a whole. But there are also speculations 
that the ˝keg of  powder˝ is in fact Europe and that the WB is only a fuse (as it 
was before the beginning of  WWI). 

The EU Policy towards the Western Balkans Failed to 
achieve its Goals

The political and security situation in this European ̋ border region˝ is thus of  
paramount importance for the security and stability of  the EU. This was the 
main reason why has the EU launched a special policy towards this part of  
Europe. In contrast to the countries of  Eastern and Southern neighborhood 
had the EU promised to WB countries a membership if  they will adequate 
reform the country economic and political system in order to be able to im-
plement fully the EU acquis communautaire.271The conditions for establishing 
contractual relations with these countries were first laid down in the Council 
Conclusions of  April 1997. In 1999, the Council established the Stabilization 
and Association Process (SAP).272 It was confirmed that the countries of  the 
Western Balkans would be eligible for EU membership if  they met the criteria 
established at the Copenhagen European Council in June 1993.
   The European Council’s determination to fully and effectively support the 
Western Balkans on their path towards European integration was reiterated 
by the Thessaloniki European Council of  19-20 June 2003, which endorsed the 
Thessaloniki Declaration and the Thessaloniki Agenda for the Western Bal-
kans: moving towards European integration. These documents were adopted 
at the EU-Western Balkans Summit held on 21 June 2003 in Thessaloniki.273 

271   The Acquis Communautaire is the accumulated body of  EU law and obligations 
from 1958 to the present day. It comprises all the EU's treaties and laws (directives, 
regulations, and decisions), declarations and resolutions, international agreements 
and the judgments of  the Court of  Justice.
272   See more: https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/policy/glossary/
terms/sap_en ; accessed on 21 August 2017.
273   EU-Western Balkans Summit Declaration, Thessaloniki, 21 June 2003, 
10229/03 (Press 163) ; http://www.consilium.europa.eu/ueDocs/cms_Data/docs/
pressdata/en/misc/76291.pdf  ; accessed on 27 July 2017.
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The European Council of  14-15 December 2006 reaffirmed the need for fair 
and rigorous conditions in line with the Copenhagen political criteria, the 
stabilization and association process and the renewed consensus on admitting 
new countries to the EU.274

   The global strategy for the EUs foreign and security policy of  June 2016275 says 
in this regard that the strategic challenge for the EU is to promote political 
reform, rule of  law, economic convergence and good neighborly relations 
in the Western Balkans and Turkey, while coherently pursuing cooperation 
across different sectors. EU policy towards the candidate countries will contin-
uation to be based on a clear, strict and fair accession process. It will focus on 
fundamental requirements for membership first and feature greater scrutiny 
of  reforms, clearer reform requirements, and feedback from the European 
Commission and Member States, as well as local civil societies. 
   At the same time the strategy says, the EU support for and cooperation with 
these countries must deliver concrete benefits today, and must be commu-
nicated well. This means cooperating on counter-terrorism, security sec-
tor reform, migration, infrastructure, energy and climate, deepening peo-
ple-to-people contacts, and retailoring some of  the EU’s assistance with the 
aim of  visibly improving citizens˝ wellbeing.276

   European Union heads of  state and government reiterated support for the 
European perspective of  the WB at their meeting on 9 March 2017, and under-
lined that the situation in the region was fragile due to internal and external 
challenges.277 Despite relatively good economic growth prospects, the Western 
Balkans˝ reform progress has been slow, rule of  law weak, and corruption 
persistent. 
   In spite of  ̋ freezing˝ the access of  WB countries to the EU membership until 
2020, as announced by the new president of  the European Commission in 
2014,278 the EU affirms their prospects within the Union and wishes to bring 

274   Brussels European Council, Presidency Conclusion, 14/15 December 2006 
16879/1/06; http://www.consilium.europa.eu/ueDocs/cms_Data/docs/pressData/en/
ec/92202.pdf  ; accessed on 27 July 2017.
275   Shared Vision, Common Action: A Stronger Europe a Global Strategy for the 
European Union’s Foreign and Security Policy, June 2016; http://eeas.europa.eu/
archives/docs/top_stories/pdf/eugs_review_web.pdf; accessed on 27 July 2017. 
276   Ibid.
277  More info: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2017/599347/
EPRS_BRI(2017)599347_EN.pdf  ; accessed on 21 August 2017.
278   ˝In the next five years, no new members will be joining us in the European 
Union. As things now stand, it is inconceivable that any of  the candidate countries 
with whom we are now negotiating will be able to meet all the membership 
criteria down to every detail by 2019. However, the negotiations will be continued 
and other European nations and European countries need a credible and honest 
European perspective. This applies especially to the Western Balkans. This tragic 
European region needs a European perspective. Otherwise the old demons of  the 
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the region closer to accession through reforms. It remains questionable, how-
ever, whether the EU will regain its appetite for expan sion in 2020 desire for 
political reform. There is a danger that has been WB transform in lose/lose 
scenario. The integration with the EU has been by many politicians and ̋ public 
opinion makers˝ denominated as ˝the staircase to nowhere˝. 
   In this situation Germany lunched in 2014 the so called ˝Berlin Initiative˝ 
inspired by conviction that the long-term stability and transforming of  the 
region could be best secured through economic growth and increased regional 
cooperation. The action consists of  yearly (2014-2018) high-level meetings be-
tween the six Western Balkan governments (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Kosovo, Republic of  Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia), two already EU member 
states from the region - Croatia and Slovenia and EU Member States (Austria, 
France, Germany, Italy) and representatives of  the EU and International finan-
cial institutions. This ˝process˝ aims to reaffirm the region’s EU perspective 
by improving cooperation and economic stability within it. Connectivity is 
an important aspect of  this process, with investment in infrastructure being 
seen as a means for creating jobs, business opportunities and other benefits. 
Creating high-level political connections, reconciling societies by stimulating 
youth exchange and education projects, and resolving outstanding bilateral 
disputes, while ensuring civil society participation in the whole process, are 
other significant aspects of  this initiative. 
   In the declaration of  the first meeting of  Berlin initiative held 28 August 
2014 the participants stated: We agree that today’s conference should provide 
a framework for a period of  four years, during which we will further our en-
deavors to make additional real progress in the reform process, in resolving 
outstanding bilateral and internal issues, and in achieving reconciliation 
within and between the societies in the region. We are also united by the aim 
of  enhancing regional economic cooperation and laying the foundations for 
sustainable growth.279 The second meeting was in Vienna (2015),280 the third in 

past will reawaken˝. A new start for Europe, Jean-Claude Juncker, Strasbourg, 15 
July 2014 ; http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-14-567_en.htm ; accessed 
on 21 August 2017. See also footnote 7 above.
279   Final Declaration by the Chair of  the Conference on the Western Balkans, 
Thursday, 28 August 2014, Press release, The Press and Information Office 
of  the Federal Government; https://www.bundesregierung.de/Content/EN/
Pressemitteilungen/BPA/2014/2014-08-28-balkan.html ; accessed on 27 July 2017. 
280   Final Declaration by the Chair of  the Vienna Western Balkans Summit, 27 
August 2015; https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/
pdf/policy-highlights/regional-cooperation/20150828_chairmans_conclusions_
western_balkans_summit.pdf  ; accessed on 27 July 2017. 
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Paris (2016),281 the fourth in Trieste (2017)282 and the last meeting is supposed 
to be held in London (2018).
   The ˝Berlin Initiative˝ expresses first of  all German’s strategic interests 
towards the Balkans. Although only seven EU members took place and it 
was held outside of  the normal EU institutional decision-making process 
is the initiative nevertheless important as brought all the leaders of  the WB 
countries around the same table to discuss common challenges. The summit 
discussions have given priority to economic cooperation within the region, in 
particular connectivity in the energy, transport and digital sectors, including 
the pan-European corridors. 
   The lofty promises and commitments of  the meetings participants remained 
mostly on paper only. Even the establishment of  the Regional Youth Coop-
eration Council, which was agreed at the Paris summit, has had difficulty in 
getting off the ground. The suggestion that increasing connectivity and trade 
within the region would by themselves stimulate economic growth has not 
brought results so far. There was also an overly optimistic expectation that 
stimulating economic growth would automatically be accompanied by in-
creased efforts on rule of  law and legal standards. To the contrary the annual 
country reports from the European Commission have highlighted, the region 
has witnessed a dramatic deterioration in democratic governance and the 
rule of  law.283 This initiative although well intended could not at all replace 
the process of  creating conditions for the full-fledged EU membership of  
WB countries.
   To conclude: the political vision of  the EU to integrate the WB, as reflected 
in the 2003 Thessaloniki Agenda, simply got lost in the technocratic language 
of  ticking boxes in the list of  reforms required for EU accession. This meant 
that the deep-rooted symptoms of  malaise in the region were not given the 
attention they deserved.284

The EU needs New Ideas and Fresh Operational Policies

In elaborating new ideas and fresh operational policies must the EU planners 

281   Final Declaration by the Chair of  the Paris Western Balkans Summit, 4 
July 2016; http://www.mzz.gov.si/fileadmin/pageuploads/Novinarsko_sredisce/
Sporocila_za_javnost/2016/Declaration_Western_Blakans.pdf  ; accessed on 27 
July 2017. 
282   Western Balkans Summit 2017: delivering for the region, Brussels, 12 July 
2017, press release; http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-2007_en.htm ; 
accessed on 27 July 2017. 
283   Erwan Fouéré and Steven Blockmans, The ´Berlin Process´ for the Western 
Balkans - Is It Delivering? Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS), August 2017.
284   Erwan Fouéré and Steven Blockmans, The ´Berlin Process´ for the Western 
Balkans - Is It Delivering?, Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS), 11 Aug 2017.
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take into consideration the current circumstances of  international politics 
regarding the WB and the specific interests of  the EU and of  the WB states 
and the states of  the Balkan region in general.

WB is situated in a Complex International Political and Security 
Environment
In elaborating new policies towards WB the EU has to be aware of  the presence 
and interest of  other international powers in the region. The WB is, due to their 
regional characteristics, a typical mid-region, exposed to the contradictory 
influences of  the most influential agents of  international relations which 
are usurping the political and socio-economic instability of  the states and of  
the disunity of  a region as a whole, also by adopting the historical confirmed 
approach divide et impera. The EU policy toward the WB has thus to cope with 
the interests of  other states which are involved in this part of  Europe.
   WB is now just one arena in the standoff of  geo-political interests of  Russia 
and USA with both sides attempting to buy influence with investments, energy 
projects and assurances to take care of  security of  states in the region.285 Turkey 
has been after 1990 ˝rediscovering˝ the Balkans.286 The Gulf  States have been 
struggling to keep pace with others in enlarging its presence and influence on 
that part of  Europe287 (about spreading of  Wahhabism we wrote before). The 
endeavors of  China to keep and enlarge its presence especially on economic 
field in WB countries contribute also to ˝raising a value˝ of  Balkans in the 
current process of  the new geo-political division of  the world.288 Germany, 
France and Italy called the attention that the EU should be given powers to 
rule on whether or not Chinese takeovers of  major European companies are 
motivated by political rather than economic goals what refers, of  course, also 
to the WB.289

285   More info: http://www.heritage.org/europe/commentary/the-balkans-will-
be-america-and-russias-next-virtual-battlefield or https://www.swp-berlin.org/
fileadmin/contents/products/comments/2009C19_rlc_ks.pdf  ; accessed on 21 
August 2017.
286  Alida Valić, Turkey's role in the Western Balkans, SWP Research paper, 
German Institute for international and security affairs, PP 11, Dec. 2016, 
Berlin; https://www.swp-berlin.org/fileadmin/contents/products/research_
papers/2016RP11_vcc.pdf  ; accessed on 21 August 2017.
287  More details: https://gallery.mailchimp.com/02451f1ec2ddbb874bf5daee0/
files/Gulf_State_Analytics_Monthly_Monitor_January_2015_01.pdf  ; accessed on 
21 August 2017.
288  More details: http://www.ecfr.eu/article/commentary_china_in_the_balkans_
the_battle_of_principles_7210 or http://www.balkanalysis.com/blog/2017/05/11/
chinese-economic-cooperation-in-the-balkans-challenges-and-future-
expectations/ ; accessed on 21 August 2017.
289   See: Germany, France and Italy plot EU power to block 'politically motivated' 
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   Within the EU exists different levels of  interest for the Western Balkans. 
Since the dissolution of  Yugoslavia were especially Germany, Austria and Italy, 
because of  various reasons, in ˝frontline˝ of  the relevant EU policies towards 
this part of  Europe. On the other side became Greece with its stand regarding 
the name of  Macedonia the main obstacle for negotiating the inclusion of  this 
country in EU and NATO.290 As major powers use their financial and political 
clout to gain influence in the Balkans, weak local governments will continue 
to balance among competing nations.
   U.S. is especially through their membership (under its supervision) in NATO 
enlarging its pre-eminence in the Balkans. Its ̋ strongholds˝ in the region are 
Croatia, Kosovo and Albania. Slovenia could be treated as ˝pragmatic˝ mem-
ber. Montenegro is regarding this question internally very divided. Serbia is 
openly opposing the membership in NATO and developing a policy of  ˝equi-
distance˝ - as ̋ candidate country˝ continuing negotiations for the association 
agreement (and subsequent membership in EU) and developing cooperation 
with Russia on economic and other fields (including on security matters 
as consultative member of  Russian sponsored Collective Security Treaty 
organization Parliamentary Assembly while having also some cooperation 
agreements with NATO.291 
   The U.S. is taking the WB and its neighboring states first of  all - in accordance 
with its newly confirmed policy of  permanent confrontation with Russia - 
as the new cold war ˝front line˝, among others, by supporting the line that 
spans from the Black to the Baltic Sea (Romania, Poland, three Baltic States) 
and including also the states on the coast of  Adriatic Sea, first of  all Croatia, 
Albania and Montenegro. During his visit to Russian neighbors Georgia and 
Baltic states, aimed at assuring the USA support against the ̋ Russian aggres-
sion˝ the US Vice-President Pence visited on 2 August 2017 Montenegro where 
he delivered a speech at the Adriatic Charter Summit attended by leaders 
of  Montenegro, Croatia, Albania and Slovenia (all NATO members) as well 
as Serbia, Bosnia, Macedonia and Kosovo. He confirmed the Washington’s 
commitment to the region and said Balkan states must be ˝resolute and un-
compromising˝ toward Russia, which he called ̋ an unpredictable country that 
casts a shadow from the East˝. He underlined that ˝Russia continues to seek 
to redraw international borders by force and, here in the Western Balkans, 
Russia has worked to destabilize the region, undermine democracies and 

Chinese takeovers; Express, 21.u8.2017, London.
290  More details: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jun/13/macedonias-
nato-hopes-rise-as-deal-with-greece-looks-feasible or http://www.balkaninsight.
com/en/topics-and-specials/macedonia-name-dispute ; accessed on 21 August 
2017.
291  Serbia believes that it can build constructive and working relations with 
Brussels, Moscow, Washington, and Beijing. In general, Serbian policy is a multi-
vector one, with Turkish and Arab investments also being in place in this policy. In 
other words, Serbia is at the crossroads of  many vectors.
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divide you from each other and from the rest of  Europe˝. How to interpret 
this statement having in mind that it was said by the high representative of  
the country which has before 18 years bombed without the authorization of  
the UN Security Council the today Kosovo, Montenegro and Serbia what had 
as the result among other the unilateral changing of  borders of  Serbia by 
force - the secession of  Kosovo?
   There are many reasons why it is not possible to take for granted that the 
strategic interests of  EU and U.S. in that part of  Europe are identical. The 
primary goal of  the strategy of  the U.S. is namely the confrontation with 
Russia in the context of  general policy of  the new division of  power on the 
world scale. The American supporting of  the EU confrontation with Russia 
on her western, European borders is to our mind a combination of  at least 
the following strategic goals: first, to harm Russia’s international position 
and especially its influence on Europe, second, to ˝engage˝ Russian capabil-
ities on its western borders in order to diminish its presence in Asia where 
is performed the main American strategic theatre in its efforts to keep the 
current priorities in the world division of  power - the confrontation with 
China, third, to heat the economic development of  Russia and to provoke, if  
possible, the internal disorder because of  socio-economic reasons, four, to 
diminished or even cancelling the fruitful cooperation of  the EU with Russia 
and thus enlarging the American pre-eminence over the EU economy292 and 
five, the specific goal to hinder as much as possible the Russian presence on 
the Mediterranean Sea including, of  course, the Adriatic Sea. In addition, as 
to the Balkans is the American interest to keep it’s economic and security 
pre-eminence over the EU and especially German as the main EU power.293

   I doubt if  these American strategic goals are identical with the interest of  
the EU and its member states. The great majority of  the EU member states 
are not willing to transform our continent in the new cold war confrontation 
line with Russia (and China). The prize of  such strategic confrontation will be 
paid by Europe and not by USA. Any military clash with Russia on its western 
and Caucasian borders could bring Europe - because of  mere incident - to war 
292   In illustration: permanent push to diminish the “dependence” of  EU on Russia 
regarding gas supplies and replacement it with the American delivery of  shale-gas, 
renunciation of  free trade agreement, the possibility to ˝punish˝ European firms 
for technological cooperation with Russia in accordance with the last sanctions 
adopted by the Congress firms, etc.
293  In illustration: How to explain that the Trieste meeting of  Germany sponsored 
Berlin Initiative aimed at socio-economic development and future EU integration 
of  the WB, with the personal engagement of  Angela Merkel, was held at the same 
time as the Podgorica (a capital of  the “fresh” NATO member) meeting of  US 
sponsored Adriatic Charter chaired by US Vice-President Pence, which aim is to 
support the membership of  the same countries in NATO and to create an Adriatic 
˝frontline˝ -in cold war spirit - against Russia? This is necessary to asses in the 
context of  accusations that Germany has to pay to US the cost of  its defence in 
recent decades, which she is exploting, other nations through its high export, etc.
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with Russia with all the devastating results first for all for Europe. 

Basic Elements for the Elaboration of the Improved EU 
Policy towards WB

In elaborating an improved policy towards the Balkans must the EU take 
into consideration all the above mentioned international factors in order to 
be efficient and to have a significant impact on this part of  Europe that is in 
its particular strategic interest. A reaffirmation of  interest in the Western 
Balkans, a politically fragile area surrounded by EU member states, is timely. 
But EU leaders in Brussels should not get too far ahead of  member states or 
raise hopes that are unlikely to be fulfilled.294

   As to the WB countries way towards European integration and values it 
has proven to be more burdensome and lengthy than many had hoped a few 
years ago. As is stability and progress of  WB in the vital interest of  EU it is 
now of  paramount importance to find out fresh, improved approaches of  the 
EU policy towards the WB. What should be done by the EU? This is a question 
that needs a thorough consideration from different points of  view. 
   First of  all the EU should re-consider the membership prospects of  WB 
countries. It would be commendable that the EU decision-making and con-
sultative structure - in line with principles and engagements undertaken in 
the ˝strategic Approach to Resilience in the EU’s external action˝ of  2017295 
and ˝Communication on EU Enlargement Policy˝ of  2016296 -, elaborate an 
improved policy towards the WB countries with the adequate implementation 
measures. 
   The EU should declare strongly it commitment to the close cooperation with 
the WB countries, aimed at realizing their overwhelming inclusion in the 
EU political and economic structure and in the emerging common foreign, 
security and defense policy as well. In elaborating the improved policy, it will 
be commendable to be flexible: in addition to common criteria mandatory for 
all it is necessary to take into account the traditions of  these countries, their 
so achievements and specific interests. 
In continuation I put forward some proposals that should be in adequate way 
included and further elaborated in the EU policy instruments concerning this 

294   Leigh Sir Michael, EU Expansion Receives an Unlikely Boost. Stratfor 
Wolrdview, 29. 11.2017.
295  Joint communication to the European parliament and the council, A Strategic 
Approach to Resilience in the EU's external action, JOIN(2017) 21 final Brussels, 
7.6.2017 ; accessed on 13 August 2017.
296    Communication on EU Enlargement Policy. Communication from the 
Commission to the European Parliament, Council, the European Economic and 
Social Committee and the Committee of  the regions, Brussels, 9.11.2016, COM 
(20a6) 715 final ; accessed on 13 August 2017.
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part of  Europe:
1. The improved policy should include a more detailed and diversified program 
concerning the realization of  the current EU ̋ association policy˝ towards these 
countries. If  enlargement does become an instrument of  European foreign 
policy, the EU needs to rely more on positive rather than negative reinforce-
ment practices to motivate aspiring countries to meet accession standards. 
The improved program should not be confined to the ˝classical model˝ of  the 
mere fulfilment of  the requirements of  the EU acquis communautaire, but 
should stimulate the developments that contribute to the progress of  WB 
countries and for the region as a whole. For instance, the recognition and 
implementation of  social and economic rights - particularly for the most 
vulnerable social strata - which are increasingly relevant in the context of  
general dissatisfaction towards politics and social disillusion (especially 
within the young generations). 
2. The new policy should include the EU support - with adequate operational 
and financial measures - of  the improvement of  the situation regarding the 
problems which are conditio sine qua non on the way towards modernity and 
European integration respectively of  the WB countries as are: 1) Reconcili-
ation as a basis for developing understanding, cooperation and progress of  
WB region, 4) Regional cooperation as a tool for consolidating peace, stability 
and progress of  the region, 5)Transformation of  national minorities in the 
bridge of  cooperation, good neighborhood and stability of  WB, 6) Building 
up of  Westphalian system of  statehood and transformation of  inter-states 
relations in order to achieve of  stability of  the WB (and larger) region and 7) 
The development of  elements of  ˝regional identity˝ of  WB and its surround-
ings in regard to international community at least by countries those which 
are willing to go this way (broader explanations of  these factors see in the 
continuation below). 
3. The realization of  the improved EU policy would need also the revision 
of  the EU negotiation process. At present, the EU negotiates the accession 
process largely with the elites of  the WB. In the future it will be necessary to 
elaborate ways and means for the inclusion in this process also the local com-
munities, chambers of  commerce and professional associations, civil society 
associations and institutions and similar entities. This will be the proper way 
to promote shared ˝values˝ or principles and to enlarge the pro-European 
attitude of  the population. As to the civil society organizations it is necessary 
to support their independence and to avoid the situation, which could be 
discerned now, of  transforming them into the ˝proxies˝ of  EU delegations, 
particular states or political parties. Moreover, it would be commendable to 
avoid the ̋ privatization˝ and ̋ bureaucratization˝ of  the current and eventual 
new structures.
4. The EU policy should not follow the cold war philosophy, aimed at first of  
all confrontation with Russia, but should stimulate the progress of  Balkans 
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as an area of  peace and security - in the context of  the new peace and stability 
order embracing the whole Europe - what is also its own primary interest.297 
Therefore it is necessary to avoid the situation as it has been in the case of  
Ukraine when the EU platform for the Vilnius summit on the eastern neigh-
borhood put Ukraine in ̋ or-or˝ position and thus contributes to the subsequent 
dramatic events in this country with so great obviously long-term negative 
consequences for the stability, peace and development of  Europe as a whole.298 
   At the very beginning of  this crisis the former American Secretary of  For-
eign Affairs, Henry Kissinger said: ˝the European Union must recognize that 
its bureaucratic dilatoriness and subordination of  the strategic element to 
domestic politics in negotiating Ukraine’s relationship to Europe contributed 
to turning a negotiation into a crisis. Foreign policy is the art of  establishing 
priorities… To treat Ukraine as part of  an East-West confrontation would 
scuttle for decades any prospect to bring Russia and the West - especially 
Russia and Europe - into a cooperative international system˝.299

Perhaps could be the ̋ integration˝ process of  Serbia, if  realized without ̋ cor-
rections˝, an example for how to implement the association/integration policy 
with the EU while maintaining good relations and cooperation with other 
countries, for instance, with Russia and China. Such regional international 
order could be a stimulant for searching similar solutions on all - European 
theatre.
5. In realizing its improved policy should the EU develop cooperation with 
OSCE, especially on fields where the later has achieved remarkable results 
in developing activities, which contribute to reconciliation, stability and to 
democratic development of  WB countries.300 
6. As to NATO it will be commendable that the EU in constructive way evaluate 
carefully what is the common interest of  both organizations concerning WB 
and what is the particular strategic interest of  U.S. as a leading NATO power 
that does not coincide with the interest of  EU and its (present and future) 

297   See also: Devetak, Silvo, 2015. Europe on the Crossroads: Cold War or 
Creation of  a Common Space of  Peace, Security and Development. Zürich-Basel-
Genf: Schulthess Juristische Medien AG 2015, ISBN 978-3-7255-7353-0, pp. 13-34.
298   See also: Devetak, Silvo, 2014. EU Neighbourhood Policy with its Eastern 
European and Caucasus Countries - a Gap between good wishes and reality. 
In: Kellerhaus A., Baumgartner T. (ed.): EU Neighbourhood Policy - Survey and 
Perspectives, Collection for the 5th Network Europe Conference, Jerusalem, 20-23 
October 2013. Zürich-Basel-Genf: Schulthess Juristische Medien AG, 2014, ISBN 
978-3-7255-7027-0, pp. 41-82. 
299   Henry Kissinger: To settle the Ukraine crisis, start at the end. Washington 
Post, 5 March 2014. 
300  Devetak, Silvo, 2016. The role of  OSCE in the processes of  stabilisation and 
democratic development of  the European space. In: Collection for the 7th Network 
Europe Conference, Erevan, 15-17 July 2015, Zürich-Basel-Genf: Schulthess 
Juristische Medien AG, ISBN 978-3-7255-7529-9, pp. 17-38.
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members in the Balkans area.
7. The improved policy should include all the achievements of  the activi-
ties within the Berlin Initiative also those that have not been yet realized by 
particular WB countries or by them as a whole.301 The last meeting of  Berlin 
Initiative, which is supposed to be held in 2018 in London could be an ade-
quate opportunity to propose a new, improved EU policy towards the WB. 
Meanwhile should the six EU member states that take part in this action302 
endeavor to convince the other 21 EU members that this policy would be the 
right approach that in the interest not only of  WB countries but of  the EU as 
a whole and then initiate the necessary procedures for the adoption of  ade-
quate instruments in consultation also with other international financial and 
political factors that could contribute to this EU endeavor. If  Brexit will be 
as provided concluded until March 2019, could be this new policy one of  the 
first ˝foreign relations˝ actions of  EU 27, as a confirmation of  the credibility 
and functionality of  the ˝new˝ EU. President of  the European Commission 
Jean-Claude Juncker provoked perplexity by his call for a special strategy to 
prepare Serbia and Montenegro for EU membership by 2025.303

   The point of  views included in the State of  the Union 2017 ̋ Western Balkans 
enlargement: common destination˝ could be a good basis for elaborating an 
advanced EU policy towards the Western Balkans.304 The Juncker statement 
regarding the possibility that Serbia and Montenegro joint the EU until 2015 
produce confusion among the other countries of  the region.305

Which are the Conditions which would provide 
more Efficient Process of the WB Modernization and 
Integration?

As it was said before the European integration of  WB countries and peace, 
stability and progress in this part of  Europe as well could not be achieved 
only by considering and supporting the economic aspects of  the situation or 
by bureaucratic negotiations on the adoption and realization of  the EU acquis 
communautaire. From the academic overview of  the present situation should 

301   For instance, the free custom union, the youth forum, the transport and 
energy projects.
302   Germany, France, Italy, Austria, Croatia and Slovenia.
303   Leigh Sir Michael, EU Expansion Receives an Unlikely Boost, STRATFOR, 
29.11.2017.
304   State of  the Union 2107. Western Balkans enlargement: common destination. 
European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker statement. European 
commission, 17 September 2017. https://ec.europa.eu/.. ./sites/beta.. ./western-
balkans-enlargement_en.pd. (Accessed on 10 Oct 2017).
305   Leigh Sir Michael, EU Expansion Receives an Unlikely Boost, STRATFOR, 
29.11.2017.
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the EU include in its new policy (and support with adequate measures) at least 
the following four processes which are necessary as a precondition for the 
long term solution of  the current problems and for ensuring the integration 
of  WB countries into EU system of  values:

First, Reconciliation as Conditio sine qua non for Developing 
Understanding, Cooperation and Progress of WB Region
1. It is necessary to continue and conclude efficiently the persecution and 
punishment of  the perpetrators of  war crimes in the wars 1990-1999. The 
lack of  sufficient coordination and close cooperation between international 
stakeholders and a general reticence on the part of  the national authorities 
to engage meaningfully with past wrongs have resulted in a situation where 
many perpetrators of  war crimes remain unpunished and individual victims 
have barely received any reparations. For the ongoing transitional justice 
processes to meaningfully further inter-ethnic reconciliation in the republics 
emerging from the former Yugoslavia, continued legal reforms and a plural-
istic public discourse, which embrace a strong focus on the rights of  victims 
of  war crimes, are necessary. 
   The international tribunal for former Yugoslavia in Haag will be closed soon. 
The persecution and punishment of  persons who committed war crimes and 
crimes against humanity and the reparations of  the victims will therefore 
remain in the hands of  national jurisdiction and thus in many cases under 
the influence of  the political elites in power. For instance, the prosecution of  
the leaders of  the Liberation Army of  Kosovo who allegedly committed war 
crimes and crimes against humanity during and after the war in Kosovo was 
impossible to organize in Kosovo. The international community thus estab-
lished the Kosovo Special Chamber with the seat in Hague. EU nominated 19 
judges of  this court which are supposed to begin the trials soon.306 
2. Existing narratives in the region are obstructing regional reconciliation 
and are cementing existing prejudices that can incite repetition, divisions, 
mistrust and denial. These negative attitude is supported, for instance, by 
existence of  parallel, segregated (ethnic) schools, by teaching of  history that 
create ignorance of  pupils or negative attitude towards the ˝others˝ and by a 
part of  mass media in general.307

306   More details: https://www.scp-ks.org/en ; accessed on 21 August 2017.
307   Clio in the Balkans, The politic of  history education (ed. Christina Koulouri), 
Centre for democracy and reconciliation in Southeast Europe, Thessaloniki, 2002 
and Christina Koulouri, History teaching and peace education in Southeast Europe, 
Hitotsubashi Journal of  Art and Sciences 50 (2009), pp. 53-63, Hitotsubashi 
University, Tokyo. See also: Kosmas Kaprinis, The politics of  history education in 
the Balkans: The youth generation as transmitter of  reconciliation, International 
centre for ethics, justice and public life, 37, Brandeis University, Waltham, 
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3. The EU should support and make mandatory proper forms of  reconcilia-
tion processes, which should be established both on bilateral (for instance: 
reconciliation between Serbs and Croats; between Bosnians - Serbs - Croats in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina; between Serbs and Albanians; between Macedonians 
and Albanians; between Slovenes and Croats and so on and so forth) and on 
multilateral, regional level as well. As to the later it will be commendable to 
organize common activities dedicated to the specific areas of  reconciliation, 
aimed at finding ways and means for developing positive future activities and 
programs on these issues. These endeavors could be a starting point of  step 
by step building up of  regional Westphalian system of  international relations 
and of  ˝regional identity˝ (see points 4 and 5). 
4. The exchange and cooperation of  youth could be one of  the main ˝tools˝ of  
reconciliation. At the Paris meeting of  Berlin Initiative held on 4 July 2016 was 
as part of  efforts to promote reconciliation in the region, an important em-
phasis given to the role of  youth, with the establishment of  a Regional Youth 
Cooperation Council. According to the Final Declaration by the French Chair 
of  the Summit, this Youth Council will be modelled on the 50-year experience 
of  the Franco-German Youth Office and will ̋ support activities that promote 
reconciliation of  the peoples as well as programmes on remembrance, di-
versity, intercultural exchange, regional mobility, citizen participation and 
the promotion of  democratic values˝.308 But for the time being this initiative 
remains on paper as didn’t receive the support of  all states concerned.
5. It is necessary to overcome in a history rooted hatred that has been in the 
recent wars for dissolution of  former Yugoslavia resumed and ̋ flavored˝ with 
new ethnic, religious and political ˝incentives˝. The reconciliation is not only 
the matter of  politicians but first of  all of  other social factors who could de-
veloped the public opinion in a positive, constructive way regarding relations 
between neighbors - writers, poets, historians, philosophers, musicians, 
sportsmen, journalist and the similar social factors.
6. Having in mind the hesitation of  political structures to assume this re-
sponsibility the reconciliation processes should be elaborated and launched 
in parallel where it is necessary by civil society organizations and religious 
communities. The EU should support and co-finance a well elaborated rec-
onciliation projects coordinated by organizations and entities which have 
experiences and enjoy credibility in this field. The state authorities should 
assume the responsibility at least of  not blocking if  they are unprepared or 
unable to support these reconciliation endeavors.
   The religion communities of  the region and especially the monotheistic 

Massachusetts.
308  Final Declaration by the Chair of  the Paris Western Balkans Summit, 4 
July 2016; http://www.mzz.gov.si/fileadmin/pageuploads/Novinarsko_sredisce/
Sporocila_za_javnost/2016/Declaration_Western_Blakans.pdf  ; accessed on 27 
July 2017. 
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religions - Catholicism, Orthodoxy and Islam - could have a very import-
ant role in contributing to the conciliation, respect of  otherness, peaceful 
inter-human relations and thus stability in the region of  WB.309 This was 
shown by the results of  the project ˝Contribution of  Religious Communities 
to Reconciliation, Respect of  Diversity, Democracy, Human Rights, Protec-
tion of  Minorities, Co-operation and Stability in South Eastern Europe (the 
so called ˝Maribor Initiative˝, which was realized in the frame of  the WT1 of  
the Pact on Stability in SEE in the period 2001-2003 by ISCOMET - Institute 
for Ethnic and Regional Studies from Maribor, Slovenia as coordinator, which 
was co-financed by the EU upon the decision of  the Council.310 In the frame 
of  the project were the first appeals of  all major religious communities from 
the former Yugoslavia for ˝removal of  the consequences of  the war˝ and for 
˝reconciliation and cooperation˝ adopted at the gatherings in Slovenia on 2 
December 1994 and on 21 September 1997 respectively, followed by pertinent 
meetings in Serbia, Romania and Moldova.311

7. An important role in the process of  reconciliation could have the veterans 
who fought on all sides. Symbolically is this issue considered in the new 
film ˝Men don’t cry˝ made by a Bosnian war veteran. The film speaks about 
a group of  veterans who fought on opposing sides during the Balkans wars 
have come together for a group therapy session organized by an international 
peace organization. As they open up and expose their inner conflicts to the 

309   General on this topic see: Devetak, S., 2007. Religious Freedoms in 
South Eastern European Countries in the Context of  the Process of  European 
Integration. In: Polzer M., Devetak S., Toplak L., Unger F., Eder M. (eds.): Religion 
and European Integration - Religion as a Factor of  Stability and Development in 
South Eastern Europe. Edition Weimar, European Academy of  Sciences and Arts, 
pp. 123-151.
310   The aim of  the “Maribor Initiative” Project was not the organization of  
ecumenical dialogue that is supposed to be the responsibility of  the Churches and 
religious communities themselves but to organise well prepared and targeted 
discussions in SEE countries on the topics where the Churches and religious 
community could, due to their great influence on people’s mind and behaviour, 
contribute substantially, in common or each for itself, to the implementation of  the 
objectives of  the Project, i.e. reconciliation, respect of  diversity, democracy, human 
rights, protection of  religious and ethnic minorities, co-operation and stability” 
in SEE. The project based on the conviction that these values are conditio sine qua 
non for the development of  those countries and for their inclusion in the European 
structures. These aims were pursued through different forms of  interaction 
(debates, round-tables, conferences etc.) of  people of  “good will”, believers and 
non-believers: religious dignitaries, members of  religious communities, of  civil 
society organisations and institutions, academics, researchers, civil servants and 
governmental functionaries, representatives of  international governmental and 
non-governmental organisations etc.
311   The appeals of  these meetings see in: http://www.iscomet.org/images/
documents/deklaracije/ISCOMET%20Documents%201991-2005.pdf.
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others, it creates antagonism, but some unlikely alliances are also. The main 
actor Emir Hadzihafizbegovic, also himself  a war veteran, said: ˝It seems to 
me that we who fought each other would have a much easier time in achieving 
peace and a civilized life than our politics, which haven’t managed to do this 
for years˝.312 Also this film indicates that it would be commendable - after 
prosecuting and punishing efficiently the perpetrators of  war crimes and 
crimes against humanity - to stimulate the veterans from all side to contribute 
to the reconciliation process in the region in order to provide their children 
and grandchildren with better future.

Second, Regional Cooperation as a Tool for Consolidating Peace, 
Stability and Progress of the Region
Bela Balassa, a professor of  political economy at The John Hopkins Univer-
sity, defines economic integration as a ˝process and as a state of  affairs. Eco-
nomic integration comprises the set of  political and economic measures to 
eliminate discrimination between economic units that belong to different 
national states. It represents the absence of  discrimination between national 
economies˝.313

1. The ˝free trade˝ in the region shows the political diversities in the region 
that are somehow ˝covered’ by the Central Europe Free Trade Agreements 
(CEFTA) on trade. But the poor trade between the WB countries could not be 
an enhancing factor for developing common interests in this field. 
2. The Berlin Initiative has reached so far scarce results as for instance the 
signing of  the Transport Community between EU and five WB countries, the 
proposal of  Action plan to develop a Regional Economic Area (REA), aimed at 
consolidating a market of  some 20 million people, and so attract investment 
and generate growth and jobs, establishment of  Regional Youth Cooperation 
Office (RYCO). The Action plan is in fact a ‘declaration of  intentions˝; it is di-
vided in four sections-trade, investments, mobility and digital integration. 
The Central European Free Trade Agreements (CEFTA) which members are 
all WB countries will remain the legal basis for the REA. 
   But the real political situation in the region is shown by the fact that it was 
not possible to come to the common understanding for any of  this action. The 
treaty on Transport community was not signed by Bosnia and Herzegovina 
because of  rejection of  Republika Srpska, the establishment of  REA was 
opposed by Albania and Kosovo who rejected also the ambitious project of  
the establishment of  the Free customs union proposed by Serbia. Croatia and 
Slovenia rejected the participation in RYCO which is supposed to be seated 
in Tirana.

312   Men don’t cry: Revealing Balkan Veterans’ Emotions, Balkan Transitional 
Justice, Feature, 16 Aug. 2017. 
313   Bela Balassa, The theory of  economic integration, Greenwood Press, 1961. 
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3. However irrespective of  that all these forms of  regional economic cooper-
ation - and new one that will be in due time elaborated - should be included 
and if  necessary further elaborated in the improved EU policy towards the 
WB if  it will be as proposed adopted. It will be commendable to explore and 
elaborate properly new much more advanced forms of  regional coopera-
tion as are in illustration: 1) Cross-border cooperation and establishment 
of  cross-border regions on the legal basis of  the EU Regulation of  2013 on 
a European grouping of  territorial cooperation - EGTC (for neighbors - EU 
members) and 2) The stimulation of  establishing the so called Euro regional 
Cooperation Groupings - ECGS on the basis of  3rd Protocol to the Madrid Con-
vention of  the Council of  Europe (for all countries). It will be commendable 
also to stimulate the establishment of  common regional entities in the fields 
of  technology and sciences.
   These forms of  cross-border regional cooperation, if  realized, would be the 
most clear evidence of  the stability of  the region and of  cooperative attitude of  
WB countries (and Slovenia and Croatia) in the spirit of  Westphalian regional 
order of  international relations. 
4. The Berlin Initiative was inspired by an overly optimistic approach that 
stimulating economic growth would automatically be accompanied by in-
creased efforts on democracy, rule of  law and legal standards. Unfortunately, 
this did not happen. On the contrary the annual 2016 country reports from 
the European Commission have highlighted that the region has witnessed a 
dramatic deterioration in democratic governance and the rule of  law, despite 
the fact that in 2011 rule of  law issues were placed at the heart of  the accession 
process.314 
But it is necessary, in addition, to support and financed more target and rel-
evant regional cooperation projects enhancing the cooperation and good 
neighborhood relations between the WB countries in the fields of  culture, 
science, education etc. The already established RYCO with the seat in Tirana 
and the functioning civil society forum could with well elaborated programs 
and their efficient management substantially contribute to the improved 
cooperative attitude in general and new forms of  constructive cooperation 
in the region. 
5. Even on bilateral disputes, despite repeated pledges by both the EU and 
the countries of  the region, there has been no progress. The latest stand-off 
between Croatia and Slovenia, with Croatia refusing to accept the Court of  
Arbitration’s ruling on the maritime border demarcation in the Bay of  Piran 

314   Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the 
Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of  the 
Regions, “2016 Communication on EU Enlargement Policy”, COM(2016) 715 final, 
9 November 2016, p. 3. ; https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/
near/files/pdf/key_documents/2016/20161109_strategy_paper_en.pdf  ; accessed 
on 21 August 2017.
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does not set a good example to the region.315 Unresolved border disputes, such 
as those between Croatia and its other Western Balkan neighbors (Serbia, BiH, 
and Montenegro) and those between Macedonia and Greece, undermine the 
credibility of  the EU enlargement process itself  and of  the member states 
directly concerned in particular.316

6. It will be commendable if  the constructively oriented political powers and 
non-governmental organizations and institutions as well support the step 
by step creation of  ̋ regional identity˝ of  the WB countries (including Croatia 
and Slovenia). This identity should be build up not as their ˝institutional-
ized˝ forms but as the operational position of  them - based on Westphalian 
principles of  international relations - regarding particular issues that are of  
common interest on international fora, especially those that matter the in-
ternational position of  these countries/region in European (and world) order. 
   Today neither particular states nor the region as a whole play a mentionable 
role in the European or even less international community affairs. The only 
point of  their common ˝competitive policy˝ is the step of  their allegiance to 
the ˝Euro-Atlantic˝ community and more precisely to the US. Hence, they 
could ˝identify˝ themselves (and their common interests) in international 
community only as a group; separate states are in most cases too weak to be an 
independent factor and therefore usually subordinated to the foreign powers 
and a toy for divide and impera policies. 
   Having in mind the case of  Vishegrad group317 should the WB develop a 

315   Slovenia and Croatia have unresolved border dispute since dissolution of  
Yugoslavia in 1991. Following a series of  unsuccessful attempts to resolve the 
dispute over their land and maritime boundary, Slovenia and Croatia, with 
the facilitation of  the European Commission, signed on 4 November 2009 an 
arbitration agreement establishing an arbitral tribunal in order to define the 
border between Slovenia and Croatia. On June 29th 2017 Arbitration Court deliver 
the decision. While Slovenia has said that it would respect the ruling, Croatia has 
warned that it no longer recognises the authority of  the court, as has contested the 
arbitration procedure and the court's competence since 2015, after it was revealed 
that a Slovenian official had contacts with the Slovenian member of  the arbitration 
tribunal. https://euobserver.com/justice/138376 or http://www.vlada.si/en/projects/
arbitration/ ; accessed on 22 August 2017.
316   See also: Erwan Fouéré and Steven Blockmans, The ´Berlin Process´ for 
the Western Balkans - Is It Delivering? Centre for European Policy Studies 
(CEPS), 11 Aug 2017; https://www.ceps.eu/publications/%E2%80%98berlin-
process%E2%80%98-western-balkans%E2%80%93-it-delivering ; accessed on 21 
August 2017.
317   It was established on 15 February 1991 in the Hungarian city of  Vishegrad 
by the than leaders of  Czechoslovakia, Poland and Hungary and is after the 
dissolution of  Czechoslovakia to Czech Republic and Slovakia known as V4 group. 
In spite of  differences between them regarding domestic system and international 
politics they manage to keep unity regarding European integration, regulation of  
migration issues and similar matters.
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common view at least on some basic international issues concerning all of  
them. For instance, in regard to the process of  integration with the EU they 
could develop consultations and group’s view on some issues of  common 
concern. The already EU members - Slovenia and Croatia - should support 
the justified endeavors of  all WB candidates and not make selections or even 
block negotiations in accordance with their selfish interests. Such a pattern 
of  behavior could be developed also concerning other international issues. 
   These countries have so far already developed similar cooperation - in the 
spirit of  mere declarations of  good will - through the so called Brdo/Brijuni 
meetings of  leaders which next is scheduled in 2018 in Macedonia.318 In these 
frame is also developed the activity of  the German sponsored Berlin Initia-
tive (2014-2018). The stupid allegations of  the narrow minded (or by foreign 
powers stimulated) regional politicians that such cooperation represents 
the ˝revival˝ of  former Yugoslavia are ˝out of  order˝. This cooperation and 
expression of  common will on international theatre would be the up-dated 
form of  the organization of  this part of  Europe in the spirit of  modern re-
gional Westphalian order. This would be the real, effective movement of  these 
countries out of  the vestiges of  history and towards their European integration 
thus contributing to the creation of  an area of  peace, stability and prosperity 
of  the region as a whole and of  particular states as well. Such a process will 
also enhance the autonomy of  the region in the context of  both European and 
Euro-Atlantic (NATO) integration. 

Third, National Minorities should become a Bridge of 
Cooperation, Good Neighborhood and Stability of WB
The WB region is a patchwork of  national minorities of  nations living in new 
sovereign states in neighboring country before but Albania being a part of  a 
common state. The control of  one’s ethnic territory has been the main goal 
of  the nationalistic wars in WB. Besides due to the former migration a great 

318   Conclusions of  the Brdo-Brijuni Process Leaders’ Meeting Brdo, Slo-
venia, June 3, 2017; http://www.up-rs.si/up-rs/uprs-eng.nsf/e21815fbba1b-
0422c1257af600468278/d1301b6a1774f88dc1258136002de05b/$FILE/Conclusions_
Brdo-Brijuni%20Process.pdf  ; accessed on 21 August 2017; Conclusions of  the 
Brdo-Brijuni Process Leaders’ Meeting, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, May 28-
29, 2016; http://www.up-rs.si/up-rs/uprs.nsf/cc1b0c2e0c8f0e70c1257aef00442bb-
d/757ac40282a4b87ec1257fc3002aeaf4/$FILE/THE%20CONCLUSIONS%20
OF%20THE%20BRDO%20BRIJUNI%20PROCESS%20LEADERS%27%20MEET-
ING%20SARAJEVO%20BOSNIA%20AND%20HERZEGOVINA%20MAY%20
29%202016.pdf  ; accessed on 21 August 2017; Conclusions of  the Leaders’ Meeting 
of  the Brdo-Brijuni Process, Budva, Montenegro, 8 June 2015; http://www.up-rs.si/
up-rs/uprs.nsf/cc1b0c2e0c8f0e70c1257aef00442bbd/7926dc9d75d686b3c1257e5f-
0029991f/$FILE/2015-06-08%20CONCLUSIONS%20OF%20THE%20LEADERS.
pdf  ; accessed on 21 August 2017.
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number of  members of  ˝other˝ ethnic origin are living not in ˝their˝ nation 
state but in ˝another˝ state and not enjoying the rights deriving from the 
constitutional status of  a national minority. 
   Due to the fact that in the region are all political entities based on ethnicity 
could be the interest of  the ˝mother nation˝ for ˝its˝ minority in neighboring 
state a source of  conflict and political tensions. This is the main reason why 
it is necessary to affirm another role of  national minorities in inter-state 
relations. The ˝declaration on democracy, human rights and protection of  
persons belonging to ethnic and religious minorities in south-eastern Europe˝ 
adopted on 25 February 2001 by the participants of  the conference organized 
by ISCOMET from all parts of  former Yugoslavia was the first action dedicated 
to this goal.319

   In this context it will be commendable to consider the support of  advanced 
ways and means of  protecting minorities than are the classical one mostly 
embodied in inter-state agreements. One of  the already functional forms 
is the creation of  the so called ˝common cultural spaces˝, which enable free 
linguistic and cultural flows across the (open) state borders while respecting 
the states˝ sovereignty and territorial integrity and not interfering in internal 
affairs. A valuable indication on what should be corrected are the evaluation 
reports of  the UN and Council of  Europe treaty bodies concerning the imple-
mentation of  relevant international treaties on the rights and the prohibition 
of  discrimination of  the members of  national minorities.320 Besides have all 
the WB countries (plus Slovenia and Croatia) ratified the Protocol 12 to the 
ECHR (2005) thus opening the way to the European court on human rights 
for the acts of  discrimination regarding all provisions of  ECHR which include 
also the rights of  the members of  national minorities (before was this related 
only to art.14 of  ECHR).321

319  Bled declaration on democracy, human rights and protection of  persons 
belonging to ethnic and religious minorities in south-eastern Europe adopted 
at the 3rd international conference "democracy, human rights and protection of  
persons belonging to ethnic and religious minorities in south-eastern europe", 
Bled, Slovenia, 23 - 25 february 2001. See: http://www.iscomet.org/images/
documents/deklaracije/ISCOMET%20Documents%201991-2005.pdf  ; accessed on 
21 August 2017.
320   The reports of  UN treaty bodies supervising the implementation of  
international instruments on human rights and prohibition of  discrimination 
in general and the rights of  women and children in particular and the reports 
of  treaty bodies supervising the instruments of  CoE regarding the rights of  
minorities and the protection of  regional and national minorities’ languages. 
321   At this writing only 10 EU members have ratified this very important Protocol 
to the ECHR (Croatia, Cyprus, Finland, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Portugal, 
Romania, Slovenia, and Spain).
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Fourth, Westphalian System of Statehood and Transformation 
of Inter-States Relations as a Basis of Stability of the WB (and 
Larger) Region
Contrary to the present situation should the political and other reliable factors 
make permanent efforts for improving and developing further the Westpha-
lian pattern of  relations in the WB (including Slovenia and Croatia) based on 
the modern sovereignty of  states, non-interference in internal affairs, respect 
of  otherness and fruitful bilateral and multi-lateral cooperation.322 The use 
of  the existent international contracts on the peaceful solution of  conflicts 
and adoption if  necessary of  new one should be an important element of  the 
regional Westphalian system. The regulation of  open border issues in ˝good 
will˝ and the ˝elimination˝ of  borders as obstacles for good neighborhood 
relations would be one of  the corner stones of  this process. The results of  
suggestions made in point 1-3 before should be also ˝enshrined˝ in the West-
phalian regional system of  international relations. 
   Signs of  sub-regional arms race in WB could be noticed on the horizon 
produced also by the request of  the US that all NATO members spend at least 
2% of  their GDP for armament. Similar consequences have the providing of  
armament (some for granted) to Serbia by Russia. The establishment of  the 
army of  Kosovo if  the current proposals of  national political factors will be 
realized will also have an impact on the regional balance of  power. 
   Among other necessary measures is therefore of  paramount importance 
that in January 2015 BiH, Croatia, Serbia and Montenegro assumed from 
OSCE the responsibility for the implementation of  the Sub-Regional Arms 
Control Agreement elaborated in 1996 in the frame of  Article IV of  Dayton 
Peace Agreement, which provides legal commitment to specific reduction 
methods, extensive exchange of  information and intrusive inspections thus 
reducing the risk of  a new escalation of  conflicts. It establishes ceilings in five 
categories of  conventional armaments: battle tanks, armored combat vehicles, 
artillery pieces, and combat aircraft and attack helicopters.323 Albania, Kosovo 
and Macedonia should be included in this agreement. But to the contrary there 
are signs that the WB countries are trying to build up their armies in spite of  
the very poor economic and social circumstances in which the population live.

322   More on Westphalian order regarding Europe sees in: Henry Kissinger, World 
Order, Penguin Books. 2014. pp. 41-91. 
323   See more: http://www.osce.org/cio/119597?download=true ; accessed on 21 
August 2017.
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Chapter XII: Hüsamettin Inaç 
The Transformation of the Turkish Identity 
during the Westernization Process

Introduction

As it is known, the civilizations in history affect each other through migra-
tions, conquests and commercial relations. In this way, the Ottoman civiliza-
tion, as a result of  the ongoing Turkish conquests and migrations continuing 
along with the centuries, had a chance to have a contact with the cultures of  
both Arabs-Persians and Byzantines. According to Timur, although the Ot-
toman Empire is generally scrutinized within the Islamic civilization, it does 
not suffice to study the Ottomans in respect of  mere religious values and with 
a distinctively categorizing approach, as it includes various dimensions and 
subjective interpretations. However, it is necessary to put forward that the 
primary constitutive element of  the so-called Ottoman identity is strongly 
Islamic and exemplifies religious pieties because Turks redefined and reorga-
nized their social, political and cultural structures completely according to the 
pure Islamic values.324 Thus, they are regarded as the leading representatives 
of  the Islam within the eyes of  the Christendom since 15th century.

Ottoman Identity and Late Ottoman Modernization

Ottoman identity has faced many controversial issues and debates such as 
whether it is a definition which covers various ethnic groups and addresses 
the only one religious group that is Moslem, or an identity that includes all 
religions and ethnicities. Some Ottoman elites accept the previous one and 
exclude the non-Moslem Ottoman subject from this identity, and a few elites 
assert that Ottoman identity belongs to all people from the different religions 
and languages and, therefore, there could not be a place for the Caliph in the 
Ottoman ruling system.325

   Aydın asserts that the so-called Ottoman identity is a social institution that 
belongs to the last century. Being Ottoman had been an unknown notion for 
the Ottoman subjects in the previous centuries. It is also known that each 
Moslem state bears its own dynasties˝ names such as Ottoman, Seljuk, Ab-
basid and Umayyed.326 However, in my view, because the Ottoman Empire 
was the Empire that lasted longest among the aforementioned states, it had 

324   T. Timur. 1986. Osmanlı Kimliği. Istanbul: Hil Yayınları, p. 29.
325   T. Çavdar. 1982. Özgürlük Kavgasıyla Yaşayan Gençlik. İstanbul: Ayça 
Yayınları, p. 202.
326   S. Aydın. 1998. Kimlik Sorunu, Ulusallık ve Türk Kimliği. İstanbul: Öteki, p. 
104.
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the chance to recognize the West, western nation-states and nationalistic 
revolutions through overlapping with the modern centuries. Therefore, it 
uses the words pertaining to the western realm and transforms the Ottoman 
to the nomenclature for the nation and people. ˝Ottomans˝ in classical times 
was a definition that was used for the ruling or military class.
   The meaning of  Ottoman has been changed for everybody, people and tribe. 
For instance, sometimes Ottomans meant the ruling class for the agrarian 
villagers, sometimes the dynasty and state for the Turcoman subjects and 
sometimes a rival state for the other tribes such as Karamanlı, but it didn’t 
define a narrow group or a class of  individuals. However, the Ottoman identity 
was transformed in the 19th century into subject and identity.327 
   In my view, this was an indicator of  the turning point in the modernization 
process. Thus, the process of  European nationality and the citizenship model 
have begun to be implemented. From this perspective, being Ottoman of  the 
19th century is a notion and institution that covers the modern nationalization 
process in the Orient. 
    According to Ortaylı the 19th century was the longest century for the Otto-
man Empire and being Ottoman of  the 19th century was shaped by two struc-
tures: Firstly; Ottoman elite and secondly Ottoman millet (a kind of  nation) 
system. The former group structurally imposed this identity and system on 
its own religious compartments. The latter group, that is millet, at the same 
time, accepted to internalize this identity by a secular education and secular 
organization. As an interesting paradoxical case, the same organization also 
produced the emergence of  the secular national identity. As many historians 
assert the19th century is the age of  nationalism and minority nationalism.328 
Nevertheless, in this period Ottomanism in broader meaning developed 
although this process was antagonistic towards the nationalism within the 
narrow-meaning of  minority. Moreover, ethnic peculiarities were suppressed 
by the religious stigmatizations in these narrow compartments.
   In this context, Zürcher criticizes the scientists who repeatedly claimed that 
the Ottomanism of  the 19th century, as a political movement, was a useless 
activity that aimed to survive the Empire.329 In his mind, that is the anachro-
nistic interpretation of  contemporary historians and never means the logical 
expression depending on the particular time and space. Eventually, for the real 
leading elites in the 19 century who shaped the reformation, Ottomanism and 
the consciousness of  patria was the unique logical and reasonable solution. 
The aforementioned elite of  Tanzimat Charter tried to make a legitimate and 

327   T. Timur. 1986. Osmanlı Kimliği. Istanbul: Hil Yayınları, p. 81.
328   İ. Ortaylı. 1999. İmparatorluğun En Uzun Yüzyılı, İstanbul: İletişim Yayınları, 
p. 78.
329   E. J. Zürcher. 2001. Modernleşen Türkiye'nin Tarihi. İstanbul: İletişim 
Yayınları, p. 45.
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cohesive ground for this ideology within the cultural framework.330 However, 
Ottomanism had faded away against nationalism that is the inevitably raising 
political movement. In this way, the ruling class of  Tanzimat started to give 
the political and social prestigious positions to the Muslim subjects in the 
state affairs and formal and regular education for the learning of  modern 
sciences and western languages. Thus, according to Ortaylı, it is clearly wit-
nessed that the elite strata who belong to the multi-ethnic, multi-lingual and 
multi-religious communities imposed the consciousness of  Ottomanism and 
this bureaucracy paradoxically constituted the basis of  Turkish nationalism. 
The 19th century was the century of  this polarization and displays that both 
nationalism and Ottomanism are very influential among the ethnic religious 
groups.331 Thus, it is apparently seen that an education depending on the 
unfolding towards the Turkish language and the European culture and the 
cosmopolitan Ottoman elite emerged. That is a subject which is very difficult 
and complicated to explain and to depict for the 19th century historiography. 
    I argue that Ottomanism was a rather different political movement from 
nationalism in the modern understanding. Actually, Ottomanism was not 
the nationalism depending on the sound and concrete consciousness of  the 
history. That was a pragmatically political orientation consisting out of  an ide-
ology of  patriotism based on the traditions and conventions that were spread 
out in a particular region. In this context, as Ortaylı expresses in analyzing 
the Ottoman identity, it is hardly possible to encounter serious studies that 
indicate that the aforementioned cosmopolitan elite belongs to the common 
Ottoman consciousness of  history and its interpretation. Actually, that was 
the weakest point of  the nationalism of  the Empire both for the Ottoman and 
Habsburg.332 For this reason, those people who see that Ottoman unity was 
necessary in order to keep the executive, political and economic existence 
of  the Empire were completely contrary to the Turkish nationalism and the 
supporters of  the ethnic separatism. 
   Although the Second Constitutional Monarchy, as a political revolution, 
emerged by underlining the Ottoman patriotism, inevitable and unforesee-
able incidences dismembered the Empire. Therefore, the Ottoman elite tried 
to delay the emergence of  the Turkish identity and nationalism as much 
as possible.333 Nevertheless, the same cosmopolitan elite was transformed 
into the ardent supporters of  the Turkish identity in line with the changing 
circumstances of  the political arena334 On the other hand, people who were 

330   E. J. Zürcher. 2001. Modernleşen Türkiye'nin Tarihi. İstanbul: İletişim 
Yayınları, p. 46.
331  E. J. Zürcher. 2001. Modernleşen Türkiye'nin Tarihi. İstanbul: İletişim 
Yayınları, p. 79.
332   İ. Ortaylı. 2001. Gelenekten Geleceğe. İstanbul: Ufuk Kitapları, p. 37.
333   M. Karakaş. 2000. Türk Ulusçuluğunun İnşası, Ankara: Vadi Yayınları, pp. 
133-134.
334   M. Karakaş. 2000. Türk Ulusçuluğunun İnşası, Ankara: Vadi Yayınları, p. 134.
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satisfied with being Muslim comprehended that the Turkish identity was an 
essential entity after the second Balkan War bringing out the independence 
of  the other Muslim subjects from the Ottoman Empire depending on na-
tionalistic feelings. 
    Even the ˝millet˝ system, in which ethnic boundaries had been determined 
by the religious belongings, transformed into the contemporary notion of  
˝nation˝.335 I believe that this transformation owes its realization to the Otto-
man elite with their efforts to change the idea of  preventing the separations 
into the compartments depending on the identification by the religious and 
sectarian belongings instead of  ethnic boundaries and parameters. 
     According to Ortaylı, the word ̋ millet˝ actually means religious coherence, 
social organization and a kind of  mentality. The Ottoman Empire was the 
unique entity using the ˝millet˝ for the ˝nation˝ in the age of  nationalism.336 
Whereas a man who belongs to a millet compartment displays some behaviors 
and attitudes contrary to the feelings of  minorities in modern societies, this 
ethnicity enhances security and dignity for an individual within the social 
settings such as family, tribe and community. This person lives within his own 
tradition, social group and verbal culture that was inherited by his parents. 
Ortaylı argues that the relationships and conflicts between compartments 
are really rarely compared to the individuals who belong to minorities in 
modern societies which suffer under the disputes of  the environment, the 
proof  of  identity, assimilation, the resistance against the assimilation and 
the tendencies for the conflicting behaviors.337

     The main characteristics of  the ˝open society˝ which are seen in contem-
porary industrial societies are expressed as types of  organization for pe-
culiar and individualistic interests and the competition for them.338 These 
movements cannot be observed in the classical Ottoman society. Such kind 
of  attitudes and rivalry among the cosmopolitan elites within the social life 
began together with the nationalist movements and modernization processes 
of  the last centuries. The youth belonging to various religions were educated 
together with the people from other compartments of  the Empire within the 
homogenizing educational systems of  the Empire and raised up to the levels 
of  the Ottoman elite. 
   At the same time, they had the opportunity to change their compartments 
by way of  ˝conversion˝.339 Some preferred to exclude themselves from this 

335   S. Aydın. 1998. Kimlik Sorunu, Ulusallık ve Türk Kimliği. İstanbul: Öteki, p. 98.
336   İ. Ortaylı. 1999. İmparatorluğun En Uzun Yüzyılı, İstanbul: İletişim Yayınları, 
pp. 81-82.
337  İ. Ortaylı. 1999. İmparatorluğun En Uzun Yüzyılı, İstanbul: İletişim Yayınları, 
p. 82.
338   H. Z. Ülken. 1998. Türkiye'de Çağdaş Düşünce Tarihi. İstanbul: Ülken Yayınları, 
p. 77.
339   H. Z. Ülken. 1998. Türkiye'de Çağdaş Düşünce Tarihi. İstanbul: Ülken Yayınları, 
p. 82.
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process and participated in the separatist nationalistic movements and strives. 
A third group continued to live their constant lives by keeping their positions 
as villagers, merchants and artists. The controversies and disputes of  the 
non-Moslem subjects within their own communities in the last century were 
higher than the minorities˝ struggles against the Ottoman authorities.  
   As Foti and Stefo Benlisoy argue, the community members were pushed into 
nationalist movements by the reasons of  discrepancy that emerged with the 
decadence of  the Empire and the systematic propaganda organized by Protes-
tant missionaries and the Catholic and the Lazarist priests. However, because 
the Rum-orthodox millet included not only Helens but also Slavs, Albanians 
and Arabs, the nationalistic movements divided and weakened the authority 
of  the Church. Although the conventions of  the Judaist community become 
the opposite of  the western-type nationalism and accepted this political 
movement as a Christian ideology, it increased its influence within the Otto-
man executive and bureaucratic structure by displaying an absolute loyalty.340 
Ortaylı shares their ideas by claiming that the ̋ millet˝ group was not based on 
the ethnic and linguistic loyalty, but depended upon affiliation to religion and 
sect. For instance, Armenians were organized under the three categories as 
Gregorian Armenians, Catholic Armenians and Protestant Armenians in the 
19th century by emphasizing their religious and sectarian identities.341 Because 
of  the interwoven relationships among the minorities and Rum subjects, the 
19th century nationalist movements fought with the Armenian components 
more frequently than the Sublime Porte’s struggle with them. 
   The multi-ethnic and multi-religious character of  Ottoman society forced 
the rulers to constitute a different sociological category. Alkan claims that 
the Ottoman millet order is a sui generis incident of  the history. Besides it is 
an originality of  an executive organization. This is an organization that de-
veloped within the original socio-cultural framework of  the Ottoman society. 
This structure neither resembles to the situation of  the minority millets in 
colonialist empires nor to those in the federative governance. Thus, the groups 
who inherited the legacy of  the Ottoman Empire in the Middle East and the 
Balkans are not concerned with maintaining the millet system.342 In addi-
tion, it can be said that Ottoman millet order provided the protection of  the 
religious identities of  different groups who displayed a scattered settlement 
and linguistic varieties during the life of  the Empire. Even, transition and 
identity-internalization processes emerged within the religious compart-
ments thanks to this system. In this way, some Moslem subjects adopted the 
Turkish language and got integrated into this culture even though they had 
different languages. 
   In analyzing the origins of  European-type nationalism, Safran emphasizes 
340  Benlisoy 2001: pp. 367-369.
341  İ. Ortaylı. 1999. İmparatorluğun En Uzun Yüzyılı, İstanbul: İletişim Yayınları, 
p. 83.
342  Alkan 2001: p. 378.
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that the millet system could not be a basis for the European-oriented nation-
alism because the European-type nationalism could come on the agenda by 
struggling and undermining this system and eradicating it. Therefore, millet 
cannot be corresponded to the term nation and nationalism. This discrepancy 
in terms had repercussions in the historical conflicts. Although the historical 
experience indicates that millet system assists to the formation of  a new melt-
ing identity among Moslem tribes and the shaping of  new-type nationalism.343 
In my view, this kind of  nationalism was much more tolerant and sufficient 
enough to remove the possible stereotypes among the compartments within 
a multi-ethnic political community.
   To sum up, Ottoman identity does not stay as a sole Moslem identity but 
crystallized by the Moslem character. Other Moslem ethnic communities feel 
themselves Ottoman as far as they adopt Turkishness with respect to language. 
In this context, when the non-Turk parents speak Turkish and communicate 
with this language and the son or daughter follows this way, the family was 
categorized under the Turkish nationality in general understanding. Conse-
quently, the Ottomanism of  the last century may be easily transformed into 
Turkish Identity.

Turkish Identity during the Westernization Process

In analyzing the cultural dimension of  relationship between Turkey and 
Europe, it is necessary to bear in mind that the Turkish Republic inherited 
many peculiarities of  the Ottoman Empire with multi-ethnic, multi-cultural 
and multi-lingual characteristics. First of  all, the idea of  the integration of  
the Turkish Republic into the European order was the previous target inher-
ited as an Ottoman legacy. According to Kasaba, Turks have had commercial 
and cultural connections with the European states which constitute the core 
of  the recent European countries since the 16th century. The dependence of  
the Ottoman territories was determined by the mode of  transformation of  
regional production and trade networks in 19th century.344 The Empire in its 
classical age and its successor, the Turkish Republic were divergent from each 
other in the 19th century when the exchange and the political pressure emerged 
as the alternative instruments in order to articulate the social structure of  
the Ottoman Empire. Under these circumstances, according to Sunar, even 
though some scientists claim that the beginning of  the articulation process 
was extended to the 16th century and the emergence of  the modern world 
system, the integration of  the European system started to be realized in the 

343   M. Safran. 2000. Atatürk İlkeleri ve İnkilap Tarihi. Ankara: Siyasal Kitabevi, 
p. 485.
344  R. Kasaba. 1988. The Ottoman Empire and The World Economy (The 
Nineteenth Century). Sunny Press, p. 85.
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beginning of  the 19th century.345 
    The second heritage of  the Empire was the relationship between the state 
and society. Max Weber depicted the Ottoman Empire as ˝an extreme typical 
of  patrimonialism˝.346 Nevertheless, the Ottoman society was rather different 
from its European counterparts in many respects and many conventions in 
Turkish society can be seen as the prolonged entities / rituals of  the Ottoman 
tradition. While the political system of  Western Europe, in which the social 
structure emerged as a system of  inter-formations, was based on the relation-
ship between individual and state; there does not appear any idea pertaining 
to the individual in Ottoman Empire yet. However, we cannot refer to the 
individual sphere and identity in the Ottoman society in which the political 
representation is enhanced by the interactions among the religious groups. 
During the establishment of  the newly built Turkish Republic, the individual 
identity emerged in line with the construction of  a national identity as I will 
express in the title ˝Kemalist Modernization Project˝.
   Weber insists on that the Ottoman Empire was depending on the commu-
nalistic structures and collectivism. The best defining notion for the Ottoman 
Empire was the patrimonial authoritarian system which was based on the 
traditionalism of  Islam and Islamic law (Ibid.: 232). The most striking discrep-
ancy is the role of  the society against the state. In application, the society did 
not have any impact. According to Berkes, the ideal society was that which 
maintains the stability and continues the fidelity for the sultan’s authority.347 
The central authority - In Weber’s terminology Sultanism - was dominating 
over each part of  life and the authoritarian structure of  the state impeded 
the emergence of  civil societies. Ottoman Empire was not a nation-state but 
a political unity that depended on the divinely made principles and the cat-
egorization as the religious communities (ümmet). By the evacuation of  this 
word, a citizen was not regarded as an individual solely but thought that a man 
can obtain his identity and social status just only within the religious group 
as its member and constitutive part. The social changes were realized by the 
reforms coerced by the state.348 The relationship of  individual and state was 
contrary to the European standards. In Ottoman tradition, namely, the state 
was not related with the society and was not based on the economic interests 
of  the society or any given class structure. The political sovereignty was not 
arising from the society but from some divine powers.
    The inclusion of  the Ottoman Empire into Europe was influenced through 
the formation of  the Turkish identity by the dawning of  the terms ̋ European 
civilization˝ and ˝European ness˝. In Europe’s perception of  the Ottomans 
two events carry a vital significance. Firstly; some permanent diplomatic 
relations were established with various capitals of  Europe since 1795. Sec-
345  Sunar 1987: pp. 63-72.
346  Weber 1978: p. 231.
347  N. Berkes. 1973. Türkiye’de Çağdaşlaşma. İstanbul: Bilgi Yayınevi, p. 27.
348   N. Berkes. 1973. Türkiye’de Çağdaşlaşma. İstanbul: Bilgi Yayınevi, p. 28.
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ondly, many young students (would be Young Turks) were sent to France for 
education. Turkish scientists and young diplomats in Europe played a very 
important role in introducing the European civilization to Ottomans. In the 
era of  Mahmud II (1808-1839) the army was reorganized, a modern medicine 
school was established; an official printing office was founded and a newspa-
per was published. In the period of  Abdulmecid, Tanzimat Decree (1839) was 
proclaimed by the aim of  transforming the Empire into a modern European 
state. Tanzimat Decree based upon the principle that all citizens are all equal 
before the law and the state is bound to provide the security of  all citizens˝ 
life, property and honor. Thus, a Turkish identity whose primary component 
was the transformation of  Ottomans to the Europeans began to take shape in 
19th century. Some contemporary concepts such as the freedom, private prop-
erty, individual rights were initiated in order to penetrate into the realm of  
the Ottoman intelligentsia. Nevertheless, the Ottoman intelligentsia was not 
intrinsically familiar with the ground upon which these concepts flourished.349

   The last centuries of  the Empire turned to the stage where the nationalistic 
movements were arising in the Balkans and the Middle East. According to 
Sezer, the ruling class tried to take precautions directing towards the west-
ernization in order to protect the territorial integrity of  the Empire. The 
attempts of  the ruling class positioned in the central government tended to 
experiment the ways of  nationalism including the Ottomanism, Turkification 
and modernization respectively. The Empire started to internalize the finan-
cial, judicial and political systems of  West Europeans gradually since the 19th 
century. For instance, the Imperial decree of  Gulhane (1839) brought about 
the supremacy of  law and the fundamental rights, and 1856 Amendment rec-
ognized officially the equality of  all citizens before the law. As an example of  
the new institutions the State Council (1868) was referred to the Conseil d’etat 
of  France.350 As a result, similar reforms of  the Empire were made in order to 
provide the modernization received as ̋ westernization˝ or ̋ Europeanization˝.

The Concept of Westernization

The term ˝westernization˝ seems quite wrong because it implies a change 
which is not possible to realize. And it also requires the questioning whether 
a society has a potential or possibility to transform into an entity which is 
different form the society itself. In this context, it can be said that every society 
is a product of  its own history. According to Ülken, the societies which did not 
live the similar history cannot live the similar ̋ now˝. The West, as the totality 
of  its economic, political and cultural complementary parts, has been risen 

349   Ş. Mardin. 1991. Türkiye’de Din ve Siyaset. İstanbul: İletişim Yayınları, pp. 82-
92.
350   B. Sezer. 1985. Sosyolojinin Ana Başlıkları. İstanbul: İstanbul Üniversitesi 
Edebiyat Fakültesi Yayınları, pp. 166-168.
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over its own history. The reduction of  the West to the one of  these parts is also 
not possible. Neither the capitalist mode of  production, nor the parliamentary 
bourgeois democracy and neither the Enlightenment philosophy can explain 
the West alone.351 In this context, even the complete industrialization and the 
transition to the parliamentary bourgeoisie democracy are not sufficient for 
the westernization. Yet in this time, the cultural differences resulting from 
the existing history and geography being alive will come into the agenda. 
Japan, living the controversy as being traditionalist at home but modern in 
the outside, is the most concrete example of  this case.
   As it is known, no society is completely different from the other societies 
and has a specific sui generis character. All societies constitute and change by 
undergoing the same historical laws, according to Sezer.352 These laws that 
are called infrastructure and superstructure may stigmatize the trend of  the 
history in the last analysis. Nevertheless, when the differences and distinctive 
features come on the agenda, the cultural history, including the traditions, 
the conventions, the systems of  values, the forms of  the political behaviors, 
bear a strategic importance.353 The greatest impediment for transforming a 
society into an entity which is different from the society itself  is the history 
mentioned above briefly. 
    Under these circumstances, it may be more prudential to prefer to use the 
concept modernization or becoming contemporary, rather than the concept 
of  westernization.354 Nevertheless, the statesmen of  the Ottoman Empire 
were not really involved in the actual modernization but their intrinsic goal 
was to postpone the collapse of  the Empire as much as possible and from this 
perspective the word westernization correspond for them to be like the West. 
This attitude constrains the scope, extension and the nature of  the western-
ization accompanying with the other objective factors. 
   The endeavors of  westernization were put on the agenda with the defeat 
of  the Ottoman armies before those of  the western states. That is a fact that 
the happenings enforcing the Ottomans to be westernized started to occur 
by preceding the periods of  military defeats. In Berkes˝ words, ˝while the 
Conqueror conquers the Constantinople; the New Europe had a capitalist 
development trend and determined the original progress and direction at the 
era of  Kanuni. In this duration Gutenberg was about to print his first book 
and at the end of  this century, 1700 prints were established and 15-20 million 
books were published in Europe˝.355

    The most concrete occurrences making clear the position of  the Empire 
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towards the West took place in the second half  of  the 16th century when the 
sui generis Ottoman economic system depending on the propriety of  the land 
(tımar) as being the basis of  the social, military and economic structure. In 
this period the penetrating West into the Empire via the trade surrounded 
it by means of  the non-Moslem usurers - merchants.356 In this context, the 
non-Moslem minority merchants are very important in the Ottomans˝ efforts 
for the westernization. Because these groups thought that the westernization 
of  the Empire means its colonization process which provides the concessions 
and benefits for them. Tezel expresses the situation with a detailed analysis: 
˝the merchants in Anatolia were depended on the non-Moslem merchants in 
the seaport cities and the later one was depended on the western merchants. 
The non-Moslem middleman usurers obtain a great influence over the court 
by having diplomatic missions and levying the taxes for sake of  the Empire. 
As a result of  a long process, the discharge of  the Ottomans economic su-
periority, transferring the financial authority to the non-Moslem levying 
persons, the attempts of  the provinces to the uprisings led to the eradication 
of  the sovereignty of  the central government, the appearance of  the political 
vacuum and the takeover the economic initiative by the non-Moslem minor-
ity accompanying with the political power as well˝.357 However, the Ottoman 
rulers began to seek the opportunity to compromise with their western coun-
terparts in order to secure their powers during the period of  collapse. There 
was no remedy or alternative to be dependent on the West both in economic 
and political respects for the Emperors.
   In fact, the westernization process had been perceived by the Ottomans in 
a different perspective. They assumed that there was a connection in their 
economic deterioration and social distortion with westernization. This belief  
brought about the denial of  the internalization of  the westernization tenden-
cies by the people. Whereas the attitudes of  the people are vitally important 
in this level as Berkes argues that the social changing takes the people to the 
worse position unless the people demand, push and direct the change and 
render the change coercive, superficial and costly. 
   After the dawning of  the idea of  modernization in Turkish history, the cir-
cumstances and progression trends developed as depicted above.358 On the 
other hand, the superficial imitations of  Ottoman ruling class of  the West 
caused the rise of  the reactions by the people and these reactions led to the rise 
of  the cultural alienation between the people and the ruling class and to the 
outbreak of  rebellions accompanying the reactionary and conservative move-
ments resisting the sudden chances. Especially some novelties for the sake of  
westernization prevented the daily subsistence of  the people by leading their 
jobs outdated as suffered in the establishment of  the print and the rebellion 
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of  Patrona Halil (Belge 1984: 1290). At the same time, the adopted institutions 
could not obtain their historical and cultural coverage by breaking away from 
the Western originals or cores as that of  the permanent and compulsory army 
institution which turned to the enslavement mechanism in Ottoman-shaped 
implementation, according to Birand.359 For all reasons mentioned above, 
the westernization process in Ottoman Empire was performed in spite of  
the absolute opposition of  the people by creating the dilemma between the 
high classes and the reactionary public class representing the modernity and 
tradition bringing into existence as concurring realities. 
   The other important issue in the Ottoman westernization is the question 
of  the failure with respect to nationalization. Because they are deprived of  
having the consciousness of  the national identity and the mental equipment 
to comprehend the prudential consideration of  the West, they used the word 
nation for the religious communities as a result of  their elitist and religious 
ideologies. The most important reason behind the difficulties in nationaliza-
tion was the causality among the nationalism, centralization and westerni-
zation. This causality was the capitalism and the economic changing process, 
defined as ˝market integration˝ constitutes the basis of  the nationalism and 
centralization as Şaylan asserts: that the changing of  the economic structure 
covers the disintegration of  feudal production and replacement of  it with the 
new type of  economic relations and institutions. The characteristic feature 
of  the economic change is the prevalence of  the production of  goods and the 
emergence of  the integration of  the market within any given societal borders. 
The market integration in economic respect brings about the integration 
of  the norm and values as well as language regulating the human relations 
within any societal border and the dawning of  the national and central state 
in the political arena.360 
   Besides the economic matters, there is another problem in Turkish west-
ernization as crystallized by Kadıoğlu with the title of  the paradox of  Turkish 
nationalism.361 She puts forward that the paradox of  Turkish nationalism 
which resulted in both hostility towards an imitation of  Western ways has 
accompanied the modernization process since the turn of  the nineteenth 
century. Accordingly, it is quite obvious that Turkish nationalism was not 
the awakening of  Turks to national consciousness. It was rather a project 
undertaken by intellectuals whose discourse was laden with the dilemma of  
a choice between imitation and identity stemming from the aforementioned 
paradox. The superior material qualities of  the West, its science and technol-
ogy, however, can only be synthesized with the spirituality of  the East with a 
project from without˝ which necessarily involves the intellectuals who take 
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upon themselves the task of  transforming a popular consciousness ˝steeped 
in centuries of  superstition and irrational folk religion˝.362 
In my view, one of  the most important problems in Turkish westernization 
is that the Turkish intellectuals perceived the westernization as a unique way 
of  modernization by disregarding the multiple modernizations as the cases 
of  Japan and Russian modernization models. The other problem is that the 
modernization process stayed as an elite movement and could not penetrate 
the ordinary people. Thus, the social dimension of  westernization was ne-
glected. In addition, the social ground of  westernization and nationalism 
was not found because the lack of  capitalist understanding prevented the 
existence of  the word nation in Ottoman society for the reasons explained 
above. Even, according to Timur, the term Turk was used to humiliate some 
people such as villagers and Turcoman tribes by adding some adjectives as 
ignorant and impolite.363 In fact, the word nation (millet) used for the Jewish 
and Christians did not mean the modern nation but a divine category meaning 
the religious community.

The Beginning of the Consciousness of Being Turk

The consciousness of  being Turk began to be felt by Ottoman statesmen and 
the intelligentsia at the beginning of  this century. However, this consciousness 
had been reached as a result of  struggles among the contradictory political 
movements and, most importantly, the Ottoman westernization or mod-
ernization process which was perceived as a unique and inevitable solution 
to protect and survive the Ottoman Empire. As Ortaylı argues that the per-
manent recession of  the Ottoman Empire, since the end of  17th century, led 
the Ottoman bureaucrats to take some precautions. These precautions were 
consisting of  reformation and modernization.364 However he claims that these 
westernization movements did not originate from the admiration of  the West 
but because of  necessity.365 Actually in this period of  time the western societies 
had suffered from social problems of  rapid industrialization such as anomie, 
poverty and the class struggles.
In a different perspective, the Ottoman Empire preferred the policy of  west-
ernization after she lost her sovereignty over the world affairs in order to 
survive and maintain her existence. Nevertheless, this policy was determined 
by the new political order in Europe which was shaped as a result of  the French 
Revolution. Namely, because the West attempted to preserve its national in-
terests, the nation-state became the political unit of  the competition. Thus, 
the absolute sovereignty of  the multi-national Empire tended to collapse. 
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Karakaş regards that despite the fact that the western countries achieved 
to produce new approaches towards the ˝Eastern Question˝, the traditional 
political implementations of  the Ottoman Empire could not yield sufficient 
results because of  the newly established circumstances.366

   Parla takes the westernization movement of  the Ottoman Empire as attempts 
to be identical with the West in order to challenge a power before with which 
they were always defeated.367 With this conceptualization, the social and 
political interactions and contacts were realized. Mardin shares the same 
idea with that of  Parla about the social penetration of  the western culture to 
the Ottoman society. In this context, he claims that the process of  Tanzimat 
transformed the westernization movement to a constant state policy and the 
western daily culture had an impact on the individual life of  the Ottoman 
society as well as the state institutions.368 
   In my view, despite the fact that Tanzimat Charter and the values which can 
be inspired from its inclusion had critical effects on the individual life of  the 
Ottoman people, it is vitally important to underline the reality that the spirit 
of  the Tanzimat had a dualist character by keeping the ˝modern˝ and ˝tradi-
tional˝ together. Kadıoğlu depicts this naive combination as follows, when she 
introduces main rhetoric of  the late-Ottoman and Turkish Republic schooling 
system: ̋ a patriotic Turk should try to achieve a balance between the benefits 
of  the West and the East by opting for adopting the science and technology 
of  the former and the spirituality of  the latter˝.369 In this understanding, the 
main task of  a Turk was to achieve a balance between the ˝materiality of  the 
West˝ and the ˝spirituality of  the East˝.370 The aforementioned dualist char-
acter of  westernization movement, trying to keep the modernity and the 
tradition together, would be the harbinger of  the future hesitations among 
the Islamization, Turkism and the Ottomanism. 
   In fact, this dualism originated because of  the systematic critics of  Young 
Ottomans of  the westernization or reformation process. According to Mar-
din Young Ottomans emerged as a political movement with the demands of  
constitutional control over the bureaucracy, political liberation and the main-
tenance of  balance between modernity and tradition under the leadership of  
Namık Kemal and Ziya Pasha.371 Şinasi, Agah Efendi and Ali Suavi were other 
members of  this political movement.372 In fact, they were familiar with the 
˝republican˝ and ˝nationalistic˝ ideas of  the West. However, they considered 
these concepts dangerous for the political unity of  Ottoman Empire. Under 
this circumstance, according to Tanpınar, they defended the idea of  consti-
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tutional monarchy by being loyal to the Islamic identity.373 
   This group focused on the identity problems emerging during the western-
ization process of  the Ottoman Empire. They had completely antagonistic 
thoughts against the nationalist movements and they defended contrary ideas 
such as ̋ İttihad-I Anasır˝ (the unity of  the parts) and the ̋ İslam Milleti˝ (Nation 
of  Islam).374 They were inspired by the ideas of  Montesquieu and Rousseau and 
attempted to legitimize and combine the notions ̋ patrie˝ (homeland), nation 
and liberty with the Islamic values. Even Mardin asserts that Namık Kemal 
used the concepts patrie, nation, Ottoman and ümmet (religious community) 
with the same meaning.375 But his concept ̋ patrie˝ was very ambiguous because 
it included Rum Orthodox into this concept within Ottoman society. Accord-
ing to Aydın, he meant by this concept that the territory on which everybody 
lives equally with the consciousness of  citizenship.376 In this respect, Namık 
Kemal emphasized the equality and Ottomanism as accompanying notions 
of  concept ˝patrie˝. For this reason, Davison infers from the patriotic view of  
Namık Kemal an Ottomanist content and he was not Turkist and he was not 
involved in the Turks abroad the Ottoman frontiers.377 
   Another member of  Young Turks, Ali Suavi, can be regarded as one of  the 
leaders of  Turkism. His distinctive feature and original contribution was 
his overestimation of  the concept Turk.378 Actually he focused on the notion 
of  race and used the term Turk by spreading the limitation of  the word and 
including the proto-Turks and synchronically Central Asian Turks and Ot-
tomans.  According to Aydın, he built his Turkist view on three assumptions 
as follows respectively: Turks are superior to the other races with respect to 
military power and the understanding of  civilization. Turkish language is 
the most perfect and the richest language of  the world. Turks constituted the 
Islamic civilization.379

   Young Turks had been replaced by the Young Ottomans since 1878 and main-
tained the consciousness of  the Ottoman identity, constitutionalism and 
the idea of  progress and state-centric approach.380 In my view, they became 
identical with the values they represented and the state. Thus, they led the 
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later innovations and reformations to be shaped by top-level authorities and 
hence with Jacobinism character. On the other hand, according to Mardin, 
this political movement was crystallized by its attempts to create an original 
identity and to differentiate itself  from Ottomanism, Turkism and Islamism.381 
   However, Young Turks tended towards Turkism after the Balkan wars and 
attempted to determine the main principles of  Turkism by means of  political 
and intellectual magazines and newspapers. They preferred the Anatolian 
nationalism to Panturkism. They tried to create a national economy and a 
national bourgeoisie even though the Ottoman Empire had not been col-
lapsed.382 Nevertheless, their idea of  Turkish unity was aiming to unite all 
Turks within the Ottoman territory and the other Turks, who shared the 
same race, language and traditions, in Central Asia and in Europe under one 
political roof. According to Aydın, there were some handicaps in this politi-
cal project. For instance, the political linkage of  Turkist and Islam would be 
broken and the unifying role of  Islam religion would be lost. On the other 
hand, the nationalistic feelings of  Turks were weak and insufficient to create 
a coherent political unity.383 
   To sum up, Turkism was the most influential political movement under 
the CUP (Committee of  Union and Progress) regime. The sources of  Turkism 
were the Turkology studies which focused on the anthropological features, 
languages, histories and evolutions of  Turks and the nationalist ideas of  
the leaders of  the Central Asian Turks who visited Turkey. Surprisingly, this 
political movement made the integration with the West much easier and 
succeeded to provide harmonious and multi-dimensional relations with the 
western countries. Moreover, Kemalist modernization project, which I will 
explain in the next section, was inspired by Turkism and nationalist political 
movements as I will discuss later.

The Kemalist Modernization Project and the Emerging 
New Turkish Identity

After the collapse of  Ottoman Empire, the modernization of  the newly es-
tablished Republic tended to serve the production of  a policy that aimed to 
protect the own existence of  the Turks instead of  the imperial pluralism. For 
this reason, Anatolian Turkish identity was promoted which had an antago-
nistic character vis-a-vis the Ottoman identity and the Islamic understanding. 
According to Aydın, the primary bases of  modernization in Turkish republic 
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were the nationalist and the secular principles.384 However, the new identity 
was supposed to be an inevitable necessity of  establishing an independent 
state in Anatolia that was based on these principles.
   The Wilsonian principles, declared at the end of  the First World War, included 
a resolution that assumed that an independent Turkish state can be established 
in a region where Turks constitute the majority of  the population. This stip-
ulation led irredentist Turkism in Ottoman period to the Anatolian Turkism, 
based on the territorial understanding. Thus, territorial Turkism developed a 
limited policy and diverged from the Ottomanism and the Ottoman identity. 
According to Kohn, the most striking point of  this divergence was the radi-
cal character of  Kemalism that removed the dualism and the paradox which 
were inherited from Tanzimat by means of  keeping modern and traditional 
institutions or behaviors together.385 In this context, Kemalism can be defined, 
in my view, as a system of  revolutionary values challenging the value system 
of  Ottoman identity as an ˝ancient-régime˝. Thus, the influence of  religion was 
attempted to be minimized by series of  radical reformations promoting the 
national consciousness and the historical myths.
   The Ottoman modernization was enforced by the top-level bureaucrats 
and imposed on the people who were unwilling to accept westernization 
or ignored the nature of  this development. The reformation was limited to 
the army, the local and central governments and the educational system. 
In fact, westernization itself  was limited to some specific areas because the 
reformers did not believe in the values of  the western civilization. They only 
intended to modernize the political structure in order to prevent or delay the 
total collapse of  the present political system. At the same time the distinctive 
feature of  the Ottoman westernization was its dualist character, keeping 
the traditional institutions such as medrese (religious school) and Islamic 
law together with the modern, western-oriented military and governmen-
tal institutions. According to Keyman, it was not sufficient to remove this 
dualism. At the same time the internalization of  the reforms was necessary: 
˝Kemalist modernization focused on the cultural fields and social levels by 
inferring that the Ottoman-like, ̋ eclectic˝ and compromising westernization 
is not adequate and prudential, but that the reforms and novelties stayed at 
the institutional level.386 
  However, it was authoritarian and non-democratic because this reformation 
was proposed and imposed by the top-level officials and elites without con-
sulting the public opinion. In respect to the Kemalist modernization project, 
Ottoman westernization was also the implementation of  the ancient régime and, 
therefore, it was inevitably revised radically. As Okyar claims, Kemal Atatürk 
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concentrated on political reforms primarily, because he did not believe that 
multi-ethnic, multi-religious, multi-lingual, multi-national Ottoman Empire 
could achieve the modernization. According to him, the new and previous 
cannot live together and the radical turning point is necessary in order to 
carry out the modernization.387 The social, economic and cultural reforms 
were committed with these assumptions and accompanied by the effort to 
lessen the influence of  the radical beliefs and institutions over the Turkish 
society in the post-Republican period.
   According Landau two fundamental elements were interwoven in the mod-
ernization view of  Atatürk. Firstly, the dissolution of  the absolutist Ottoman 
Empire and secondly, the establishment of  a democratic system to remove 
the obstacles between the ruler and ruled, to develop the individual capac-
ities, talents and differences in the scientific, economic and cultural fields, 
providing and accelerating the internalization of  western-like social, cultural 
and economic value systems.388 Nevertheless, at the last analysis, the Kemalist 
modernization project preferred to limit or remove democratic rights and 
liberties in case reactionary attitudes might come to power that could inhibit 
modernization.
   The new state re-identified its political principles to survive the existence of  
its society. For this reason, it was necessary to establish a world view and the 
historical consciousness to integrate the state and the people. This could only 
be achieved by accepting the principles of  the western-type society and the 
nation-state. These principles were used to create a supra-national Turkish 
identity embracing all ethnic entities within the frontiers of  National Act. 
According to Karakaş, the national thought was established on a kind of  unity 
such as national state and national identity because unity and homogeneity 
were the ultimate aims of  nationality and the basic concepts of  the nationalist 
ideology.389 In my view, the ultimate aim of  this process can be summarized 
as to reach the contemporary civilization depending on western philosophy 
and positivism. Thus, westernization was established on the mentality and 
the analysis of  the society which were crystallized by the attempts of  creating 
a homogeneous nation and national identity.
   In 1930s, some attempts were undertaken regarding the national identity 
which was built on the Anatolian Turkism, such as developing the Turkish 
history and language thesis. For instance, in the Turkish History Congress, 
held in 1932, it was accepted that Hittites and Sumerians were Turks and 
Turks had reigned in Anatolia during the Ancient Age.390 The main aim of  this 
declaration was to legitimize the existence of  the newly established state and 
her ideology on the Anatolian territory. At the same time, the other aim was 
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to establish a connection between the pre-Islam Turkish histories and the 
newly emerged national identity by emphasizing the secularism and partly 
excluding the Islamic identity. However, the definition of  the Sumerian and 
Hittite civilizations as identical with the Turkish identity was aiming to in-
clude Turks among the creators of  the western civilization. 
   This claim was, on the one hand, useful to legitimize the project about the 
changing of  the civilization. For these reasons, according to Karal, the Turk-
ish history thesis was a defensive historiography.391 On the other hand, the 
debates about the language led to emergence of  a language theory (Güneş Dil 
Teorisi / Sun Language Theory) that supports the idea that all civilizations 
on earth were diffused from the Central Asia. According to this theory, all 
ethnic groups who live in Anatolia were considered as Turk and speaking any 
language except for Turkish was forbidden.392 As a logical prolongation of  
this idea, there were many attempts to create a homogeneous nation. One of  
them was the exchange of  population of  1923 when the Turks in Greece and 
the Orthodox population who live in Turkey were exchanged, except for the 
Turks in Western Thrace and for the Rums in Istanbul under the framework 
of  agreement with Greece on the exchange of  populations.393 
   In the socio-economic perspective, the newly constructed Turkish identity 
was not based on class differences. The social stratification was built on the 
ideas of  Gökalp who was inspired by the Durkheimian solidarist and corpo-
ratist model denying the social classes and replacing them by the guild system 
and a system of  cooperation of  the professions.394 This approach was really 
suitable for the ideology of  the Republic because the Turkish society had 
emerged without dividing into classes, without giving concessions for any in-
terest group, and without allowing the policies to threaten the amalgamation 
and harmony of  the society. As Tekeli and Şaylan assert, this implementation 
was aiming to access the wide range of  people to political participation and 
to constitute a social ground for the economic statism.395 Thus, the ideas of  
Gökalp that the folk and nation are equal terms and that the concept Volk was 
used to depoliticize the people and prevent their cleavages from the society 
in political or economic reasons such as class or any ethnic group. The folk 
can be defined as equal, homogeneous, depoliticized, static and passive group 
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392   Y. Sarınay. 1994. Türk Milliyetçiliğinin Tarihî Gelişimi ve Türk Ocakları (1912 - 
1931). İstanbul: Ötüken Yayıncılık, pp. 300-307.
393   S. P. Ladas. 1932. The Exchange of  Minorities Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey. 
New York: Macmillan Company, p. 345.
394   L. Köker. 1990. İki Farklı Siyaset Bilgi Teorisi-Siyaset Bilimi Açısından 
Pozitivizm ve Eleştirel Teori. İstanbul: Ayrıntı Yayınları, p. 115.
395   İ. Tekeli. Şaylan G. 1978. Türk-İslam Sentezi. İstanbul: Sarmal Yayınevi, pp. 61-
62.
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of  people.396 
   Keyman, by borrowing Gellner’s term of  the ˝organic society˝, claims that 
the Kemalist modernization project operates on the thought of  the ˝organic 
society˝, depending on the principle of  the unity of  the nation and the state 
and Kemalism is strictly based on the political project gaining legitimacy by 
using the enforcement of  the state.397 Thus, as Mardin pointed out, the intrinsic 
principle of  modernization can be realized and the getting of  the periphery 
(folk) closer to the center (state and statesmen) or core, can be achieved by 
educating and acculturating them.398 I argue that, in analyzing the explana-
tions of  both Keyman and Mardin, it is necessary to bear in mind that the 
term ˝organic society˝ as a political term expresses that the state is a unique 
entity and the public interest defined by the state elite has a primary position 
comparing to those of  individuals and citizens. In this meaning, the state is 
not only an institution but also a political principle defining the nation. The 
production and reproduction of  the social life was totally pertaining to the 
state sovereignty in the Turkish modernization history.
   Under the light of  all developments, the Turkish Republic based her ideology 
on three principles. First of  all, it is a Republic inherited from the constitution-
alist movement that was continuing since the First Constitutional Monarchy. 
Secondly, it is the ideology of  a nation-state which depends on a society that 
has a common culture and language. Thirdly, it is the secularism that denies 
the legalistic orders which are inspired by the religious instructions.

The Turkish Identity in the Kemalist Modernization 
Project

The identity of  ˝turk˝ which was formulated by Ataturk and constituted the 
fundamental principle of  the official thought of  the Turkish Republic can be 
analyzed into two categories: Firstly, the objective and legalistic definition 
as ˝everybody who is the citizen of  the Turkish Republic is Turk˝.  Secondly, a 
subjective and voluntary definition as ̋ everybody who belongs to the Turkish 
Republic with the tie of  citizenship adopting the Turkish language, culture and 
ideals is Turk˝. Both of  these definitions can be found in the Kemalist ideology. 
They can sometimes be overestimated and sometimes be ignored depending 
on the conjuncture.399 Because it is widely accepted that some of  the citizens 
of  the Turkish Republic may not speak Turkish and may not adopt the Turkish 

396   S. Aydın. 1993. Modernleşme ve Milliyetçilik. Ankara. Gündoğan Yayınları, p. 
224.
397   F. Keyman. 1998. Kemalizm, Oryantalizm ve Modernité. Doğu-Batı: Doğu Ne, 
Batı Ne?, 2, pp. 72.
398   Ş. Mardin. 1982. İdeoloji. İstanbul: Turhan Kitabevi, p. 47.
399   S. Nişanyan. 1995. Kemalist Düşüncede Türk Milleti Kavramı. Türkiye 
Günlüğü, 33, p. 130.
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culture and the national ideals. In the same way, the Constitution of  1924 in 
item 88, indicating the main proof  of  the national identity definition based on 
the citizenship, says that ̋ Turkish people considered Turk without respecting 
the difference and discrimination of  religion and race˝. Therefore, according 
to Ateş, the understanding of  Kemalist nationalism is not a ̋ chauviniste˝ and 
does not depend on religion, language, race and ethnicity. The understand-
ing of  Kemalist nationalism is a territorial nationalism and it embraces the 
˝people who live in the territories of  the Turkish Republic and feel themselves 
Turkish˝ as Turkish citizens whatever they have as their religion, language and 
ethnicity.400 At the same time, this concept tries to melt these different peoples 
in the same cultural pot even by covering all ancient civilizations located in 
Anatolia, as convenient with this concept of  nationalism.
   Nevertheless, this is an identity definition attained by passing three transi-
tionary stages. Namely, it is easily to see that Ataturk attributed three different 
meanings to the terms of  ˝turk˝ and ˝turkish nation˝ between the years of  
1919-1938. These definitions can be summarized as below:

1. Religious Definition: ̋ the Moslem inhabitants of  the Anatolia and Rumeli 
(Thrace part of  Turkey) are all Turk˝.

2. Political Definition: ˝Everybody who adopts the Turkish language, cul-
ture and national ideals as well as being the citizen of  Turkish Republic 
is Turk˝.

3. Ethnic Definition: ˝the autochthonous population of  the Central Asia is 
Turk˝401

   The first definition (the religious one) is a modus operandi of  National Sal-
vation War (1919-1922) and the main ideological support.402 The second defi-
nition coming to the agenda with the announcement of  the Republic (1923) 
and the abolition of  the official status of  Islam religion (1924) symbolizes the 
sharp divergence and turning point from the content of  the previous one. 
The third definition, shaped by the dedicative history studies of  Ataturk and 
made public by him officially in the Congress of  History (1932), steadily felt 
since the beginning of  the Republic. After 1930s the strivings to concord the 
ethnic and state-centric definitions will be carried on by the studies such as 
the Turkish History Thesis and the Language Theories. 
   The religious definition, which was analyzed within the first category, dis-
plays that Turkish national identity gained a dominant religious character and 
nationality defined with the Islamic identity and official political narrative 
400   T. Ateş. 1994. Siyasal Tarih. İstanbul: Der Yayınları, p. 61.
401   S. Nişanyan. 1995. Kemalist Düşüncede Türk Milleti Kavramı. Türkiye 
Günlüğü, 33, p. 130.
402   F. Keyman. 1997. Küreselleşme Sivil Toplum ve İslam. İstanbul: Vadi Yayınları, 
p. 27.
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based on the ethnic pluralism. According to Yıldız, Turkishness in this period 
was identical with the Islam which was limited by the territorial parameters. 
The main aim of  referring to this identity was to repel the Pan-Islamist and 
Pan-Turkist opponent and to use it as a common value for Muslim ethnic co-
alition which was constituted by different ethics pragmatically.403 Therefore, it 
can be said that the construction of  the religious identity was not permanent 
and structural.
   The nation, as an active subject of  national struggle, was the population of  
the Anatolia and Rumeli. The National Act, the basic document of  the na-
tional struggle, defines the integrated and inseparable national territory as 
˝the proper inhabited by overwhelming majority of  Ottoman-Moslems˝ by 
excluding the Arabic population. The word Turk was not mentioned in the 
National Act.
   The constitutive organizational structures of  national salvation regulated 
the definition of  the nation as ˝all Moslem people giving submission to each 
other by excluding the Arabic population was externalized from the Ottoman 
frontiers˝. In the words of  Mustafa Kemal: ˝Nobody can claim that there is 
only one kind of  nation lives in the interior borders of  this country. On the 
contrary, this border includes all partner nations which were unified on their 
aims and aspirations. The people constituting the Assembly not only Turkish, 
not only Arabic, not only Kurdish but instead is a collective overall of  the 
components of  Islam˝.404

As I mentioned above, this narrative having used in this nationalist and reli-
gious discourse represents a breaking away from the Ottoman ideology of  the 
last period. The Ottoman State had engaged itself  with the ideal of  ˝Ottoman 
millet˝ covering all citizens without discriminating any religion and sect since 
the Tanzimat Decree. The national and religious ideal that emerged in 1919 is 
a rejection and denial of  the attempts of  social integration in previous times. 
   The nomenclature of  the nation that consisted out of  the Anatolian and 
Rumelia populations was witnessed on the first days of  the national struggle. 
The philosophical origins of  the meaning attributed for the term Turk can 
be found in the nationalist literature of  1910s.405 Nevertheless, according to 
İnsel, the term ˝turk˝ began to gain a meaning of  common national identity 
and the feeling of  solidarity instead of  having the ethnographic, linguistic 
and historical phenomenon in 1919. The influence of  the West plays a very 
prominent role in this nomenclature (İnsel 2001: 22). In any case, non-Arabic 
subjects of  the Ottomans were always called Turk by the Europeans. Even 
the Europeans have called during eight centuries the Anatolian and Rumelia 

403   Y. G. Yıldız. 2001. Stratejik Vizyon Arayışları ve Türkiye. istanbul: Der 
Yayınları, pp. 219-220.
404   Y. G. Yıldız. 2001. Stratejik Vizyon Arayışları ve Türkiye. istanbul: Der 
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parts that were governed by the Moslems as Turkey, in spite of  the fact that the 
Ottomans had possibly not heard the name Turkey before the 1910s. On the 
other hand, the dismemberment of  Arab subjects from the Empire after the 
First World War necessitated finding urgently a special name for the people 
that was a non-Arabic, Moslem and Ottoman component. 
   The concept of  Turkey is found in the documents of  the Ankara regime 
beginning from 1921. For instance, Mustafa Kemal addresses the ˝noble Turk 
nation˝ for the first time on September of  1922. Nevertheless, the following 
year, this usage was withdrawn and the Nine Principles giving the good news 
of  the People Party on the April 1923 changed as ̋ the people or the folk of  Tur-
key˝ (Tunaya 1986: 183). Lastly, the Islamic community providing the victory by 
realizing the national salvation war was ultimately named as ̋ turkish nation˝. 
   At this stage, the changing entity was not yet a concept, but merely a name. 
The most important activity in creating the national identity of  the newly 
established state was the exchange of  population. But interestingly, the main 
criterion in this exchange mechanism was not nationality but religion. For 
instance, the Karamanlı tribe who spoke the Turkish language and wrote in 
Greek letters and prayed in the churches in Turkish, were taken into consider-
ation as Rum, the Greek of  Turkey, and were deported and, on the other hand, 
the Moslem population of  Crete counted as Turks without consideration their 
native language and race (op. cit.: 23).
   According to the Lausanne Agreement a different jurisprudence was created 
for the non-Moslems living in Turkey under the name of  ˝minority˝. The cri-
terion of  the minority status is the religion. For instance, while the Anatolian 
Armenians whose native languages are Turkish, were accepted as ˝minority˝ 
members, the Moslem people coming from Hemşin (near Black Sea) and 
speaking Armenian were assumed to be ˝turk˝.406 After the announcement 
of  the laicism principles in 1924, this religious categorization lost its context.  
   However, the religious reference was removed from the official definition of  
Turkish nationality after the abolition of  the caliphate in 1924. The political 
will became the prevalent element to determine the national identity. The 
necessary and adequate condition to be a Turk is to adopt the Turkish language, 
Turkish culture and national ideals meant by the Turkish Republican regime. 
Yıldız asserts that the political and social vacuum which emerged by having 
eliminated the religion was filled by the feeling of  ̋ nationalism˝ perceived as 
a religion.407 Safa shares this idea and mentioned some substituting values: 
˝In the construction process of  Kemalist nation, Ottoman mentality of  Isla-
mism and Turkism were abandoned and the principles of  nationalism and 
civilization as the indicators of  the new individual and collective identities 

406  S. Nişanyan. 1995. Kemalist Düşüncede Türk Milleti Kavramı. Türkiye 
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replaced them.408 In other words, there were two main principles of  ̋ Atatürk 
Revolutions˝. The first principle, nationalism referred to the Central Asian 
origins of  Turks and the unity of  their language and history. The second one 
referred to the western thought and type of  life. However, the will of  nation-
alism was the complementary part of  the principle of  civilizationalism which 
refers to the ideology strongly emphasizes strongly the commonly shared 
universal values.
   According to the program of  the Republican People Party (1931), the nation is 
˝a political and social structure being constituted by the citizens depending on 
the unity of  language, culture and ideals. In the territory of  Turkish Republic 
every citizen who speaks Turkish, who has grown up with Turkish culture and 
who has adopted Turkish ideals has the Turkish identity˝. 
   Here the concept of  ˝ideal˝ (ülkü) means the political willingness and de-
termination; it includes the components of  the language and culture. The 
framework and the unit of  measurement of  the newly formulated Turkish 
identity is the Turkish Republic. Ataturk depicts in his book, Medeniyet Bilgisi 
(Civilizational Knowledge), Turkish nation as a voluntarily unified entity. The 
basis of  this unification will be the ideals of  contemporary civilization, na-
tionalism and independence, manifesting the Turkish Republic. The people 
who adopt the ideal of  the Republic and the Turkish language and culture as 
its integrative elements can include himself  into the Turkish identity without 
discriminating any religion and ethnicity.409 Briefly, according to the second 
definition, everybody who is the citizen of  the Turkish Republic and who 
speaks Turkish and is educated with the Turkish culture and who is loyal to 
the ideals of  the Turkish Republic is Turk.410

   The third definition, which I called the ethnic definition in the period of  
unity within the Kemalist construction process of  Turkish national identity, 
was based on the feeling of  a common origin and the genealogical and racial 
motives describing the national community within the ethnicity context of  
ethnicity. I argue that the weakness of  the Republican ideals as the motivating 
factor, led to meet the needs of  revitalizing the feelings of  common origin as 
a unifying myth in the structural construction of  Turkish national identity.
   As a result, Turkish identity crystallizing in the framework of  the establish-
ment of  the new Turkish Republic and the parameters of  the Kemalist mod-
ernization project, may be able to find its genuine mission in the European Un-
ion perspective as the convergent point with the contemporary civilizations. 
In this context, as Dağı rightly argues that in the recent political conjuncture 
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in which the conflicts between the civilizations come on the agenda, modern 
and western Turkish identity may find the opportunity to its self-realization 
through an integration with the geopolitical horizon of  the West, renewing 
its traditional dimensions by regarding the new and contemporary values and 
be a safe component of  the stability in the region.411 I can say that almost all 
stages of  Turkish identity formation displays that Turkish identity has crys-
tallized to satisfy the belongingness needs of  the citizen and has the flexibility 
to harmonize with different identities due to its multi-dimensional character. 

Conclusion: The Contemporary Turkish Identity

In analyzing the subject-matter, in the lights of  the evaluations since the 
initial process of  Kemalist thought, the modernization project, its sprit and 
implementations, it is easily concluded that the tendency of  the formation 
of  Turkish identity is the West and European values and civilization. Turkey 
never diverged from this ultimate aim. In any case, there is a compulsory 
togetherness of  Europe and Turkey by the enforcement of  the geographic 
and historical reasons rendering possible to share the past experience, coex-
istence and cultural recognition. In this context, the West had been familiar 
with the East since the Crusades of  11th and 12th centuries, had witnessed the 
Turkish culture and transformed the resources, wealth and the intellectual 
accumulations into their own languages, and had established their civiliza-
tions over this culture.
   On the other hand, approximately 500 years, since the conquest of  the 
Thrace (1353) by the Ottomans, Turks ruled and dominated over the western 
societies, conducted to settle the human values and virtual merits over them 
and, thus, Turks became both the founder and the constitutive ˝other˝ of  the 
West paradoxically as the representation of  threat. At the same time, they 
pushed the fortress of  Vienna and, by being stigmatized as the cultural other 
and political threat, contributed to shape the European civilization in many 
respects. The Golden Age of  Turks and the Eastern societies, prevailing in 
the 8th and 11th centuries, has a vital significance in the behind the thought 
of  Renaissance, Reformation and the Enlightenment. In the Medieval Age, 
called as the ̋ dark age˝ Turkish Identity attained to be defined universally and 
proved itself  with its virtues and positive distinctive features.
   It is necessary to emphasize that the Turkish identity never was an identity 
that was only formulated by European influence and orientation. Turkey, 
supported by her unique geopolitical position, is the embedding cradle of  
the Middle East, and the Caucasian, Balkan and the Mediterranean cultures. 
At the same time, she is the flourishing ambiance of  the Ancient Greece, 
Latin and Helen cultures, known as the dawning ancestry of  Europe. With 
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the historical affluence and cultural alteration Turkey offers many invaluable 
opportunities and heavy responsibilities. In this way, Turkey is the nearest 
position to the Western civilization compared to the past history as conven-
ient with the advice of  Mustafa Kemal to arrive at the level of  contemporary 
civilizations. Turkey was announced as a candidate state for the European 
Union, in the Helsinki Summit on December, 1999. This was the first time a 
Moslem country was integrated to the West to such an extent in the European 
history. This reality carries a vital importance in the context of  identity for-
mation and cannot be underestimated. The ex-President of  the United States, 
Bill Clinton, asserted that Turkey is a genuine model for the world with her 
Moslem, moderate, secular and democratic identity, especially for the Mos-
lem countries of  the Middle East. In fact, Turkey is a unique country among 
the 56 Moslem countries in as having a democracy and being a secular state.
   This distinctive identity is today seen as the invaluable compromising entity 
of  the civilizations, especially in these days that the world is undergoing terror 
and lack of  credibility, following the terrorist attacks of  September, 11, 2001. 
In many countries of  the world and Europe, Turkey is mentioned as the model 
country which will be the inspiration functionally, especially in integrating 
some cultures out of  the modernization and westernization process. Never-
theless, overtaking of  this mission and the integration of  EU is stipulated by 
some criteria of  the so-called Copenhagen and Maastricht Treaty’s depending 
on the liberal understanding, emphasizing the supremacy of  law, of  human 
rights and of  democracy. These are the homework as the sine qua non of  the 
European integration for all member states. In profound analysis, it is easily 
seen that these are the values whose origins will be found in the core of  the 
Turkish tradition. The extraordinary conditions of  Turkey such as terror, 
permanent socio-political and economic crises and the reflexive case of  the 
state coming from the phobia of  separation lead to the suspension of  these 
values temporarily. However, by providing that these values will replace the 
dynamic ideals of  Turkey by becoming current according to the new condi-
tions and revitalize the Mustafa Kemal’s idea of  absolute modernization, as 
a requirement of  the Kemalist revolutionary principles, Turkey will be an 
ascending country in the 21st century.
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Chapter XIII: Hüsamettin Inaç 
Identity Problems of Turkey during the 
European Union Integration Process

The European Union integration process of  Turkey can very well be understood 
through a comparative analysis of  her two-hundred year westernization 
process. It can be said that the westernization process of  Turkey was based 
on the struggle to survive against the West as a threat, during the 19th centu-
ry. The ultimate aim of  the main three political and cultural identities that 
emerged due to the attitudes towards the West as Ottomanists, Islamists and 
Turkists was to secure the survival of  the state. The survival of  the state was 
directly related to the question that emerged by the Western policy against 
the Eastern Question or the dismemberment issue of  the Ottoman Empire in 
this historical period. As a result, almost all political programs and projects 
had the consciousness that the West was threatening the existence and the 
unity of  the Turkish state. Thus, the West turned into an object bearing fear, 
doubt and anxiety.
   Moreover, the Turkish state elites were influenced by the negative perception 
of  the Europe and the West was perceived by these elites as an external threat 
of  the State412. At the same time, it was taken as the insurance by the existing 
Turkish regime against internal threats which could prevent the insurrection 
of  the Turkish people. At the period of  the newly established Turkish Republic, 
Turkish people envisaged the West and the Western civilization as the archi-
tect of  the Sevres Treaty which aimed to divide the Turkish territory. In this 
context, the Westernization process was an attempt of  defense against the 
ambitions of  the West and in spite of  the West. On the other hand, it may be 
argued that there existed among the Turkish secular elite a feeling of  admi-
ration for the achievements of  the Western world. On the other hand, there 
is equally a feeling of  resentment against its superiority. According to Alpay, 
an aspiration to Westernize and to become part of  the West is mixed with 
a certain ambiguity towards the West. Rightists and Leftists, Islamists and 
secularists, liberals and conservatives all share a certain feeling of  mistrust 
and suspicion towards the West, which may be partly explained by Turkey’s 
historical experiences with the Western powers.413

   The different political and cultural identities assume different attitudes 
against the integration process of  Turkey by the European Union.  The sense of  
belonging or not belonging to Europe is likely to determine the Turkish iden-

412  A. Budak, 2014. Osmanlı Modernleşmesi Gazetecelik ve Edebiyat. İstanbul: 
Bilge Kültür Sanat, p. 36.
413  Ş. Alpay, 1993. Journalists: cautious Democrats. In Turkey and the West-Changing 
Political and Cultural Identities, ed. M. Heper and R. Oncu and H. Kramer, London and 
New York: I.B. Tauris &Co Ltd. Publisher, p. 70.
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tity. Thus, it is true that Europe becomes a reference point for most segments 
of  society in Turkey. Not only Republican elites, but also the new generation of  
counter-elites acquires a sense of  belonging to the Community of  Europe, as 
Göle asserts.414 These reactions can be categorized depending on the percep-
tions of  the modernization and westernization of  Turkey and the correlation 
which was established between the westernization and the European Union 
integration by the various identities. It can be said that the European Union 
integration process was generally perceived as the concrete and inevitable 
result of  the two hundred years of  westernization of  Turkey. This perception 
led to some negative yields that emerged due to many reasons. According to 
Ertuğrul, the westernization and modernization processes were interrupted 
because of  the negative attitudes and speculations of  the European Union 
officials and the problems of  integration.415 In my view, the consideration 
that the modernization process of  Turkey is a process that is directly related 
to and dependent on the European Union which transforms the matter of  
modernization to a sole pragmatic way of  providing some concrete economic 
and political expectations. Thus, the necessary reformations and innovations 
to reach the contemporary civilizations are perceived far from being mentality 
problems but as simple formalities.
   Some authors claim that the European Union integration process may be 
considered as the inclusion of  the Turkish civilization into the Western civ-
ilization which was perceived as a threat which is necessary to be secured 
from her dangers and fears.416 However, Dağı argues the idea that the recent 
history of  Turkey was shaped by the response to the question of  the West in 
a considerable extent. Nevertheless, he believes that the two-hundred year 
modernization adventure of  Turkey was normalized by rebuilding on the 
social and economic dynamics instead of  being shaped by the external factors 
as was the case in the first time of  the history of  Turkish modernization417. 
Truly, I argue that with the westernization in 21st century Turkey gained a civil 
content which gave it an opportunity to control and inspect the people by the 
state with the means of  the European Union integration process. The Ottoman 
and early Republican westernization processes were imposed by the political 
elites to the people in order to civilize them. However, social actors in Turkey 
grasped that the civilization of  the state can only be possible by internaliz-
ing the western political cultures and western social values. In this context, 
Turkish people generally saw the European Union integration process as an 

414  N. Göle. 1997. The Quest for the Islamic Self  within the Context of  Modernity. 
In Rethinking Modernity and National Identity in Turkey, ed. S. Bozdoğan, R. 
Kasaba, Seattle: University of  Washington Press, p. 48.
415  K. Ertuğrul. 2001. AB ve Avrupalılık. Doğu-Batı, Sayı 14, p. 155.
416   G. Aktan. 1999. Avrupa Birliği’nin Bizde ve Onlarda Yarattığı Kimlik Krizi. 
Foreign Policy, Summer, p. 65.
417   İ. Dağı. 2000. İnsan Hakları, Küresel Siyaset ve Türkiye. İstanbul: Boyut, pp. 
155-156.
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ultimate aim of  the westernization process.
   Many authors attempted to categorize the various socio-cultural and polit-
ical identities in Turkey according to their attitudes against the integration 
process in the European Union418. For instance, Bora claims that it is possible 
to mention about three main categories of  actors who perceive the European 
Union process of  Turkey from different perspectives. The first category sees 
this process as a necessary, useful and ̋ teleological˝ stage for the globalization 
of  the Turkish economy and the inevitable means of  the regional security of  
Turkey. The second category develops a design of  Europe by depending on the 
economic and geo-political considerations. The category takes the European 
Union as a framework of  the political and civilizational reference.419 The third 
one perceives the European Union as a threat and external dynamic to deviate 
the nationalization process of  Turkey which couldn’t complete this process yet. 
There are huge differences and ideological cleavages among these categories. 
I will explain all these categories and their approaches towards the European 
Union integration by arranging them in the context of  political and cultural 
identities with detailed analysis.
   Nevertheless, at this point, it is necessary to emphasize that there also exists 
an inclination among Turkish political identities to make generalizations 
about the West and Westerners. Many of  them fail to see that Western societies 
are pluralistic entities composed of  groups with widely different interests and 
ideologies. On the other hand, for the apolitical sub - and middle-classes in 
Turkey, the European Union symbolizes more modern, more comfortable and 
better life expectations. Especially for the lower classes, it means to recover 
the life conditions and to rescue from the poverty while it is perceived as the 
more democratic and more liberated political environment for the middle 
classes in addition to more qualified consumption facilities. Nevertheless, 
I believe that it is a very tragic reality that Turkish people establish a direct 
connection about their better life conditions with external factors such as 
European Union. Despite the fact that all these expectations constitute the so-
cio-political legitimization standpoints for the European Union membership, 
the externalization of  the sources of  salvation, progress, improvement and 
the elimination of  the wills of  the national actors interpreted as a humiliation 
of  Turkish identity. In my view, the main reason of  this inferiority complex 
is the acceptance and the confession of  the case that the internal dynamics 
of  Turkey are not sufficient for the desire of  change and reformation because 
of  the historical reasons.
   According to Aktar, there are three different categorical approaches about 
the change, modernization and the European Union integration process. The 
first category criticizes the intellectual and political elites who see the Euro-

418   A. Budak. 2017. Roman Kimlik Kültür. İstanbul: Bilge Kültür Sanat, p. 27.
419   T. Bora. 2002. Hangi Avrupa Birliği? Hangi Müktesebat?. Birikim: Hangi 
Avrupa’ya Doğru, 11, p. 16.
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pean Union as a pushing power and functioning mechanism by regarding the 
insufficiency of  internal dynamics in Turkey for change.420 These people claim 
that Turkish people would claim and deserve a life at the European Union 
standards by means of  ˝spontaneous consciousness˝ and they accuse the 
supporters of  the European Union with being ˝White Turks˝ or ˝Euro-Turks˝ 
who commit a kind of  social engineering by underestimating the people by 
attributing them adjectives like ˝uncivilized˝ and ˝ignorant˝.421 I argue that 
almost all social movements and changes need leaders and in this case the 
Turkish people needs the leaders who will demonstrate the reality that the 
socio-political change is directly related with the dynamics of  the European 
Union. At the same time, this critical view would insult approximately 70 per 
cent of  the Turkish people who support the European Union integration and 
wish to be European.
   The second category assumes that the nationalization process could not be 
completed in Turkey and the external dynamics may deviate this national-
ization process and, thus, prevent the ultimate aim of  ˝entire independence 
and sovereignty progress˝.422 I think that these people are not willing to share 
the political and economic power which they hold with the supra-national 
organizations and individuals.
   The third category accepts that the principles, the implementations and the 
philosophy of  the European Union are very suitable instruments to provide 
freedom, welfare and security for the Turkish society and the individuals.423 
Nevertheless, they claim that the European Union is not a necessary changing 
instrument as an external factor even though Turkish people tend to share the 
same aspiration with the demands of  the European Union. All these attitudes 
displayed by many different cultural and political identities in Turkey are de-
fective and imperfect because of  their discrepancies and weaknesses in their 
analysis of  the state. That is, Turkish modernization and westernization is a 
process that is dependent on the dominant character of  the state and, thus, 
Turkish society and the individuals are excluded from being determinant and 
contributor in this vitally important turning point of  reformation.
   I argue that the exclusion of  the society and the individuals from the west-
ernization process is the main reason of  the identity problems of  Turkey 
during the European Union integration process. At this point, Dağı asserts 
that it is the first time in the history of  Turkish modernization that the west-
ernization entered into the normalization process and developed and built 

420  C. Aktar. 2002: Avrupa Dinamiğinden Utanmak: Rüzgârı Arkadan Alanlar. 
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on the social and economic trajectories by the civil character of  the Europe-
an Union.424 Thus, the European Union integration process went away from 
being a mechanism of  the state to control the people and to be an insurance 
of  the internal regime, it gained a civil coverage which gives the opportunity 
to inspect the state for the people by means of  the understanding of  the de-
mocratizing westernization.
   Actually, Turkish people see the European identity as a monolithic entity in 
the integration process, as a simple example, by referring merely to the re-
marks of  the European Union officials; they can speculate that the European 
Union rejects us. Whereas, Europe is constituted by many different identities 
which contain different priorities, understandings and biases. However, 
identities have dynamic characters that wave, change and transform in ac-
cordance with the ongoing time, space and conjuncture. And the identities, in 
the same way, don’t evolve or develop distinctly and isolated from the other 
ones in society. Therefore, I claim that Turkish and European identities are 
˝constitutive others˝ of  each other. However the Ottoman Empire that reigned 
for six centuries in the European lands and European civilization owes its 
Enlightenment, Renaissance and Reformation dynamics and orientations to 
the aspired and adopted legacy of  the East and the Islam heritage.
   The Turks, being a strong threat, led to the emergence of  the European unity 
as the spirit of  the Crusades. In these crusading expeditions the Europeans 
recognized and were influenced by the Eastern civilization and translated 
the huge and splendid books of  the Eastern accumulation and added these 
to their scientific literatures. On the other hand, the Ottoman Empire built 
the alliance with the European states until the sixteenth century and at the 
turning point of  the eighteenth century she noticed her backwardness in 
economic, political and cultural parameters and the westernization process 
was initiated for sake of  modernization orientations.
   Even the Empire was included in the Concert of  Europe and the Europe-
an state system in 1856, and following this date, it implemented strong and 
coherent policies towards a permanent, insisting and ultimate aim of  being 
European. Nevertheless, the Ottoman Empire tended to keep the tradition 
alive beside the modern in dualist understanding and the old and new caused 
the dilemma, the dichotomy and the discrepancy in the preferences pertain-
ing to the social and individual life and, more vehemently, the formation of  
schizophrenic identities that waved between the traditional and the modern. 
Moreover, the reformations committed by top-level authoritarian state in 
spite of  the disapproval of  the public opinion, prevented the internalization 
of  the westernization by the society. In fact, the westernization could not be 
reflected on the level of  the ordinary individual and of  daily social life.
   The ignorance about the western civilization and lack of  communication 
supported the negative images and apprehensions of  the folk towards the 

424  İ. Dağı. 2000. İnsan Hakları, Küresel Siyaset ve Türkiye. İstanbul: Boyut, p. 162.
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Europeans by accompanying with the rough impositions and compulsory 
applications for sake of  westernization, denying the present values and stan-
dards without expressing the necessities of  so-called reformations. Lastly, 
this westernization process was taken as an instrument to make the life of  
the Empire longer as an applied compulsory precaution without penetrating 
the spirit of  the process.
   On the other hand, the newly established Turkish Republic (1923) perceived 
the westernization as the radical turning point in mentality of  working mech-
anism of  the society which is influential over every level of  the social life. 
By disregarding the pragmatist approaches, it was considered as an inevita-
ble requirement to create a new Turkish identity which is loyal to the newly 
emerged nation-state; a national identity that is progressively developing by 
imposing the state ideology on the fellow-citizens.
   After the long process until coming to the recent days, throughout the Turk-
ish Republic, the discussions of  the westernization as the unique way and sine 
qua non of  modernization, apart from some temporal divergences, are going 
on. Today all experiences of  the westernization challenge as a real encounter 
with the European Union’s integration process of  Turkey. In other words, ac-
cording to Ertuğrul, encounters with the cultural unconscious of  the political, 
institutional, intellectual and the bureaucratic perpetrators of  the process of  
European integration are an aspect of  the encounters with the ˝real˝ Turkish 
experience with westernization and modernization.425 Nevertheless, the Eu-
ropean Union as a project of  the identities and civilizations reflects different 
and distinct repercussions on the various levels of  the Turkish society by 
depending on the world views, expectations, preferences, briefly, identities. 
For instance, when provided the good relations with European Union, the 
modernization is assumed to be identical with the westernization. Otherwise, 
alternative choices are searched as patterns of  modernizations or ˝multiple 
modernity˝ apart from the European one.
    At the same time, some results of  summits, especially those of  the Helsinki 
Summit of  2001 in which Turkey had been announced as the official candidate 
of  the European Union, were seen as the trajectories of  Westernization on the 
road of  European Union integration. Turkish society was separated into two 
main categories as ˝conservatives˝ and as ˝reformists˝ by disregarding the 
indecisive groups in challenging the hostile polarities in my point of  view. 
   In this transitionary period, as a general outlook, the first group, conserva-
tives consist of  the members of  the established order, some bureaucrats and 
politicians who are contrary to the changing demands of  the society. They 
are Jacobins, populist, anti-imperialist, isolationist, third-wordlists and in 
favor of  the self-help state concept equipped with the feelings of  national 
unity and struggling with the world, enemy of  all Turks. They are rejecting 

425   K. Ertuğrul. 2000. Contemporary Image of  European Identity and Turkish 
Experience of  Westernization (Unpublished Phd. Thesis), p. 325.
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the integration and its possible results. They have phobia and fear arising 
from the ignorance about the trend of  the world and globalization and they 
are not familiar with the different cultures and not ready to make competi-
tion with outside world counterparts. Because they still perceive the world 
arena in the paradox or dualism of  self  and other and the European identity 
is seen as the distant entity with which it is impossible to communicate and 
collaborate. Even, they think that the westernization in the past experience 
merely means the improvement of  the status of  minorities within the Empire 
by accompanying this idea with conspiracy theories. I argue that the Leftists, 
Rightist and the Islamists may be included into this category even though 
they radically changed their ideas and attitudes towards the integration in 
the European Union as a result of  some political and conjectural reasons.
   The ̋ nationalist Left˝ in Turkey takes a strong stance in favor of  national and 
economic ˝independence˝, and ˝étatism˝ in economic affairs.426 According to 
some Leftist politicians and authors, the European Union integration should 
be rejected because of  her imperialistic and supra-national character. In this 
context, Keyder argues that those advocating modernization without western-
ization, and rejection of  the western economic model determine the discourse 
on the Left.427 Many Leftist thinkers strongly react to the idea that Turkey may 
sacrifice her national sovereignty for the sake of  some economic interests. 
At this point, Soysal argues that Turkey would be forced to leave decisions 
regarding her economic development and other important issues to the dis-
cretion of  a superior authority. The European Union membership should be 
rejected not only on the grounds of  nationalism and national sovereignty, but 
also because Turkey’s needs could be best conceived by the Turks themselves. 
There is a real danger of  Turkey’s national interests being undermined by the 
European Union.428

   Moreover, there is a prevalent argument that economic integration with the 
Western countries is impossible because the social and political structures 
and the past experiences of  Turkey and the West are extremely different 
from each other. For this reason, as Nas argues, most Marxist writers were 
skeptical of  Turkey’s integration into the European Union. They mostly saw 
it as an endeavor that is doomed to fail due to, among others, the differences 
in development paths, and the lack of  a bourgeoisie in Turkey.429 Kazgan, as 
a Marxist economist, argues that the attempts of  Turkey to integrate in the 
European Union may distort the social harmony and unity of  Turkish society 

426   Ş. Alpay. 1993. Journalists: cautious Democrats. In Turkey and the West-
Changing Political and Cultural Identities, ed. M. Heper and R. Oncu and H. 
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because of  the structural reasons which were based on the past philosophy and 
the previous mentality of  Ottoman Empire: ̋ the communitarian worldview of  
Islam and the statist principles of  the Ottoman Empire do not constitute the 
necessary historical and cultural sources for the Turkish society to become a 
Western country. Turkeys attempt at changing civilizations may prepare the 
end of  the Ottoman-Turkish civilization, but cannot transform the Turkish 
society into a Western society.430

   However, Aybar shares the same idea with Kazgan in mentality respect and 
he stresses by using the Marxist terminology that Turkey’s integration in 
the European Union consists of  the transfer of  the superstructure from the 
West. This transfer means nothing without internalizing the infrastructure. 
The superstructure of  the West means the political systems, laws, arts, and 
philosophies of  Europe which was shaped by the Industrial Revolution and 
Greco-Latin culture. Its infrastructure is constituted by the factories, heavy 
industries and the production means.431 In my view, the Leftist authors agree 
that national sovereignty and economic independence are very important 
values which are not possible to be transferred to the superior authorities and 
the transformation of  Turkish society to the Western culture is not possible 
because of  the structural discrepancies in the mentality, philosophy, past 
experiences and the origins of  two different civilizations at the first analysis.
     One of  the most important problems of  the Left is the criticism of  the fun-
damentalism of  Europeanisms.432 This criticism depends on the perception 
that the Western culture is identical with capitalism, modernism and globalist 
philosophy which make the Europeans arrogant and hegemonic over the rest 
of  the West. In this context, Bora asserts that the Left sees the European Union 
as a focal point within global capitalism, a marginalizing power within the 
welfare chauvinism who excludes the others, such as the immigrants, a kind 
of  regime that implements the unequal treatments by creating the exceptions 
for the minimum human rights and democracy standards by building a Eu-
ropean Fortress.433 Depending on this understanding, the main orientation 
of  the Western realm is to threaten and challenge the welfare state which is 
established on equality, social justice and communitarian values, according 
to the Left. However, with the remarks of  Bora, the adoption of  the acquis 
communautaire (EU acquis) is a stage for the removal of  the handicapped and 
defective welfare state in Turkey and European Union serves as an instrument 
to make the neo-liberal ideologies and policies more widespread within the 
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working mechanism of  Turkish state and the society.434

   Eventually, the Left thinks that the West or Europe symbolizes the cultur-
al image of  the modern and capitalist life and, therefore, the Left tends to 
reduce the capitalism and imperialism into the cultural and national iden-
tities. I think that there should be some differences between the nationalist 
narrative which is radically excluding the European Union and the criticism 
of  the Euro-centrism. Therefore, the identification of  the existing global 
political system with Europe as a geo-political and cultural actor is a sim-
plistic approach which prevents the development of  an argument to deal 
with the negative effects of  this system. At the same time, if  the Left rejects 
the integration in the European Union by arguing that the European Union 
represents imperialism and globalism, it means that the Left avoids changing 
and dealing with the global, capitalist and imperialistic values which cannot 
be prevented by ignoring, rejecting and closuring into the autarchic systems. 
According to the Leftists, membership of  the Council of  Europe is sufficient 
to keep Turkey within the general framework of  European values, especially 
those concerning democracy and human rights.
   Membership of  the European Union, however, should be opposed to econom-
ic, political and cultural grounds. In Europe there exist widespread prejudices 
regarding Turkey and the image of  Turks as an inferior people. According to 
Alpay, as far as the Left is concerned, joining the European Union without 
these prejudices and images being changed would be tantamount to accepting 
a treatment at the hands of  the countries of  the European Union countries as 
a second-class country. Turkey has first to get herself  recognized at an equal 
status before entering into a relationship with Europe.435

   The most radical change of  attitude towards the integration in the European 
Union took place on the Left. The internalization of  the market economy, the 
expectations from the European Union to promote the human rights and 
democracy and the impossibility to discover and pursue vastly different eco-
nomic models led the Leftist thinkers to recognize that it is impossible to build 
a self-sufficient economy to be able to function without market mechanisms 
and create a more liberal and democratic state without the pushing power or 
incentives of  the political culture of  the European Union.436 In this context, 
according to Alpay, social democrats have arrived at the conclusion that it is 
important to let the market operate, though without complete submission to 
it. At the same time, there is also a political dimension to change the kernel 
of  the membership of  the European Union. In the sphere of  politics, the view 
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is now that pluralist democracy is the best form of  political regimes and that 
one comes across fully developed democracies only in the countries of  the 
European Union.437 At the same time, having in mind the experience of  the 
military intervention, relations with Europe began to be seen as a safety-valve 
against the growing importance of  the religious movements by the Left.438

   Nevertheless, it is necessary to notice that the left-liberal and social-demo-
cratic circles perceive the economic, technical and executive regulations which 
stipulate the European Union integration as unimportant and futile formali-
ties within the orientation of  the rights and freedoms.439 However, in spite of  
all positive considerations, the Leftists deeply concentrate on the problems of  
social justice, poverty and human rights by overlooking the democratic liber-
ties. Whereas, the emphasis of  the Left to the poverty and the human rights 
problems does not necessitate it’s disregarding of  the equality and freedom. 
I think that the Left needs the democracy as far as the other political identi-
ties. In fact, if  the Left determines and constrains its democratic demands, 
understanding of  human rights and democracy with the stipulations or the 
criteria of  the European Union integration, it may lose its political will and 
strategic horizon as well as referential framework of  its identity. As a matter 
of  fact, Belge agrees with this argument by putting forward that: ˝In recent 
years the Left changed its attitude towards the European Union and saw it 
as a guarantee of  democracy and human rights in Turkey. He continues as 
follows: ˝As a Leftist intellectual I believe that the membership is a formal 
issue which means nothing unless Turkey reaches the democratic maturity 
and tolerance as a result of  the natural processes˝.440 Hanioğlu, on the other 
hand, claims that the alternative for the membership of  the European Union 
cannot be integration with the Islamic countries because these countries don’t 
share a similar mentality and political culture with Turkey. There is only one 
alternative that: to integrate into the European Union by preserving our dif-
ferences and the distinctive features of  Turkish identity.441

   The Rightists˝ narrative about the integration in the European Union con-
centrates on the loss and transfer of  national sovereignty to the superior au-
thorities and the erosion of  the national identity. In this context, Türkeş, the 
late founder of  the Nationalist Act Party, argues: ̋ we are certainly opposed to 
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the European Union membership. That is a natural attitude due to the fact that 
the European Union is a Christian Club which will exterminate our national 
sovereignty and national values˝.442

    As a matter of  fact, the rightists attach primary importance to the unity 
of  the state and see the Copenhagen Criteria as creating problems in the 
particular state-society relations in Turkey. Nevertheless, their exaggerated 
sensitivities about the unity of  the state and the preservation of  the national 
sovereignty and independence were perceived as those of  the persons who 
advocate the preservation of  status-quo. According to Nas, whether Turkey 
will be able to overcome those conservative forces and take up the challenge 
of  full membership to the European Union remains to be seen.443 Briefly, 
Nationalist Act Party, as the most powerful representative of  the Rightists 
in Turkey, summarizes four main rejection points for the integration in the 
European Union’s program: Firstly, the national sovereignty which was hold 
by the Grand National Assembly (TBMM) would be transferred to the Eu-
ropean Parliament. However, such kind of  a violation of  the sovereignty is 
not acceptable. It is the violation of  the Turkish Constitution. Secondly, the 
national character of  the economy will be distorted as a result of  the integra-
tion in the European Union. Thirdly, the national character of  property will 
be destroyed and, lastly, the degeneration of  the socio-cultural identity will 
be accelerated with this integration process.444

   The nationalist circle in Turkey claims that there are remarkable similarities 
between the imperialistic demands of  the Western powers who attempted to 
divide the Ottoman Empire in 19th century.445 For instance, in the period of  
Mahmud the Second, the order of  property and land was changed under the 
pressure of  the West and private property rights were accepted. Thus, a new 
bourgeoisie who exposed many rebellions to the Ottoman Empire emerged. 
According to the ultra-nationalist parties, some bureaucrats and intellectuals 
saw the European Union as a guarantee for their positions as it was the case in 
the Ottoman Pashas and intellectuals in 19th century. In fact, the nationalists 
saw the European Union integration as a total movement which aimed to 
getting better (the) social, political and economic positions of  the non-Mus-
lim minority in Turkey by imposing the adoption of  the Western codification 
system such as the Copenhagen Criteria as it was the case in Ottoman Empire 
westernization of  19th century. Even they saw a similarity between the Customs 
Union and the capitulations, concessions and privileges which had been given 
to Europe in the Trade Agreement that was acted with the England in 1838. 
In addition to these arguments, they criticized that Turkey presents herself  
as a consumption society to be exploited by the European Union countries. 
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This was the refutation of  the argument that ˝they are the partners and we 
are the market˝.
   Even though the Turkish modernization attempted to get closer to Euro-
pean and Turkish cultures, it did not disregard the distance between them. 
Nevertheless, the integration process of  Turkey aims to create harmony be-
tween two identities. In fact, it is necessary to bear in mind that Europe did 
not forget the Eastern Question which is the name given to the policy related 
with the dismemberment of  the Ottoman Empire and the previous biases 
and ambitions against Turkey.446 For this reason, according to the Rightists, 
Turkey will inevitably stay as a stranger and ˝another˝ within the European 
Union. Moreover, the officials or Eurocrats of  the European Union will find a 
way to hurt Turkey’s pride and honor by using the integration process of  the 
European Union.
   The Islamists, as a second constituent of  the first category, opposed Turkey’s 
membership to the European Union for different reasons. For them, Europe-
an Union aims to wait for Turkey before the so-called accession partnership 
process in order to prevent to development of  good relations with her geo-
graphical and historical interest areas such as Turkish Republics, Balkans 
and the Middle East. In the framework of  identity formation or formulation, 
the Islamists envisaged that Turkish identity will be threatened to disap-
pear by not tackling with the problems of  the alienation, cultural shock and 
degeneration. In their mind, the Europeans have double standards and are 
insincere in their approach to the question of  national identity. That is, on the 
one hand, the European Union tries to create and revitalize some vanished 
or non-developed regional and ethnic micro-identities by attributing them a 
national identity character, while they endeavor to distort the national iden-
tity of  Turkey by transferring the national sovereignty to the upper federalist 
mechanisms and turn into the direction of  a cosmopolitan and heterogenic 
identity by blending and fusing it with multi-ethnic and multi-religious 
ambiance. In their minds, the religion is the main parameter determining 
the identity, therefore, the Europeans, who overemphasized their religious 
identities during the Crusades and other alliances throughout history, do not 
shelter a political entity which has an Islamic character within their ̋ Christian 
Club˝ by giving for example their support for the Armenians who, with their 
irredentist mentality, claim land from Turkey.
    The most radical opposition to Turkey’s affiliation with the European Union 
comes from the Islamic groups. It does not, however, mean that there are no 
Islamic groups which view Turkey’s membership to the European Union fa-
vorably. In this way, some Islamic groups believe that Turkey’s membership 
of  the European Union will not only enhance religious freedoms in Turkey, 
but will also help Turkey in its positive role of  bringing together the Realms 
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of  Islam and Christianity.447 Islamist elites increasingly challenged the mod-
ernist project that was dependent on a secular and positivist state in Turkey. 
They ruled out the Republican alternative of  westernization, and turned to 
Islam and relations with the Islamic world as reference to guide their social 
values, lifestyles, and political world view. However, as Nas argues, while 
rising to power, the growing force of  Islam was contained by the State Secu-
rity Council under the leadership of  the military. Although questionable in 
terms of  democratic credentials, this move had an important effect on the 
outlook of  the Islamists concerning Europe. They also began to see Europe as 
a guarantee of  their democratic rights.448 Nevertheless, at the beginning the 
Islamists had widespread suspicions about the sincerity of  westernization 
and the integration processes of  the European Union in many respects.
   In this context, Islamists saw the westernization project as a threat to tra-
ditional and religious values, as Zaim argues: ˝Considering the fact that the 
ultimate aim of  the Common Market is to construct a Union of  European 
States, should we let Turkey become a province in this union? Since it will 
be a Union of  Christian states, the inclusion of  an Islamic-Turkish State can 
never be accepted˝.449 The main spokesman of  the Islamic right opposition 
to the European Union membership, Dilipak demands that the issue of  Eu-
ropean Union membership should be decided in a referendum. He says that 
he is opposed to Turkey’s membership of  the European Union on moral, 
political, philosophical and historical grounds. According to Dilipak, what 
brings societies together is a consciousness of  history, common patterns of  
social behavior, and religious beliefs and traditions. In all these respects there 
exist fundamental differences between Turkey and the European societies.
   Turkey’s membership would not only be against Turkey’s national interests, 
it would also constitute a threat to the European Union countries, since it 
would mean millions of  unemployed Turks rushing to Europe where many 
people are already out of  work. European Union membership would also 
constitute a violation of  the Turkish Constitution which emphasizes Turkey’s 
independence.450 He saw the integration process of  the European Union as a 
continuation of  Tanzimat mentality with these words: ˝Tanzimat is the main 
reason of  the intrinsic identity crisis and the arranged conspiracy tended to 
divide the Islamic unity and collapse the institution of  Hilafet (the most pow-
erful religious authority). The integration of  the European Union is a natural 
prolongation of  the Tanzimat mentality and supposed to bring primitivism 
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and poverty instead of  civilization, contemporization and rationalism.451 
Similarly, the Islamist and right-wing parties had a dubious attitude towards 
the West. They reflected a growing disillusionment with westernization and 
the main tenets of  the Republic. However, according to Keyder, these new 
right politicians could not develop a viable anti-western project either. The 
argument was usually to stay traditional while adapting and using the tech-
nical power of  the West.452 Some Islamic authors claim that the European 
Union integration will erode the national identities and that there will be a 
unique criterion of  difference between Europe and Turkey: the religion and 
religious identities.
Nevertheless, paradoxically, Turkish people will be confronted with those 
people who belong to Christianity as a dominant constituent of  their identities 
and Turkish people will be much more conscious to possess their religions.453 
Bulaç is not alone in his argument that the European Union attempts to weak-
en the Islamic identity of  Turkish people. Similarly, in his article ˝Turkish 
Identity and Foreign Policy in Flux: the Rise of Neo-Ottomanism˝ Yavuz argues that 
the European politicians and intellectuals advised Turkey to give up form the 
Islamic values in order to be European because they saw Islam as a threat and 
as non-European. However, the exclusive policies of  the European Union were 
reflected to (in) the internal discussions on the national identity in Turkey. 
In this period, Turk-Islam synthesis which was accepted in order to provide 
the social unity and political stability in Turkey that was confronted with the 
turmoil as a result of  the fragmentation of  the Kemalist secular bloc and the 
increasing ideological and ethnic differences after the military intervention 
of  1980.
   The resistance of  some groups in the European Union to accept Turkey as a 
European country weakened the western orientation of  Turkey and Turkish 
politicians concentrated on the religious and historical differences between 
Turkey and Europe. It became the reason for the rising of  Islamic identity and 
the losing the legitimacy of  Turkish governments˝ narratives which were de-
pendent upon the European orientation perceived as identical with rationality, 
progress and modernity.454 Under these circumstances, the narratives and the 
arguments of  the Islamists became more prevalent and dominant against the 
supporters of  the European Union integration process.
   Some Islamist politicians claim that the European Union is a political and 
cultural project which is based on the triangle of  Greek, Latin and Christian 
cultures and it is being used in order to prevent the revitalization of  Islam by 
perceiving the Islamic consciousness as a revitalization of  fundamentalism 
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which was attributed almost all negative dimensions of  European identity.455 
In any case, for them, the ultimate aim of  the European integration is the 
assimilation and degeneration of  the Islamic world within the melting pot of  
the West. At the same time, they criticize the remarks of  some Turkish poli-
ticians that Turkey will be integrated into the Muslim world if  the European 
Union does not allow Turkey access to full membership. According to Ağırakça, 
these threatening remarks are the reflections of  European admiration and 
the insult of  Islamic civilization.456 However, the Islamists think that Turkish 
political and intellectual elites minimize the cultural and religious differences 
between Europe and Turkey. Therefore, according to them, Turkey will not be 
accepted in the European Union because of  these differences. In addition to 
these differences, their economic and political interests will always compete 
with Turkey.
   In this case, according to Bulaç, the question should be asked to the support-
ers of  the European Union: Isn’t there any other alternative for the western 
institutions such as NATO and the European Union.457 Lastly, they insist in 
their dubious attitudes against the European Union by questioning who is 
looser and who is winner as a result of  this possible integration. Albayrak has 
a clear answer for this question: ̋ the poor and innocent people who belong to 
their own national and religious cultures in Turkey will lose and some politi-
cians, bureaucrats and intellectuals who owe their power and legitimacy to the 
European admiration will win as it was the case in Tanzimat which provided 
to the degradation of  the ignorant folk and the religious scientific strata who 
felt themselves isolated from the state and the promotion of  the  non-Muslim 
minority, state elites and the church which felt themselves integrated with 
the state as a result of  Tanzimat regulations˝.458

   According to Dağı, Islamic opponents developed some narratives which 
defend the democracy and the human rights and came close to the values of  
European Union. Nevertheless, this situation caused to emerge the suspicion 
and a lack of  confidence about these values and the breaking off  from the 
ideal of  contemporary civilization in the traditional Kemalist view. For this 
reason, it can be argued that the Westernization project gained a new turning 
point and even some Islamic groups who built their idea on the criticism and 
the rejection of  the Western values changed their ideas and they became ar-
dent supporters of  the integration in the European. Islamic identities clearly 
realized that the ultimate political model of  the West is open, pluralist and 
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democratic.
   As well as their understanding that they would be more secure and liberated 
in a westernized political system oriented them to reinterpret the external 
dynamics of  the democratization process of  Turkey. For instance, Koru argues 
that those who desire to integrate into the European Union in Turkey differ-
entiated from the traditional ideologies of  Tanzimat movement because the 
European Union changed and opened up to the liberal values. That is, Europe 
gave up her totalitarian and oppressive character which had persisted during 
the Tanzimat period. Within the identity context, the integration process of  
the European Union will lead to the emergence of  a new synthesis which will 
strengthen the Islamic character Turkish identity. In any case, the Islamic 
identity is so strong that the Europe could not degenerate and assimilate it 
In spite of  all efforts.459 In my view, this optimistic approach depends on the 
searching of  Islamists to integrate the existing social and political system 
and the liberalistic approach of  the European Union clearly displayed for 
different religious sects and implementations. However, according to Evin, the 
laissez-faire approach of  the European Union to religion is hoped to disperse 
the ideological polarization around this issue. All these developments point 
to a process whereby the periphery may be integrated into a coherent system 
of  competitive politics.460

   In fact, if  the European Union is perceived as the guarantee of  preserving 
the differences with the liberal and democratic understanding, it will be 
considered as a guarantee of  creating and protecting the differentiated and 
fragmented identities in Turkey.461 Nevertheless, the democratic understand-
ing and the approval of  the European Union by the Islamic governments 
and Islamic groups in Turkey invoked worry in the Westerner groups. The 
Westerner groups attempted to constrain the limits of  democracy by aiming 
to exclude the Islamic groups from the power.462 In this context, I argue that 
the Islamic identity should not define the European identity as ˝other˝ and 
with an antagonistic perspective. At the same time, the European value system 
should not be possessed by the pragmatic and conjectural reasons. Instead, 
Islamic identity should try to provide some precious contributions in build-
ing and defining the universal and the global civilization. Thus, Islam and 
Turkey with her Islamic culture may be a complementary part of  European 
modernity and civilization.
   The second category, Reformists, Liberalists and Westernises, sincerely 
believe in the necessity of  change and the European Union is the unique 
future of  Turkey and the solution in Cyprus and Kurdish questions as well 
as the globalization of  economy. They perceive the European Union as a civ-
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ilization project enhancing the democratization and the freedom of  thought 
and expression and the supremacy of  law. Nevertheless, people who exist on 
every level of  the society do not support the absolute and total reform and 
change. They are disregarding the situation of  the other levels than their own. 
At the same time, these people are disorganized and dispersed because they 
are deprived of  the political ground that is necessary to express the insisting 
demand for reformation. Therefore, the attempts for reformation do not lead 
anywhere for they are not strong enough to maintain the supremacy of  law 
and justice as well as to be able to provide transparency and openness.
   Those who oppose Turkey’s membership in the European Union constitute 
a small minority. The main argument in favor of  Turkey’s membership is 
political. It is argued that the membership of  the European Union will pro-
vide a strong guarantee for the development and stability of  Turkey’s fragile 
democratic regime. The liberals supported the issue of  European Union mem-
bership for the reason that future military interventions may be prevented.463 
The often contradictory attitudes of  Turkey’s elite towards the West are well 
reflected by different political identities in Turkey. They often welcome polit-
ical pressures from the West as support for the enhancement of  democratic 
rights and freedoms. Western pressure concerning the rights of  cultural and 
ethnic minorities, on the other hand, is often viewed as a violation of  Turkey’s 
independence and sovereignty and is sometimes even interpreted as part of  a 
conspiracy by the Western powers to divide and weaken Turkey.464 Some think 
that the greatest benefit of  membership in the European Union for Turkey 
would be in the sphere of  human rights. The notion of  human rights is not 
a firmly established idea in Turkey. Integration in the European Union will 
help the Turks to internalize this notion. It will also help the Turkish society 
to establish rational ways of  thinking and behaving which would sweep away 
current adherence to dogmatisms.465

   Some others support European Union membership on cultural grounds. This 
group thinks that European Union membership is extremely important for 
Turkey’s cultural identity. Because, for them, Turkey’s entry into the European 
Union will be the climax of  the country’s efforts to modernize and western-
ize which began in the early part of  the last century. In this way, integration 
with the European Union would bring a final solution to Turkey’s prolonged 
wavering between the East and the West.466 Some people does not believe 
that Turkey will one day become an European Union member, nevertheless 
supports Turkey’s efforts to become part of  the European Union, because 
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membership would help the country to transform its collectivistic culture into 
an individualistic one. For them, the group consciousness predominates in 
Turkey, while European culture rests on the realization of  individual abilities 
and the development of  the creativity of  individuals.467 Especially, the liberals 
give priority to democracy and human rights and see the European Union as 
a guarantor of  these values.
   As a matter of  fact, Europe as a continuously changing dynamic is never 
purely ˝individualistic˝ or ˝collectivistic˝ in respect to its normative value 
system. In this context, Berting claims that there are seven values which 
constitute a specific system in Europe.468 These values which are referential 
points during the European Union negotiation process are summarized by 
Berting as below:

1. Respect for the individual as such and for his autonomy and liberties. 
These individual liberties are inseparable from the moral responsibility 
of  each incumbent of  these liberties;

2. Acceptance of  pluralism on the level of  life-styles and value-differences, 
based on the respect for the Other and for the rules of  democracy. This 
implies opposition to, and in some cases even the rejection of, individuals 
and groups which try to curtail the autonomy and liberties of  opponents

3. Social solidarity, especially with the deprived, the socially excluded, the 
victims of  totalitarian systems. Social solidarity implies the acceptance 
of  a system of  social justice for all;

4. Equality of  opportunities in education and in working-life;
5. Participation of  the citizens in political decision-making on all levels of  

public life;
6. Acceptance of  the idea that social changes are not determined by forces 

that cannot be controlled. Human choices create society. Society is always 
˝ameliorative˝ or ˝perfectible˝;

7. Acceptance of  the continuous dialogue between groups and societies, 
which are opposing each other because of  basic principles that seem to 
be irreconcilable. This implies the acceptation of  the important role of  
Reason and the humanistic values in public life.469

   The elitist Westerners behaved in reaction to the ˝democratizing westerni-
zation˝ which was based on the social and cultural grounds and the civil char-
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acter. They saw that the logical prolongation of  the westernization within the 
trajectories of  the integration of  the European Union would be the creation of  
the democratic and liberal state model. Whereas, the westernization projects 
at previous times were directed by the state initiative and without social and 
public support.470 The main deadlock of  the Westerners is that they consider 
the West as a unique and fundamental dynamic of  the social transformation 
and the state authority is the unique instrument for this process. Neverthe-
less, the western social and political model is viewed as Jacobins, forcible, 
pressing and anti-democratic models of  change which are illegitimate and 
unacceptable. Thus, according to Dağı, the model of  westernization which 
was initiated by these elitist westerners will annihilate both this process and 
the strata of  westerners ultimately.471

   The goal of  westernization came primarily with the integration of  the Euro-
pean Union and the demands for change and the desire for a more democratic 
and more liberal state model by the Turkish people. This changed the attitude 
of  the Westerners towards the popular and civil westernization. That is, while 
the Westerners had admitted that the integration in the European Union is 
the last and inevitable stage of  the westernization, they worried about the 
westernization process by its potential risks, especially within subjects such 
as human rights and democratization. It displays that the nature of  the west-
ernization is changed with the European Union’s dynamics and this process 
gained the democratizing perspective. Because the Westerners in Turkey gen-
erally identify themselves as a privileged class which takes their legitimacy 
by the contacts with the Europe, they don’t want to penetrate the EU over the 
ordinary people/citizens and different segments of  society. In this case, the 
Westerners will lose their sui generis status within the society because of  the 
democratizing effect and spilling the EU normative values into the bottom. 
Thus, people would have an opportunity to curb the state over the EU and 
remove the class-based differences.
   Whereas these elites attempted to solve the identity crises by highlighting 
the Western argument that Turkey is a western country as complementary 
part of  the European culture.472 As a result, the elitist ˝Westerners preferred 
a political and cultural closure and to get rid of  the liberating influences of  
the integration in the European Union on the social, political and economic 
dynamics by putting forward the idea that Turkey has special conditions and 
that she is not ready for the western political and cultural values.473 The main 
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problems are the lack of  confidence in the West; the problematic of  the surviv-
al of  the state and consideration of  the West as a threatening political power 
and a cultural ̋ other˝; In fact, Turkey depended her westernization adventure 
on the state initiative and she desired to protect herself  from the danger of  
the West by including herself  into the western civilization.474 Actually, even 
though these elites are familiar with the West and European values, they pre-
fer these values to control the society over the civil and military bureaucracy. 
That is the reason why they have a mentality that is controversial with the 
European democratic comprehension.  
   In fact, the fundamentals of  the European Union depend strongly on the 
political will of  seeking a permanent peace, stability and welfare that it can 
disregard the privilege of  the nation-state by transforming it into the feder-
alist mechanisms and display the sacrifice to integrate with Turkey being the 
other of  the Europe throughout the history. Actually, the European Union 
envisages exterminating the challenge of  the spread of  the American identity 
that is prevalent with the globalization. In this context, to be an inclusively 
and comprehensively universalized European Union project, Turkey needs 
an approach that has potential and richness that comes with the historical 
and geopolitical perspectives. At this point, the main identity parameters of  
the European Union are the Charter of  Fundamental Rights which was put on 
the agenda in the Nice Summit of  December 2000, Copenhagen Criteria of  
1993 Summit, Maastricht Criteria of  1993 and European Convention of  2001 
which included Turkey in this formation mechanism although Turkey is not 
a full-member of  the European Union yet.
   In the identity formulation mechanisms of  the European Union, Turkey plays 
a critical role for many reasons. Firstly, the European Union accepts that there 
are many common problems with Turkey and again the European Union is 
optimistic that it can solve these radical and complicated problems and can 
control and manage them by including Turkey into the Union. These problems 
are Cyprus and Aegean issues pertaining to the frontiers. These issues need 
to be solved because the European Union never accepts any problem on its 
borders. Another problem that needs to be solved is the Kurdish question 
which is concerned with the political refugees and the universal value of  
human rights. The other common problem is related to the prevention of  the 
economic migration to the European Union countries which can be solved by 
enhancing the maintenance of  the welfare for the Turkish citizens. The other 
point is combating the international smuggling and the organized crime orga-
nizations and lastly, the European Union hopes that the permanent stability 
and peace can be reflected to Turkey in the same degree as they are reflected 
to other European countries as in the case of  accession to the partnership.
   The second challenging problem in identity formation is the drawback aris-

474   G. Aktan. 1999. Avrupa Birliği’nin Bizde ve Onlarda Yarattığı Kimlik Krizi. 
Foreign Policy, Summer, p. 59.
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ing from the monolithic Christian identity. However, this one-dimensional 
identity makes the defense of  the humanistic values on a universal level in 
persuasive way difficult and, thus, creates a civilization project in compre-
hensive and perfect meaning. In this way, the existence of  the different reli-
gions and the different religious identities is necessary in order to convince 
the people that the European Union secured and embedded all differences 
with tremendous and huge tolerance. That is the critical detriment to the en-
largement process and the claim of  the European Union embraces to hold the 
different cultures together and in a multiculturalist way and, at the ultimate 
point, being a world civilization. At this turning point Turkey is a congenial 
companion to animate all far-possible projects by her rich cultural, historical 
and geographical flavors sponsored by the imperial past ruling on three con-
tinents. Moreover, it can be said that it is not possible for European Union to 
reach perfection or maturity in her idea of  multiculturalism and democracy 
by excluding Turkey from the Union.
   The other problem is directly concerned with the economic and pragmatic 
reasons. The young population, the dynamic and energetic demography and 
strong and durable economy for many crises are very attractive factors for the 
European Union’s economic interests, giving opportunity to opening up to the 
economically ambitious and insufficient societies. The economic divergence 
between European Union and Turkey makes the two entities dependent on 
each other. At the same time, the European Union advanced forward to the 
information society by partially giving up producing industrial products and 
turning to selling just technical knowledge, how-know, and information. 
Thus, Turkey can be turned into an industrial yard with her cheap working 
conditions and sophisticated experiences.
   The other important issue is pertaining to the European Security and Defense 
Identity and, more importantly the security worries in two respects. Firstly, a 
normalized and stable Turkey directly provides the security, peace and stabil-
ity of  the European Union. Secondly, the European Union is suffering from a 
dramatic dilemma. On the one hand, even though the European Union wishes 
to compete with the USA in the world and being reluctant to spend money 
for the security of  the world. In this point Turkey, as the strong partner in 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the complementary part of  
European Security and Defense Identity (ESDI), possess a strong experience 
with the terrorist attacks for 15 years.
   Especially, after September 11th incidents, Turkey became in the eyes of  the 
European Union a critically important country through which it can wide-
spread the western humanistic values and democratization to the Muslim and 
Middle Eastern countries because in the eyes of  the European Union, Turkey 
was the unique secular Muslim country achieving to keep the Islamic values 
and modern mentality of  life together by updating and re-evaluating/inter-
preting its traditional values. Ultimately, Turkey, as a moderate Muslim state, 
may be an exemplary model that will be a proof  and stance to prevent the East 
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and West conflicts which can possibly outbreak in line with the struggle with 
the global terrorism. In fact, Turkey is unique country which can harmonize 
Islam and democracy, East and West cultures by means of  her imperial past. 
Therefore, Turkey is a sui generis Middle Eastern country which is secular, 
democratic, promoting human rights and rule of  law and equipped with the 
European values and this peculiarity has a potential to obstacle the clashes of  
civilizations as Huntington mentioned with the ferocity of  an oracle. Hence, 
for all these reasons, Turkey is a complementary and indivisible part of  the 
European Union, especially in identity matters.
   Nevertheless, it is an unfortunate event that some radical, ultra-rightist po-
litical movements which agitate xenophobia and collectivist multiculturalism, 
are coming to power in both Turkey and in the European Union countries. 
For this, it is vitally important to impede the cultural and political reasons to 
cause the emerging of  the misperceptions and negative images between two 
civilizations and identities.
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Chapter XIV: Hüsamettin Inaç 
Turkish Foreign Policy Orientation towards 
Syria in the Modernization Period

Introduction

Turkish foreign policy-makers, at the initial point, established good neigh-
borhood relations with Assad of  Syria and offered him to open up the ways to 
democracy when the opponent people organized peaceful meetings against 
the existing government as a result of  waving with Arab Spring. Later on, 
Assad persisted to preserve the status quo and pointed the gun against the 
innocent Syrian people in order to settle the uprisings even though he prom-
ised to take the necessary precautions to change into the direction of  a dem-
ocratic regime. In response to this negative attitude, Turkey cut off all of  its 
relationships with him and organized a moderate opponent group called 
the Syrian National Council (SNC) for the sake of  shaping the future Syria 
with multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, and multi-religious characteristics. Nev-
ertheless, unexpectedly, the USA didn’t intervene in the region and followed 
a policy which is contrary to that of  Turkey and constituted a gap which later 
on will be filled by Iran and Russia.
   During this turmoil, Turkey offered a ˝security heaven˝ and ˝no-fly zone˝ as 
the shelter for the refugees and a buffer zone between ISIL and PKK-support-
ed terrorist organizations called as YPG and Arabic and Kurdish by the local 
inhabitants in line with their frontiers. Turkey didn’t have confidence in the 
insincere struggle of  the international community against ISIL and developed 
an individual policy and attitude over the region.
   This policy orientation led to the confrontation with USA and other leading 
figures in the implementation process by establishing a new coalition with 
Qatar and Saudi Arabia. Moreover, Turkey permitted more than three million 
Syrian refugees to cross the border and arranged for them accommodation 
and subsistence for years. In this context, the author analyse in this article the 
Turkey’s position against the Syrian crisis and policies that will probably be 
implemented in futuristic perspectives with its socio-economic and cultural 
perspectives.
   In order to respect the long relationship with Syria, Turkish leaders did 
their best to convince Assad to transit power and to establish democracy. 
Prime Minister Erdogan sent his special envoy minister of  foreign affairs to 
Damascus and he took a stern message from the Prime minister in order to 
put an end to the oppression of  the civilians. The message from the Damas-
cus was negative and PM Erdogan has decided to cut off all the relationships 
with the Syrian government. The embassy was closed in March, 26 2012 and 
recalled the counsel general who was in Aleppo on July 23. The PM has started 
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his announcement to Assad to step down and the tone of  the messages was 
harsh and forceful. The Turkish government has cut down all the relationships 
between its former friends.475

   With Binali Yıldırım’s Prime Minister Age, Turkey’s policy on Middle East 
has changed perceptibly when compared with the former prime minister’s and 
president’s foreign policies. Especially after the coup attempt that happened 
on 15th of  July, Turkey headed to decrease the number of  problems with her 
neighbors, which is supported by the statement of  Yıldırım; ̋ It is our greatest 
and irrevocable goal, developing good relations with Syria and Iraq, and all 
our neighbors that surround the Mediterranean and the Black Sea˝.
   Turkey and Syria share a common border and various historical and geo-
graphical links also tie the two countries together.  Before the Arab Uprising, 
Turkey had good relations with Syria. Ankara even assisted the Assad gov-
ernment to escape international isolation. In addition, Turkey paved the way 
for Assad to visit France in 2005 and brokered peace talks between Israel and 
Syria in 2008 (Manfreda).
   Turkey and Syria held joint military maneuvers in 2009. In the same year, 
both countries announced that they will make steps toward cooperation in the 
defense sector (Manfreda). Also, in September 2009, Syrian foreign minister 
Walid al-Mouallim and his Turkish counterpart Ahmet Davutoglu signed an 
agreement that abolished visa requirements between the two countries.476 
This, along with other agreements which allow free trade, and enable goods 
and people to pass freely over the borders that had been peppered with land-
mines and barbed wire about a decade earlier.
   Turkey and Syria enjoyed good relations until the crisis broke out on March 
15, 2011.477 Basically, the Turkish foreign policy makers supported Assad’s 
regime. However, when Syria started to subdue the Syrian people by force, 
their relations turned sour. According to Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu, 
the process of  political change was irreversible and inevitable. He claimed 
that: ˝in this process, the place of  Turkey is with the peoples of  the region. 
Turkey will stand side by side with the peoples, their legitimate aspirations 
and work tirelessly for the realization of  these aspirations in a stable and 
peaceful fashion˝.478 This article will look at the Turkey & Syria relations after 

475   Y. Yakış, (2014). Turkey after the Arab Spring: Policy Dilemmas. Middle East 
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the Arab Uprising. It will also discuss the role of  the USA and Russia in the 
relationships with of  Turkey and Syria.

Response of Turkey to the Syria Crisis and the Syrian 
Reaction

Turkey’s relationship with Syria has always been unstable throughout the 
recent past. First of  all there had always been a conflict between Syria and Tur-
key because of  Hatay. After Second World War Syria claimed that Hatay is the 
land of  Syria in spite of  the National Pact in 1920. Another conflict between 
two countries was the case of  dams that were built in Turkey. Syria had the 
idea that these dams were limiting the water flow. Moreover, Bashar Assad’s 
father was supporting the PKK against Turkey. With the Adana agreement on 
October 20, 1998 both countries agreed that Hatay is within the borders of  
Turkey and Turkey and Syria relations had a turning point with this agree-
ment. After Bashar Assad came into power, both countries increased mutual 
agreements and visits to each other. Many agreements, including Free Trade 
Agreement in 2007, have been signed between the two countries until March 
2011 when protests against the government arouse in Syria.
   The Turkish government has moved into this problem-area gradually. At 
first, Turkish policy was to attempt to persuade Assad’s regime to initiate the 
needed reforms. Syria did not heed the Turkey call to have the necessarily 
reforms. Instead, the regime continued to suppress cruelly the revolt. Con-
sequently, Turkey’s policy slowly shifted to the backing of  the opposition.479 
The Turkish government has started this matter with innocent humanitarian 
and political support to the activities against the Syrian government. The 
first move was an extended protection for the members of  the opposition 
members, then the Turkish government has moved forward by offering the 
members a venue for a meeting in Antalya and several opposition parties 
took part in the meeting which took place during June 1-2, 2011. It was called 
as ˝transition in Syria Conference˝.480

   The relationships were broken by Syria and the Turkish government has 
become an arch enemy of  the Syrian regime. The Arab Spring has become 
the reason for this breach and Turkey decided to intensify its involvement in 
the Syrian crisis. The Free Syrian Army was established in 2011 according to 
one of  the Israeli insider’s newsletters.481
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   Prime Minister Erdogan became the first foreign leader to publicly denounce 
Assad’s leadership. Erdogan said that he was becoming impatient with Bashar 
al-Assad’s ˝savagery˝. In 2011, Ahmet Davutoğlu, Turkey’s foreign minister, 
announced that his country had completely suspended all agreements and 
trade relations between Turkey and Syria (Sherzai, 2012). In March 2012, 
Turkey closed its embassy in Damascus.482

   In October 2012, Turkish soldiers attacked Syrian forces, after a Syrian shell 
killed at least five people. Turkish national assembly agreed to send troops 
to Syria.483 The Turkish government said it was not trying to seek confronta-
tion but trying to protect its citizens from any further strikes. Turkish Prime 
Minister Erdogan said that Turkey was capable of  protecting its borders and 
citizens and nobody should test that. He described the Syrian attack as a 
provocation.484 He also added that his country was not interested in war, but 
that it was not far from it.
    In October 2012, the Syrian Air Airbus A320 from Moscow to Damascus 
was intercepted by the Turkish Air Force after it was suspected of  carrying 
Russian-made arms, in Turkish’s airspace.485 The Syrian passenger’s plane was 
forced to make an emergency landing at the Esenboğa International Airport. 
Inspectors seized what was described as missile parts and allowed the plane 
to continue its journey after several hours. The authorities in Turkey declined 
to specify the type of  weapons that had been found.
   In February 2015, almost 600 Turkish troops in 57 armored vehicles and 
39 tanks entered Syria to liberate the 38-man Turkish military defense force 
safeguarding the Suleyman Shah tomb.486 They moved the Suleyman Shah’s 
remains to a different place because of  a supposed attack threat of  ISIL. An-
kara did not seek permission from Damascus to carry out the operation. The 
Syrian Foreign Ministry criticized the action, saying that Turkey had com-
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mitted an act of  blatant aggression on Syrian territory.487

   In May last year, the Turkish government said that it had shot down a Syrian 
plane that had infringed Turkish airspace rules.488 However, Syria said it was a 
remotely controlled surveillance drone. An eye-witness in the Hatay province, 
an area at the border of  Syria, reported seeing an airplane fired upon by jets.
   Turkey and the USA have decided to offer 20 T-62 tanks to fight against the 
government forces in Syria. It was funded by Qatar and sent to Syria through 
a Turkish harbor of  Iskenderun. In one of  its news releases BBC announced 
that in August 2014, the military training for the individuals who wanted to 
join Free Syrian Army was given by Turkish instructors in one of  the camps 
that were restricted to media. In case of  such incident, Turkish government 
denied its allegation and mentioned that its borders are not used by militants. 
But the Turkish government moved deeper into the crisis by giving an oppor-
tunity to the opposition to have an establishment in Istanbul city in 2011. It is 
an umbrella organization and named as the Syrian National Council. It is a 
coalition of  anti-government parties who were trying to get into one group in 
order to represent the opposition of  Syria. It is the Syrian National Coalition, 
which is considered as the authentic and legal representative of  the Syrian 
nation.489 According to these facts, it is clearly understood that Turkey has 
changed its former policies with the Syrian government.
   Nowadays, Turkish foreign policy about Syria seems to be shaped in accor-
dance with the manners of  countries that are fighting against ISIL in Syria 
like the USA and Russia. Turkey’s involvement in this area by military force 
associates with the idea that Turkey wants to be a part of  the decision-maker’s 
mechanism and in this respect Turkey will balance between the Arab world, 
the USA, Russia, Israel and Syria. While doing that Turkey must clarify and 
show that it is de facto at war against ISIL and to engage in actions in order to 
clear the area, especially the Turkish border. Of  course, in this process Turkey 
must convince its allies that other ethnic groups like PKK and YPG are also 
terrorist groups which will always be a threat risk to the nations of  the region 
and especially to Turkey.
   In addition to all this we have to make it clear that Turkey is not against the 
existence of  Syria but against Assad’s regime and its supporters which lead 
to the death of  innocent people in Syria. This idea is also supported by the 
statement of  an official by the Turkish side as ˝there is a distinction between 
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Syria and Bashar al-Assad. We hope, at some point, relations between Turkey 
and Syria will get back to normal. That’s all it is˝.

The relationship of the Turkey with the USA during Syria 
Crisis

The United States had been advocating for military action against Assad re-
gime in Syria for a long time. In fact, attempting to manage the complicated 
and difficult transition from autocratic to democratic regimes in the Middle 
East has been the main theme in the Washington-Ankara relationship. Assad 
was seen by both Ankara and Washington as a leader to fall. However, at the 
beginning of  the decade the Turkish government did not have closer ties with 
the USA on the Syrian conflict. It seemed that the gap between two countries 
was widening, as a result of  diverse global political agenda and local politics. 
After considering the unrest in the Middle East and the activities of  the orga-
nizations such as ISIL, President Obama and Prime Minister Erdogan decided 
to work together. When they have discovered the intensity of  the fraction of  
Syria and the Arab uprising, Turkish prime minster wanted to have active 
involvement of  the USA in the conflict.490

The two countries supported the increasing pressure of  the opposition, though 
they had decided to take up arms. The expected goal was not easy, as Iran and 
Russia decided to support the Assad government. The conflict continued with-
out a quick resolution and it was not expected by both leaders. The Turkish 
Prime minister wanted to have a global operation with extensive engagement 
of  the USA in order to find a military solution, but Obama was not ready for 
that option. Obama was aware of  the public opinion and the economic crisis 
that he had to face, if  he would take such decision. He had enough experiences 
from Afghanistan and Iraq and he was not ready for a military intervention, as 
Erdogan wanted to do. On May 16 2013 the US president gave this unwelcome 
message to the Turkish Prime minister at the dinner of  the White House.491

   At the heart of  the Turkish-US cooperation was the implementation of  what 
is often referred to as ˝turkish Model˝, aimed at encouraging leaders to seek 
power via the ballot box.492

   The US president was not ready to take any offensive and he wanted to 
get away but Turkey was not. It was not ready to change its adverse policy 
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against Syria and decided to support the opposition with the support of  Qa-
tar and recently with the help of  Saudi Arabia. Erdogan has to consider the 
escalating cost of  the 2 million Syrian refugees and the growing accusation 
of  planning the fall of  Assad. The western countries accused Erdogan for 
letting the extremist cross the border, but he denied this and said that it was 
a fear inculcated by the West and the failure of  the West to move against the 
atrocities of  Assad.493

   The situation has led again to a meeting of  the two leaders during the NA-
TO summit in 2014 and ISIL was able to gain a considerable success in both 
the Syrian and Iraq sectors. Washington has become afraid of  the growing 
situation and decides to initiate air attacks on ISIL targets in both Syria and 
Iraq. The US government moved another step forward by offering military 
support to Syrian Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD), as it has fought 
against ISIL on the Kobani front, but Erdogan was not happy, because most of  
the fighters of  that faction consisted out of  fighters of  the Kurdistan Worker’s 
party (PKK). The PKK is recognized as a terrorist group by both countries.494

The relationship of the Turkey with the Russia during Syria Crisis
Turkey had to face the confusion, as Moscow has stepped into the scene by 
bombing enemy positions for the support of  Assad. This situation has a di-
rect impact on the plan of  the USA and Turkey. The USA and Russian foreign 
ministers were asked to form a formula to solve the Syrian conflict, though 
Obama did not like to give Assad a chance in the future. The situation opposed 
Turkey and Russia against each other and even Putin accused that some G 20 
members are supporting the ISIL.495

   The relationship was harmed severely when Turkish air forces shot down one 
of  the Russian aircrafts. It has escalated the complaints of  the Syria and the 
Russian president was more than angry. The accusation for Turkish alleged 
support of  the ISIL was highlighted and Putin complained that the Erdogan 
authority is responsible for illegal oil trade with the ISIL.496 The Russian air 
force increased bombing of  the by Turkey backed military outfits, intensified 

493  B. Aliriza. (2015). Turkey and the United States at the Syrian Gap. Retrieved 
October 27 2016, from CSIS: https://www.csis.org/analysis/turkey-and-united-
states-syrian-gap.
494  A. Noi. (2012). The Arab Spring: Should Turkey Coordinate Its Foreign Policy 
with the European Union?. Mediterranean Quarterly, 23(3), 63-81. http://dx.doi.
org/10.1215/10474552-1703462.
495  J. Hayward. (2015, 11 17). Putin Accuses Some G-20 Nations of  Backing 
ISIS. Retrieved October 27, 2016, from http://www.breitbart.com/national-
security/2015/11/17/putin-accuses-g-20-nations-backing-isis/.
496  M. Nazemroaya. D. (2015, 12 17). Turkish-ISIL Oil Trade: Iraq, Iran, Syria, and 
Russia All Accuse Turkey of  Smuggling Oil. Retrieved October 27, 2016, from http://
www.globalresearch.ca/turkish-isil-oil-trade-iraq-iran-syria-and-russia-all-
accuse-turkey-of-smuggling-oil/5496464.
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the Syrian air space and installed anti-aircraft missiles in the Turkey-Syria 
border.
   Obama was careful during the process of  handling the issue of  shooting 
down the aircraft. He agreed with the idea of  protecting the air space by the 
Turkish air force and blamed Russia for operating near the Turkish border, 
bombing opposition groups backed by Turkey and its allies.497 In the mean-
time, the US president advised both countries to find a strategy to de-fuse the 
intensity of  the situation in the diplomatic approach.

Conclusion

The relations between Turkey and Syria have been bitter since the Arab Up-
rising. Although both the USA and Turkey disapprove Assad’s government, 
their relations in Syria have been deteriorating. The USA forces in Syria are 
allied with the YPG, but Turkey considers them as ˝terrorists˝. On the other 
hand, Russia supports the Assad government. Consequently, it has been help-
ing Assad to fight all the rebels in Syria. The warm bilateral relations became 
strained after Turkey shot down the Russian Air Force Su-24. After the apology 
of  the Turkish President to Russia, the relations between the two nations are 
improving.  Despite, Russia and Turkey still disagrees in their approach to the 
Syrian crisis. Turkey still supports rebels that are hostile to Russia, including 
Syrian opposition forces that Moscow considers to be terrorist. The stand of  
the Turkey on Syria has changed after Erdogan has decided to reconsider his 
activities against Russia. The situation of  the Syria is not stable yet but Turkey 
will be able to practice more flexible relationship with Syria.
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Introduction

The first chapter of  our book started with a reference to the present political, 
economic, social and cultural conditions of  the European Union. We said: 
˝Presently it is difficult not to be overwhelmed by the persistent view that 
the future of  the European Union is gloomy and very much menaced by the 
strong rise of  political movements that reject the idea of  a European future 
in which the European Union plays a pivotal role. The United Kingdom left 
the European Union –Brexit- and in several countries of  the European Union 
political movements are developing that seems inclined to follow that British 
example.˝
   This type of  political movements wants to restore the national frontiers, 
reject, often vehemently the immigration, especially from African countries 
in which the Islam is dominant, emphasizes in many cases a strong need for 
the reinforcement of  the national identity and wants a return to the origi-
nal national currency. These political movements have gathered many sup-
porters, but until now they have not (yet) succeeded to change radically the 
national developments. This is evident after the recent elections in Austria, 
the Netherlands and France. The majorities in these countries wanted clear-
ly to remain members of  the European Union. Nevertheless, these political 
developments created a lot of  confusion among the citizens of  the EU. It has 
become very evident that although leaving the EU is as such not a desirable 
option for the majorities, this does not imply that a large part of  the citizens 
are convinced that several radical changes have to be implemented to avoid 
the disintegration of  the EU in the coming decennia.
    In the last decennia, the enlargement of  the EU has been much too rapid 
and seemed to be motivated by the responsible political leaders by the desire 
to enlarge rapidly the economic market. This enlargement showed clearly 
the absence of  a real democratic élan in spite of  the fact that these economic 
changes of  the EU did impinge very clearly on the conditions of  life of  the 
European citizens. The democratic deficit of  the EU is something that can-
not be ignored any longer. And further on, the developments during the last 
decennia have also brought to the forefront that the European societies have 
changed in several respects on the social and cultural levels and that these 
changes need urgently a several political adjustments. The common values 
that bind us together have to be discussed on order to adapt them to our 
changing society. An open multicultural society cannot accept to be forced to 
adjust itself  to groups that want to impose their closed collective identities on 
the ˝outsiders˝. Moreover, an open multicultural society cannot successfully 
create a stronger societal togetherness by the reinforcement of  the national 
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identity. In political life we are often confronted by politicians who argue 
that our ˝too individualized˝ society can obtain more coherence by adhering 
to this vision. But this is, as we say, only a lure
    The European Union is a political construction that has been created to avoid 
important problems with which we were confronted in the past. But it must 
be emphasized that also a rationally created political organization that wants 
to avoid important economic, political and social problems can never totally 
exclude the rise of  risks. Our life has become in many respects less risky, but 
a consequence of  this is also that in spite of  this our consciousness of  this 
and the many precautions to which we adhere, modernization can never be 
a process without risks and eventualities (see Chapter VIII).

Modernization, individualism and collectivism

 We must always protect ourselves against the confusion between our col-
lective presentations of  society on the one hand and the reality to which 
they refer on the other. We have to avoid systematically the Platonic trap to 
consider the reality that we observe as being only a bleak reflection of  our 
collective representation.
  The danger of  confusion looms large when we start the discussion with the 
concept of  modernization. In many discussions modernization is described 
as a process that goes constantly into the same direction. Modernization 
means in this sense that we are developing into the direction of  a society 
that becomes more rational, more individualistic, more based on equal rights 
and civil liberties. Our own Western societal development sustains in several 
respects this idea of  modernization. Nevertheless, we must at present con-
clude, looking at the ways modernization marches forward in the world and 
that modernization is neither rectilinearly nor steadily increasing. In fact, 
modernization does not lead to the gradual disappearance of  collectivism in 
the Western world. When we direct our attention to the European world only, 
we observe very quickly that modernization produced a common European 
core, but that, at the same time, the different societies and regions of  Europe 
show many varieties in the way the relations between individualism and 
collectivism are dependent on each other.
   The European Union is confronted with a lot of  resistance against European 
policies that don’t respect these varieties or simply ignore them.
    We started this discussion with the question: ̋ Which are the main elements 
or characteristics of  modernity and modernization in the Western world?˝ 
This question raises an important following question. When we consider 
modernity and modernization outside the Western world, will these concepts 
have the same characteristics in that case? Of  course, when in the European 
region we are already confronted with different views on modernity and with 
a great variety of  links between individualism and collectivism, it is evident 
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that modernization is not a universal concept.
   Another possibility could be that we will be confronted with other types of  
modernity and modernization in other parts of  the world. What will be the 
consequences of  such a pluralistic process of  modernization in the world? It 
would have important consequences for our ideas about globalization. When 
we observe this process more carefully, we can conclude that all types of  indi-
vidualism are tied to collectivism and all types of  collectivism are connected 
with individualism. In complex societies we can always distinguish between 
several types of  individualism and of  collectivism (See Chapter II).
  When we affront this question from another angle, when we look at the 
modernization as it presented itself  within Europe, we also conclude that 
modernization is neither rectilinearly nor steadily increasing. We can distin-
guish between different historical stages of  modernizing, as we explained in 
Chapter III. We must always keep in mind that collective identities are very 
closely tied to our ideas about individualism and collectivism. An important 
consequence of  this is that in a modern society the diversity of  collective 
identities is enormous. Every citizen feels several attachments to his or her 
selection of  collective identities. A great danger in modern democracies is the 
increasing popularity of  political movements that try to seduce the citizen 
with closed collective identities (Chapter VII).
   After the preceding analysis of  Western modernity and modernization, it 
will be evident that modernization cannot be a universal or global process. 
In other parts of  the world, outside Western Europe, it can be observed that 
modernity’s major characteristics are adopted, but that does not mean that 
the following modernization process will have a great similarity with the 
Western process.
     

The Dangers of Anti-modernization

When we speak about modernization, we must not forget that also complex 
societies can be disturbed now and then by political and religious movements 
that reject in a violent way all ideas about change by clinging to one idea about 
truth, by rejecting all expressions of  individualism and by pressing everybody 
into the same collectivist mould. 
   During the last century we were confronted with the development political 
movements that wanted an important change of  the direction of  modernity. 
We refer to the communist and socialist movements as important examples 
of  this. Also, the fascist movements were opposed to the ongoing process of  
modernization, but in a different way. Nazism wanted a development that 
would be led by the ˝superior German race˝ and all fascist movements aimed 
at the destruction of  the democratic societies (Chapter I).
   Nowadays we see the rapid rise of  terrorist organizations that have as their 
major objective the destruction of  all modern societies and a return to a so-
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ciety that is dominated by their interpretation of  the Islam as being the only 
manifestation of  truth, together with the destruction of  all those who do 
not accept to be forced to accept this exclusive ˝truth˝. This is the objective 
of  Al-Qaeda, Daesh and some other terrorist organizations with their base 
in North Africa. We observe that such terrorist movements are not only pro-
claiming their exclusive truth, but that they also show an intolerable hypocrisy 
as they use all the contributions of  modern societies: modern communication 
and observation systems, modern weaponry and means of  transport, etc. 
(Several chapters).
   It is evident that these terrorist movements have in mind a ̋ return˝ to a type 
of  society that never existed. It is a society that knows only one (religious) 
truth, tolerates only one social and cultural structure that does not accept 
expressions of  individualism, and is based on the submission of  everybody 
to inflexible elite. It is a society that only accepts one type of  an extremely 
closed collective identity.
   It is, to a certain degree, possible to install such a type of  society. North Korea 
is an example of  this. The Islamic terrorists will perhaps succeed to found a 
caliphate with the assistance of  many volunteers, even coming from Europe or 
from the USA. These volunteers are strongly motivated by their own failure to 
organize their life in a modern society and/or are attracted by the adventure to 
participate in a terrorist battle and perhaps also by the promise of  an eternal 
life in the Islamic heaven. But especially young persons with such motivations 
will have great problems to live in the type of  society that they sustain with 
their terrorist cooperation (Chapter I).
   We come to the conclusion that at the same time that we witness a growing 
awareness of  the risks and eventualities that are connected with moderniza-
tion, risks and eventualities are quickly developing that are connected with 
religiously based antimodernist movements (Chapter VI).

Innovations

Modernization implies continuous innovation and innovations always pro-
duce risks and eventualities. Do not confound risks and eventualities. Risks 
are connected with probabilities which we can calculate after a long period of  
observation. Eventualities are consequences of  modernization with which we 
are confronted but of  which we cannot ascertain the risk level.  The concept of  
innovation is certainly not easy to define. This is amply illustrated in the liter-
ature about the concept of  innovation and the kindred concepts of  invention 
and discovery. Discovery and invention refer to new ideas and new objects. 
Innovation is related to this, but we have seen that innovation puts the accent 
in the first place on the processes that are related with the introduction of new ways of 
acting and of pursuing new objectives. Innovations refer to radical changes in ways of  
thinking, to the introduction of  new organization models, to the introduction 
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of  new production methods, to paradigm changes, to the introduction of  new 
products in the markets, or to radical changes in the value system of  a country 
or of  an organization. We have seen that we can distinguish between different 
types of  innovation, such as technical, technological, scientific, organizational 
and social and cultural innovations, although in most cases innovations are a 
mixture of  these different types. Anyhow, all innovations go together with a 
rupture of the established ways of thinking and acting. This means that innovations 
are always accompanied by different kinds of  risks. So projects that have 
as an important objective innovation have always to be accompanied by an 
elaborate risk analysis. (Chapter IV).
     Innovating research, in contradistinction to useful/practical research, 
always implies risks and eventualities. Debates about risks and eventualities 
that innovations may provoke and about their consequences, must always be 
based on the results of  analyses that are connected with based two or more dif-
ferent paradigms (Chapters IV and VI). Major political measures that have as 
their main objective the reduction of  risks and eventualities that are connected 
with innovations must always be based on the results of  multi-disciplinary, 
interdisciplinary and trans disciplinary research (Chapter VI).
   But remember, in spite of  all these precautions modernization can never 
be a process without risks and eventualities (Chapter VIII). A major risk in 
our modernizing world today is that social movements may develop that 
reject modernization as such or that want the development of  a society that 
is totally risks-free.

Modernization and rethinking the future of the European 
Union

Modernization is an ongoing process in plural in spite of  the discussions 
during the last decades that we have reached the end of  modernization, that 
we are now entering a postmodern or an anti-modern era. The ˝end of  mod-
ernization discussions˝ have primarily a political character and are fueled by 
anti-modernist and reactionary political movements.
   The European Union embraces societies and regions that have in certain 
respects developed a common core that is, partly at least, the result of  great 
tragedies and disasters. We must vividly keep in mind that the EU started with 
six countries that were very motivated by the endeavor to avoid a repetition of  
the recent wars that devastated Europe. But the founders of  the EU were also 
very aware of  the important political, economic, social and cultural differenc-
es that exist between the nations and the regions of  Europe. At the same time, 
they had in mind that the ongoing modernization would have a strong impact 
on both the common core and the existing differences between the nations.
   Presently, we are conscious of  the fact that the ongoing modernization will 
not erase gradually the differences between the nations and regions of  the EU. 
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Since the beginning of  the EU the dominant ideas about modernization have 
changed considerably, as we explained in the preceding chapters. At present, 
we are very well aware that modernization is a pluralistic process to which 
the participating entities have to adjust themselves, but this adjustment does 
not imply that the future produces a ˝homogeneous˝ EU.  
       We come to the conclusion that at the same time that we witness a growing 
awareness of  the risks and eventualities that are connected with moderniza-
tion, risks and eventualities are quickly developing that are connected with 
religiously based antimodernist movements.

Deficiencies of the Human Dimension of European 
Integration

The crisis of  the EU starts at home not abroad.498 Although Europe has experi-
enced both systematic economic convergence and an increased coordination 
across national and subnational business circles since 1980 this has not been 
accompanied by cultural and institutional convergence.499 The regulation of  
the problems considered in Chapter IX with adequate political strategies, in-
stitutional arrangements and legal enactments is of  paramount importance 
for the future efficient functioning of  the EU 27. The adoption of  adequate 
solutions depends first of  all on the capability of  political elites in member 
states to understand that the EU 27 could be reformed only by respecting the 
principle of  ˝unity in diversity˝ that was the pillar on which the European 
integration was initiated 60 years ago. In the today demographic, political and 
other circumstances is the respect of  that principle even more important for 
the functioning of  the EU 27 that it was at the beginning of  the European inte-
gration. This refers not only to the problems connected with culture, ethnicity 
and religion but to the development of  regionalism and local self-government, 
democracy, the role of  citizen in the EU decision making and similar problems 
as well. For instance, the solutions of  problems in Catalonia and Scotland - 
to confine as reference only to these two cases -, will be the ˝exam˝ of  the EU 
27 if  it will be capable to develop further regional autonomy and the role of  
regions and local communities in decision making on transnational level in 
order to satisfy the expectations of  the political groups that are demanding 
independence of  ˝their˝ regions or will be driven in political, security and 
institutional disorder and step by step collapse.
   The so far proposals launched in the debate on the EU 27 have not considered 
fully the problems of  European human integration deficiencies considered in 

498   Leonard Mark, Europe's crisis starts at home. European Council on freign 
affairs, 5 December 2017.
499   Alesina Alberto, Tabelliniz Guido and Trebbix Francesco, Is Europe an 
Optimal Political Area? Brookling papers on economic activities, Conference 
Drafts, March 23-24, 2017.
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Chapter IX but confined mostly on the refugees’ problem in connection with 
security. The White paper of  the European commission of  1 March 2017 deals 
only with five political and organization scenarios of  the EU 27 until 2015.500 
French president Macron in his speech at the Sorbonne University launched 
an overwhelming proposal of  the EU 27 political, institutional and sectorial 
reforms and particular policies but mentioned only briefly the problems of  
racism, refugees and religion in the future Union.501 
   One of  the most ambitious projects regarding the EU 27 prepared by non-gov-
ernmental organizations has been the project ˝New pact for Europe (NPE)˝ 
initiated in 2013 by expert teams from  the King Baudouin Foundation, Ber-
telsmann Stiftung, Open Society Initiative for Europe and the European Policy 
Centre. It aims were ̋ to rebuild trust through national and transnational dia-
logue and develops new common ground on the way forward for the European 
Union˝.502 After more than 120 national and transnational debates throughout 
Europe they prepared the third project report in which they argues that the 
EU27 should have the political will and courage to agree on an ambitious but 
realistic win-win package deal to overcome deadlocks and counter the danger 
of  a more regressive, nationalistic, closed, illiberal and authoritarian Europe, 
the greatest challenge we are currently facing.503 
   This point of  view of  the project authors could be labeled as conformist one. 
As we described in the article the accumulated problems regarding the EU 
human integration deficiencies could be solved only by energetic and efficient 
political, legal and institutional activities both on EU and on national level. 
These problems could not at all be solved by using ˝win-win package deal˝ or 
if  the European political elites will adapt their views on these problems to the 
˝wishes˝ of  a part of  their electorate in order to keep or resume their positions 
in the elections to come. 

Are the ˝Western Balkans˝ the European ˝Keg of Powder˝?

The region of  WB is of  paramount importance for the EU security. It is a nat-
ural ̋ connecting territory˝ with the Middle East, which will also in the future 
represent a source of  serious security risks for Europe in its neighborhood. 
In spite of  great efforts that have been done by the international community 

500   White paper on the future of  Europe. Reflections and scenarios for the EU 27 
by 2025. European Commission. COM (2017) of  1 March 2017.
501   Initiative for Europe. Speech by M. Emmanuel Macron, President of  the 
FRENCH Republic.Paris, Sorbonne, 26 Sept 2017. international.blogs.ouest-france.
fr/.. ./macron-sorbonne-verbatim-euro (Accesed on 30 Oct 2017).
502   Re-energising Europe. A package deal for the EU27. New pact for Europe. 
Rebuilding trust though dialogue. Third report. A publication of  the King Baudouin 
Foundation, the Bertelsmann Stiftung, Open Society Initiative for Europe, and the 
European Policy Centre. November 2017.
503   Ibidem.
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since 1991 in order to stop the war and to begin a process of  reconciliation 
and progress to the better, is the area still rifted with mistrust, animosities 
and hatred between people (mostly on ethnic and religious basis); with deep 
cleavages between people, the stimulation of  which used to be the most suc-
cessful tool of  the nation’s elite for getting popular support and thus legality 
for keeping the power in their hands (see Chapter XI).
  In the current internal and regional circumstances, the explosion of  violence 
within some Western Balkans states or in the relations between them could 
not be excluded. This represents a serious jeopardy not only for the European 
security system as a whole but also because it will open the way for the mil-
itary conflict of  broader international dimensions, with the intervention or 
at least support of  big powers (first of  all USA, and Russia) but also Turkey, 
Saudi Arabia and others to their proxies.
   The EU should re-consider the membership prospects of  WB countries. It 
would be commendable that its decision-making and consultative structure 
- in line with principles and engagements undertaken in the ˝Strategic Ap-
proach to Resilience in the EU’s external action˝ of  2017 and ̋ Communication 
on EU Enlargement Policy˝ of  2016 -, elaborate an improved policy towards the 
WB countries with the adequate implementation measures. In elaborating the 
improved policy, it will be commendable to be flexible: in addition to common 
criteria mandatory for all it is necessary to take into account the traditions of  
these countries, their so achievements and specific interests.
   The main ̋ domestic˝ open question is how to come - through the democratic 
processes - to the political structure in all Western Balkan countries (and in 
Croatia and Slovenia) who will be aware of  these issues and will be responsible 
and capable for searching solutions in the benefit of  people which interest 
are they supposed to represent. If  the young generations will be not able to 
overcome the past and look to the future the Western Balkans countries will 
be, unfortunately, ˝condemned˝ to live for a long time on the verge of  Euro-
pean civilization patterns.

European Union and the New European Order of Security 
and Stability

In all scenarios of  confrontation between U.S. (and West) and Russia, China 
and other countries regarding their role in the emerging multilateral in-
ternational order is Europe driven to the frontlines of  the ˝new, contempo-
rary version˝ of  cold war confrontation. It is much more dangerous than the 
˝classic˝ one, as the bearers of  it are not in the position to ensure full control 
over the consequences of  their actions (see Chapter X). Fresh strategy and 
policies, aimed at building up the autonomous EU role in the European re-
gional security order, are therefore needed. This new EU approach could not 
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be based on two wrong presumptions: 1) That the strategic interests on both 
sides of  the Atlantic are identical and 2) That it is possible to create stability, 
security, and prosperity of  the EU without Russia, by policies of  ˝sanctions˝ 
and confrontation with Russia. The partnership with U.S. should be based on 
equality and mutual respect of  particular interests of  both partners and not 
on the subordination of  Europe to the U.S. strategic interests; and the role of  
NATO in European security order is the ˝litmus paper˝ for assessing the state 
of  affairs. As to Russia the priority interest of  EU should be: 1) to elaborate 
the concept of  the future EU relations with Russia and to begin the dialogue 
with Russia on its realization and 2) to engage Russia in the discussion on the 
improvement of  the current European international security order with the 
aim of  searching solutions for its operative realization ones in the future. We 
are convinced that Europe needs a con-temporary conference on security and 
cooperation, as was the case nearly 40 years ago, which was honored with the 
Helsinki Declaration in 1975. Much like the CSCE in the Cold War, the OSCE 
today seems to be the best- suited forum for such a sustainable, permanent 
exploration of  practical ways for carefully managing the current volatile con-
frontation with Russia, while defending firmly Western interests and values.
   ˝Domestic˝ stability is a pre-condition for the EU external policy. Would be 
EU capable to cope with emerging exclusiveness of  nation states and hence 
nationalisms which have been shown in Europe’s history as one of  the most 
destructive factor? Would be the EU able to develop further, among other, her 
identity, unity, swift decision making methods and thus capacity of  being as 
a third factor present in elaborating new models of  peaceful international 
community or will be absorbed by internal disputes and boundless ̋ reforms˝?

The Turkish Enigma

The contributions of  Hüsamettin Inaç elaborate some questions that should 
draw the attention of  EU politicians, civil society leaders and intellectuals 
when they are ˝taking position˝ regarding the possibilities of  Turkey to join 
the EU (Chapters XII-XIV). We do hope that also these writings will contribute 
to the better understanding of  this big EU neighbor.
    Turkey which has an imperial past and glorious history today fall into the 
inferiority complex and feeling of  dissatisfaction because of  the persistent 
loss and keeping behind the contemporary civilization. Therefore, the Turkish 
intellectual always seeks the answers for the question of  how Turkey develops, 
grows, and progresses for two centuries. Is it the matter of  schooling, per capi-
ta income or unfair distribution of  income which create the dissatisfaction and 
feeling of  inadequacy? These questions were the signal flare of  modernizing 
steps and confronting with the recent past of  Turkish political experience.
    As a matter of  fact, there can be three important reasons why Turkey has 
risks in modernization process in spite of  all efforts and attempts to be mod-
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ernized: First reason is the lack of  planning, competence and qualification. 
However, Turkey has wasted time, power, energy, and resources due to the 
clientelism, not well-organized projects, failure in finding her targets to 
implement the constant policies, and imprudence in determining the edu-
cation in line with the developmental targets and reactivating her potential 
and capability rationally. Second reason is the lack of  coherent democracy 
interrupted by the military interventions witnessed almost in every decade 
until the 15 July 2016 civilian occupation attempt. In fact, every coup d’état 
deprived Turkey from various opportunities and at least a decade from the 
progress. As it is known, economic development needs a high level democracy. 
Today it is proved that the enhancement of  democracy is strictly relevant with 
the rapidly growing economy. The last reason as an extension of  both ones 
is the need of  bureaucratic modernization which prevents the competition 
and strife among the officialdoms. As a result, Turkey is supposed to learn to 
have innovative, creative, civilian and leading modernization rather than the 
radical, militarist and authoritarian one. 
    As a summary of  three articles about the Turkish modernization and its 
risks, we can itemize the below parameters as the distinctive features of  
Turkish modernization:
1. Turkish modernization has followed a course of  development far from 
the democratic framework at the beginning of  the process. This has led to 
the understanding that the democracy is just free elections made at regular 
intervals. This is one of  the main reasons why Turkish society is not mature 
enough to tolerate the “others” during the early period of  modernization. 
2. Turkish modernization has been realized on the basis of  women, which can-
not be compared with any other modernization example (Russian, Japanese, 
etc.). A new image of  Turkish women has been created and this new image 
has been accepted as the face and the most basic indicator of  modernization.
3. While the modernization was carried out through political leaders (Mustafa 
Kemal At-atürk, as the founding father of  Turkish Republic), created figures 
(Keriman Halis, as the beauty queen), or through those who claimed to be pro-
tectors and bearers of  modernization (Kenan Evren, as the almighty general 
of  1980 coup d’etat), the opposition to modernization was carried out without 
any individual figures through the society, because there was no middle class 
as an agent of  modern values.
4. Modernization, as it is known, has appeared at the ultimate stage of  the 
Western historical experience. Because the Turkish modernization was not 
a product of  the historical process itself, the results produced by the mod-
ernization in the West did not reflect to the ordinary life of  Turkish people. 
For instance, the phenomenon of  individualization in the West is confused 
with the selfish and individualistic community in the modernizing countries 
like Turkey.
5. The Japanese modernization was realized through ̋ imitation˝ and succeeded 
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in great success. Turkey has started to follow the intrinsic western trajectory 
and, nevertheless, has shifted to ˝imitations˝ from time to time. Today, this is 
one of  the basic reasons underlying the partial success of  Turkish modern-
ization.
6. The military’s assumption the role of  the pioneer, guardian, leading figure 
and proprietor of  modernization and the perception of  the hierarchical influ-
ence of  the army over almost every field of  the social life led the occurrences of  
some religious and political communities as the opponent of  modernization 
in many respects.
7. As it is known, the prospective direction of  Turkish modernization has 
always been the west since the beginning of  newly established Republic and 
this has been criticized at many studies. As the ˝Modern Society˝ is a west-
ern origin, of  course, the fact that the modernizing societies follow Western 
societies is anticipative. But that does not mean that the best of  everything 
is in the west and western societies has monolithic character. The belief  that 
the best of  everything is in the west and constant emphasis on this mindset 
in Turkish modernization has led all European Union member states and 
societies to perceive within the same category. This was misperception so 
delusive that Turkey deemed all European people had the monolithically 
shaped a common culture and identity. 
8. In spite of  all criticisms, Turkish modernization has created a very strong 
and coherent ˝nation˝ and “nation state” which was inspired by the na-
tion-building strategies of  the west which is evaluated as a successful product 
when it is taken into consideration from this point of  view.
9. It has been dealt with in a wide variety of  studies that the Turkish mod-
ernization is interruption from the tradition and the isolation and alien-
ation of  the governments from the society because of  its imposition by the 
political elite as top-down changing mechanism. Actually, imposed values 
of  modernization created a huge cleavage between the state and nation and 
the governing and governed.  People who cannot find what they are looking 
for in their own state have either gone to search for informal structures or 
wanted to go other states.
10. In Turkey, modernity which was perceived as westernization is still seri-
ously questioned and criticized by the different segments of  society. However, 
during this period the west already has passed to the postmodern and even 
information society phase and this progressive transformation of  European 
societies has made it more difficult for the two sides to converge in common 
discourse and action, and deepens the distance between the two sides. 
    Eventually Turkish identity followed the trajectory to reshape itself  over 
the Europe and westernization process once again from the last period of  the 
Ottoman Empire to nowadays. This tendency can be analyzed within three 
levels. The first one is the dualist modernization in Ottoman last period which 
kept the tradition and modernity alive together, is attempted to modernize 
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over the military, tried to be a part of  Europe by promoting the rights of  
non-Muslim minorities within the Empire. The second level is Kemalist mod-
ernization process which was based on the radical westernization by complete 
interruption from the tradition and the inclusion of  the ordinary people into 
the modernization process by means of  top down imposition. The third and 
last level is the westernization and modernization within the European Union 
(EU) integration process when Turkey denounced as the official candidate to 
the EU in Helsinki Summit of  December 1999 to nowadays. At the beginning 
of  this process, EU served to enhance the promotion of  the democratic status 
and especially the normalization of  civil-military relations by breaking the 
military-bureaucratic tutelage and oligarchy in Turkey thanks to her building 
herself  over the relatively democratic values and as an ˝external changing 
mechanism˝. Nevertheless, this relationship was reversed as time passes by 
because of  changing character of  the EU and Turkey relations. Over time this 
transformation in mutual relations was anyhow the distortion of  Turkey’s 
existing and futuristic relations with the European civilization. It can be gen-
erally expected that two parties will attempt to ameliorate their relations and 
a new type of  togetherness will be provided in accordance with the changing 
sociopolitical conjuncture and newly constructed world order. 

The Future of the European Union and the Ideas of French 
President Macron

In chapter I, we started the discussion about the European Union with the 
remark that it is ˝presently difficult not to be overwhelmed by the persistent 
view that the future of  the European Union is gloomy and very much menaced 
by the strong rise of  political movements that reject the idea of  a European 
future in which the European Union plays a pivotal role. Many citizens in the 
European nations were already during a long time aware that the European 
Union is characterized by a strong and persistent democratic deficit. Many import-
ant changes were introduced without a really democratic discussion.˝ 
   The European citizens were confronted with a rapid geographical enlarge-
ment of  the European Union, motivated primarily by the idea of  the enlarge-
ment of  the internal European market. As such, the political leadership acted 
as if  the process of  modernization was a process without choice: our future 
was seen as dependent upon the conception of  modernization as a one-way 
road.
   The French President Emmanuel Macron pronounced an important speech 
on the 7th September on a very symbolic site in Athens, on the Pnyx, where 
the Greek democracy developed during the 4th and 5th century B.C. His speech, 
entitled ˝Seul le prononcé fait foi˝ (˝Only what is clearly pronounced pro-
duces trust˝) concerned the development of  the European democracy. The 
presentation of  Macron is certainly not a program for the reconstruction of  
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the European Union. The main line of  what he says is very clear. He describes 
himself  as a European politician who wants to rebuild a strong European 
sovereignty. He is quite aware that under the present circumstances, the ma-
jority of  the challenges that confront us cannot be resolved on the national 
level or on a subnational level, such as the problems that are connected with 
climatic changes, international terrorism, economic crises and international 
migration. In order to create a solution for the European Union that protects 
us against a disintegration of  Europe, we have to follow together a specific 
way, ̋ the way of  the democracy, of  the controversy, of  the debate, of  the con-
struction by the critical mind and the dialogue.˝ The Europeans have to take 
destiny into their own hands. As for himself, he emphasizes: ˝I will not yield 
to anything, not to those who are good for nothing, not to the cynics and not 
to the extremists.˝
   We have to retrieve our sovereignty, says Macron that is our first necessi-
ty. Those we love Europe must have the possibility to criticize it in order to 
remake it, to correct it, to improve it and to reconstruct it. And this implies 
three interconnected hopes: the sovereignty, the democracy and the trust. 
The choice to do so is ours, and it is very good to do so without repeating the 
errors of  yesterday. Macron insists that we, the Europeans, have the right to 
be ambitious. And he tackles us on this point in the following way: ˝Are you 
afraid of  the European ambition that will result in finding again the sense of  
the sovereignty, of  the democracy and the (European) culture?˝
   The German philosopher Peter Sloterdijk reacted to the speech of  Macron 
immediately. Sloterdijk reacts in a negative way against Macrons propositions 
about the future of  the European Union. Sloterdijk remarks that Macron 
speaks about a European Union that embraces the totality of  Europe. That 
is for him too ambitious. Europe contains forty countries. Twenty-seven 
are member of  the European Union and nineteen utilize the euro. And only 
four or five countries have a medium size. Sloterdijk suggests that Macron’s 
proposition is connected with the desire of  the French to reinforce the role 
of  France in the European community. Sloterdijk thinks that the centrifugal 
forces within the EU are too strong to start the project of  Macron to construct 
the European sovereignty on the level that is envisaged by Macron. 
   We can observe that Macron is led by the idea that the stagnation of  the 
European development is produced by a long period during which the dem-
ocratic development of  the EU almost came to an end. This has produced a 
massive disappointment within the population. Sloterdijk is primarily tied 
to the national level of  sovereignty and very pessimistic about the possibility 
of  a change into the direction of  a more inclusive level. But as we have seen: 
there are certainly also good arguments for a move into that direction as we 
our now living in a period in which we are increasingly confronted by chal-
lenges that need an answer on the European level.
   Sloterdijk attacks also the remark of  Macron that we have to reconnect us 
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with the political heroism that is inherent to the republican world. That means 
that we have to find again the meaning of  the historic view. Sloterdijk thinks 
that we live since the end of  the 19th century in a post-heroic period as Hegel 
already has explained. For Hegel, it was perhaps Napoleon who was the last 
example if  this. He thinks that Macron want to express something different 
than that. The concept of  heroism is a metaphor that refers to excellence in 
the political dimension; he wants to say that that our epoch never has so much 
a need for models which give courage and which are an inspiration for the 
meaning of  citizenship.
   Arrived at this point, we can conclude that Macron provides us which some 
thoughts that may be a good starting-point for the further discussion about 
the future of  the European Union. And Sloterdijk may be useful as a sparring 
partner of  Macron and all of  us who are worried about the future of  our Eu-
ropean sovereignty. 
   After reviewing the many political, security and institutional problems the 
European Union is confronted with, especially during the last decade, it is 
quite understandable that Silvo Devetak proposes urgently a new conference 
on security and cooperation in the European Union in order to create a new 
basis for peace, security and development. Indeed, the time is ripe for this 
crucial step.
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Jan Berting

Prof. Emeritus Dr. Jan Berting studied, after his military service, political and 
social sciences at the University of  Amsterdam. Between 1959 and 1962 he was 
a researcher at the Dutch telecommunication Services in The Hague. In 1962 
he became research-fellow in the Faculty of  Political and Social Sciences at 
the University of  Amsterdam. 
   In 1968 he defended at this University his thesis, entitled In het brede 
maatschappelijke midden (Between high and low in society). The research on 
which this thesis was based was the analysis of  the occupational positions of  
middle-level administrative employees and of  their ideas about their (future) 
occupational career in nine large private and state enterprises.
   In 1966 he was appointed at the same University as a professor in general 
sociology and methodology. In 1968 he was appointed at the State University 
of  Groningen, in the Faculty of  Social Sciences, as a professor in theoreti-
cal sociology. Some years later he accepted a professorship at the Erasmus 
University of  Rotterdam (Sociology and the history of  sociology. In 1988 this 
chair was changed into sociology and social policy, with special reference to 
technological changes.
     Berting has been, during a long time, a member of  the Dutch National UNE-
SCO Commission and participated as such to a number of  UNESCO’s general 
conferences. Moreover, he participated to a number of  specialized Unesco 
Conferences in the domain of  Human Rights. Berting was also a member, on 
behalf  of  the Ministry of  Education, of  the Board of  the European Co-ordi-
nation Centre for Research and Documentation in the Social Sciences, since 
1972 until the end of  this center after the political transformations of  1989. 
This Centre had as its major mission to set up research projects in which re-
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searchers from the Two Europe’s were participating. He was engaged in several 
research projects of  the Centre in the field of  labor relations, technological 
developments, and stereotypes.
    He was the dean of  the Faculty of  Social Sciences of  the Faculty of  Social 
Sciences during three periods.
    He was chairman of  SISWO, Universities’ Joint Institute for Co-ordination 
of  Research in the Social Sciences at Amsterdam, chairman of  the Dutch 
Sociological and Anthropological Association, member and vice-president 
of  the Scientific Council of  NIAS, the Netherlands Institute for Advanced 
Studies in the Humanities and the Social Sciences in Wassenaar: member of  
the Dutch Research Council, member of  the Academic Council, member of  
the Belgium Science Council (for political and social sciences).
    His works comprise 25 books, 120 contributions to edited books, some 60 
articles in scientific journals and, moreover, 55 official reports. These works 
are, of  course, related to Berting’s major research interests: 1) theoretical 
sociology; 2) international comparative research; 3) societal problems and 
social policy; 4) social inequality and social mobility; 5) technology and soci-
etal transformation; 6) human rights; 7) collective representations (including 
stereotypes of  the ˝Other˝) in combination with 1, 2, and 6).
   Since 1995, Jan Berting is living in France, in Marseille-Port Frioul, a new 
situation that adds, again, to his European experience.
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Silvo Devetak 

 
Professor Emeritus, Dr Silvo Devetak is a full professor at the Faculty of  
Law, University of  Maribor, Slovenia; he is the President of  the ISCOMET 
- Institute for Ethnic and Regional Studies (Maribor, Slovenia) and of  the 
ISCOMET NGO, which enjoys a participatory status with the Council of  Eu-
rope. In 1997 he received from the government of  the Republic of  Slovenia 
the nomination ̋ Ambassador of  Science of  the Republic of  Slovenia˝. In 2016 
he became a Professor Emeritus of  the University of  Maribor. He is a lecturer 
at several post-graduate programs of  European universities and invited as a 
key-speaker to different international gatherings, discussions and events. His 
bibliography includes more than 567 units. Since 1999 he was the coordinator 
of  numerous academic and other international TEMPUS / Erasmus and other 
projects that are being co-financed by the EU and dedicated to the elimination 
of  discrimination, improvement of  the EU relations with Eastern Europe and 
the Balkans and other topics. As an expert he collaborated with the CLRAE of  
the Council of  Europe, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 
European Community resp. Union. He was a member of  the think tank group 
of  the Secretary General of  the Council of  Europe, Mrs. Catherine Lalumiere. 
As a nominee of  Secretary General, Mr. Walter Schwimmer, he was a member 
of  the Council of  Europe consultative group on cross-border cooperation in 
Europe. He acted as a special envoy of  the Council of  Europe for assessment 
and development of  the cross-border cooperation between Turkey and Geor-
gia (2004), Serbia, Macedonia and Bulgaria (2005) and Albania, Greece and 
Macedonia (2005). Before dedicating himself  fully to academic work he was 
in the Federal Secretariat for External Relations of  Yugoslavia a Special coun-
cilor to the minister for minorities, borders issues and Balkan cooperation 
(1974-79), expert and negotiator for conclusion of  the Osimo treaty regulating 
the border between Yugoslavia and Italy (1970-75), for two terms the member 
of  the UN Committee for racial discrimination (1976-84) and director of  the 
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Institute for Ethnic Studies in Ljubljana (1980-88). For his collaboration in the 
final regulation of  the border between Italy and Yugoslavia he was awarded 
with one of  the highest Italian orders.
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Hüsamettin Inaç

Prof. Dr. Hüsamettin İnaç was born in Uşak (located very close to İzmir) and 
has graduated from Marmara University International Relations Depart-
ment in 1997. After completing his master in Sociology and Anthropology 
Department of  the same university with the thesis ̋ Sociological Comparison 
of  Marx and Pareto˝ he wrote a PhD thesis entitled as ˝Identity Problems of  
Turkey during the EU Integration Process˝ and graduated from Marmara Uni-
versity European Community Institute in 2002. Prof. Dr. İnaç who studied at 
the Dumlupinar University in the Faculty of  Economics and Administrative 
Sciences between 1998-2009, left when he was appointed as the Secretary 
General for Zafer (Northern Aegean as former name) Regional Development 
Agency covering Kütahya, Afyon, Manisa and Uşak cities in order to use his 
theoretical knowledge on the practical scope of  economic development and 
regional growth for a year. Professor Hüsamettin İnaç is still working in Dum-
lupinar University Political Science and International Relations Department 
since 2010 by focusing on the theory of  international relations, foreign policy, 
Turkey-EU relations, political sociology, national/ethnic identity issues and 
international organizations. Prof. İnaç is the research and planning coordina-
tor of  a local think tank institution named as GRTC (Global Research Thinking 
Center) and he is the author of  11 books.
Prof. Dr. İnaç has been appointed as the professor and head of  the Political 
Sciences and International Relations department on August 2013. Since April 
2015 he is the dean of  Faculty of  Economics and Administrative Sciences.
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Christiane Villain-Gandossi

Dr. Christiane Villain-Gandossi a poursuivi toute sa carrière au Centre Na-
tional de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), comme ingénieur, puis comme 
directeur de recherche aux Universités de Paris-Sorbonne et d’Aix-en-Pro-
vence. Docteur d’Etat ès-lettres de l’Université de Paris IV, elle est également 
diplômée de langue italienne de l’Université de Perugia, docteur en histoire 
économique, diplômée de l’Ecole des langues orientales vivantes, et égale-
ment de l’Ecole pratique des Hautes Etudes (section philologie et histoire) 
Paris-Sorbonne, au sein de laquelle elle a assumé une charge de conférence. 
   Détachée du CNRS, de 1981 à 1991, elle a été membre de l’Institute for advanced 
studies (School of Historical Studies) à l’Université de Princeton, New Jersey USA, 
et directeur-adjoint au» Centre européen de recherches et de documentation 
en sciences sociales» à Vienne en Autriche, sous l’égide de l’UNESCO.
   Ses travaux dans le domaine de l’histoire maritime - en particulier médiévale 
- ont été conduits selon les critères d’une multiple démarche: celle de l’histo-
rien des techniques, celle du linguiste (élaboration d’un Glossaire nautique), celle 
du sémiologue avec l’analyse des représentations figurées du navire médiéval.
   Sa connaissance des langues turque et italienne lui ont permis de se spé-
cialiser dans l’étude des relations diplomatiques et commerciales entre les 
pays du bassin oriental et occidental de la Méditerranée, principalement au 
XVIe siècle. 
 Dans le domaine des recherches comparatives transnationales en sciences 
sociales conduites auprès du Centre de Vienne, elle a dirigé et publié les résul-
tats de projets de recherche portant sur le concept d’Europe, sur l’analyse lexi-
co-sémantique de l’Acte Final d’Helsinki, sur l’analyse historique du concept 
de risque, sur les stéréotypes dans les relations Nord/Sud. A la lumière des 
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résultats acquis au travers de ces recherches comparatives transnationales, 
elle a pu focaliser des recherches sur des problèmes de nature théorique: 
méthodologie de l’analyse comparative, interdisciplinarité dans les sciences 
sociales (ontologie, épistémologie et méthodologie des nouvelles interfaces), 
théorie des systèmes complexes, étude de l’élément  sémantique dans la mé-
thodologie des sciences sociales.


